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Shadow Dance
In Memory of My Beloved Daughter
And In Honor of My Son—

“To see a world in a grain of sand,
And a heaven in a wild flower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,
And eternity in an hour…”
William Blake - Auguries of Innocence
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Chapter 1
A single event defined her family. Everything in response to it collided and crumbled,
forever changed. Like a rock thrown into a glassy lake ripples roll across the sea of time.
Through a window in the door, Elijah observes his patient slumped over and staring out an
open window, her disheveled long blonde hair cascading in waves over her frail shoulders.
Although he can recite her medical record from memory, he removes the chart from its clear
plastic jacket and inspects it for deviation.
Patient’s name: Julia Nightingale. Age: 48. Profession: Writer.
Condition upon arrival: Suicide watch. Patient’s daughter murdered by poison,
spring 1999. No one prosecuted.
Patient distressed, depressed and despondent. Took overdose of sleeping
medication on multiple occasions. Patient discovered by cemetery
groundskeeper lying on daughter’s burial plot. Transferred from treating
hospital to this psychiatric facility.
Patient remains delusional, resentful, secretive, troubled, agitated, bitter, angry
and explosive. Danger to self and others. Multiple suicide attempts. Refuses
visitors, except son, Elijah Nightingale.
Diagnosis: Psychogenic amnesia, profound melancholic depression, PostTraumatic Stress Disorder, and psychosis. Progress: minimal.
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Patient complains of a dream in which she kills the men responsible for
causing her daughter’s death. Meager appetite, but hunger for cigarettes.

No change. He sighs and forces a smile as he pushes the door open. “Good afternoon, Julia.”
Startled, Julia closes the black book she is reading and turns to face him.
He pulls a fresh pack of cigarettes from his coat pocket and peels off the cellophane as he
discerns the many books lining the room stacked in corners and on furniture, in English and French
on such subjects as world religions and quantum physics. Like a portal into another world, a large
framed print of Monet’s Child In a Garden is suspended between two rectangular windows. He
rounds the bed to face her and glances at the bureau, at the familiar framed photograph of her
daughter, a young girl with a haunting smile.
The perfect arch of his eyebrow balances strong features. He extends the pack as a gesture of
peace symbolizing an unspoken communion that bonds them in a silent dance. Raising her delicate
white hand, each finger spiked by a gnawed fingernail, she reaches for a cigarette. Her steel, graygreen eyes penetrate his palpable warmth.
She’s anxious and stares at his chiseled face for little of the darkness in her is visible in his
benevolent gaze. She recognized a path through him out of the chaos plaguing her mind.
“Let’s go outside,” he directs her, his amber eyes tender in the shade of thick lashes. He
notices the journal beside her on the bed. Snatching it, she reaches for his muscular arm, as they
stroll outside. For a long time her therapy consisted of this routine⎯their special dance.
Today held a unique quality, different from the others. She awoke distraught in the predawn
hours from an unsettling dream, and directed the staff to send for him. The staff report contains an
unusual detail: “She’s clinging to a black book or journal…” Julia had never been observed writing
in a journal. Its arrival impregnates the air with possibilities.
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It might signify a breakthrough. Perhaps, he thinks, the time is right to share my news with
her. Earlier that morning, he instructed the staff to clear his calendar because breakthroughs don’t
equate to time or medications. He intends to make objective observations before jumping to
conclusions.
Lounging on a chaise, Julia gazes down the hill at a meadow, wishing the peace of the
countryside could settle over her, but her heart pounds like the water rushing down the river that
runs along the edge. High above a hawk floats like a glider on motionless wings over tree-covered
hills. Elijah covers Julia with a light blanket, and, before settling beside her, lights her cigarette.
In a lifeless voice Julia asks, “How long have I been here?” She corrects herself, “No, what I
meant is, how long since there’s been any news of Sophie’s case?” Since arriving she never asked
him about it, but inquires now as news breaks.
“Not since you came to this institution in 2001,” he hints, distracted by a whiff of earthy
pines bordering the grounds.
Stillness settles, and, in the gap, he ponders her words, certain she knows the answer to her
own question. For she could calculate the passage of time since her arrival as it coincides with his
growth over the years. When she arrived at the institution, Elijah attended grade school. He was
now completing his internship at the facility for certification as a psychiatrist.
Elijah had chosen to specialize in transformational psychiatry, hoping to gain a deeper
understanding of her maladies. Completing his residency at her institution gave him unlimited
access to her as well as frequent consults with her treating psychiatrists. Julia over the years referred
to Elijah as, “my doctor,” and, so he became.
Plunging into uncharted waters, he divulges with an exquisite smile and twinkling eyes,
“I’ve news, Mother.”
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Julia clears her throat of phlegm and sweeps a misty gaze from the flowered fields of
crimson poppies below. Lugubrious eyes shadowed by the past stare into the void.
“What?” she snaps in a sour, flat mood, distracted from dark images floating across the
theatre of her mind.
“It’s Bella,” he continues, pausing to search her aging leaden eyes for any perceptible affect.
For they’d not mentioned Bella−an unspoken trigger−since Julia became institutionalized?
Motionless, Julia stares beyond Elijah into an invisible world. The name, he thinks, may stimulate
her memory…
“Bella…” he reiterates, hesitating to allow his words to crystalize, “she awoke from the
coma.” The words course through their bodies like a reverberating gong. Remembering, Julia
flinches like an involuntary knee-jerk, and plants her feet on the cool viridian grass.
The blanket sails from her lap displaced. Tears brim in mournful eyes threatening to spill
over, and Julia’s chin quivers.
“What… I... I can’t believe it… This is ah… ah… a miracle… I never… expected her to…
recover…” she laments and her shoulders and arms fold inward like wings shielding her heart.
“…Am I dreaming… again? When… when…did she…how is she?”
“I received a phone call from her doctor in California about a week ago. And, she’s well--or
at least, better than expected. Bella’s parents died, and the hospital has yet to identify any living
relatives. They traced us through old contact information you left at the hospital. Do you recall
doing that mother, telling them to contact us if any changes?”
“Yes,” she says, her body quaking with shock. She utters in rapid succession, “I
remember… I remember…”
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He didn’t blink. He didn’t move. Her tear-filled eyes shimmering like glassy pools reflect
light borne of pain. She remembers, he rejoices as she raises frantic hands motioning, as if intended
for speech. In a matter of seconds he observes in Julia things he’d read in medical journals.
“What do you mean, you remember?” He allows the question to hang in the air, not wanting
to rush or influence her response with his own expectations.
“I remember… everything. I remember it all…” she says, breathing erratic. “Why I came
here… what happened to Sophie… and Bella… all of it…” Tears stream over scored cheeks. She
takes a deep breath and closes her eyes.
“We don’t have to talk about it now, Mom,” he encourages, sensitive to the unreality of the
moment, for up until this moment she has denied having any memory of the event.”
“No, no… I want to talk about it. I want out of here. I want to go to Bella. Now. She needs
me… I can’t stay here any longer,” she declares as a deluge of tears splatters her thin-skinned face.
“Mom,” he cries empathetic, and hops from his chair to join her on the lounge. He places a
strong arm around her small rounded shoulders sensing her frailness. Her hair sticks to her face,
damp with tears. His strongest desire is to protect her. He tucks tinsel-like errant strands of blonde
hair behind her ear.
For most his life she chose to remain at the institution, rejecting the world. But, she didn’t
fear death; she feared life.
“We need to go to Bella…” Julia resounds. “She’s the key…for she may recall who
poisoned them…”
“Is that so?” quips Elijah, nailed by an exorbitant thrill as Julia emerges from her twilight of
dreams and misty memories. Joy punctures his professional demeanor at the sight of Julia leaping
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from her shadow memories into the present. Bella is awake, and she is the one who knows the truth
about what happened to she and Sophie in 1999.
Elijah searches the contours of his mother’s face for clues to the underlying topography. But
her opaque features, much like the surface of a still, dark lake, tell nothing of what might lie at the
bottom. He practiced patience waiting on what might surface. She speaks in a whisper, her eyes
fluttering in shadow and light.
“I’ll never have peace…until the men responsible for your sister’s death are brought to
justice. They deserve their fate,” she emphasizes in an acerbic hiss. It’s time for justice to be
served—one way or another.”
“What do you mean, one way or another?” he persists with piqued interest.
“I mean it may not be first-degree murder, it may be second-degree, or manslaughter, but
this time their lies won’t shield them. Not now that Bella is awake…” Her voice cracks in a fit of
coughing.
“It’s time. I know it. Bella can speak for Sophie now. You’ve my power of attorney…” she
prompts, her interest in life resurrecting.
“How soon can I be released?”
He shares her enthusiasm but knows from a medical perspective that a release will involve
an examination by the primary psychiatrists. They’ll expect a recapitulation of the days following
Sophie’s death, which she denies having any memory of, or she refuses to talk about it.
“I’ll discuss it with your doctors, but I’m confident they’ll release you to my care if they’re
satisfied with your exam.” Despite his encouragement, he remains perplexed by how she kept a
journal without anyone observing. “What’s with the black book, Mother?”
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“Oh, it’s your sister’s journal. When I woke up last night, I remembered where I stored it. It
was in a bag I’ve kept with me since the funeral, but never unpacked. It’s been here all along. It’s
why I asked them to summon you. I want to give it to you,” she says, and she hands Elijah the
journal.
He stares bewildered at its dull worn cover, as if beholding an ancient sacred text. A frayed
yellowing newspaper clipping peeks out from one edge. But its sudden appearance evokes a sense
of ambiguity when paired with Julia’s sudden recovery.
How are they connected? Coincidence? He toys with the notion but rejects it, harboring a
distrust of coincidence. The past, no longer silent and stagnate, collides with a vibrant present. The
past arrives; he holds it in his hand.
The journal is a path into his sister’s world. He embraces it, conscious its contents represent
but a glimpse, a mere shadow, of a larger mosaic. He rubs his hand over the rough texture as though
reading braille of the cover aware his sister’s hands once touched the same place.
The mystery of who murdered Sophie might unravel with Bella’s awakening. Sophie’s life
can now be given the dignity denied it in 1999. He swipes his cuff across a thin veil of tears
clouding his iris.
Blinking, he whispers, “Thank you.” He embraces the journal with reverence. “I look
forward to reading it when I return to my office. Have you read it?”
“Parts,” mumbles Julia, drawn and restless. “But each time I start bawling and have to put it
down. You take it. Read your sister’s own words about her life.”
Elijah enfolds Julia’s icy hand in his and draws her near as they stroll toward an arched entry
covered in ivy. Birds rustle and warble in trees leaning into their path as fluttering wings take flight.
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Chapter 2
By mid-morning Elijah enters his office and, approaching the desk, switches on a lamp
before drawing water for tea. He hesitates as images from the last times he spent with his sister flash
through his mind. In town for the Christmas holidays, she took him snowboarding. The vision
floated before him like an holographic image of the winter of 1998, he peers into Sophie’s twinkling
eyes.
Her reddish blonde hair streams like ribbons from under a bright yellow knitted hat topped
by a fuzzy fuchsia tassel. Bright red blotches punctuate porcelain white cheeks. A tiny green gem,
mounted in a loop, piercing her right eyebrow, sparkles like a diamond in the sunlight. Her eyes
weren’t brownish gold like his but sapphire blue like the sky. They evoked mischievousness, like
she knew something magic that you wished she’d share with you. Her enthusiasm and inspiration
drew every age.
While talking about which foot to place on the front of the board, a shiny object in her
mouth glints in his eye.
What’s that? He asks, straining for a better vantage point.
What? She says trying to look coy. But falls to her knees, giggling like a child.
That, he says, eyeballing her mouth and pointing.
Oh, nothing… playful, she grins, enjoying the allusive aura she cast.
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No, it’s silver, he persist.
Laughing, she falls on her back beside him, sticking out her tongue.
Yuck, what’s that?
It’s a piercing, silly, she giggles.
Did it hurt?
Just for a second, then I passed out. Nah, kidding, she laughs. They do it super fast. No big
deal. Please don’t tell Mommy. She’ll worry. Promise me or I’ll tickle you until you pee in your
pants, she teases, tickling his side.
Laughing, he gazes into her sparking eyes reflecting snow and tall pines. Secretly thrilled to
share her secret.
Promise. But she’ll find out.
Maybe. Beat you down the hill. Are you ready?
Are you ready? Elijah asks, reaching for the journal and removing the article he’d noticed
earlier. Their mother wrote it in 1999. He reads…
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Chapter 3
Article by Julia Nightingale, San Francisco Chronicle, June 2, 1999:
Like thunder in a box canyon, laughter ricochets through the pre-dawn San Francisco streets.
Two free-spirited girls, oblivious to the dark and the danger it holds, skip through a misty fog
rolling in from the Bay. Earlier, Sophie Nightingale’s boyfriend stood her up, but she rallies after a
night of dancing with friends. Returning home after hours with her friend, Bella, Sophie discovers a
phone message, changing everything.
Please meet me at the studio, baby, whatever time you return… I can explain, promises her
boyfriend, Shamanté. Impassioned, Sophie lights a candle, and with Bella in tow, she strikes out for
the music studio less than two blocks away. In the distance booms a belching foghorn as the
giggling girls knock on a wood door at street level. The entry swings open then shuts. It is
indistinguishable from all the other sealed doors lining the empty street like stucco tombs.
After climbing a creaky dark staircase, the girls enter a room lit by a single lamp that casts a
dull jaundiced hue upon delirious vacant stares. Bodies lean like props against the walls, or mill
about like zombies. Told to wait, Sophie and Bella huddle near the staircase. But a familiar face
greets them. “Would you ladies like a drink?” he asks.
Soon after the drinks arrive Sophie poses a question.
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“Where’s Shamanté?”
“He knows you’re here,” replies the server, now a blur, spinning from the room like a top.
Growing impatient, Sophie whispers to Bella, “I don’t feel comfortable. If Shamanté doesn’t show
in a few, let’s exit right. I don’t think anyone will miss us,” she adds with a knowing grin. But it’s
then that she catches a glimpse of Shamanté approaching, her body flinches and heaves like a
contraction.
Then it happens.
Sophie drops to her knees with a crushing thud, snaps forward smacking her forehead
against the floorboards. Bella screams. Within seconds Sophie experiences convulsions. Bella bends
forward, reaching for Sophie, but vertigo buckles her legs. She collapses.
A woman screams, “Help them,” but help can’t save them now for they’ve been drugged
with the poisonous date-rape drug, Ghb.
Another man, noticing the commotion, scrambles over to Sophie to administer CPR. But
she’s unresponsive and unconscious. Bella also is comatose. The men decide not to call 911, opting
to wait and let them sleep it off.
Around 11:00 a.m., Shamanté wakes up with his arm draped over Sophie’s waist. But when
he squeezes, he finds her body stiff and unresponsive. Rolling her onto her back, he confirms the
horrific truth: Sophie is dead. Overwhelmed, he panics, screaming, “Sophie’s dead! God help us,
we’ve killed her!” But Bella, although unconscious, still clings to life by a faint pulse.
If you have information about what happened to Sophie Nightingale or Bella O’Brien on
April 4, 1999, please contact the San Francisco Homicide Division. The Nightingale family is
offering a twenty thousand dollar reward for information leading to an arrest.
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Chapter 4
It’s now 2014, and still no one has claimed the reward, Elijah laments. The tragic storyline
he knows too well, but her existence in California until the present remains a mysterious unknown.
After Julia is committed to psychiatric care, she never mentions Sophie. Yet Sophie’s personal
narrative arrives into my hands like a gift. Everything happens for a reason… There are no
coincidences, he muses, flipping through the journal, allowing it to flop open to a random page…
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Chapter 5
Sophie’s Journal: November 1, 1998, San Francisco
A chilled spring afternoon in April blocks the sun in a misty grey sky. Dense charcoal clouds cloak
the city in fog. Vertically parked across three slots in the hospital’s parking lot, a cream-colored
‘60s model Cadillac idles. Its front doors, flung open, abandoned by the driver, it appears out of
place.
Hospital attendants standing at the ER entry with hands on hips survey the lot. A lanky black
man shrouded by a hoodie with a hand thrust deep into a pocket points and ominous finger at the
Cadillac. Several attendants carrying gurneys sprint toward it.
Hesitating as a man delves into the back seat extricating from the car my sinewy pale body
from my lover’s embrace. An attendant describes the scene into a handheld device: “I’ve got a
Caucasian female, 125 pounds, in respiratory distress. No pulse, lips bluish,” he confirms.
Scurrying with my lifeless body toward the entrance, no one notices I’m running to keep up.
A shoeless foot in a pale blue sock embroidered with a single red rose dangles lank from the gurney.
I remember putting on that tight blue-jean skirt and baby-blue top. Encircling my neck is a choker
made from liquid silver punctuated by long cylindrical bone beads.
“Hey, I made that choker,” I boast, but no one’s listening.
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Curious, I stare into my own frozen face set against the background of a dark green gurney.
My eyes are closed; my lips are blue; and fine strands of my golden hair are caked with vomit. My
heart is silent. No breath. Yet I’m witnessing like a participant the bustling activities all around. A
lingering scent of daffodils mixed with sweat, vomit, antiseptics, and carbon monoxide invokes a
sense of dread.
The medics move with precision to rescue my friend, Bella, who also is covered in vomit.
She lay beside me on the cold leather backseat. A yellowish discharge oozes from her nose and
rattles in her throat. Her body is clammy. Maybe she’s cold like me.
Confused, I study a doctor, who seems as familiar as a dream. He shocks my heart with
electrical energy. But, the monitor displays a flat uninterrupted green line. He persists, but his dim
eyes mirror the futileness of his effort.
Disoriented and confused, I consider, am I dead? Whose Cadillac is it? Why am I aware, if
I’m dead?
Then I notice, near admittance, four guys huddled with their backs to me. An attendant asks,
“What’s her name?”
A man with dreadlocks heaves air from his gut and whispers my name:
“Sophie.”
“What did she eat or drink?” the woman probes as the boy swipes the back of his hand
across his eyes, offering, “I … don’t know … saw nothing...”
Sirens pierce the morning quiet, announcing the arrival of police, whose cars swerve into the
lot, barricading the cream-colored Cadillac. Flashing red and blue lights pierce the dim grayish fog.
Silence ensues, leaving echoes of the electrical jolt to my heart.
And, pounce. The gurney sways. It’s Dmitri, my cat.
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Chapter 6
November 1, 1998 … Elijah re-reads, propping up, and running his fingers through a mane
of thick brown hair rattled her dream reflected life. How can a coincidence exist between Sophie’s
dream and how the hospital personnel later described the scene to Julia? Elijah rotates parallel to the
desk and stretches long athletic legs. Reaching back, he grabs the remote, switching on a lamp and
streams music from his phone. He glances at a framed photograph of Sophie’s ageless face.
Resting his head on a fist, he balances the journal in his lap, eager to take another journey
with his sister.
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Chapter 7
Sophie’s Journal: November 2, 1998, San Francisco
Jolting awake from the foggy-edge of a dream and peering into darkness, Dimitri’s purr
dispels the dream and I draw him near, caressing a furry, boney body. Alive… I breathe the word
into reality and take in air like an elixir. It’s a dream. Although the distinction between dream and
reality is a fine one.
My wide-open eyes stare into black spaces. Cool, moist air collides with the dewy
perspiration beading upon a warm body. I’m alive. Taking in several more deep breaths, I pull my
knees into my chest and clasp them there. I dreamed I died. And, breathed a shuddering breath of
relief between tears and laughter. It’s a dream… I chanted.
Disjointed images whirl through my mind. What kind of car was it? Who spoke my name?
I‘d hate to die in my sleep without saying goodbye to family and friends. What a cruel fate. It’s
discomforting people dying in their sleep. Clutching the pillow, I pick up the phone and dial my
mother’s number. The ringing echoes in my ears, audible testimony to the physical distance
separating us.
“Mom,” I gasp into the phone, sobbing like a frightened child. She never cares what time I
call, but confusion and concern seep into her sleepy voice.
“Honey, what’s wrong?” Her voice massages the dream from my awareness.
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“Mom,” I repeat.
“Honey, are you all right? What’s the matter?”
“Nothing. I’m okay… except for a nightmare. I just need to hear your voice, that’s all.”
“A nightmare?” Her question lingers like smoke.
“Yes, but… I don’t want to talk about it.”
I count on her to listen and not to pry. But now, she harps about moving home to Colorado.
Her appeals bring a new dynamic to our relationship—tension. But my late night tears from more
than a thousand miles away still her pleas. I’d lost the thread to the conversation long ago, but her
voice like a buoy triggers awareness.
“Did your ticket arrive? Mailed several days ago.”
“Yes, I can’t wait. I wish it were tomorrow.”
“A couple weeks that’s it.”
“How’s Elijah? I miss him.”
“He’s wonderful. Spends most of his time playing hockey and guitar. He talks about you all
the time. By the way, I also mailed the blanket Nana crocheted for you. I bet they’ll arrive in the
next couple of days.”
“Awesome, Mom. I love you. Tell Elijah I love him.”
“Love you, honey. Are you okay? I wish you’d think about moving home. You’re too far. I
could help you more if you were here in the Springs with us. I know you don’t like this place, but
maybe you’d like Boulder and the University of Colorado. It’s an hour or so...”
“Mom, please don’t go there.” I interrupted. “You know I love it here. Respect my choices.”
“Okay,” she said wavering. For what she meant was, okay… for now. In a sense, I
understand the difficulty for her to let go. We’re super-close, but a new emotion has entered our
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relationship: fear and resentment. I resent her persistent and fearful demands. She needs to let go
because, fact is, I’m already gone.
Her paranoia about life in San Francisco, and me living on my own, is delusional. When I
confide about roaming the streets at night with my friends, she freaks. She doesn’t recognize the
adventure…just the danger. It’s so disappointing. To her, the world is a threatening place, but I
refuse to allow her perceptions to impact my reality.
It annoys me she disconnected from the spirituality and Eastern philosophy that once
permeated our lives. Now she seeks comfort in the Bible and evangelical teachings instead of
listening to her own intuition. She prays and recites Bible passages day and night but grows more
fearful and less spiritual. She once said, we’re spiritual beings on an earthly journey, and I agree.
Whatever unfolds in my life, I’m receptive, not afraid.
Dense memories drift through my mind like clouds, although her voice anchors us in the
present. I want her to trust my judgment about living on my own. But, to her credit, she never
abandons me, despite the fact she doesn’t agree with how or where I choose to live. I want her to
relax and recognize what I’ve accomplished in moving here and establishing myself as a multimedia production and film professional as well as staying on top of school. It’s odd, but it doesn’t
seem to occur to her how alike we are.
The sheets slid cool and silky against my shaved legs, and I relax, snuggling deeper into the
mattress. Pulling the quilt under my chin, I cradle the phone against the pillow. Mom’s dull chatter
rose in volume like a child describing a ten-foot Christmas tree she built from lights.
“Cool,” I agree magnetized and fluffing pillows, getting comfortable. “Mom, I’m ready to
fall asleep.”
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“Okay, honey, glad you’ve relaxed. Remember, we love you. And sweet dreams, mon
chéri.”
“Love you, Mom.”
The line clicks, severing our connection, except for an umbilical cord of love.
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Chapter 8
Sophie’s Journal: November 5, 1998, San Francisco
In the pre-dawn hours, I awoke, like many other mornings, to echoes of soft-soled rubber
shoes smacking the damp pavement beneath a second floor Bay window. Typifying San Francisco,
the window sits perched over the sidewalk like a lofty crow’s-nest above a ship’s deck. Digging
deeper into the blankets, I drop anchor in the sweet waters of waking morning.
But languishing ignites internal alarms, signaling the bus to my film class in Marin County
departs in forty-five minutes. My mind ebbs and flows like the ocean, rushing in with chattering
seashells tumbling in its milky foam. And among the shiny objects arrives a gem in the form of my
film professor’s kind gesture—designating my film project for the college’s spring festival.
Excitement spills into my morning like warm sunrays expanding in all directions. What an
honor it is for the College of Marin to recognize my film. I’m so fortunate and grateful. Now I’ve a
credit to add to my portfolio, and my dream of becoming an independent filmmaker is moving into
focus.
Shedding my warm cocoon of covers, I embrace the brisk November morning. The bold
aroma of coffee whips down the hall, exotic and tantalizing; it’s allure tempting my tea taste. Wispy
hair spews from my head like cotton candy, and, grabbing an oversized comb laced it through the
delicate tangles. From a basket of estate sale hair accessories, I choose a sparkling black beaded
comb and pull back my hair to wash my face.
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Slipping into a pair of corduroy drawstring pants, I shimmy into a T-shirt bearing the image
of a young man spinning vinyl. A DJ gave it to me at an aired interview, which I’m posting online
this evening. The scene changes as swift as day melts in night. I’ve got to stay on top of it if I want
to stay relevant.
After all, my goal is to build a reputation as an interviewer in the hip-hop world a la Terry
Gross of NPR’s Fresh Air fame. She presents intriguing people and insightful questions. She’s
amazing. What a break to develop the hip-hop website because of a project designed while interning
for a Web developer. My life here is incredible.
I don’t understand why Mom doesn’t appreciate how this city is in my destiny. The energy
of this place is so powerful. Perhaps I can interest Clark in working with me on the website project.
It’s becoming more demanding to upload the interviews and update the constant venue changes.
With his html background he’ll be a great addition to my team.
Thinking, thinking, thinking and just 6:30 a.m. The sun will bubble up over the horizon any
minute. One final glance in the mirror—
“Dimitri, kitty, kitty…”
He approaches with arched back, circling my ankles, purring. Bending over, I pull his royal
fluffiness to my face, kissing his grumpy smashed face. “Bye-bye, sweet kitty.” While slinging my
camera and handmade blue-velveteen purse across my chest and over a shoulder, I take one final
glance in the mirror and run down the hall steps leading outside.
A fleeting memory of Mom’s words from childhood echoes in my head, calling from the
doorway as I hustle down the street…
You don’t want to be a clothes hanger, do you? Anyone can buy a look or an attitude, but
rejoicing in your own unique individuality expresses character.
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As a result, dressing like the pack has never appealed to me. Shopping from department
store racks isn’t for me. When I left for the West Coast, I emerged from the cocoon leaving behind
my adolescence and the clothes from the era, discovering wings. Now I fill my closet with clothes
from the bounties of vintage shops lining the streets of Haight-Ashbury. Retro is a passion.
It was during one vintage shop excursion that I met my roommate Odessa, who had set up
on the sidewalk outside and was reading palms. I asked her to read mine and stuck my hand in her
face, palm up, wondering if she had anything out of the ordinary to tell me. She peers into it like
falling into a sinkhole.
She’s serious. “What?” I ask, impatient but intrigued.
“Has anyone ever read your palm before?”
“Well, yeah,” I admit, distracted by a red-tailed hawk flying overhead.
“What did they say?” she urged.
“I don’t know…rubbish about a short lifeline. It doesn’t matter. I don’t believe this stuff.
Check it out.” I pointed to the bird, but she didn’t see.
“Well, as you observed, you’ve got a short lifeline.
Look, the lifeline is less than an inch.” She pointed emphatic.
“Ah, yes, how random,” I laugh, withdrawing my hand. How on earth is one’s fate
imprinted on one’s palm?
“Besides, maybe I can change fate. No, you know. I have no fear for my fate is in the hands
of the universe. That’s it It’s a mystery, don’t you know? It’s what I love about life. Like our
meeting right now on this sidewalk and having this conversation. It’s so serendipitous. I love it!”
“What’s your name?” she asks.
“Sophie. And yours?”
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“Odessa.”
We talk for over an hour before I notice the sign on her counter about a room for rent.
“Is it near here?”
“Yes, down the street.”
Rented later in the week. Begin packing. It’s the Bay window. Had to have one. It’s so San
Francisco. The place is huge compared to the cramped quarters where I live now. It’s also closer to
the Haight and all the shops I adore. It’s a large house with several other bedrooms and common
areas. It reminds me of the co-op where I lived off 22nd Street during my freshman year at UT
Austin.
At the time, Odessa rented rooms to others, but no one stayed very long. We liked it when
they left, but many times situations proved awkward, compelling us to be vigilant and lock our
doors. One night while we slept, our bikes were lifted, along with Odessa’s heirloom jewelry. The
police said it was roof bandits. They slid down the roof and in through an open window.
We were super creeped someone had snuck in while we were there. Odessa changed the
locks and, now, inspects and locks the windows. We never found out whether the thief was one of
her former renters.
Although we don’t go out much or hang out together, Odessa and I bonded. We share a
home life, and she loves to sew, which works for my eclectic taste and penchant for designing
clothes. I find the perfect fabric and Odessa sews my creations to life. I adore the clothes we create
because they are unique expressions. My mom gave excellent advice, but I don’t think she
appreciates how much I listen to her.
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The air is pregnant with moisture this morning, and rain drips from a low ceiling of dense
alabaster clouds. In the distance, the sonorous belch of a foghorn announces the occasional ship,
muffling the sunrise rumbles of the city. Picking up my pace, I hurry to the corner to catch a bus…
Out of the alley streaked a spooked critter into the street. On reflex, I launched after it,
swooping it in a clinched fist as I slide across the ice on my wrist. Out of nowhere, a car came
skidding to a stop within inches of my face.
Spots and colors clouded my vision as my hand flew up, waving the furry kitten like a
trophy. A man’s piercing gaze bulged over the top of his white knuckles gripping the steering
wheel. He smiled, relieved, when I took a knee.
As I released the kitten into a side alley, a sharp pain shot through my wrist. Seconds later,
hazy beams from the bus’s hazy headlights shining through the fog. The bus door flew open with a
hiss.
“Bonjour,” I greeted the Haitian man seated in the driver’s seat. He winked at me, warming
this otherwise chill damp morning. “Bonjour,” he said with a smile. One of the many allurements of
this city is the array of ethnicities, cultures, languages, religions, beliefs, and opinions it harbors. It’s
not homogeneous like back home in Colorado, where people are pale, white, and Christian. People
here are as unique as stars in the sky. Listening to the different dialects, perspectives, and stories
about life is one of my favorite pastimes.
Two nuns dressed in dark blue habits with light blue veils graced the first bench seat. They
stared at something unseen by me while fingering blue crystal rosary beads. On the next vinylcovered seat a young African woman in a red suit chatted in soft tones with a child. I slide into the
seat behind them.
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Peeping over the top of the seat, a nappy-headed child smiled a toothless smile, her milk
chocolate eyes like a cup of warm cocoa. She must’ve been around five, as that’s when I remember
Elijah losing his front teeth.
“Hi,” I said, and bashful, she dipped back down below the seat. Her mother scolded her to
turn around and face forward. She bribed the child with a High-C juice box and a granola bar.
The bus engaged lunging forward through the fog along streets littered with paper, plastic, and
people. Bodies extended unsheltered appendages from cardboard tents doting the street. As we
approached a red light a group of young boys in long duster coats, smoking cigarettes, huddled in a
circle on the street corner.
Laughing, they pointed at the bus. Then a loud crack like a gunshot exploded near my docile
head, causing me to jump as red paint splattered across the bus windows, splitting the morning
calm. The small child leaped like a frog toward her mother, and the nuns screamed. Laughter
erupted.
For the second time this morning, my attention got zapped, stopping time. But for boys on
street corners the bus served as a moving target. Red and purple streaks slashed across the child’s
window. Nothing—but plastic balls filled with paint, I mused. But flexing my hand brought a sharp
pain, inhibiting my desire to film the unfolding drama.
Paint rippled in waves across the window. Splattering in various directions, it twisted and
swirled, distorted by the wind. The effects of a surprise assault lingered like an annoying whisper in
a quiet assembly.
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Chapter 9
Sophie’s Journal: November 6, 1998, San Francisco.
The bus cruised over the Golden Gate Bridge on its way to my final destination in Marin
County. The paint splatters obstructed the sliced up view of the Bay as seen through the suspension
cables. But passing through the first orange monolith triggered nostalgia of boarding a ride at a
carnival.
The journey across the bridge never failed to inspire iconic awe. From the first day, it’s been
like entering a dream. San Francisco is a city of dreams and dreamers. The bridge is like a portal,
delivering me from one world—the city and its lights, glass, concrete, and steel—and into another—the luscious emerald green beauty of the Marin County woods.
The Bay view captivated my attention when a tall thin stranger slid onto the bench, almost,
imperceptible. A few inches of open space separated the heat from our bodies. Serious dreadlocks
fell down his back and arm. Brown sinewy fingers curled like a fallen leaf around a pen poised over
a journal. He wrote, and I glanced. His head didn’t shift but ebony eyes shielded by thick lashes met
mine. He smiled, and in so doing became a window for me.
Joking, I asked him, “Writing your life story?” He stared vacant out the window then
brought his gaze back to meet mine. I glanced back.
He laughed. “No, it’s a song,” he said in a soft, Michael Jackson-like voice.
My curiosity grew. “Are you a musician?” I asked.
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“Well, yeah, a singer, and I write songs for my band.” Rhythm inflected his speech like a
snake charmer, and I became mesmerized by this passionate man with a song in his voice warming
the bench seat next to me.
“You like the view?”
“Oh, yes. Look at that Bay.” I noticed the childlike excitement undercoating my voice. “Just
now you caught me daydreaming about a film I’m working on.”
“You make films?” he said.
“Well, yes, I attend school at the College of Marin, and today I’m giving a presentation for
my final film project this semester. I’ve been shooting footage all over town…you know, taking
random shots of people in the parks with their animals or with their kids at the beach, the street
people, and the skylines and nightlife outside clubs and restaurants, and whatever else...”
My voice faded, as I grew self-conscious of my fervor.
“Wow.” His Wow encouraged me to say more.
“Yeah, I did the editing and the narration for a stroll through the city through my eyes’
effect.”
“Cool,” he said, his whole body vibrating like a wave, smooth and rhythmic, affirming.
“Yeah, I intend the film to be more than a mirror reflecting life. I’m all about creating
visions for people to perceive from shifting perspectives to think outside their familiar box.”
While I talked I watched him listening and studying my hand gestures, my eyes, and my
expressions. He was totally present, like an artist studying his subject before putting pencil to paper.
An invisible synchronicity pulled us into the folds of now. It was strange feeling energy as it drew
me into this moment, like it’d been waiting for me.
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We meet people in an unexpected moment and share quintessential truths about life and a
stranger is transformed into a teacher. In this serendipitous moment something invisible but not
imperceptible transpired between our eyes. Unsettling, yet intoxicating, like being hurled into his
energy field.
“You know, I get it…when I write songs I have many of the same feelings. We share a
similar vision.” He stared at me.
From the natural beat flowing from his words, I imagined what his singing voice might
sound like. He got me. He connected with what I was saying. People exist, whom we talk to every
day, all the time, and then say, you know what I mean, and they reply, Huh? No connection—a
vacuum in which your words float. My handsome, dark-skinned stranger and I connected on a deep
level. It was unnerving. Parts of me awakened.
Smiling, he asked, “What’s your name?”
“Sophie.”
“Sophie,” he repeated. In speaking my name he infused it with new meaning as it formed
over his lips. Simple discourse, and yet, so memorable.
“What’s yours?”
“Shamanté” he said, and his warm breath flushed my face as I leaned in toward his soft
voice over the sound of the bus’s horn. I liked sitting next to him.
“Do you play music in the city?”
“Yeah, we play all over,” he said, and he reached into his camo-overcoat pocket and pulled
out a CD. “I’d like you to have this, Sophie.” Again, the sound of my name pronounced by this man
caused my heart to palpitate, and he offered a gift. Accepted, the heat of his dark skin brushed
across the pale coolness of my wrist.
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“Thank you,” I exhaled in a whisper.
“If you like it, you can catch us Friday night. We’re the opening act at the Fillmore. I’ll put
your name on the guest list.” He spoke with an inviting soft confidence, desire burning in his eyes.
“Cool. Thanks for the invite. What’s the name of your band?”
“Immortal Tribal Tones.”
“That sounds familiar. I’m the architect of the online SF hip-hop venue, and I’m sure I’ve
posted dates for your band’s concerts.”
“Well, it’s my band, and it’d be awesome if you’ll be my guest.” He held my gaze while
extending the invitation for a second time.
Flushing like a pink neon sign in the dark night, a part of me rushed toward him and another
part pulled back. My morning drifted away, and for the first time, I dreaded the arrival of my
routine stop. I wanted to linger in this moment, instead of moving forward into the next.
My world came back into focus as the bus rolled up to the stop for Marin College.
“This is my stop.”
“Right on. Maybe see you Friday…” He said hopeful and moved so I could exit. Pivoting to
wave as I took the first step, the seats obscured my view.
With one flap of the door closing behind me, the bus sped away. On my back hung the pack
with my film presentation, and in my hand, Shamanté´s CD. A smile flushed from the inside out.
My feet rustle rivers of fallen leaves as my attention lit on my passion—film.
The sun rose, scattering thin clouds, making me thankful I took the film class in the fall,
when sunny days were abundant. The natural sunlight during the day and the shadowy hues of
purplish blues in the clear evenings provided amazing footage. I couldn’t wait to present the film to
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the class and Professor George, who had us all believing we could be the next Spike Lee or Quentin
Tarantino.
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Chapter 10
Rising from the chair with a stretch and a yawn, Elijah moseyed into the bathroom and
splashed water on his face. Flipping on a switch to boil water, he measured loose pearls of organic
jasmine tea into a diffuser. He snuggled the mug between his palms warming cold hands. He sipped
pondering what Sophie might’ve achieved had she lived. In response to a voice command, the
stereo powered up with a classical guitar selection. It played low.
What a waste, he brooded saddened. Anger flared inside—not to the point of wanting
revenge—but at least, justice. Relaxing, the heat faded—rather it faded in light of fate delivering the
journal into his hands. Picking up his tea, he drank focused on what the next page of Sophie’s
journal might reveal about her life.
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Chapter 11
Sophie’s Journal: November 13, 1998, San Francisco
Voices pierced my sleep. From where I hibernated, burrowed under piles of blankets,
muffled voices rose and fell in close proximity to the bed. For all I knew, complete strangers
might’ve wandered into my room. Maybe they didn’t discern the body resting under the mound of
covers.
Deciding to extricate myself from my lair, a peripheral glimmer of goldish red hair flashed
in the mirror across from the bed, grounding me. Yep, it’s me. Yet, another image teased, maybe
I’m still dreaming. But then, the unmistakable huskiness of a man’s voice pierced the silence like a
jarring blast from a radio. From the sidewalk below, the undulating tonality of two voices, a man
and a woman, filtered into the room as the sheers covering the cracked Bay window billowed and
collapsed in a silent dance.
At six in the morning, I guessed the source to be runners out for a morning jog. I’d trained
my brain to filter out the familiar monotonous echo of runners’ feet smacking pavement. But, this
morning, I surrendered to the sweetness of the moment, and eavesdropped on their communion
from my concealed bird’s nest. I imagined the man and the woman knew each other in the past but
met by chance after several years.
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“Tell me what you’ve been doing,” he asked in an ardent tone. “…Are you still
with…what’s the guy’s name?”
“Bill?” She asked attempting to clarify. “No, we broke up…about a year ago.” Awkward
silence followed for a minute or two when he made an invitation.
“Do you want to have a coffee?”
In silent seconds, he contemplated her. And, in the gap, my mind created the image of
Shamanté on the bus when he got me.
I wanted to run for my camera and fly down the stairs with the camera rolling, yelling,
“Lights! Camera! Action!” But, the intrusion might rob them of their special moment, and I don’t
want the karma. But, visualizing the entire scene in my head made it difficult to stay composed and
I released a belly of suppressed giggles with childish abandon.
Giggling and laughing are favorite pastimes. I like that about me. I love life and laughter.
They say, people who laugh, live longer, healthier lives. But, the annoying people beneath my
window weren’t amused and scurried away like frightened squirrels. Dimitri, motor purring,
stepped across the billowed blanket. Reaching for him, I pulled his furry angled body into mine.
Stroking him, I planned the day. Curious, my roommate, Odessa, peeped around the door edge.
“What’s so funny this time of the morning? Want to share?” She asked heavy lidded as she
flopped into the room in oversized leopard slippers, carrying a Starbuck coffee mug. She plopped
on the mattress edge.
“Yeah,” I laughed, explaining about the man and woman on the street beneath the window.
“Life’s so like a Shakespearean play or is it the other way around? Life’s a source of
amusement if you’re curious enough to watch the mystery of life’s unfolding of people and events.”
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“Wow, “Isn’t your film for school about the unrehearsed life around San Francisco.” Odessa
surprised me because I didn’t think she noticed my film had a deeper theme than a bunch of scenes
captured on film. She’d nailed it.
“You remembered, yes, the serendipitous is what I cherish about life. I presented it to the
class and department heads yesterday, and they liked it. My professor submitted it for the spring Art
Festival in April. It’s cool. Like they’re setting up several large screens along the campus corridors
to project my film all day during the festival. They’ll also give me credit in the Festival brochure.
I’m ecstatic.”
“Awesome…you’re going places kid!”
“Well, when I was a kid, my Mom says I dressed up in costumes and cast my friends in roles
and directed neighborhood plays. Later, I took on roles in community and school plays. By high
school, I landed the lead roles during junior and senior years. Shakespeare plays were our forte. I
still can recite long stanzas of verse from many of those plays.
In my mind, the parallels between the stage and life are too obvious to ignore, which is why
I’m hooked on watching the drama staged by ordinary people. Like the one below my window this
morning. But, the medium I favor is film. I prefer to capture it in film than in character on stage. My
intention with film is to make an unscripted statement about life.
Odessa liked to let me talk She didn’t interrupt or contribute feedback. She projects a vacant
apathy. We’re totally opposite. My Celtic ancestry clamors for expression and my mind percolates
with images, ideas, and emotions. Maybe my love affair with life results from a haunting feeling
I’m running out of time to say or do all I want to express and accomplish.
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“Life has so many twist and turns,” I added, my mind reeling with possibilities. My theory is
if you stretch your mind it keeps it from stagnating in conditioned responses to life. Not for me! It’s
a challenge to stay authentic or true to your vision. It’s what I love about existence.”
In a dramatic rustle of blanket and sheets, I slinked from the bed in a long lavender, satiny
vintage slip to the bathroom. Warm feet on icy floors—intense sensation for grounding. Laughter
bubbled inside me like energy. Odessa with a blank expression, sipped coffee when I announced
from the bathroom.
“I met a boy.”
“Oh, yeah, where?” Boys did perk the girl’s interest.
“On the bus the other morning on my way to school, he invited me as a guest to his
performance tonight at the Fillmore.”
“Okay, what’s he like?”
“He’s a singer with a smooth voice. You know, charismatic type, charming but not
overbearing.”
“Okay, look out.”
“It’s an invitation to listen to his performance, Odessa.
It’s not a prelude to marriage.”
“Sounds like Romeo and Juliet, and, it ends in tragedy.”
“Nice,” I said displeased. But, refusing to allow Odessa’s pessimism to ruin my morning, I
laughed it off.
“Yeah, you know the banter. Life is what you make it. But, think about it. It’s also a
personal stage where you take the lead and create your own destiny.” All the while I spoke, Odessa
trying to ignore me hummed, “Just like Romeo and Juliet…”
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Not amused I said, “…We all need love. And, in the end, it’s all that matters: love, or the
lack of it.”
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Chapter 12
Sophie’s Journal: November 19, 1998, San Francisco
From the street beneath my window, a familiar voice shouted my name. It sounded like
Mirabella, who we call, Bella.
“Hey, Sophie,” she called in her valley girl, singsong voice. Through the sheers covering the
window I peered down and Bella’s jade eyes glowed in the sunlight.
“Bella, what’s up?”
Not often do I call her by her full name unless I’m trying to talk sense into her stubborn
head, or suggest a different way to perceive whatever she’s interpreted as threatening or frightening.
“Do you want to rollerblade:” She asked.
“Yeah, I’m going to blade over to the Mercury Café, I’m working the lunch shift at 11.
Want to tag along?”
“Sure, let’s do it.”
“Okay, I’ll be down in ten.”
Pulling my head out of the window, Odessa waddled toward the door. She raised her hand
waving back at me, and said,
“Auf Wiedersehen, spatter. Have a wonderful day.” Odessa’s German phrases thrown in
with English grew on me.
“Okay, later.”
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My wrist continued to burn and throb, making it impossible to ignore the injury. But, I knew
I’d have time to ice it before my shift at the restaurant. Moseying outside and plopping onto the
curb, I pulled down my shades and laced the blades.
“I love the sun. Isn’t the fall in San Francisco glorious?”
Years ago, Bella moved to S.F. with her roommate Arianna. They met through mutual
modeling connections in L.A. They both experienced vibrant careers traveling back and forth to
L.A., depending on assignments. They made massive fortunes smiling into cameras for long hours,
which they described as hard work but it sounded more like exotic fun. Most girls dream of
becoming a model and, I’m no exception.
Joining the troops of other girls who drop off photographs at modeling agencies, I too hoped
for the call. But, then realized what I create looking through a camera lens is far more fulfilling than
posing like an object in front of the camera. Having a new lens for my camera meant more than the
right composite photos.
In many ways though, I idolize Bella’s life as a model, which she epitomizes from head to
toe. I don’t think she wears the same clothes twice and most are designer creations. The high
demand models are given the clothes, shoes and accessories they model. Bella enjoyed an endless
supply, and offered up whatever I liked. The hand-me-down clothes gave me access to fabulous
new fabrics, which, I took to Odessa to sew into one of my design creations. Whenever I showed up
in a remake of a designer piece, Bella encouraged me to be a fashion designer.
“Sophie, you’ve an artist’s eye. You should design clothes not films and Websites. I’ll
endorse your brand. You can make a fortune.”
“Yeah, should a, would a, could a…I so love fabric and making new creations but film is my
passion and where I hope to make an imprint on the world.”
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Bella’s tall thin 5’ 10” frame didn’t cling to an ounce of fat. But still, she starved at times
and never ate bread or deserts. I joked half serious, I don’t know if I can trust you, if you don’t eat
dessert, which I prefer to eat before the meal. But Bella argued her next modeling assignment
concerned her more than her next meal.
Bella’s face followed the lines of classic beauty with sculptured cheekbones. Her thick hair
hung in spiraling blonde curls, which she contained under fashionable hats with loose strands
curling around her face. Being a hat person, I like her look but so do guys. She gets first pick, which
is a switch. For back home in Texas—high school and first-year college—I enjoyed first choice.
But, Bella although gorgeous spends her time brooding over the past, and is fearful for no
apparent reason. She complains of having the proverbial rug being pulled out from under her. But,
when I told her to try and use the situation as a prompt to let go of fear and shift perspective, she
claimed she’s powerless to change because at her core she’s distrustful and insecure. Her
detachment alienates others from forming relationships. To this day, despite her sweeping success,
she lacks confidence.
When Bella was nine her mother, who Bella complained never liked her, died in a car crash
along with her younger brother and playboy father, who Bella adored. Social services picked Bella
up from school on the day of the fatal accident, and explained her mother, brother and father, died.
None of Bella’s relatives responded to social services efforts to place her with family. The state had
no choice but to send Bella to an orphanage north of L.A.
A large estate donated by a wealthy philanthropist with the express condition to serve
homeless children. Surrounded for miles by a ten-foot stonewall it cast an ominous presence on the
edge of Angeles National Forrest. It’s isolation contributing to the orphanage’s widespread history
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of corruption and abuse. During the years of Bella’s confinement, she lied, stole, abused drugs and
became proficient at creating a fantasy world.
Bella’s fantasy expanded beyond day-to-day existence. In her daydream, she imagined
living with her father as the mistress of his estate. She created her story, one that didn’t include the
orphanage where she’d survived leveraging her beauty and body like commodities.
The first time Bella discovered a fashion magazine another fantasy sparked. She imagined
her own face on the cover of magazines. At night, she huddled under her blankets with a flashlight
studying how the women did their make-up, hair, dress, and dramatic poses.
During the day she imitated the model’s glossy styles, and where she lacked, she bartered,
and accumulated glamorous trinkets to complete the illusion. But the walls of the orphanage
couldn’t contain her and at sixteen she ran away.
By seventeen her face smiled back from the covers of Seventeen and Vogue. But, despite
her success, a lack of fulfillment or emptiness plagued her. She obsessed, consumed by the past and
what she’d lost, what she perceived stolen from her, or what she’d given away. Her glass remained
half empty.
People tell me they’re drawn to my trusting openness and because I’m witty and wickedly
funny. I’ve never known a stranger. When I met Bella, we waited all day for a casting audition. She
came because she’s a fashion diva; I came because I’m curious. But, no matter how diverse our
paths, they intersected while we waited to be called.
For me no accidents exist, we’re where we’re supposed to be. Bella, although guarded and
distant, sparked intrigue the moment we met. My love of people draws them into conversation and
Bella proved no exception. Music playing over the intercom stimulated our first chat when and I
mentioned my passion for music and dance.
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She also likes to dance so we covered different dance venues and our favorite music scenes
and DJs. She said her friend Arianna studied dance at the University of Southern California. The
day ran long while waiting for a call by the casting agent but we discovered several shared interests
like modeling, fashion, dancing, boys and music. We bonded that day and became friends.
In the short time I’ve been in San Francisco, I’ve made friends. And, that’s true in the music
world where I’m an insider. My first break led to developing Websites for local musicians. Then, I
took it to the next level, interviewing local California artists and DJs and embedding the interviews
on my hip-hop venue site. People acknowledged the power of the online presence I’m creating.
When my friends and I shuffle into a club, people call out my name and gravitate to my
sphere like I’ve magnetic pull. The darkness shrouding Bella is foreign in my world. And, although
she’s first choice of the boys, it’s my own power of attraction drawing them to us in the first place.
“What a gorgeous morning,” I commented staring in awe at the cloudless periwinkle blue
sky.
“Yeah,” Agreed Bella, pausing to step on a cigarette butt she dropped near a foot covered in
pink canvass, “…when the fog lifts.”
Traversing down Schroeder Street over to the Haight, we drifted through an island park
separating the direction of traffic. We skated passed people waking from sleep on blankets spread at
the base of giant Eucalyptus trees, and passed other pale people littering the sidewalk. Hungry eyes
and opened empty palms hoping to catch a spare coin keep me humble and grateful. Spinning by, I
dropped a coins.
“Let’s stop for a Chaiʹ′,” I yelled to Bella over the street commotion. She motioned a
thumb’s up.
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I embrace the bohemian ambiance of the Haight in spite of the invasion of the fringe by
twentieth century capitalists like Starbucks and Ben & Jerry’s. We rolled into the Starbucks’
parking lot, and after ordering took our Chaiʹ′ outside to enjoy the dazzling sunlight.
“I worship the sun,” I inhaled the crisp air.
“That’s cause it’s like you.”
“Thank you, I take that’s a compliment,” I said and squeezed her cold hand with affection.
“I met a boy on the bus the other morning and we’re hooking up,” I said eager.
“Right on. A date?”
“Sort of.”
“What’s he like?”’
“Musician…we connected.”
“Yeah, name?”
“Shamanté,” I said savoring the sound of his name as it captured the splendor of the
unexpected intimacy we shared on the bus.
“Shamanté?” she repeated leaving a question mark hanging in the sweet air. “Does he sing
with Immortal Tribal Tones?”
The bubble in which I sparkled absorbing the sun, burst. Through the dark tint of my
sunglasses, I squinted at her impish profile in filtered sunlight. He’s not one of her lovers. I did a
miserable job of disguising my disgust, jealousy. Reacting like she’d stolen a treasure, it occurred to
me. What did she take? A memory?
“I don’t know him…too well… met him a few times…gigs around L.A.”
It never ceases to amaze me how small the world is and, at the moment, it shrank more.
Bella knew my new infatuation.
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“Amazing,” I said shaking my head from side-to-side.
“Oh, Sophie, after you’ve lived on the west coast for a while the circles overlap.”
“Yes, I believe it’s common.” But, my desire to share the boy with her, waned. I didn’t a
second translation of the boy. Besides how do I know if she’s telling the truth? It might be another
one of her fantasies. Who knows? But, keeping the boy to my self may have been my first mistake.
Jealousy nailed me, and I squirmed embarrassed and, ready to exit.
“Let’s go.”
Feeling the wind go out of my sail, I collected my backpack. It’s unlike me not to value her
input. But, the boy is a private affair.
“My shift starts in a few minutes…need to keep moving,” and we bladed across the parking
lot to the sidewalk.
“I’m going back Sophie,” said Bella
“Alright, call ya later.”
Skating away she yelled, “Sure,” without looking back.
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Chapter 13
Sophie’s Journal: Afternoon, November 20, 1998, San Francisco
Today, pushing open the glass door to Café Mercury where I work, I caught a glimpse of my
face shimmering in the glass framed by tiny white lights. Entering, the wind followed jingling bells
intermingled among the lights announcing my entry. The door sucked closed behind me like a
vacuum partitioning the outside world.
My wrist, screaming like a neglected child, protested about my indifference. Sliding across
smooth cool ceramic tiles making way through the main dining room, no voice signaled from
within. But, the occasional banging of metal pots echoing from the kitchen promised warm bodies.
The owners designed Café Mercury to give customers a sensuous interlude into the
Mediterranean. Scents like citrus, cinnamon, and lavender lured one deeper into its fragrant and
coveted venue.
Herbs and fresh flowers and plants grew in well-placed gardens with gurgling fountains
below skylights. Italian tiled archways opened into high-ceiling rooms with stained shutters and
wood ceiling fans suspended from exposed metal pipes. Café Mercury provided a reprieve from the
jungle and chaos on the other side of the glass door.
Cook’s slicked-back black hair glistened with grease through lateral silver shelves piled with
white ceramic plates. He moved like a maniac prepping lunch. We called him Cookie but he said his
birth given name was Jack.
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“Hey Cookie, how are you?” I asked.
“Sophie,” he responded flashing dancing eyes and a wide smile. No matter how stressed,
Cookie remained cheerful.
“What’s up? You’re ear.”
“Yes, bit I fell on my wrist the other day and need to ice it before the shift.”
Pulling back the door to the icemaker, I scooped ice into a plastic bag, and removing the ace
bandage draped the bag of ice across my wrist.
“You gonna be alright?” Cookie, older than most of the crew, took a paternal interest in the
staff. I liked him.
“Oh, yeah, I plan to stop at a clinic after my shift. I’m planning to have it examined when I
meet my mother in Texas next week, but it hurts too much to wait.”
“Spending the Thanksgiving holidays with your family?
“Yes, we’re meeting in Texas at my Nana’s. We haven’t been to Texas in a while with me
living out here and mom in Colorado.” While we talked other girls shuffled in shoving thick
timecards into the mechanical clock teeth. The loud clamp of its metal teeth imprinting the cards
signaled a new shift.
“Hey, Louisa, do you think we could trade sections today?”
Louisa, sashaying toward me, grinned. Her bleach-blonde hair pulled back in a ponytail
swung from side to side. Louisa epitomized the fifties. She loved bubble gum, Happy Days, Elvis,
and velveteen skirts with poodles. Today, she wore a red skirt with a pink poodle and pink blouse
and red canvass sneakers.
“Sophie, what’s with the ice?”
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“Ah, you know Louisa, I’m running here and there and yesterday, I slipped in the street on
my way to the bus stop.”
“Let ‘s take a look at that puppy,” she teased peeking under the ice bandaging my wrist.
“Wow, it’s swollen. You need a doc kiddo,” she cautioned taking care to replace the ice.
“Sure I’ll switch sections with you but gorgeous day like today, the whole damn place will
be busy. I’ll go make sure both sections are set up.”
“Thanks, I owe you.”
Tossing the ice, I headed back to my section. People already formed a line waiting to be
seated. Yet, the afternoon rush passed without a snare. My shift neared its end when the hostess
seated two suited black men in my section. In my peripheral, I noticed a busboy tidying the table.
Grabbing two waters and menus, I rushed to their table and, cheerful, asked if they’d been in
before—my usual table opener. But, the guy closest to me copped an edge.
“Can we expect better service if we’ve been in before?” His voice, sour and unpleasant,
reminded me of vinegar. My limbs tired, and my wrist throbbing, I decided not to personalize his
comments and keep it light. But, his words left a residue like a displeasing after taste.
“No, I asked so I can explain the menu, if you’ve not been in.” And, smiling my best
sunshiny smile, he frowned dissatisfied.
“Well,” said the man with a tight fake smile drawn like Batman’s adversary, the Joker,
“…maybe you can explain why they let a cunt like you wait tables here!” And bringing a frosty
glass to his lips with a pretentious pinky finger raised, he gulped cool water. But then arms flailed
and gasping for air, he choked bug-eyed.
Karma, I mused with a delicate silent smile. His colleague slapped the man on fire’s back
but he became more enraged. Red streaked eyes bulged then fixated on me, the source of his
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misery. Trapped in the line of fire, heat rose in my cheeks but valuing my job, I scrambled to
placate the insulter.
“Would you like to order?” I suggested.
He barked in a coarse tone, “Bring a bottle of the 1990 Opus One.” Sauntering away brought
climatic relief. What a creep, and, a waste of expensive wine, I fumed. The bartender put the set up
on my tray. Taking deep breaths, I calmed knowing this encounter would end in minutes.
My wrist ached and I fretted over pouring their wine. My stomach grew queasy as sweat
beads accumulated on my upper lip. Relax, relax…I kept chanting but the humiliation ran deep.
Returning, I placed the bottle and glasses on their table setting my tray on an adjacent table.
Trying to steady the bottle while twisting the cork proved challenging and my wrist quivered. The
bottle slipped and wine spewed like blood.
A three hundred and fifty dollar bottle of wine seeped into the white linen tablecloth. Blood
drained from my face now as white as a saucer of milk. The hostile man’s jittery eyes locked on me
and, once again, he caught me in his cite.
“Bring another bottle!” he demanded, “And…get this linen changed.” Like I needed
reminding.
“Yes, of course, I’m sorry but I injured my wrist,” I admitted wincing.
“Did I ask for excuses?” He said impatient and unsympathetic.
The situation digressed in seconds from insult to injury. Like, I’d fallen through a crack in
the azure sky and into the man’s brimstone, and I fled to the bartender for help.
“Jed, I spilt this bottle and, they,” motioning toward the table, “…want a fresh bottle. Would
you mind taking it over and opening it? I’ve injured my wrist and can’t manage it. I’m going to
change their linen.
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“No problem.”
Jed trailed and we hurried to the table replacing the soiled linen smoothing one fresh. Jed
finished opening the bottle and poured, and I breezed back to the bar optimistic the wine subdued
the hostile man. Allowing a few minutes before I reproached their table, I circled in without direct
eye contact with either man.
“May I take your order?”
Assenting, they ordered without incident and I meandered to the kitchen placing their orders.
But, the sting of humiliation dissolved clarity. Why did I switch stations? Cause and effect. Or, did
it start with the kitty? Telle est la vie.
It’s a passing dream. Let it go. Trying to keep from being fooled by the superficial
appearance of things. But this guy, he provoked. Glancing up I confronted his glare burrowing holes
in me from across the dining room. What’s his problem? He’s like a raging bull in the middle of the
room. Nice. Maybe it’s a lesson in tolerance, but mine’s evaporating.
Carrying the tray the plates met the fleshy side of my wrist singing. Propping the tray on the
corner of their table the busboy rushed to set a stand. Seething, water beads clung to his clipped
moustache.
“Anything else?” I asked, setting the plates without incident. The angry man’s eyes
narrowed dark. He’d demands.
“Yeah, your service has been fucking atrocious and I expect our meals comp’d based on
your incompetence.”
Maybe, I should’ve said, okay, and scooted but no one deserves abuse or bullying. He’d
pulled the plug on courtesy a long way back.
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“Alright mister, you owe me an apology. I’ve never served anyone, who disrespected me
like you. Do you scorn all women, or just the ones that wait on you?”
The guy blew my mind, maybe I’ve lived a sheltered life but he came across cavalier at the
expense of others. Like, he took pleasure in insulting remarks and indifference. He quivered with an
explosive air. Like fleeing from a vicious dog, I bustled out of his path. His lips parted and in a
seething tone he hissed.
“I haven’t noticed…a lady….just the same cunt, who spilt the wine and ruined my business
luncheon.”
Before words arrived, my hand swung up and slapped his face. Reflex stunned, and, I drew
back. He shoved the table like a provoked bull, and his napkin fluttered to the floor. Facing him, I
froze in my tracks.
“I’ll have them take the dinner off your tab.” I offered. “I’ll send the manager over and you
can make your complaint. But, I’m not taking your insults nor will I continue to wait on you.” His
red streaked angry eyes studied me with a demonic glare. It’s amazing how in an unforeseen
moment worlds collide and in their wake lay the twisted debris.
“You can take your white ass and go—bitch. I own this restaurant and you’re fired.”
“Yeah, well if you’re the owner I’d never work for anyone with your horrible karma!”
“Do you need an escort?” he shrieked. His friend cowering nearby winked as I bolted
toward the kitchen, crying.
“Cookie, Cookie,” I called frantic.
“Yes? Twisting around, Are you alright?”
“No, I’m not. Do you know who owns this restaurant?”
“What?”
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“Who owns the restaurant?” I persisted.
“Well, I’ve been told he’s from New Jersey but never met the man. People say he buys
restaurants but turns them over to others to manage them. Why?”
“Well. I think I met him, or I should say, I slapped him for insulting me and he fired me.”
“Oh, no!”
“You know Cookie, I think the man’s a bully waiting for targets, and, at the right moment,
found me. Ah Cookie, so long. I need to find a doctor.”
“Kid, better awaits you, be patient. I know it’s a cliché but you know what people say, when
a door closes another opens.”
“I know, but it hurts when people make a point to humiliate and hurt. You know. Thank god,
I don’t know more people like him”
“Yeah, stay on the bright side.” Cookie embraced me in a warm bear hug, which said
goodbye.
“Please ask them to mail my check. Au revoir, Cookie.”
When I left through the same door through which I’d arrived, the shape or texture of the world
changed. Leaving behind my new extended family, warm tears lapped at the corners of my eyes.
Change, is inevitable, I lamented. Telle est la vie!
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Chapter 14
Elijah placed the journal on his desk and paced. Women, he considered, are as vulnerable as
children. And the fact annoyed him. He wished he’d been born before her or closer to her age. But,
doubted she’d have been receptive to him keeping an eye on her based on her independent selfempowered disposition. Chances are she may have moved to San Francisco on her own, regardless.
He’d ascribed to the idea thoughts create reality. But, Sophie proved an enigma for she lived
like a warrior yet died a victim. It’s a riddle. A paradox. But, one thing is certain, he mused, she
lived out loud, celebrating life.
Picking up the journal, he flopped back down on the couch propping his torso on several
plump pillows. Pouring another cup of jasmine tea, and resting his head on one hand, he resumed
the journal.
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Chapter 15
Sophie’s Journal: Evening, November 20, 1998, San Francisco
The sidewalk opened to a sea of strangers with downcast eyes. At times, I like being
anonymous in a crowd but, not at that moment. Aching to meet a familiar face, or recognize a
familiar voice, or feel a warm embrace, I trudged on, feeling invisible.
Hurrying thought streams swept me along like a river to a clinic. Crossing a paved parking
lot, and passing an ambulance emergency entrance a sign indicated, Mount Zion Hospital. To the
south of the entrance, under a green awning, I spotted the entrance to a clinic.
Entering the lobby a woman studied her nails at a desk partitioned by a clear glass window.
Her jaws busy chewing gum while babbling into a phone pressed against her collarbone. Asking for
my insurance card, she pointed with the emery board where to sign a register.
“Sophie Nightingale?” She announced.
“Correct.”
“What’re you here for?”
“My wrist may be fractured or broken.”
“Okay, please take a seat and we’ll call you. Here’s your card,” and sliding it across the
counter, she resumed chatting on the phone. Taking a seat in the empty waiting room the digital
clock flipped to read, three forty five.
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Seated, I picked up a copy of National Geographic. As I held the magazine and flipped
through its glossy color photographs nostalgia reined me in. In a second, home became contained in
an airborne fragrance released from the glossy magazine pages.
Now, while thumbing through its contents, a surge of sentimental emotions coursed through
my body. Tension dissipated. And, like climbing into a sanctuary, I entered the one-dimensional
world of the photographer’s eye. The black man’s threatening face and verbal assault faded, as did
the world. Half asleep, I heard my name called from far away like through a tunnel.
“Sophie Nightingale?”
Sleep crept into my body and claimed a mid-afternoon victory. The magazine collapsed in
my lap like an abandoned pup tent. In the doorway in front of me appeared a young woman with a
stethoscope draped around her neck.
“Yes,” I answered aroused, “I’m Sophie.”
The nurse led the way into a small room where she asked me to be seated on an examining
table. She wrapped a blood pressure cuff around my arm and pumped the small rubber apparatus,
then, she asked questions.
“Which is injured…right or left?” Indicating the left, she placed her slim cool fingers on my
right wrist staring at her watch.
“When did it happen?”
“Last week.”
“How did it happen?”
“I slipped when rescuing a kitten that darted into the street. I stumbled when I grabbed it.
My wrist took the impact.”
“Did you capture it?”
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“Yes, I did,” triggering the satisfying memory
“You must like cats to risk your own life.”
“They’re my favorite pets. Can’t remember not having one.”
“I like them, but I’m a bird woman so I haven’t wanted to throw a cat into the mix.”
“Are you allergic to any medicines?”
“No.”
“Okay, I’ll tell the doctor. He’ll want an x-ray.”
She left me alone on a table covered with manila-colored tissue. Diffused sunlight entered
the room through a venetian blind to my left. My muscles surrendered to exhaustion and my body
floated when the door latch clicked. A man in the standard white doctor’s coat entered.
Dark hair and tanned skin framed his white jacket. He raised benevolent blue eyes from his
clipboard and strolled over to the table removing his stethoscope from his neck. Smiling from a
handsome face with a beguiling dimple in the center of his chin, he placed a warm hand on my
forehead.
From my position, lying on my back, staring into his caring face, he radiates a calm gentle
kindness. A single tear sprang to the corner of my eye and I swiped it with the back of my hand.
Tears weren’t going to change anything. Besides, this kind medicine man soothed the wound caused
by the irate man. Staring into the doctor’s eyes for a brief second his voice interrupted the silence.
“How are you feeling?” He asked his voice resonating concern.
“My wrist burns; it may be broken.” Again, warm tears made their presence know at the
corners of my eyes. The doctor offered a box of Kleenex.
“Well, let’s take a look,” he directed. May I call you Sophie?”
“Yeah sure.”
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He pressed different areas manipulating the wrist.
“It hurts…Ow…ow…ow!”
“Don’t worry. I’ll order an x-ray then I can see what’s going on. I’ll have the nurse take
you,” and he stepped to exit but hesitating twisted around to face me.
“Don’t mean to pry,” he clarified with hands behind his back clasped, “but is anything else
hurting, or bothering you?” Perceptive, but did he comprehend how his compassion and healing
touch healed my wounded spirit.
It pained me to part from the job and my new friends. But, one thing I know for sure life is
in a state of change…nothing lasts. Let it go, and live in the moment, I kept repeating. The best
strategy is to stay in the present moment.
“Yes, it’s what I came for.” I answered, retreating into my memories. The experience at
Café Mercury left its mark. Unnecessary to put the events into a storyline, which might grow
stronger with each telling. No, by not giving it words, the thought will fade under the weight of new
experience, I reasoned.
“Alright then, he said, the nurse will be right in.” He traipsed out closing the door.
Following the nurse, we entered an x-ray room and she placed my wrist on a cold metal film
canister. Adjusting the point on the x-ray apparatus she draped a heavy lead apron over my front
before ducking behind a protective cavity. After additional views the nurse lead the way back to the
examining room. Alone, I climbed onto the crinkly-papered examining table and drifted off to sleep.
A gentle nudge woke me and opening my eyes, I stared into the doc’s caring face.
“Well, you must be exhausted?
“Yes, I suppose I am. I arrived after a draining work shift...”
“You look vulnerable like a fallen angel in a sea of golden hair.”
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Wow! Poetic. He’d gained my attention. Am I dreaming, I wondered for no other doctor has
said anything similar? But, this doctor did. Spontaneity is a rare quality in my book. Today is our
first encounter, yet, I’m certain of his ability to detect an unseen wound to the spirit. He detected
mine. Maybe, he’s an authentic healer.
The tissue paper rustled under the skirmish shift of my body to lift up. The doctor reached
for my arm with practiced care. He placed a warm hand behind my back and helped me upright.
Motionless beside me, he stared at me with the curious x-ray eyes of doctors. An involuntary smile
freed my face.
He’s got more on his mind, than my injured wrist, I mused giddy. Twisting back around to
the sink counter he picked up the clipboard and stared reading it. His jet-black hair fell over the
back of his jacket collar. He rolled to the examining table picking up my wrist and examined it like
he held a jewel.
“Your x-rays,” he explained, “they… indicate a fracture,” and he pointed to it on the x-ray
hanging from a light box.
“Follow my finger? Not my finger, the tiny line, here.”
“Yes.”
“We’re going to put your wrist in an immobilizer to stabilize it so it can heal.”
Although reassuring news, the tone of his voice drew my attention more than the content of
his words. I believed him an authentic healer.
“You know my name but I don’t know yours,” I complained.
“Do you want to know my full name?” He asked from his low stool.
Without hesitation, I responded, “Yes, of course.”
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“My name is Luke James Du Bois but I go by James.” He said, from the stool, still holding
my wrist. His actions gained chivalrous proportions. Cookie’s words floated back about the opening
of the other door. Amazing how perception can create reality. Like the feeling when you become
aware a person you thought you knew, is nothing like imagined.
When I paraded into the clinic, misery acerbated a deep sense of loneliness and hurt. Now,
the genuine warmth of nurturing people restored happiness. My day embodies ying and yang.
“Thank you,” I said. “I’m grateful it was you on call today.”
Life is so random, and its purpose an unfolding mystery. One encounter brings pleasure yet
another pain. Life’s a paradox. My eyes strayed to the gold band on his left hand. Why hadn’t I
noticed it? What did it matter? It’s soon a passing memory. Wake up, I reminded myself.
“I’ll called my nurse, we’ll going to bandage your wrist.”
“Anne, yes, please clean the area and I’ll grab the immobilizer,” he said switching places.
James returning with the immobilizer fitted it and swaddled it in an ace bandage.
“I can write a prescription for pain? You’ll need to keep icing on it as much as possible for
the next 2-3 days. The pain will recede in about a week.”
“Yes, I’d appreciate a pain med.” I said studying him. His back faces me at the table, and
then, twisting around, he asks.
“Do you have a ride home?”
“Yes, a bus,” I smiled.
“Okay, then, take this now,” and he handed me a pill and a Dixie cup of water. After I took
the pill, he handed me the prescription.
“Here’s your prescription. Give it to the nurse if you want it called in.” Then, reaching into
his pocket he pulled out his wallet handing me his business card. I also want you to have my card.
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Please call me if you’ve any problems, or if you need a friend to talk to. It doesn’t matter what time
you call, the answering service will make sure your message is delivered.”
He peered into my face one last time.
“I’m taking a gamble here but I’d like to be your friend. Call me if you need one.” He said
offering his business card. Secretly thrilled, and thunderstruck, I ran my fingers over the raised gold
letters of his name, Luke James Du Bois, M.D. Like Cookie had predicted a door opened.
“Oh, please follow up with someone in a week to ted days, or return here.” He shifted
uneasy, trapped between wanting to linger and propriety. “Take care,” he said.
“Yes, Au revoir,”
He laughed, “What, you speak French?”
“Je parle un peu Francais,” I giggled. “When a kid, my mom listened to french language
CDs when driving places. From repetition, I picked up a few words and phrases. Above all, I like
the way French words feel in my mouth.”
“Oh, I’ll have to tell my mother this, she’s French. Bon au revoir, Sophie, Jusqu' à ce que
nous rencontrons à nouveau!” and in a flash sailed out the door.
Stepping back outside and onto the sidewalk, dusk cast the evening in purplish hues and
shadows. Tantalizing aromas saturated the air wafting from Bistros and street vendors lining the
street. My stomach growled in favor of eating. Hiking a couple of blocks, I lingered at a vendor
selling chicken fajita wraps. The first, warm, juicy bite dripped from my lips. Traversing streets and
traffic, I arrived at the bus for my homebound route.
Nestled inside a bus, the combination of sweat and steam, and steady rocking motion lulled
my body to a half sleep from where I strained for the driver announcing stops. A couple hours
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body drifted to sleep consoled by kindness.
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Chapter 16
Sophie’s Journal: Evening, November 20, 1998, San Francisco
A jolting shift knocked me forward and awake, I jumped up. The bus driver’s monotone
voice announced my stop as the bus rolled to a halt. Catching my balance against the metal bar
framing the seat in front of me, I grabbed my pack. The bus doors flapped back and opened into the
cold dampness of night. The sharp wind pinched my nostrils and bit into my checks.
The bluish glow of television monitors lite the windows of houses lining the street. Now
dark, I quickened my pace. Lone footsteps echoed against the walls of buildings like a canyon.
Winos performed their night ritual constructing cardboard cots and shelters they dismantled by
daybreak.
The key clicked in the latch. From inside, pressing my full weight into the door, it locked.
The steps creaked as I climbed the stairs worn smooth by innumerable residents, who’d mounted
this same entry for close to a century. At the top of the stairs a landing sprawled into the main flat of
the house and a long sinewy hall leading into doorways much like vines branching from a stalk.
Anxious to be enveloped in the familiar dim lighting, I passed through a thin layer of
lavender and cinnamon rising up to sweeten musty scents. We burn candles and incense to try and
disguise the house’s fermenting odor of rotting wood pickled by a hundred years of salty sea air.
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I slipped down a hall overlaid with a long tapestry runner. My room is at the east end of the
house. I opened the door to my private quarters. Stepping across the threshold, Dimitri’s paws
pounced from the bed onto the hardwoods.
Swishing his tail he strolled down a lighted path cast from an outside light shining through
an opening in the sheers. Dimitri meowed while circling my ankles. You’re home, at last, I missed
you, spoke his kitty eyes. Kneeing down, I drew him to my face. “I love you too, Dimitri, kitty,”
Staring into the oblong black irises splitting Dimitri’s yellow eyes, I kissed his cool damp nose.
Reaching for the light switch I flipped on the tiny white Christmas lights sparkling like stars
against a deep blue painted ceiling. Upon moving into the house, I painted the walls pale
aquamarine and improvising with a large comb created a wavy texture by using a large comb. The
colors and textures of the room sent soothing signals to my brain—home—comfort—security.
Sliding the heavy weight of my backpack with my skates from my back, it thuds against the
floor. The sheers ballooned with a cool evening breeze. Shuffling across the room, and reaching up
pulled shut the heavy drapes covering the window sheers. The smell of the day’s airborne toxins
clung to my clothes, and shedding them pulled on a comfy robe. With the brush, I pulled back my
hair and secured it with a clip. The solitude of my room made the day’s emotional roller coaster like
a story, I’d read in the newspaper—it belonged to someone else.
Stepping over to power the stereo, preloaded with CD selections, I noticed a note from
Odessa. She knew me well enough to know I flipped on the music when returning home. Her note
said, staying with a friend for the weekend. Cool, I’ve the place to my self.
From the bedroom, I shuffled to the kitchen at the opposite end of the hallway and put ice in
a baggie, and poured a glass of red wine. After making a note to pick up my prescription, I traipsed
to my bedroom and sprawled across the bed nursing my wrist, sipping wine and stroking Dimitri’s.
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The pulsating rhythms of percussion and string instruments combined with Dimitri’s purring
unraveled layers of tension constricting my body. Reclining I dropped into a dreamy state and
James face floated back from the remains of the day. An innocent yet, erotic millisecond erased the
sting of the lunch shift. James’ memory evoked pleasure and I saw it in my mind’s eye like a frozen
frame in a photographer’s lens.
Stretching I grabbed clean towels and lavender scented candle heading for the bath.
Pampering and primping served as the reward for braving back into the sea of strangers populating
the streets. The old claw foot porcelain tub provided a coveted interlude, from mania. Its long
enclosed wood frame provided a ledge around the tub for placing candles and towels. Steam rose
from the water like fog over the bay. In the flickering candlelight, I slipped into scented soothing
water.
Resting in this pool, my thoughts evaporated into nothingness. But, a scratching persisted at
the window and startled me from the dreamlike quality of my soak. Bare branches scraped against
the window above my head. It sounded like an intruder grating the glass outside. Branches, I
imagined.
The house can be eerie when alone. All the creaking and squeaking sounds can grate on the
nerves. But this time, the effect hurried me along. Pulling the plug, the water gurgled down the
drain as I wrapped my body into plush terrycloth. I wrapped another around my head like a turban.
Wiping the opaque mist from the mirror with a hand towel, my rosy red cheeks glowed in the misty
reflection. Patting dry, I rubbed on scented body lotion and finished dressing in my room.
In a long mirror, I checked the final package—a mauve colored velvety top with shortcapped sleeves clung to my midriff dipping into vintage silky black pants curving over my
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bodacious buttocks. Black heels glittered with glittery ribbons lacing across the top of my feet.
Slipping into a reddish faux fur jacket, I freed my hair from the inside.
It hung down my back in long shimmers of reddish gold waves. Ready for the night, and for
the boy, Shamanté, I glossed my lips, and kissed my lips in the mirror. The cabbie pulled to the curb
as the phone rang.
“I’ll be right down,” I answered but paused in the Bay window admiring the night sky
glowing with reflections of city lights. Grabbing my camera and my purse, I charged down the
stairs locking the door behind me. My favorite part of the day had arrived—night.
The cab pulled in front of the Fillmore around nine-thirty. Outside, people milled at the
entry steps. I made my way to the box office window and announced Shamanté invited me as a
guest of the Immortal Tribal Tones.
“What’s your name?”
“Sophie.”
“Last name?”
“Nightingale, but I’m not sure he knew it.”
“No, got it. Aren’t you the lady who posts all those interviews on the hip-hop venue scene?”
“Well, yes I do,” amazed she recognized my name.
“Yeah, I read those interviews you did with Keith Kool and DJ Godfather.”
“Yes, I’m all about it.”
“Okay, here you’re, it’s a backstage pass.”
Slipping the pass attached to a cord under the glass, I pulled it over my head. “Thank you,”
The door released and promenading toward the backstage door, I wondered if Shamanté discovered
my last name reading interviews on my hip-hop site.
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Inside people packed in, shoulder-to-shoulder, in marijuana-smoke filled auditorium.
Shamanté’s deep voice undulating hip-hop lyrics palpitated over the percussion instruments. Gazing
up, Shamanté towered above the crowd silhouetted in red light. His dreadlocks splayed at his waist
as he rapped a grind of intelligent words creating musical imagery.
At the checkpoint to enter the backstage area, his eyes met mine, sending a shiver through
my body. Thrilled he watched for me, I beamed at him. We connected across all the people and all
the sounds—the night belonged to us. The guy signaled me through into the dark end of the stage
where I’d a clear view of Shamanté.
Lots of people milled around backstage but I didn’t recognize anyone. Laying my coat on a
long table, I leaned against it placing my camera strap around my neck. The light mix changed and
Shamanté and his band conversed about the next rap. Shamanté speaking into the mike in his soft
but deep voice, announced,
“This song goes out to my friend, Sophie.” And, he pointed his finger at me from around the
mike
“It’s titled, what happened to the boy?”
He’d taken the minute to connect with me but then reconnected with his audience. He
rapped out witty wordplay and poetic references to crack dealing, foreign cars, and chilling street
tales all of which were memories from his experiences growing up in L.A. Mesmerized faces in the
audience stared up at him through a cloud of smoke lingering above their heads.
The film I captured I planned to mix with other footage taken around town at different music
venues to post on the hip-hop Website. Shamanté finished his set and took a bow. The lights
dimmed down. In the blackness, feet shuffled and, when out of nowhere stood Shamanté beaming
in my face.
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“A couple more,” he said and fled like a bird to center stage.
Opening his microphone he asked the crowd what rap they favored and handed different
people the mike He knew his element, and, he knew how to connect with his audience. On stage he
gave his adoring fans access. They knew his songs and called for them by title, but many where new
to me. They screamed for “Roots Raising Riots.”
Shamanté spotlighted in a mix of color, ripped into striking display of skill with a
thunderous bolt of crystal clear, machine gun flow. The poetic rhyme sent shockwaves through the
crowd. We experienced greatness in an opening act, equivalent to any performance by a marquee
band. Shamanté had star power.
In a few songs I became a fan of the man in the spotlight but preferred the man I met on the
bus. As he bowed women threw flowers, panties, blunts, they collected around his feet but he didn’t
bend down to pick them up. When the lights lowered he rushed to my side, kissing my forehand
attentive, and taking my hand.
Noticing the immobilizer, he raised his eyebrows with a question. His hand, like his body,
radiated heat. And, slick shiny sweat lacquered his body still oscillating from his performance. He
held my hand firm as I trailed behind him into rooms reserved for his band and crew backstage.
Many people filed into the tight quarters. The guys laughed slapping each other on the back
or giving high-fives, pleased with their performance. The audience persist clapping demanded an
encore. Shamanté cozied down in a corner of the couch pulling me next to him. More people poured
into the room laced with the scent of marijuana.
“What happened to your hand?”
“The other morning, before I met you, I rushed out into the street to rescue a kitten from an
oncoming car and slipped and fell on my wrist. It’s fractured.”
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“No way, you didn’t say anything about it. Does it hurt?”
“Well, it did, but the pains subsided since a stellular doctor wrapped it in this,” I modeled.
“Poor baby,” he teased, “Would you like a drink?”
“H2O.” Returning with the waters we relaxed like on the bus ride over the Bay.
“How did you like the show Sophie?”
“I loved it. I filmed parts of it.”
“Hey Guys,” yelled Shamanté to his band, “This is Sophie, she filmed parts of the show
tonight.”
A guy with a massive amount of dark curly hair hiding most of his face fumbled over
pouncing onto the couch. Shamanté introduced us.
“Sophie this is Jesse,” who nodded while lighting a cigarette. The smoke curled along the
sharp angles of an oblong face with a pencil-thin moustache. He startled me with lashless icy-blue
eyes. He studied my face squinting and straining his brain trying to decipher if he knew me, or if,
maybe, he needed to know me.
“Jesse is my producer.”
“We met before?” He queried with a morose tone sounding dull and flat.
“No, I’d remember.” But, when I didn’t avert my eyes from his Medusa-like stare, he
projected remote coldness like an iceberg floating in a vast sea.
“Hum,” he said leaning back with his head against the couch cushion.
“Well,” he interjected dull-witted, “We need to talk.” But his nasty, demanding disposition
proved no match for Shamanté’s electric charismatic energy.
Shamanté annoyed, replied, “Sure, but it’ll have to wait because I’ve a date with Sophie.
Besides, I don’t want to talk business tonight,” he said annoyed. “Give it a break. It’s all-good,
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man.” He continued softening his stance. “Dig that crowd?” Shamanté flashed a lightning smile in
my direction.
“Are you hungry?” He asked giving my hand a light squeeze.
“Yes, starving.” Wanting to flee from the manic producer at the end of the couch. He
projected a wall of hostility making obvious he preferred I vanished. Shamanté interrupting the
disturbing vibe from his manager, asked, “Will you be alright while I slip into the back and take a
quick shower?”
“Sure, I’ll be here.” Our faces met nose-to-nose and I could smell his breath. Kissing my
forehead, he took off for the shower. Jesse and I slit the two ends of the couch when a woman in a
short leather mini-skirt and long skinny legs wrapped in black fishnets plopped in the space between
us.
She cracked bubbles on gum smelling like watermelon mixed with alcohol and cigarettes.
Her faced twitched in a grimace as she placed an elbow on knobby bent knees.
Leaning forward, she flirted with Jesse with her eyes. She held a cigarette with a long ash,
wiggling a booted foot. Waiting for Jesse to acknowledge her but when he didn’t, she became more
animated.
“So, where’s the party?” She flirted in a throaty smoker’s voice, and before Jesse responded,
she fired another question.
“Anyone going back to the studio?”
Jesse, who hadn’t spoken a word since Shamanté left to shower, stewed in smoke rings like
the Mad Hatter. Lifting his left hand to rub his nose, he floated back, aroused from his drug haze
annoyed and agitated.
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Springing forward he smote his cigarette in the ashtray. A trail of smoke engulfed his face.
He focused on me but he spoke to the girl in the fishnet hose.
“Maybe...” he replied glancing away distracted.
He made me uncomfortable.
“Yo…uzzz going to st…u…dio?” She persisted.
Perhaps she’s referring to Jesse’s studio. She didn’t make it clear. But, I knew I didn’t want
to go with them.
“I’m going to eat with Shamanté.” She stared vacant and dazed, and, then swaggered toward
people gathered in the back, near the door, where earlier Shamanté disappear.
Now, alone on the couch with Jesse, he smoked without diversion. Shamanté hadn’t invited
Jesse to go with us, making it clear he planned to spend the evening with me.
Disappointed, Jesse brooded.
Across the room, a circle of people loitered laughing and conversing about the show. The
girl in the fishnets swayed as she passed through a dark archway where guys leaned sipping beer
and passing a blunt. Switching on my camera to film, I gained a new appreciation for backstage
culture.
Later, Shamanté returned showered and smelling fresh like a sea breeze when he bent down
to kiss me. Dropping in beside me on the couch, I smiled leaning into him.”
“I want to interview you,” I said enthusiastic. “Then, I can put it, and, a review of the show,
on the hip-hop Website.”
“Incredible, but not tonight…okay?”
“Well, I need to do it first thing tomorrow so I’ve time to edit the film from tonight’s show
and put it on the site before my flight for Texas on Sunday.”
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“You can do it all? Sweet. Sure we’ll work it out tomorrow.”
In my head, my mind designed a layout for the interview. I planned to run the interview
words over scenes from the concert. Besides, it’s an opportunity for investigative reporting to learn
more about him, and how his producer and band jelled.
Jesse, stirring at the other end of the couch leaned forward to participate in his ritual of
stamping out his cigarette. A mass of hair spewed into his troubled face. Shamanté glanced up and I
followed his gaze as Jesse lit another cigarette.
“I’ll catch up, later man,” and he slinked away when Shamanté yelled,
“Hey Jesse, I’m giving Sophie an interview tomorrow so she can post it on the hip-hop
venue Website with clips from tonight’s show.”
Jesse didn’t respond, smoothing his hair on the side and sulking away without comment. His
face etched by anger and resentment. He liked calling the shots, or directing the plan. He projected
hostile energy toward women stemming from an obvious lack of social skills, or a probable I.Q of
two digits.
As I gazed around the room, the women were background objects, a part of the scenery.
They’re not a threat to Jesse. They were along for a ride—to stayed stoned and entertained. They
didn’t interest Shamanté. But then, his interest in me did present a threat to Jesse.
Shamanté dropped his head beside mine and drew me closer, “So what kinds of food do ya
like?”
“I love Vietnamese or anything spicy. What about you?”
“I like spicy too, but around here…” when he said, “Okay, Let’s go.”
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Inching our way through the smoky space, with my hand on Shamanté’s arm, we snaked
through the crowd. He made casual jokes to the guys we passed. Pausing at the doorway where
band members hovered, one flagged Shamanté.
“Where you headed bro?”
“Hey my brother, I’d like to introduce you to someone, Sophie this Logan.”
“Hello,” I said but turned my head distracted when I saw the same guy who went into the
darkened area where I last saw the girl in fishnets disappear. Now, the guy motioned for someone.
“Hey, what about the chick passed out?”
“Dumb bitch, forget her,” Jesse said unconcerned as he sauntered out the door, alone.
Shamanté, oblivious to his manager’s antics and the carnival atmosphere around him, conversed
with Logan while holding my hand. “We’ll catch ya later, man.”
“Sure man, later.”
Flitting outside and into the chilled night, Shamanté’s arm twirled me around and into his
body. Planting a kiss firm on my lips and slipped his tongue inside my mouth.
“Your lips are yummy like white chocolate,” he whispered and I forgot all about his creepy
manager and the girl in the fishnet hose.
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Chapter 17
Sophie’s Journal: November 21, 1998, San Francisco
B y morning, our bodies’ rested entangled in sheets twisted like a vine. After a late dinner
the night before, we meandered back to my flat and I invited him up. Climbing the interior stairs,
faint traces of lavender from my bath still lingered in the air.
On the landing, Shamanté picked me up and, with my finger as his compass, and carried me
into the bedroom.
He laid me on the bed removing my clothes. My body didn’t resist. We formed a lovers’
knot. Awake in the pre-dawn stillness, inspiration cued up my mind alive with ideas for the
Website.
Wiggling loose from under the weight of his warm body, and slipped on a silk robe. The
cold rising through the wood floor bit at my bare feet sliding toward the desk. Pulling on a pair of
thick socks, I pulled on the headphones and switched on the stereo preloaded with CDs containing a
broad mix of 60s music.
There are times when inspiration arrives in the middle of night or pre-dawn but whenever, I
write them down. Otherwise, dreams can erase them. Inspiration is a gift straight from the source of
our universe. Like now, ideas sparking like fireflies flew about my mind at lightning speed.
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Grabbing a pen, I inked out the interview with Shamanté and worked on the uploading the film clip
from last night’s performance.
Several hours disappeared and I forgot about the boy lying on my bed. But, at a point I
noticed dark eyes watching in silence, and with a crocked finger, he beckoned me back to the bed.
“Sophie,” he coaxed, “I need you.” His wanting seduced me but I persisted advocating for
the work to be done.
“Come on, Shamanté, we need to do the interview so I can post it on the site. I’m short on
time, my flight to Texas is this evening.”
“Sure, baby, but, first things first,” he toyed.
Sashaying to the edge of the bed, I fell into eyes as dark as coals. He reached up loosened
the robe and then, slipped his hand around my waist pulling me down into the heat of his breath. He
pushed back the cascading shower of gold strands from my face and pressed his lips against mine
with an open hungry mouth. His appetite undiminished from last night.
He wrapped himself around me and entered my body like reclaiming home. The language of
our bodies spoke of hunger that began in our eyes. I didn’t know if love, or lust fueled our passion,
and, it didn’t matter. For, our attraction drew us into the same sphere like two colliding magnetic
energy fields.
The single sound in the room arose from our breath. Lying wrapped in each other’s arms,
wet with our combined sweat cooling to the room temperature, I languished in the moment,
affirming it’s not a dream.
My voice broke the intimate silence, “Shamanté?” I whispered.
“Yeah.”
“Do you want to do the interview, now?”
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“Sure baby,” and he bent his head over my face kissing my lips while reaching for his
smokes.
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Chapter 18
Rubbing his eyes Elijah rests the journal on his chest. That self-interested guy, Elijah fumes
with an old hostility. Shamanté changed our family forever. The bastard. She never perceived the
danger in which he placed her. Why didn’t she recognize his deceit? She deserved so much more.
It’s so senseless. Elijah glanced at his watch. Three a.m., Confident no one strolled the halls to his
office at the hour, he spring to the back of his closet removing a small box and glass pipe. Seated,
he removes a water pipe from a velvet bag and opens a sealed baggie of medical grade marijuana
he’d picked up from a dispensary. Breathing its earthy contents, he crumbles then, loads dried
leaves into a water pipe.
Smoke rises above his head like a vent for the chaos and resentment tightening in his gut.
After lighting a scented candle, and pouring more tea, he puffs content. And, relaxed props his head
on pillows reopening the journal and skips ahead a few pages, to read…
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Chapter 19
Sophie’s Journal: Afternoon, November 21, 1998, San Francisco
“How about coffee or tea?”
“Yeah, coffee’s supremo.”
“How do you like it?”
“Cream and sugar, please.”
Entering from the kitchen with a French press of coffee and two mugs, he leaned naked
gaping out the Bay windows. Grabbing a sheet he approached the desk where I poured his coffee
and steeped Chai tea.
“How long have you lived in this neighborhood?” He inquired but his puffy lids and sleepy
expression belied wakefulness.
“Less than a year.”
“This isn’t the safest neighborhood…you know?
“Yeah, we haven’t had too many problems.”
“Jesse plans to rent a place a couple of blocks from here for his recording studio.”
“You’re kidding?” I chirped excited the distance between us might narrow.
“Yeah for, we may be neighbors.” Coquettish, we laughed in the face of our undiminished
longing.
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“Okay,” hinting to the transition from lovers plotting a path back into each other’s arms, to
the interview.
“What’s the story behind the name Immortal Tribal Tones?” I prompted sincere with
interest.
“Tribal refers to my African roots. It’s also a gang in L.A., the Immortal Tones. Yeah, a
person’s spirit achieves immortality through music, you know?
“Yeah, right on.”
“It ain’t just what we do in this life we’re remembered, it’s how we affect the world.”
“How’d you like to be remembered?”
“As a legendary rapper, you know, rapper-songwriter.”
“Is that your vision?”
“Yeah, I dig it.”
“Where are your parents from?”
“My mother’s father is Haitian. His family bought their freedom from slavery and sailed to
South America before immigrating to L.A. I never knew my dad. My mom never talks about him.”
“How did it affect your childhood?”
“I identified with my black heritage of my granddad. But, you know L.A.’s a place divided
by racism.”
“How’d you describe your music?”
“It can’t be described. Only experienced. It’s influenced by many different kinds of music.”
“For example?”
“You know, I grew up in a musical family—calypso music, both my grandfather and my
mother played makeshift instruments and sang all the time. I listened to all types of music growing
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up, and my brothers also played music. Yeah, L.A.’s got this huge pool of musicians with different
sounds and techniques influencing cats.
“Cool. So, music is your roots?”
“Yeah, I like that…my granddad was my man because he looked out for us, for me and my
mom. He’s my hero. He helped us out by playing music and giving money to my mom. Yeah, when
still a kid, I followed him around town to his gigs and sang with his band. They’d let me sing
whatever I wanted, and I use to make up stuff, you know, flowin, about whatever I experienced.
Audiences love it, which encouraged bolder and bolder expression of my words and ideas. For the
most part, I grew up on a stage in front of an audience.”
“So how’d you describe your style?”
“Freestyle, totally.”
“Why do you think your music is receiving a lot of air time around the Bay area?”
“Well, People dig it. Right? I mean, when you’re from the under-ground school like me…ya
gotta stay relevant…ya know connecting with your fans and staying true to the brand you put out.”
“Yeah, describe, your brand?”
Laughing his glittering black snake eyes shined like jewels as he stroked thin goatee hairs
before he answered,
“Freestyle flow.”
“Okay, so then tell me about your lyrics.”
“I like conveying my experiences through rhymes and metaphors. It helps people visualize
my journey. Like painting pictures or creating mental images with words.”
“What kinds of music are you influenced by?”
“Soul, Rock, Grunge, Jazz, Caribbean, Calypso, Tribal and others.”
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“So when can we expect an album?
“The stuff like last night is a warm up for the album release this summer.
“What’s the name of the album?”
“Tribal Fandango.”
“Okay, I know this is in left field but your fans will want to know. What’s your astrological
sign?”
“Aries” (laughing).
“When did you grow your dreadlocks?
“Started them…around…1991.”
“Why did you grow them?
“Well, the older hip-hop cats with dreadlocks impressed me. So, me, and my homies,
wanted dreadlocks to distinguish us from the younger kids startin’ up.”
“What do you think about the music industry?”
“The music industry is about making money, which is what my producer/manager is all
about. I concentrate on writing and creating my music as that’s keeps me, and my fans, happy.”
“Okay, anything else you want to say?”
“Yeah, it’s time for our nap…baby,” and he pulled me playful into his lap against my protest
and giggles but in the end, I surrendered.
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Chapter 20
Sophie’s Journal: December 8, 1998, San Francisco
Ten days after Thanksgiving in Texas, I flew back home to the Bay t on a cold rainy
afternoon. And, had neither umbrella nor a ride home. My friend Louis, who agreed to pick me up
phoned his car had broke down. Odessa never answered the phone when I called. Ten or more days
had passed since the interview with Shamanté. He hadn’t called despite my messages.
The boy fooled me.
Shuffling through a collection of artsy, or unusual business cards, distracted my attention.
Pausing in a Déjà vu, I fingered the raised letters on the card, Dr. Luke James Du Bois. Sweet
James. Dialing his number, an answering service picked up and collected my name and number.
Within minutes, the phone rang.
“Hello.”
“Hello Sophie, James here. The answering service said you called. How are you?”
“Well not too good at the moment, I’m stranded at the airport. I called on the outside
possibility, you might be free.”
“I completed my rounds minutes before your call. So, yes, it’s incredible timing.”
“Awesome, I can’t tell you how excited I am. I’ll wait for you where the cabbies pull up.
Thank you so much.”
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“It’s my pleasure.”
James eagerness restored the sheer joy of anticipating being home. It’s not an empty port. A
warm body cares I’m stranded at the airport. We all need a guardian angel and James became mine.
A wall of glass windows faced the concourse where taxis and cars dropped off or picked up
travelers. Relaxed that my passage had been secured, I collapsed on a bench, devouring Sylvia
Path’s, The Bell Jar. About an hour or so later James’ shiny black Mercedes pulled up.
As I approached, the sliding doors splayed open and James stepped out of the car to help
with my bag. Opening the passenger door, I slid into the car as though we’d rehearsed this moment
a thousand times.
“Thank you, you saved me from a long bus ride into town.”
“No, your timing is perfect…but, I’ve a condition,” he announced with a convincing smile.
“You’ve to have dinner with me.”
“Dinner? Well, Yes, I’d adore dinner with you, and, I’m starved.”
“Perfect, I’ve a wonderful place I want to take you. It’s down on the wharf.”
“Sounds amazing.” I squealed, basking in glow of favor. Shamanté hadn’t tried to connect
with me even though he knew when I arrived. Maybe his manager, Jesse, interfered. For sure, he
wanted Shamanté to focus on his career, and not me. But, career, or no career, if Shamanté wanted
to reconnect with me, he’d have phoned.
The plain truth is I expected too much from the boy, and it’s driven my disappointment.
After all, we shared one night, which isn’t a romance. It’s what it is⎯one-night. Did I want, a
relationship with him? What we may want isn’t what’s best for us.
Desire is so hot and vivacious but engenders fear and vulnerability. The truth is, I’ve been
hoping, Shamanté would pick me up and we’d resume where we left off. But, not a shared vision.
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And, fixating on the boy’s neglectfulness stirred uneasiness I choose to release. Besides, James is a
game changer. The universe sends the right people and circumstances, and, all we need is to choose.
But, a choice seals our fate.
A part of me knows Shamanté is wrong for me but wrong can be right and exciting like
when a wrong turn evolves into an adventure. I settled back into the black leather seat like fitting a
glove, and cast off for an unexpected adventure with James.
“Is this seat heated?” I inquired glancing at him with soft eyes.
“Yes, is it too warm? See the dial on the console, you can adjust the temperature.”
“No, it’s perfect.” I’d stepped into James’ world and it spoke of luxury, security, comfort
and care. The windshield wipers swept a light and steady mist from the window as we sped through
the airport terminals. A classical station, or CD, played a Chopin piano concerto.
“Where were you? “He asked.
“Oh, visiting my grandmother’s in Texas for Thanksgiving.”
“Did you enjoy your visit?”
“Yeah, you know, it’s wonderful to reconnect with family but it’s better returning home. It
works out for about three days after that all the drama explodes.”
“All the drama?”
“Well, my mom. She obsesses about me living out here on my own.” James attentive
listened nodding watching her hands.
“You like it better here, I take it.”
“Yes. It’s the best. Every day is a new mystery. Like today, we didn’t expect to meet but
here we are.”
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“Yes, quite so,” he agreed reaching over to squeeze my hand. I didn’t resist. I like James.
Attractive, late thirties. The idea of an older man is appealing since they’ve already established their
career. Many qualities contributed to James attractiveness.
Like, his eyes project a warm magnetic glow. And, I like the way he thinks and his calm,
confident, unassuming demeanor. And, he emanates intelligence, warmth, and kindness. But if I had
to choose one, it’s his genuine affection for me.
Isn’t much to expect from a guy like Shamanté except a life of betrayals and letdowns, and
an entourage of vacant groupies. James’ caring is genuine. He gives his full attention. He respects
me. It’s important that I’m with a man who values me and has my back in all situations. These
qualities are vital. I want to be loved but not smothered. Honored not neglected.
“Can I ask you a personal question?”
“Yes, is this like truth or dare.” He laughed throwing his head back enjoying the moment.
“No we can save that for another day… How old are you?”
“42,” he replied, with an arched brow. “Is 42 too old for you?”
“Not ever,” I giggled.
“How old are you?”
“22.”
“How old were you when you married?”
“20.”
“What’d your wife think about you picking me up at the airport?”
“You don’t waste time, do you?”
“I hope not.”
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“Well, my wife’s name is Natalie. She and I live in separate quarters and have separate lives.
She lives at our townhouse in the city, and I live at a house I built in Marin County. We haven’t
spent any time together in many years unless it’s a family event like Christmas.
We’ve no children to engage us in activities. So, to answer your question, I don’t know what
she’d say but she hasn’t shown any interest in me, or our marriage, for a long time. Ten years to be
exact. We drifted apart but neither one has taken the initiative to file for divorce. Do you
understand?”
“No. I don’t understand staying married when you aren’t, or haven’t been in love for a long
time. Ten years being a long time. I’m assuming you’re not in love because of the arrangement. Are
you in love with her?”
“Wow, you don’t waste any time asking the tough questions, do you?”
“No. I like knowing how people think and why they think what they think. And, I guess I
like pushing the envelope and finding out whether they’re conscious or ignorant about their
choices?”
“Love, is a difficult concept to describe because of its many manifestations. You know, like
forbidden, longing lustful love, or amorous and romantic love, or the belonging type of love we feel
toward family. But, what about brotherly love we feel towards our friends or, agape love the kind of
love that does nothing to merit love, or the unconditional love of a child.
I’d have to say, based on these categories Natalie and I share brotherly love. We were
friends as kids, became high school sweethearts, and engaged by college. Our families, who also
had been lifelong friends, expected us to marry. We sort of fulfilled their dreams for us.
Afterwards, it became clear we’d different dreams than our parents’. We both shared a
passion for our careers, which led to different interests, friends, associates and priorities. We didn’t
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share a common ground and drifted. She’s now a lawyer and, an Assistant D.A. I know she’d wish
me well if I asked for a divorce, as I’d wish for her?”
The more intent I listened the more James talked. He shared intimate details about his life,
unlike most men who avoid the personal private. But, he jumped right in and took the plunge into
his soul unafraid to share its contents, no matter what surfaced. At least, he didn’t’ shy from the
vulnerability of sharing intimate feelings. His candor endeared him. I also admire he didn’t consider
his relationship with Natalie as a negative instead acknowledged its value.
“Is that enough? I mean to stay in a marriage without passion or love…romance?”
“No, I need more than a ring to feed my soul, if that’s what you mean,” he laughed tapping
his ring on the steering wheel, and flashed a glance at me. I remember my mom saying, people who
can look you in the eyes are trustworthy. She also liked to say the eyes were windows to the soul.
Now, I wondered what he saw in mine. In his eyes, I recognized compassion but also more.
In our brief glances, the same warm glow of an adrenalin rush, I experienced when first alone with
him at the clinic, persisted. His intensity invoked excitement equivalent to ingesting eight cups of
coffee.
A dizzying thrill shot through me like my first ride on a roller coaster. The wedding band
symbolized fear, or apprehension experienced as the cars climb the first 400-foot pinnacle. At first,
the “click tie-click” of the train wheels as well as the gorgeous views, distract, but then reaching the
wooden structure’s summit, the world shifts.
In an instant, the “click tie-click” sound is replaced by squealing metal wheels scraping
against the steel track, and people screaming at the top of their lungs. Fear replaces excitement as
the train plummets at rocket speed straight for the bottom signifying our brief stolen glances.
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James maneuvered the car into valet parking near the wharf. A valet opened my door before
wandering over to James. This could be habit forming, I mused stepping distracted from the car.
The night poured forth like a fountain emitting a potpourri of sights, sounds and scents. Water
gurgled and lapped at the pilings where sea lions called to each other across the dark sea.
In the distance trolley cars clanged downhill to the plunking of acoustic and percussion
instruments and swells of laughter rippling through narrow streets. The smell of spices wafting from
weathered shanties laced the air. Fishing boats moored to the docks rocked with each heaving swell,
and silver silhouettes of long-legged birds perched erect atop pilings along the wharf let out a
screech. White sprays of water spewed onto the dock.
For a moment, my curiosity eclipsed self-awareness as my senses absorbed my surroundings
with the wide-eyed innocence of a child. Hopeful, James asked,
“Do you like Italian food?”
“Oh, yes, I adore it.” I think if he’d asked if I liked fried ants, at that moment, I’d have
responded with equal enthusiasm.
“Well, I’m relieved because I forgot to ask and we’re here. It’s one of my favorite places for
Italian seafood. Have you been to Alioto’s?”
“No, it’s a first.”
The maître de seated us at a small candle-lit table facing the Bay. James ordered a red wine
that smelt of black cherries, and tasted velvety in my mouth. Time evaporated in the warm glow of
our intimate cocoon of soft whispers and longing gazes. Perhaps, the eyes do speak the language of
love and anything else is a poor translation. The eyes, after all, are the windows to the soul. I don’t
believe I’ve ever met a man who made the world disappear like James.
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I kept mulling over the possibility of being stuck at the airport, or on a miserable bus ride
home, if not for James. Now, riding secure beside him, I didn’t know until that moment what I
wanted in a relationship.
Differences between my attraction to Shamanté and to James floated into my awareness.
Although thrilling when with Shamanté it never would amount to more than falling in bed. With
James, I’d experience a kaleidoscope of momentous moments sustained and building into a
crescendo over time.
After dinner James confided, “I don’t want the evening to end.” I suggested a stroll along
the wharf. But, ambling a short distance, James twirled me into his body, lifting my chin to meet his
lips. We kissed with longing passion. Our coupling didn’t match with brotherly love. It sang more
of romantic love.
“I’ve a confession,” he confided.
“What?”
“I’m so ecstatic you phoned me. I wanted to call you but waited, hoping for an excuse.”
In the back of my mind a thought persisted so I asked.
“Have you ever met anyone at your practice and developed a relationship with them?”
“Oh, you mean, do I make a habit of picking up girls at the office?” He toyed teasing when
his smile drew tight and he swore, “Not ever, I can assure you.”
“Then, I believe fate must be at work here.”
“Yes, I believe it too,” he whispered and pulling me into his body. “I want to take you home
with me. Have you ever been to Marin?”
“Marin? Yes, I attend college at the College of Marin.”
“But, how do you travel?”
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“By bus.”
“Well, let me be your escort tonight Ms. Sophie.”
Wrapped in his arms the loneliness that crept in at the airport, faded. And, like a sunny
shore, I swam from the deep water in to bask in the warmth. His arms like a safe harbor were where
I anchored.
“Okay,” I agreed beaming into his tanned handsome face. He smiled broad displaying
straight white teeth leaning in for a tender kiss. Taking my hand, we cruised back to where we
greeted the valet.
Once in the car, we sped across the lighted Golden Gate Bridge to Marin County with San
Francisco twinkling in the distance. I embarked on a new path. Aware, the glimmer of the gold band
on his left hand represented a potential threat. But, I doubted James wasted his time with a woman
unless he’d a serious connection.
Since our chance encounter in the hospital emergency clinic, we’ve been approaching this
moment. And, even though married, I feel more secure with James than Shamanté, who’s single.
But then, what’s one night…I must’ve got it wrong, for it’s all over now.
Love is a gamble, but so is life. After all, many people live an entire lifetime without
knowing love. Love is too precious in all its forms. I’m grateful love finds me, tonight.
The rain stopped by the time we entered down a tree-lined road. A thin, yellow crescent moon
sliced through shifting clouds. We followed a long paved drive to a Y, then, took it to the right and
onto a dirt road. We passed a barn approaching the rose-colored adobe house nestled among the
wood on a hill overlooking the dark ocean.
“You’ve horses?”
“Yes, do you ride?”
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“Yes, I do.” And, a childish bliss bubbled inside me like falling asleep and waking to find
everything transformed.
“Muir Beach,” he said pointing into the dark night at whitecaps breaking below in long lines
breaking on shore. He stopped the car in front of a courtyard.
Walking around to my side of the car, he opened the door. He steered our course around a
soft gurgling, multi-colored Mexican tiled fountain to a wide wooden deck overhanging the hillside.
From the overhead beams and rafters clung the skeletal remains of flowerless vines of the summer
past.
“I can’t wait for daylight.”
“Yes, it’s breathtaking. I fell in love with this property when a kid. My granddad had a much
smaller house, and, years ago, I tore it down to the original foundation and built this house.”
“Would you like a brandy, or maybe wine?” He offered.
“Brandy, please.” While waiting I swayed on a wooden porch swing, trying to imagine
abandoning him, as his wife did. It proved one thing, if you’re not in love, it doesn’t matter how
idyllic the setting without love nothing holds a person to another.
James scooted in closer. Clinking glasses in a symbolic gesture, we sipped the brandy,
swaying without talking.
“Do you need to go back tomorrow?” he interrupted silence.
“I don’t have work or plans.”
“Awesome, I’ve much to show you.”
“This view, even in the dark is stunning.”
“How’d you like to view this in the morning from horseback?”
“Sounds amazing.”
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“Yes, it’ll be splendid in the morning sunlight.”
“It’s too perfect for words.” Smiling, James agreed, his face sparkling with the joy of
sharing his private domain.
It reminded me of when a child, I knew, without knowing, the absolute center of my parents
and grandparents world evolved around me. It’s like we’d known each other a long time and
understood each other without having to explain, or having to fill silence with chatter. I think we’re
kindred spirits from past lives. James wrapped his arm around my shoulder. A lone bird whistled.
“What’s that?” I asked curious.
“It’s a Mockingbird. They like to sing when the moon is up. They’ll drive you batty in the
spring though when they’re mating and marking off their territory.”
Entertained by the cacophonous croaks of frogs and occasional hooting owl we swayed in
the moonlight until our glasses drained.
James took my hand and led me up an outside circular wrought iron staircase spiraling to the
second floor. A wall of glass framed the back of the house facing west to the sea. We entered a
room lined with books from floor to ceiling. On the east end a large Kiva fireplace opened into the
wall and two brown leather couches faced each other perpendicular to the hearth.
A white baby grand piano dominated the rectangular room. James striding to a Kiva snapped
twigs from stacks in a basket. Cackles and sparks of light like fireflies swarm up the chimney flue.
“Do you play?” I asked motioning toward the piano.
“Yes, my mother didn’t ask much but insisted on piano lessons. He blew on the fire and the flames
grew.
“Please, play for me?”
“It’d be my pleasure, any request?”
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“Surprise me,” I teased.
“I know.” He replied confident and marched into the bathroom to wash his hands before
playing a note. But, poised at the keyboard, it suited him. He stroked the keys and led into a favorite
Beatles’ melody I remembered my Dad strumming on the guitar, “In my Life.”
“60s music is so awesome,” I squealed with pleasure. “…I’m all about retro.”
James lay beside me. Snuggling, we necked all night like high-school sweethearts. Long
after midnight, we fell into a deep sleep with me nestled in his arms. Before the sun came up, I
awoke with my head on James’ chest. I listened in silence.
James roused and relit the fire. Returning, he covered us with a warm silky comforter.
Making love for the first time as the sun rose we drifted back to sleep with the fire still crackling.
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Chapter 21
Sophie’s Journal: December 9, 1998, San Francisco
Rain like a soft applause sheathed the morning until interrupted by a loud jarring honk.
James jumped up shoving one leg then the other into pants, and streaked downstairs. Draping the
silky comforter around exposed flesh, I waddled to a foggy window and peered into the wet
woodland seascape.
A black limo idled in the driveway. An invasive murmur of undulating voices hovered in the
distance like a swarm of bees. But, curiosity waned under the growing weight of desire for a warm
bath. Following the glass wall facing the Pacific, I came to a hallway with an opening into a
bedroom.
Nothing could’ve prepared me for what I discovered in this room. The opposite wall
contained a freshwater aquarium the length of the entire wall. Peering into the glass large colorful
fish came near bubbling and slinking to and fro among sea grasses and red coral. The sole furniture
in the room included a bed and reading chair facing the aquarium. Papers collected around the base
of the chair in a semi circle of piles, and books littered an unmade bed.
At the end of the aquatic wall, and down a couple steps, I entered a creamy white marble
tiled bathroom. A glassed-in shower and recessed closet extended to the left. Another step down
ended at a pedestal supporting an oval marble bath framed by a huge stain glass window made with
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German-made bubbled glass. The rain dripped against a skylight also made of stained glass in the
shape of a sunburst. Through it clouds floated silent like sailing vessels across the sky.
As I drew water for the bath, my body melted into its warm depths subdued by the
melodious pattering of rain. For a moment I surrendered and drifted to sleep when James called my
name, and with a jolt acquired my attention.
“Sophie…dear,” he called from the bedroom. Can I interest you in coffee and croissants.”
“Totally…I’m in here,” I shouted above the murmur of rain. “…Sounds scrumptious…Is
someone here?”
“No.”
“You’ve a robe I can borrow?”
“May I enter?”
“Yes.”
Receding into the closet, he reappeared holding a brown terrycloth robe. Letting my towel
drop, I folded into the cloth scented with him.
He extended a hand. On bare feet and small steps I plodded behind him on heated terrazzo
tile floors opening into a solarium off the opposite end of the walled-in fish tank. A thick pile
tapestry of red and gold covered the sunroom tile. A garden of brilliant exotic bromeliads and
orchids from fuchsia to deep reddish-violet sprouted from trough planters or mounted on a greenwall through which we entered.
Two overstuffed brown leather chairs faced colorful planters set before windows
overlooking the sea. Between the chairs he’d set out coffee and Danish on a thick circular coffee
table cut from an ancient tree. Strewn about, like the other rooms, collected reading materials.
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James poured coffee from a French press into wide-mouth stone textured cups. Joy bubbled
inside warming like the rising sun, as I sip the steamy brew.
“This table is amazing,” I commented tracing it various circular rings.”
“Yes, my great-grandfather salvaged it from a Redwood poacher, and, I made into this table.
“Hey, the weather isn’t promising for horseback riding,” he said and two tight lines pinched
the corners of his mouth.
“I’m okay with it…are you?
“No,” he said full of regret and his face growing pensive darkened. An unexpected matter
came up requiring I return to the city earlier than planned,”
“Are you alright?” I asked concerned.
“Well, it’s my mother-in-law. She suffered a stroke last night and, of course, the family’s
been trying to reach me. I’m not on call so I switched my phone to vibrate last night, and didn’t
have it on me all the time. Natalie sent the chauffeur to retrieve me.”
“You mean the limo this morning?”
“Yes. I wanted to spend the day with you.” He held open his arms and like a cat I curled into
his lap. He wrapped his arms around me. “I wanted to spend the day with you,” he whispered again
kissing my neck.
The voice in my head warned he still has a wife.
”Yes, it’s disappointing but I understand. Do we need to go in right away?”
“Soon,”
Taking a bite from a flaky croissant the sweetness of the moment became tangible. It’s
shifting again. Can I get this wrong twice? Cradling my head on James’ shoulder, and listening to
soft pitter-patter of rain on the roof tiles, lulled my senses like soft kisses.
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For even here, in the solarium the rainy ambiance scented by the wet leaves, coffee, bath
soaps, a simple moment contained the exotic. Nothing matters except, now. I’m grateful to learn
how it feels to be cherished by a man as opposed to lusted after by a boy.
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Chapter 22
Elijah sighed, closing his eyes for a couple of minutes. Sadden and, yet, encouraged Sophie
had a healthy relationship with a man capable of loving another more than himself, or his career. At
least, Elijah inferred, comforted, she had a glimpse of true love. Encouraged, he flipped to another
page and continued…
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Chapter 23
Sophie’s Journal: January 29, 1999, San Francisco
By the time James dropped me off, he’d grown sullen and distant declining the invitation to
tea. “It might be a while before I’ve it worked out,” he confessed with his head angled to the left
focusing outside the car window instead of at me.
Frustrated, I jerked the door handle open stepping from the car. I replied nonchalant, “okay,”
but didn’t understand. James grabbed my left hand as I exited, pleading,
“Trust me.”
All that drama happened over six weeks ago. In the interim, roof bandits robbed our place a
second time, and, I’ve been hooking up with the boy, but as usual, late at night. We don’t plan the
next time, it happens. Our paths cross and we hook-up.
But, a couple of times, he didn’t show. Since then, I vowed never to allow it to happen
again, and invite friends when I’m planning to be with him. With my friends in tow, I’m destined
for fun and not disappointment if Shamanté proves a no show. Otherwise, we share memorable
times, and I find his creativity inspirational. He asked me to design his next CD cover, which I’m
thrilled to do it. He’s giving me credit on the CD.
Arianna arrived yesterday afternoon on my doorstep with her sunny disposition.
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“I’m so excited about tonight,” she greeted me when I opened the door. “My feet are already
dancing.” She danced around in a small circle childlike. “Can I hang out and dress here? I brought
my stuff.”
“Arianna you’re my favorite dance partner,” I said hugging her. “I can count on you to
dance all night like me.” We met at the College of Marin in the art department but bonded on the
dance floor. Arianna is a soul sister.
“Sure, if you don’t mind I’m still prepping for my interview tonight. Here, let me help you
with your stuff.” From her thin wiry but strong frame hung several bags. Grabbing a couple, we
strolled back up the stairs to my room.
Weeks ago I made arrangements to take Arianna, Bella and Clark with me to the Epic HipHop Orchestra concert, which I’ll be filming. After the show, I’ve an interview with the conductor,
Arthur Antonio. He offered to put my friends on his guest list, which meant unlike many interview
nights, I didn’t have to go alone.
Later, I’m posting the footage from the show and the interview on my hip-hop site and, then
I’m going to edit highlights of Epic’s show for inclusion in the film I’m developing for the spring
art festival in Marin. After the interview we’re all going over to listen to the DJ at Ruby Skye and
dance until we drop. Clark wants to bale early but tonight, he’s ours.
A couple hours later, still going over points for my interview, I greeted Clark and Bella at
the door.”
“Hi guys. Wow, giving them the once-over, smashing.” Clark’s long skinny legs were clad
in black leather boots and matching jacket over an unbuttoned black shirt exposing a pink shirt and
orange tie. Bella’s emerald green floor length, velvet dress plunged to her tailbone.
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“Come up. Arianna is almost ready, and, I’m putting the finishing touches on my interview
for tonight. Clark, you’re a dear to bring champagne.” He sparkled from a thin face with a shiny
forehead and a large aquiline nose. He puckered tight lips and meet mine. “You’re so thoughtful.” I
said before his face plant on my lips. “Thank you. Why don’t you chill it until we finish?”
“Love to dearie. It’s Moët et Chandon.” He liked to please, and for me he’d do anything.
The studious type with his head stuck in a book. But when needed, he listened. I met him one night
at one of his artsy friend’s when I showed up to celebrate the launching of an interactive Website
I’d designed.
He’s intelligent, witty, gay and so much fun to be with. Gay men make the best friends
because they get the whole girl-talk thing. He’d endearing qualities like he’s genuine and interested
in my ideas, as I am in his. We bonded over wine and an exchange of quirky banter before we dove
into a banquet of subjects from politics to music.
“Clark, will you read over these questions I’ve for Arthur Antonio “Double A,” and tell me
what you think?”
He’s one of S.F.’s local music historians, and can recite obscure details about local
musicians as well as their trajectory from underground to mainstream. And, best of all, he supports
my work promoting the local hip-hop scene. He’s html savvy, and passionate about helping me
maintain the Website, which is becoming a fulltime job. What a gem!
Unlike me, who still perceives the SF music scene with naïve awe of an outsider, Clark’s
take is indigenous. He grew up in San Francisco and studied the California underground music
scene while attending Berkeley. He warned me one day.
“You accept what people tell you…as true. Half the time they’re creating an illusion they
want you to believe. But, most of these musicians, like other folks, will have a nugget buried like a
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ghetto secret. So, you’ve to ask the tough questions to pierce the veil of illusion and reveal the
person behind the important storyline they want you to parrot.
Dig deep,” he advised, “…reveal the unique individual and his/her contribution and you’ll
endear an audience.”
When creating interview questions, I follow Clark’s advice and my research pays off. People
rave about the fresh angles my interviews take giving my audience a glimpse of their humanity
behind an iconic face.”
“Well, you’re the expert Sophie, but I’d be honored to take a peek.”
“You know Double A’s history?”
“Well, I know he’s a L.A. native, and besides a composer and conductor for Epic Hip-Hop
Orchestra, he’s also a Trumpet player, and, is known from his L.A. days as a troubadour.”
“Well then you can tell me what you might want to know about him if it’s not in my
interview notes.”
“I’ve to finish dressing.”
Arianna and Bella both crowded the bathroom mirror primping.
“Hey you guys, I need the bathroom now.”
“No problema,” teased Arianna.
“Oooolala. Chica,” I marveled at Arianna’s penchant for dress diversity. She’s traveled to
Indian and other Eastern cultures, and wore a traditional Indian pink Sari, draping over a short top
with a green lacy trim called a choli exposing a buff midriff. A white diamond embedded in her
right nostril and her belly, twinkled like stars.
“Can I borrow your gold slippers with the rhinestones?” She pleaded, “Please, please,
please…”
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“I don’t know, what‘ll you give me…” (Laughing)”…Of course, silly, they’ll go perfect
with your Sari.”
We designated Clark the man of the hour for he’d a car and offered to escort us. We’re not
opposed to travel to clubs by foot, in fact, preferred it, but if raining, we pull our money and took
cabs. The sun had sunk by the time we arrived at Miguel’s, a jazz bar down in the Mission District.
Tiny lights sparkled in the trees lining the street.
Announcing my name at the door the hostess ushered us to a reserved table with a perfect
view of the orchestra chairs. Following the host to our seats, I moved with a sense of grandness in a
simple but elegant pure white, off the shoulder, short form-defining dress. The maître de’s special
attention emphasized my own budding reputation as a multi-media professional creating an online
presence for many local musicians.
From our table we’d a perfect view of the entire stage. The proximity of our table to the 34piece orchestra gave the illusion they played to our private audience. The musicians milled about
the stage, or manned a chair leafing through sheet music or tuning instruments. The cavernous space
of the club vibrated like a vessel of dissonance undulating with instrument tuning, feet shuffling,
voices laughing and clamoring, and ice clinking in glasses.
Watching the long smooth strokes of a violist stole my attention. Bowing and plucking his
way through a rigorous music arrangement, he managed to push with a spare finger on his
spectacles sliding down his nose.
Arianna and Bella flanked my left and right side. Arianna sipped a virgin drink with
cherries. Bella sipped on a dirty martini. Clark, across from her, jabbered about the club’s history.
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“Hey, I’ve been told the music arrangements are often unknown by the musicians until the
night of the performance. It’s tremendous pressure, but then, it gives them the opportunity to
interpret and improvise, don’t you agree?”
“Yeah, I can connect, from a creative standpoint, you know, how the space between the
notes creates the music. I think those gaps, or spaces, are necessary for art, in general, to blossom.”
Musicians milled about the lighted stage as waiters served tables. A DJ spun a turntable,
while at the other end of the stage string instruments warmed despite the dissonance erupting from
saxophones, clarinets, congas, trombone, upright bass, electric bass, samplers, drums, keys, violins,
viola, cello, and several rappers and DJs.
“From what I’ve read, the music is a mash-up of hip- hop, classical, jazz and funk given
symphonic treatment. Plus, the turntables and vocalists.”
“Yeah, it’s going to be phenomenal. Thanks for inviting me.”
“Hey, what’s a party without you, Bella? But, it’s the conductor we’ve to thank for these
amazing seats.”
“It’s genius bringing a mix of formally trained and untrained musicians from all different
genres and cultures to create a unique new sound. It holds promise. It’ll be so cool to use the film
from this concert as the backdrop for my spring film.”
As the club lights dimmed the club became pitch-dark. A red light shone on the conductors
raised podium. Arthur Antonio, the once acclaimed troubadour, and trumpet player, stepped into the
spotlight at the center of his hip-hop orchestral brainchild. He wore a black tux and tails and a pair
of bright orange, high-top basketball sneakers. He bowed, and then raised his baton.
Double A, and the EPic Hip-Hop Orchestra, thrust the audience into a mesmerizing world of
loud cacophonous rhythms of rap, hip- hop, orchestral and jazz creating a unique eclectic sound,
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rich and riveting. From the beginning, my camera rolled and the show became contained within the
camera viewer. The rest of the club fell into oblivion.
When the lights came up, I also rose moving toward the backstage area to conduct interview
with Arthur Antonio. Shoving off for the interview, a commotion exploded at the back of the club
but I didn’t circle back. But, returning, Bella and Arianna rushed to greet me.
“You aren’t going to believe what happened,” teased Bella.
“What?” I questioned, curious.
“A mystery man spiked the drinks of three women sitting at the back of the club. When the
lights came up they were passed out.”
“What? Passed out? What caused it?”
“A man said the women had been drugged. Ambulances arrived and took them to the
hospital.” Pointing, Bella added, “The police are still investigating.”
“Preying on women…how revolting!”
“Yeah the police say it isn’t the first incident as it’s happening all over town.”
“Are you serious.”
“Yes, the police warned us not to leave our drinks unattended like if going to the restroom.”
“Wow, did they mention the drug?”
“They said other incidents reported involve the date-rape drug, Ghb. It’s odorless, colorless
and tasteless, and a strong dose can induce coma.”
“Creepy? Where’s Clark?”
“When he noticed you sashaying toward us, he left to pull the car around?”
“Let’s go outside and wait. I’m so ready to dance.”
“Me too. How did the interview go?”
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“Awesome, I’ve cool stuff on the maestro’s background. It’ll make sizzling copy. His fans
will love learning more about his days as a singing troubadour. I’m hoping to bring a new
perspective to the man behind the EPic.”
“Like what?”
“Like, he plans to build his orchestra to 90-pieces. Can you imagine? Cool. The man rocks.
For sure. He asked me to work on his Website creating a link to my hip-hop site. We watched the
film from the show during the interview, and, then discussed different aspects of it from his
perspective and what he hoped to achieve.
He said he’d like to view the film I’m creating for the spring festival when it’s finished.
He’s amazing. He didn’t have to show an interest in my art. He’s way likeable, talented, and an
amazing interview. But, this whole predator thing and the women…it’s so creepy. I hope they’ll be
alright.”
“Yeah, its bizarre predators watch for vulnerability and strike,” added Bella with guarded
eyes scanning their surroundings.
“Hey, lighten up, the night is still young. Move your happy feet for it’s time to boogie
woogie.”
Waltzing through the front door we waited for Carl, when it happened. Glancing around I
spotted James talking to friends at eleven o’clock. We noticed each other at the same time. He
rushed at me, beguiling my attention. I’d convinced myself our paths wouldn’t cross unless we
planned it.
“Sophie, I’m so happy to run into you. Did you go to the show?”
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“Yes,” I said lacking warmth but his voice stirred memories melting resistance to my true
fondness. And, the fact that our paths intersected once again triggered curiosity as I considered him
in the twilight mist. Clark pulled the car to the curb and Bella and Arianna hopped in.
“Sophie I’m sorry I haven’t phoned,” he said, “…I can explain. Please,” he pleaded. “…You
haven’t been far from my thoughts. Meet me Sunday. Give me a chance to explain.”
Bella and Arianna waited in the idling car with the back door ajar when I stepped in. Then,
switching around to face James, I asked,
“Where do you want to hook-up?”
“I’ll pick you up for breakfast, Sunday morning, 10 o’clock, prompt?” He encouraged
hurried.
“Okay, Sunday,” and I dipped into the car when he grabbed my arm pulling me back.
“One more thing,” he added with serious brooding eyes.
“I’m not trying to scare you, but we’re seeing an alarming number of Ghb poisonings at the
hospital. Most are young women, like those found inside tonight, he warned in his paternal way.
Please don’t leave your drinks unattended and don’t go out alone.”
“Don’t worry,” I placated, but then, asserted my belief, “…I can take care of myself.”
“I know, but I worry,” he sighed with eyes longing for an embrace. He hovered by the car
door with eyes longing for connection. He leaned into the car and with warm lips kissed my cool
cheek. Swinging my legs into the compartment, James shut the door and placed his warm hand on
the cold glass. We sped off into the night’s cold black darkness.
If life’s a dance then we’re the music. I feel like I’m dreaming; perhaps, life is but a
dream…
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Chapter 24
Sophie’s Journal: January 31, 1999, San Francisco
Sunday blew in cold, wet, windy and, wild with anticipation. James arrived on time and we sped
away to breakfast. In the car we smiled and leaned toward each other and kissed. With his left hand
on the steering wheel, the pale white circle tattooing his ring finger left its imprint of the twentyyear marriage. He reached for my hand across the console. We drove in silence heading toward the
Bay Bridge.
“Can you wait about forty-five minutes?” He asked.
“Yes, of course. Where’re we going? I asked full of anticipation.
“Well, I know where to find the best pancakes on the planet; plus, they’ve sumptuous
coffees and a variety of teas. Do you like pancakes?”
“You make it hard on girl. Like how can I resist the best pancakes on the planet?”
“Well, it’s at Muir Beach. Does it sound appealing?”
“Sounds fabulous.”
Silence filled the space between us but my hand still rested in the warmth of his.
“If you didn’t run into me at the club, how long did you plan to wait before you called?”
Hesitating, he contemplated a response.
“Natalie…won’t give me a divorce.” He blurted and silence followed.
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Dark dense confusion set in as I considered his words. No doubt, men and women are from
different planets. His marital status means more to him than to me. Why does he care so much about
it?
The truth is, I don’t feel threatened but it bothers him. This endearing fact ignited the
giddiness of a love struck schoolgirl. No other boy showed concern for my honor, and, it caught me
by surprise. But then, James isn’t other boyz. He’s a man.
“What?”
“I asked Natalie for a divorce but she said she’s no intention of divorcing, which inhibited
my contacting you. I’ve nothing to offer. Except a wife in name, who isn’t going away without a
fight. For years, I’ve believed she’d grant a divorce since the years dividing us are greater than the
distance between our separate addresses. Not so. For Natalie, our marriage is like one of her
expensive painting: it’s a possession.”
His honesty refreshed like a cool drink of water on a scorching afternoon. Most boys I know
are brutal, stringing a girl along indefinite. Never promising monogamy, you’ve to catch them
cheating. James is clear about his intentions. I didn’t doubt he wanted a relationship not a sleep
over. But, the last time we parted, the weeks became an eternity when he didn’t call.
He held my hand and my confidence soared like winning the lottery. I’ve known many men,
but few with James’ integrity. He isn’t out to take advantage. It isn’t in his nature to waste our time.
He is about honoring women. The more I learn about him the more convinced I am, he’s right for
me.
“Oh James, I‘m not asking for a marriage proposal. I want to be with you, and, I want to
trust you.”
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“No, you’re not and I know that. I want to be with you too but as a free man, not as a
married man. Besides my marriage is about convenience, it’s nothing to do with love or
commitment. So, what’s the point?
A divorce never mattered until now. Since I met you, divorce consumes my waking hours.”
His anxiety intensified as he spoke deepening the lines in his forehead. To sooth him, I reached over
and soothed a few stray strands of hair at his temple.
“Yes, but I choose to be with you whether married, or not.”
We pulled into the parking lot at the pancake house and James parked the car with the nose
pointing toward the beach. It sprinkled with the sun trying to peak through the thick haze with the
imprint of a bird cut like slits in the gray sky. James and I leaned into each other and our foreheads
touched and, then, our noses. His breath on my face breathed sweetness: our lips met, warm and
longing.
He cupped his hands and held my face staring with adoration into my eyes. What a delicious
moment. Whatever concerns had occupied our minds minutes before now dissolved into
nothingness. His body relaxed against the car door as I leaned into him across the console. With my
head pressed into his chest, he played with my hair while I listened to his chest heave. The rumbling
of our stomachs drove us from each other’s arms and out of the car.
Perpetual ocean waves crashed into the ancient sands, children squealed and birds
squawked. Bliss claimed my being.
“Are you happy?” he asked pulling my hoodie around my head.
“Yes, absolutely.”
“Ditto. Do you want to go in now?”
“Thought you’d never ask.”
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Chapter 25
Sophie’s Journal: April 3, 1999, San Francisco
I’ve often pondered my sublime pancake day nestling with James and, the following weeks
of love. It remains a forever happy thought. But life is change. Nothing remains the same.
After spending several blissful weeks with James at the beach house, he filed for divorce.
And broke off our relationship. Since February, I’ve had no contact with him. Although wistful, I
get his choice but refuse to be weepy, or alone, waiting for word of his divorce. No guarantees
except, life’s short. In the interim, I’m back with the boy.
Working a new part-time job at the Fillmore and bumped into Shamanté several times. We
hooked-up. It’s cool but not James. I’ll be around when James is free for that’s what my heart
desires. But, I’m living in the present moment. Today is going to be a prodigious day. About to go
roller- blading on this periwinkle blue skies’ sunny day, and, this evening, Shamanté and I plan to
hook-up for a night of frolicking. Tomorrow is Easter. Need to call mom.
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Chapter 26
A lazar-like beam of light blazed along a two-inch space between the window-ledge and the
bottom slate of the wood blinds. Elijah, entrenched by a familiar melancholy, closed the journal and
laid it down. He’d read enough. He moseyed to the window drawing the blinds open. Soft morning
sunlight poured into the space giving life to the formless dark.
With the dawn, he recognized a child’s memory of Sophie, a one-dimensional image, like a
faded black and white photograph. But, the pages of the journal brought Sophie to life like a prism.
For now he knew her as a young woman with secrets, hopes, dreams and desires. He imagined her
before him drenched in brilliant sunlight. His exponential joy expanded with the possibility of
solving the mystery surrounding her death. Belle’s recovery is like a bright light at the end of a long
dark tunnel, he reflected.
Picking up the phone he dialed the institution’s administrator and instructed her to arrange
an exit examination for Julia. He read the yellowed business card he’d found stuck to one of the
journal pages, Dr. Luke James Du Bois. Elijah dialed the number when an answering service
answered. He left his name and phone number.
Staring outside through a beveled glass window at row upon row of Russian Black Olive
leaves whitening in a forceful breeze, the phone’s ring shattering silence.
“Hello.”
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“Yes, Hello this is Dr. Du Bois, my answering service left your number. How may I help
you?”
“Dr. Du Bois, this is Elijah Nightingale, I’m Sophie’s brother.” A long pause ensued as the
memories filled the chasm of years.
“Hello Elijah. I’m glad you called. Sophie often spoke of you. How old are you now?”
“25, close to 26.”
“Are you calling about Bella?”
“Well, yes, but, yesterday, I learned my sister kept a journal during her stay in San
Francisco. She writes about you.”
“Oh,” he said swallowing. Moisture glazed his eyes. “Yes,” he admitted, “…I loved her….
but…it was too late you know…Nothing…nothing…could be done…I want you to know...I could
do nothing…” he confessed in a voice cracking with remorse.
“Odd,” I replied, “…because I think you did an extraordinary thing for my sister?”
“What’s that?”
“You kept Bella alive. And, now, she might testify to a grand jury about what happened the
morning they went to the studio.”
“Yes, Bella is improving and grows stronger each day.”
“That’s what I wanted to talk about. My mother and I plan to come to San Francisco for an
extended stay.”
“Anything I can do?”
“Well, if you’d break the news to Bella we’re coming and confirm she’s amenable to it. I’d
be much obliged.”
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“Yes, of course, on my rounds this evening I’ll discuss it with her. Unless I contact you,
assume she’s expecting you.”
“Thank you for everything. I look forward to our face-to-face.”
“Well, please let me know if I can assist you with locating an accommodation for your stay
in San Francisco. I’ve lived here all my life and know the town well, and have friends in real estate.
It’d be my honor to assist.”
“It’s a gracious offer. Let me give my assistant your phone number. She’s all the
information about our needs.”
“Yes, of course. What’s her name, I’ll tell my answering service to expect her to call.”
“Gina Thank you. Appreciate it.”
“My pleasure.”
Hanging up, he called his secretary giving her Dr. Du Bois phone number to coordinate a
rental property. Perhaps, now, the pieces are coming together for a proper inquest into Sophie’s
death.
Waltzing into his bathroom, he splashed cold water in his face and brushed his teeth.
Meandering through the facility to Julia’s room, he found her alone by the window warming in the
sunlight.
“Good morning Mother. How’s your morning?”
“I’m ready to go Elijah,” she announced sounding impatient and anxious.
“Well Mother, it’s arranged. Your exit exam is the day after tomorrow.”
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Chapter 27
A few days later Elijah accompanied Julia to his colleague’s suite of offices, which opened
onto a veranda with a fountain. A silky breeze blew through an open window. From a grove of trees
hedging the terrace, a garish choir of birds chirped.
Julia’s treating psychiatrists huddled like penguins bunched in a semicircle of clinical white
on black. Pivoting as she entered, their scrutinizing eyes shadowed her scrawny but poised frame
breezing into the room projecting an indefinable strength. Her unkempt hair fell over her eyes but
pushing it behind her ear, she smiled with outstretched hands. Over a fifteen-year period, she
remained a broken and desolate woman never exhibiting any hope of recovery. As the doctors took
their seats, Julia observed from a divan close to the podium. Elijah faced her leaning near the large
sliding glass door opening onto the portico.
A fountain of water gurgled serenity throughout the spacious suite often utilized for visiting
families and seminars. Julia searched Elijah’s face for reassurance before she sprung into her story:
the one repressed since Sophie’s death. Her eyes clasped Elijah’s, studying her with hawk precision
for signs of agitation, for signs of a relapse.
She smiled to reassure him. His eyes emitted encouragement. They spoke without words,
relying on body language, most of his life. But now, for the others, she must find the words to tell
her story—the recovered memory—the events, which brought her to this end. …What are the right
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words to tell my sacred story? Approaching the podium, there was no pretense or emotional
adornment as she opened in a low pitch and steady volume as though comforting a friend, she said.
“I remember now,” forthcoming …”…what I forgot. It all began...” and, her congenial tone
like a net captured her audience.
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Chapter 28
The beginning of the end arrived Easter Sunday, April 4, 1999. We were living in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. And, that morning arrived after a few hours rest. Silent, like a thief, the night
slipped into day. Waking brought confusion, uncertainty, and panic, like I’d lost, or forgotten
something irretrievable.
Disoriented, I combed my mind for clues. What surfaced were words: Do you know what it
means to die to self?
These were the last words I’d spoken to my cousin, Seth, after an exhausting spiritual
debate. He’d arrived a few days before Easter seeking asylum from a life of drugs and the street. He
brought with him displaced anger and resentment.
Within a couple days of sobriety, he’d a solar flare and I obstructed his path.
Yet, while debating spirituality with him last night I’d the distinct impression the words I
spoke were not original but rather of some mystical origin. Becoming quiet around two a.m., Seth
slouched down into the couch. Exhausted, I climbed the staircase to my room but hesitated on the
first landing. Calling to Seth below, I asked him,
Do you know what it means to die to self?
Do you? He snapped harsh.
“No, I admitted weary. “…I’m trying to figure it out too.”
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Now, in the pre-dawn obscurity, the question lodged in my heart, haunting. But, as the
dawn’s light intensified my obsession dissipated. Peeling back the cocoon-like warmth of the
blankets and stretching eager to vanquish sleep, I slipped into slippers and shuffled toward the
bathroom. An electric pop sparked at my feet creating friction with the carpet. Within seconds, a
downpour of steamy water eroded the passing memories of the previous night.
I’d invited, and, expected any minute, my friend and coworker, Ian. He agreed to
accompanying us to Easter services at 9:00 a.m., for I feared otherwise Seth might back out of his
agreement to attend church with us. I’d invited Ian for male bonding with Seth. But, Ian had his
own objective as he entertained rekindling our soured romance. Despite all the planning, life too has
its plan. For, my life, not Seth’s, was spiraling on an invisible collision course with fate.
Following Ian’s arrival the four of us marched outside and piled into the van. The snow
crunched under our boots. My nose constricted from a cold biting wind slicing into my cheeks.
Overhead, the sky drained of color formed an impenetrable dull gray dome.
Along the causeway red sandstone streaked the sparkling blue snow plowed in crystalized
banks glittering in the sun. The route to church tracked a narrow, winding, two-lane road through a
foggy canyon. On the west side of the road the shelves of red sandstone ledges jetted like projectiles
heavenward. These formations are known as the Garden of the Gods.
Our church, Calgary Chapel, convened services in an old abandoned grocery store. Neither
stain glass nor statutes adorned the building. Instead, a washed out cream-colored paint, chipped
and flaked around the perimeter of the church like a residue. Huge potholes scared the parking lot.
A simple, thin silver cross, hung at the doorway consecrating holy grounds. To the west rising
beyond the parking arose the purplish Pikes Peak Mountains inspiring the same awe and wonder
incited within the chapel.
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During the first thirty minutes of the service the choir and an ardent congregation rejoiced
with Easter hymns when, the pastor stepped to the pulpit to read from the Gospel of Mark. Focusing
on the verse about rolling away the stone from the tomb where Jesus laid, invited the congregation,
“Who, today, will roll away the stone from their heart and let Jesus in?” Instructing,
“Bow your heads,”
“Who’ll roll away the stone to their heart and let Jesus come in?” He chanted and no one
stirred. The silent chapel epitomized the empty tomb.
“Who’ll roll away the stone to their heart and let Jesus in? Rise up. Rise up, walk to the
altar. Jesus is waiting,” he encouraged.
Restless beside me, and sighing deep, stirred Seth. He pressed his hands to his face rubbing
his eyes like trying to dispel a vision. His thin, lanky body unfolded as he stood on wobbly bluejeaned legs. Hesitating beside me for a second, he shuffled across folded knees toward the aisle.
Reverent hands poised chest high, he bowed humbling his head and hobbled like a cripple to the
altar.
I raised my head watching astonished as he took feeble steps. Waves and tremors heaved
through my body as a steady crescendo of tears spewed like a geyser. Maybe it’s a miracle, I
consider, in light of Seth’s denial of faith last night. But confused, I reserved questions until after
service.
“What changed your mind Seth?” I asked.
“I’m not sure,” he admitted shrugging his shoulders nonchalant and ignorant. Although
happy for Seth, tears bit bittersweet. The congregation celebrated, declaring Seth reborn. I’d prayed
for it but now it arrived, it resonated hollow, like winning to lose something more precious.
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Hanging back plagued by bewilderment, I wept like at a funeral. Rationalizing anxiety as a
combination of excitement and exhaustion.
But, nothing is, as it seems. The surface conversion witnessed by the congregation harbored
a shadow of changes occurring on the unseen level. Arriving home around noon, I plunged into last
minute prepping and setting out Easter dinner prepared the night prior. Around 1 p.m. we broke our
fast with hot-cross buns and wine, and dinner continued for several hours when the phone rang.
The clock struck 4:00 p.m. with finality as I bustled into the kitchen expecting my
daughter’s voice on the other end of the phone. In those precious seconds circling the dining table
my world on an imperceptible level, collided and collapsed. Sophie’s voice didn’t rise to greet me.
Instead, the thick German accent of her roommate blurted the incomprehensible into the phone.
“It’s Sophie…it’s very bad.”
The day and the wine played tricks with my heart but my ears like radar perceived panic
lacing her voice. Animated voices droned from an Easter DVD, and above Seth and Ian’s muffled
tones, I strained to grasp Odessa’s ominous warning.
“Where’s she? What’s happened? I prodded. Is she hurt?
“May….be.” Odessa confirmed in a portentous tone causing an ensuing light-headedness.
“What do you mean Odessa? She’s not dead?” Defiant I denied every parent’s worse fear.
But, the word “dead” hung in the air above me like a guillotine.
In a cryptic low tone Odessa answered,
“May…be,” and an invisible blade severed my head as a ripped through my heart.
Breathless I challenged, “What do you mean, may…be?” I resisted terror as my pores burst
open and vertigo buckled my knees.
“Maybe! I go there now.”
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“Go where?” I dug. “Where is she?”
“I don’t know; I go now.”
“Going where?”
“The hospital.”
“Sophie had an accident?” A car accident?”
“I don’t know…I go now,” persisted Odessa.
“Oh my god,” I wailed…please call when you get there...”
“Yes,” promised Odessa before the connection severed.
An eternity ticked by waiting for Odessa’s call. My daughter may be dead…somewhere in
San Francisco. My mind swirled with chaos and questions. How didn’t I know she died? Had Seth
not distracted me, I’d have been more attentive during our strained conversation the night before. It
can’t be our last. But, it played over and over in my mind like a smoke screen disguising a threat.
Helplessness set in motion. What could have happened? What if…what if…what if…the
endless possibilities haunted. And, what about god? Where is he?
Time crept by as though standing still, which acerbated anxiety. Yet, her call never came,
nor did she answer my calls. Inpatient, around six p.m., I began telephoning hospital emergency
rooms in the Bay area. So many hospitals…so many voices… number after number…no success.
“No, we’ve no one by that name at this hospital.” I teetered on the fine edge of a razor
between hope and despair. Maybe Odessa had it wrong. Hours passed. And, as long as Sophie’s
identity remained unconfirmed, the possibility of mistake existed.
Around nine p.m., like a robot repeating the same question to the nameless voice answering
the phone at Mount Zion Hospital, I was told,
“Please hold the line?” Then, a female voice said,
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“Is this the mother of Sophie Nightingale?”
“Yes,” I confirmed trying to quiet my racing pulse.
“I’m sorry, but your daughter arrived at this hospital dead-on-arrival shortly after one p.m.,
today,” confirmed the stranger’s voice. My safe world began to spinning and burst into a million
pieces of shattered glass.
Screaming in denial, “No…no…no…” my blood flow constricted and vertigo drew me
down. Then, in the same instant, no longer an empty concept, I knew what it meant to die to self.
One p.m., I kept thinking, Sophie dead at one p.m., today? What day? One p.m., Pacific
coast…while we sang in church she laid dying. While we drove home, those men drove our
beautiful Sophie’s lifeless body to a hospital. Sophie died as Seth claimed rebirth. Was her life a
sacrifice for his redemption? Echoed my deranged mind.
Why did you allow Sophie to die? I implored god in disbelief. But despite my pleas to this
god I’d prayed to since a child, my belief in the concept waned with disbelief. Nevertheless, anxious
pleas for a miracle persisted…God, please make this not so…No…No…it can’t be possible.
But, the voice on the other end of the phone confirmed my darkest hour. But, my mind
reeled a desperate dialog with this invisible, inaudible, intangible god.
God, why didn’t you send angels? I prayed for you to send angels before her and behind her.
Where were they? Demanding answers like a forsaken child, I waited. Oh, God, screamed the
anguished voices in my head. Where were your angels? Where were you? Didn’t you hear my
prayers? Why have you forsaken me, and, forsaken Sophie? I trusted you…I don’t understand.
But, like awakening from a dream, the lifelong pillars of religious beliefs constructed over a
lifetime, collapsed like an unstable structure made of sand.
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“Stop the clocks!” I screamed through tears, “She’s dead. Sophie’s dead. Stop the clocks.
Cover their faces. Time has ended! Stop the clocks!” and ran to the mantle to stop those broad
sweeping hands of the clock.
The doctor had remained silent, and, when I tried to speak the words stuck in my throat until
I forced them out,
“How…how did she…die?”
The triage nurse explained the man who brought Sophie to the hospital identified himself as
Shamanté Udee. Another girl’s involved, she continued. Her name is Bella O’Brien. They brought
her to the hospital with your daughter. She remains unconscious. The man, Mr. Udee, reported your
daughter and her friend, Bella, ingested Ghb at a local club then arrive at Mr. Udee’s music studio
drinking from an open container of alcohol.”
Fearing a car accident, my mental faculties suspended in a stupor of disbelief.
“What?” I asked confused? The disingenuous portrayal of Sophie swaggering uninvited to
predawn party on Easter high on Ghb, added to the confusion. They must be talking about some
other girl. Not Sophie. More like a character she’d portrayed in a Shakespeare tragedy.
“Ghb,” continued the nurse, “…is a date rape drug and when mixed with alcohol acts
synergistically to depress respiration,” she said it like in slow motion. “But, in my experience,” she
emphasized, “…women don’t voluntarily ingest Ghb. And, its improbable, as Mr. Udee suggested,
the girls ingested Ghb at a nearby club then walked several blocks to his music studio.
He and his band members also reported the girls were at the studio at least forty minutes
before demonstrating any symptoms, which further suggest the girls ingested the Ghb at the studio
because reaction to Ghb occurs between five to fifteen minutes depending on stomach content.
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It’s physically impossible to ingest Ghb and traverse any distance. In recent months we’ve
seen an alarming number of women brought to the ER from clubs after they ingest a drinks spiked
with Ghb. The drug has a long predatory history of administered in secret to women and children
without knowledge or consent.”
Her voice faded in and out, interrupted by a dense blanket of fear descended over me like a
shroud causing tremors. Around the nurse’s words the attachment to my mind sank into a spiraling
black hole and nausea and vertigo attacked my body.
“What about the other girl? What happened to her?” I pressed on.
“Well, she’d a faint pulse when she came in and, now, is comatose on life support in critical
condition. We aren’t sure she’ll pull through. It’s speculation until an autopsy is performed on your
daughter and the toxicology report is completed. Right now, we know what the witness, Shamanté,
and his friends are reporting.”
Bits and pieces of the nurse’s words echoed around my inconsolable mind grasping for new
foundation. …Ghb? …Not Recreational? …Autopsy? …Shamanté? Bella? Who’d harm Sophie?
My god, it’s diabolical. What about her adoring friends? Why did she go with this Shamanté? Life
as I’d known it dissolved like a dream.
“Can you please wait until I arrive to perform the autopsy?” I begged but my words proved
powerless to stop time.
“No, I’m sorry…it’s not possible—an autopsy is mandatory under the circumstances and is
scheduled for seven a.m.” A shiver passed through me as death death’s icy grip froze my heart.
“Have any arrest been made?” I asked anxious for justice.
“None I’m aware of. The police came to the hospital and took Shamanté and a couple of his
band members’ statements. One of the officers left for the studio to take the owner’s statement.
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He’d driven them to the hospital then left, returning to their studio. We don’t know what may be
involved.
I helped pull your daughter from the backseat of the car,” she said sad. “The one man,
Shamanté, cowered down in the backseat holding your daughter but her blue lips and stiffness
indicated she’d been dead several hours. I couldn’t believe the scene I witnessed. I’ll never forget it.
We’re all so sorry for you, and for your daughter. It isn’t right. The men who brought your daughter
were unnerving and their story didn’t add up.”
Oh god, what do I do with all of this? Sophie’s dead? Guys in a band take her dead body to a
hospital. Poisoned. Oh my god. How are innocent young girls poisoned to death by predators
disguised as humans? Questions fueled despair.
The structure of my world crumbled and collapsed.
Sophie’s dead and, her friend, Bella hangs by a faint pulse. The people who brought them to
the hospital waited until death claimed Sophie, and threatened her friend’s life. What kind of
people, do that? How can Sophie’s young life be destroyed? Forlorn and forsaken, I struggled as
Sophie’s death destroyed hope, and, life became meaningless.
“I can’t listen anymore,” I screeched from the breathless depths of despair.
“Yes, I understand, but you’ve a pen I need to give you the name and phone number for the
ER doctor who pronounced you daughter dead.
“Yes, I’ve one,”
“He’s also Bella’s treating physician. He said he knows your daughter, and asked, if a
family member calls to give them his contact information. It’s Dr. Luke James Du Bois, and the
number for his answering service is (415) 567-6600.”
“Thank you. When I talk to the police can I give them your names?”
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“Sure, but” she replied confused, “…we meet the police here…remember? They spoke to us
first.”
“Oh, of course, please tell the doctor I’ll be in touch.”
My mind, a fog of confusion, tried to grasp the nurse’s words but her words triggered my
imploding world.
Dead, my Sophie’s dead! I kept repeating the words in my mind still unable to grasp this
news. How can it be true? I questioned. But, in less than twenty-four hours, awareness or
connection to the external world was severed. In my new residence, no light entered. Alone, I swam
in a dark sea of unrelenting madness.
No! I protested resisting, No!
“Autopsy, in the morning. It can’t wait,” the nurse informed.
My fingers numb stumps devoid of blood flow, struggled to dial Sophie’s roommate. When
Odessa answered she offered no explanation for why she failed to call me back. Perhaps it was
obvious. But, her omission resulted in my cold guarded demeanor.
She provided phone numbers relevant to Sophie. And, one call led to the next before
reaching Sophie’s friend, Clark. He answered on the third ring and after identifying myself, his
sleepy voice splintered with raw emotion.
“I’m so sorry…I’m still trying to absorb what’s happened…” and, silenced by our grief, we
cried. After a while, I asked him to describe the night before.
“Sophie rang me up to meet her at a club near her flat. Parking my car near her place, we
trekked on foot to the club. Bella met us, and we danced working up a sweat over several hours.”
“What time did all that take place?”
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“Between eleven p.m. and closing. Then we strolled back to Sophie’s flat but because of
daylight savings the clocks changed from two a.m., when we left, to three a.m.”
He said they’d made plans to meet later in the day to celebrate Easter. But, when he called
her house, Odessa answered with the tragic news. But, the police neglected to contact him even
though Bella and Sophie spent the evening with Clark prior to the music studio.
Don’t they want to talk to as many credible witnesses as possible? The San Francisco police
lacked motivation for the truth when compared to a mother’s anxious heart. Before hanging up,
Clark and I exchanged contact information agreeing to stay in touch.
Sobbing, Elijah rested his head on my shoulder,
“Mommy why are you crying?” he inquired with a child’s innocent but sad eyes sensing my
despair. “Sophie’s with Jesus. He took her,” He assured but I resisted.
“My darling…I love you with all my heart…I’m crying because she’s gone, forever, and
we’ll never be with her again…and, I cannot bear life without her...”
Crying, he embraced my hand and with tender affectionate wrapped his free arm around me.
He said nothing. His head leaning toward mine. Our roles collided and shifted. His head lie in my
lap an for an indefinite period, and I ran my fingers through his hair until he drifted off to sleep.
Delirious grief consumed my night until my brother stepped into my room with a glass of
water offering medication.
“What is it?” I inquired.
“A mild sedative, it’ll help you sleep. Trust me,” he encouraged. “It’s mild but it may
help…” and he offered it again, and I placed in my mouth. But, sleep remained fitful whether awake
of asleep crying persisted. Hours later, I awoke curled on the futon where Sophie like to sleep on
her visits. The futon anchored me in a world in a state of collapse.
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My mind played tricks with perception…it’s a dream. But, wakefulness mimicked sleep and
sleep imitated wakefulness: one became indistinguishable in the other. Life unraveled whether
awake or asleep, it had no relevance. My old familiar life slipped through my fingers like water,
intangible and ungraspable. The world collapsed and with it my identity.
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Chapter 29
Monday, April 5, 1999
Jolting awake, I gasped cool fresh air. Panic and fear joined trembles and my eyes absorbed
the cool dark dusk. The black silence echoed the emptiness haunting my soul. A palsy-like cramp
twisted my foot and leg but released with warm socks and a heating pad.
Through a windowpane, tiny pinpricks of light twinkled in the black sky above the treetops.
The full moon dipped into a horizon promising nothing. Weeping, I limped like a wounded warrior
from the futon to the bathroom to draw a bath. Steam rose from the tub while I lit candles around
the bathtub and along the window ledge imaging they would light her way back to us. Shadows
from the waxed figures danced on the wall as I lowered into the torrid tub of hot water. Closing
aching eyes, my body became one with the water and, with the silence. And, peace like a pause
suspended discursive thought.
But, serenity dissolved when blazing through my mind like a comet, I heard a single
command, Go now. In a single reflex, I bolted upright. Wake up, instructed a voice in my head. Go
to her. Go now…why are you still here? The trance shattered and, with it, denial. Grabbing a towel
and hopping from the watery womb, I rubbed dry.
My mind racing, I grabbed the phone and dialed for an operator. “Please connect me with
the Colorado Springs Airport. This is an emergency?” Alerting the woman, I wedged the phone
between my jaw and shoulder blade pulling on my jeans. A flight attendant answered.
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“Please, I have to get to San Francisco. My daughter is dead Please help me find a flight,”
and the words confirmed the insane, un-utterable truth…the unimaginable…the impossible. The
words disturbed my mind to speak in that context of Sophie. The words suspended disbelief. But, a
chance might exist it may all be a mistake. But, I needed to go.
“Please,” I continued, “Help me. I need a flight to San Francisco right away. Can you find a
flight for me?” In the background echoed the woman’s keystrokes when she confirmed,
“I’ve a flight leaving this morning at 7:30 a.m. Can you make it?”
“Yes, be there,” and I provided information before slamming the phone in its dock.
“Seth,” I called downstairs frantic, “Please call Ian and ask him if he can drive us to
the airport.”
Instinct drew me down the hall to the gun cabinet. One thing is certain; I’ll not go
unprotected. Staring into the glass cabinet bequeathed by my father, I watched an image of my dad
and me stalking the woods with loaded guns. He’d spent a lot of time training me to feel
comfortable handling guns. Perhaps, the training has an incalculable value.
Reaching up, I slid the key from the top edge of the cabinet and unbolted the lock. Opening
a drawer at the bottom of the interior cabinet, I picked up a .45 special and tossed it into the bag to
check at the airport. Locking the cabinet, a voice in my head confirmed, it’s time to find the men
responsible for Sophie’s death.
Wandering back down the hall, Elijah, distraught, waited in my room. The bill of his hat
dipped downward on the right side of his face. Large puffy eyes drooped with the weight of sorrow
burning in flushed checks. Entering the room, he flung tight arms around my waist.
“Mommy, please let me go with you,” and his voice rose to a squeal as he spoke and then
broke, “Pl…ea…se,” he cried into my shirt.
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“My Darling,” I said knelling and staring up into his soft eyes shadowed under thick, curly,
dark lashes clumped wet from tears. Trembling, I search for the right words to sooth my son.
“…Mommy needs your help,” I coaxed without revealing the depth of my despair. “…I
need you to be brave as I know you are, and travel with your cousin, Seth, and, Ian to Nana’s in
Texas.”
“But, I want to go with you…” he persisted. “I want to be with my sister…too” he cried his
lament carried to an hysterical pitch, “I want to be with you…and Sophie,” he appealed tormented.
Instinct wanted to shield him from my own darkness and despair trapped inside.
“I want to be with you too, but right now, I need you to go with cousin Seth. I love you so
much.” Holding him close he surrendered to his suffering.
“Why can’t I go with you?” he persevered.
“You’re so brave and I’m so proud of you. But, I must go alone my darling.”
“Why,” he cried shrill, making a one-syllable word sound like three.
“Because, where I’m going…and what I’m going to do, I’ve to do alone. Besides, your sister
would want you to remember her alive.”
“How do you know?” He challenged.
“You have to trust me son. I’ll meet you in Houston at Nana’s. Trust me, my darling, I love
you.” And, I pulled away from the strong grip of his small arms, where it’d be easy to lose myself.
On the way to the airport, Elijah pensive sat next to Seth on the back seat. Red-faced and
distressed, he cried fitful and unconsoled clinging with sweaty palms to my hand draped across the
car seat. His face filled with anguish. Although torn, my focus drifted beyond the immediacy of his
needs.
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I want to hold her, screamed the silent voice of a mother anxious to hold her newborn. Why
am I still here? I lamented confused. The autopsy is at 7 a.m., which is underway at this moment.
Shock and chaos had inhibited action. Out of nowhere returned the words Sophie’s dad spoke the
night before.
“I can’t handle it,” he screamed when I asked him to accompany me to California. “Have
her body flown to Texas,” he suggested. But, his words accentuated the fatal flaw in our marriage—
he couldn’t handle it—not marriage, not children and, now, not death. He couldn’t deal with the raw
underbelly of life, and left it for me.
“No, my brother came home in a body bag. I won’t have her shipped like an inanimate
object. I’m going to bring her home and bury her ashes at the Nightingale plot next to my father.”
And, as I spoke these words, a memory burst open in my mind.
Sophie, now seated beside me snuggled in close and said, “Home is where you are
mommy.” Yes, I affirmed, …home is where I am, and, I’m coming to you, now.
My journey emerged from chaos. All those whose hands I held in my immediate inner circle
dropped away one-by-one: x-husband, mother, sister, cousin, friend and former lover. Destabilized
by a lack of recognizable support delayed taking action as I spiraled in disbelief.
But, courage glared at me from the back seat. My valiant eight-year-old son crying his
valiant pleas to go with me where all the adults fear to go.
“I want to go too. Pl…ea…se let me go with you Mommy…please…please…” he
beseeched as tears gushed from the uncharted sea of his broken heart.
“No, my love,” I consoled, “…your grandmother needs you too. She’s waiting for you. Ian
and Seth are taking you to her and, I’ll meet you. Please trust me, my beautiful son.”
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He sobbed and through his innocent eyes I witnessed his superheroes collapsing as he came
to terms with impermanence and empowerment. But, I too lost any sense of control and
surrendered. San Francisco, I’d face alone, and rehearsed my steps. Exit the plane…pick up rental
car…drive to San Francisco morgue…walk in…confirm its, Sophie…and find Shamanté, who she
called, the boy.
What then? I need the truth about what happened? I became obsessed with retracing Sophie
steps. Maybe when I’m situated in the same room where she died, I’ll find the truth of what
happened…by being in the same room…
In my mind, I paced like a tiger in a cage, inconsolable and roaring. …I need answers…
And, voices shadowy in my mind demanded revenge, “I want them dead,” they shouted.
But as the cry for revenge tolled, fear seized my mind in a snare of ambiguity triggering an
unsettling horror of what if scenarios. What might happen to Elijah, if I kill Sophie’s boyfriend, or a
band members, or all of them and, then…kill myself. Or, what if I force them at gunpoint to drink a
Ghb cocktail like they gave Sophie…what if I can’t forgive what I don’t comprehend, I howled and
adrenalin sped through my veins. Captive in the madness of the fiction playing on the movie screen
of my mind, I strained to comprehend the incomprehensible.
How did my child with all of her hopes, plans, and dreams, die, yesterday? Poisoned to
death by the people she knew and trusted. Not one of them called 911. Not one of them remembers
the names of the other witnesses who were present.
Waves of energy heaved through my body trembling with misery. Not one of them told the
truth of what happened cried the violated voices hosting on my mind.
My faith in religious beliefs dissolved like a sandcastle washing away with the outgoing
tide. Yet, circling back to an imaginary door partitioning a silent god. To that door, I knocked like a
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disillusioned beggar. Blaming god’s silence on error or fault in me. I sunk deep into a nauseating pit
of despair. Faith evaporated and out of the smoldering ash formed anger and resentment.
When I boarded the plane I rushed to my window seat shielded by dark sunglasses. A book
lay on my seat, the Tao Te Ching. Removing it, I slid it on top of Dimitri’s Sherpa bag; unaware of
the comfort its verses would deliver in the uncertain future.
Seated and belted in, I surrendered to lava-like tears burning down my checks in well-worn
furrows. Fear, sadness and desperation gave way outside the presence of my son. And, across the
sky flew the plane with my face pressed against the coolness of the vibrating Plexiglas window.
Desperate to find the answers, I searched the empty space outside the airplane window for a trace of
her even though she didn’t exist and, yet, existed like no one else.
From dead images in my mind, I resurrected our life from memories. Below the plane a
luminous blanket of white bloated clouds formed a partition delineating sky from earth. The clouds
served as a blank screen upon which I projected the images of life with Sophie.
One memory unfolded with us reclined on the cream-colored couch at our home in Colorado
at Christmas, a few months past. We sipped wine and talked about her life and work in San
Francisco. Enthusiastic she described a hip-hop Web site she designed and managed. It contained
interviews with hip-hop artist and DJays. That’s when she explained she often, late at night, and
alone, conducted interviews with DJ.
Honey, it sounds exciting but it worries me you go out by yourself late at night. Bad things
happen to girls out alone.
She smiled an all-knowing wisdom smile like she indulged my naiveté. She spoke with a
valley-girl, singsong pitch—happy, sassy exuberance. A teasing smile and giggles embellished her
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words like she knew a secret she might not divulge. She embodied spontaneity, playfulness,
fearlessness, brilliance and charisma.
I’ve lots of friends, she chattered, and they meet me places. You know how hard it’s to drive
around San Francisco, Mom. Lots of people stroll places and hook-up. Often, I strap on my
rollerblade and hook-up with people. I’m not totally alone waiting for Shamanté as I’m never sure
the boy is going to show when he says.
Concerned, I asked her to clarify. What do you mean he doesn’t show up?
Well, she said casual, …he’s late…a lot…its no biggy. Though, once he stood me up, and, I
swore, never again. So, now, I call a friend. I’m not sitting alone waiting for him to show. It’s cool,
you’re making too big a deal… Oh Mommy… she hugged giggling. Trust me, she cajoled, I know
what I’m doing and besides he’s a boy toy…and, not the one.
Her gestures and features vibrant with life smiled radiant as I studied every detail. Long
silky strawberry blond tresses framed her moon-shaped porcelain face with a ski-slope nose dipping
into her snow-white skin balanced by almond shaped eyes reflecting the sky’s brilliance and lips as
full as a red rosebud.
Rosebud, I whispered her nickname given at birth… Rosebud. Consumed by memories, time
stood still when the muffled sound of the stewardess’ voice blared, “Ladies and Gentlemen, we’re
about to land. Please place your seats in the upright position.”
The plane taxied into the gate and powered down as the travelers rustled and, feet slid
forward to exit. But, the journey involved more than the shuffle of feet for my mind rehearsed a
plan. The plane jerked to a stop on the tarmac. People sprinted for the exit, and I brought up the rear
following the procession to the baggage area. Collecting the bag, I claimed my rental car, and drove
into San Francisco—to the morgue.
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Chapter 30
The Beginning of the end.
Searching Bryant Street for parking near the San Francisco Medical Examiner’s proved
challenging. But, after several passes a space opened. Exiting the car, anxious I glanced at my
watch. Time now equated to the minutes and hours since learning of Sophie’s death. Twenty-four
hours, I moaned. Ambivalent, I leaned against the car, stalling. In a few short minutes, I vexed,
…the prolonged suspense of mistaken identity, will expire.
The medical examiner maintained its offices in the same building as the police and the
homicide. Entering the building, trepidation inhibited my steps. Trailing at the end of a line
funneling through a security checkpoint, I inquired for directions. An officer replied like an
automated recording,
“You go out through those doors and down the outside corridor and through the glass doors
on the right that reads, Medical Examiner.”
Arriving at a counter in the medical examiner’s, I blurted out what the triage nurse, who I
spoke to the night before, told me to say,
“I’..m from out of t…own…” I shuttered for the first time in my life. “…and…was told if I
a…rriv..ed by 4:00 p.m., I can iden…ti…fy my daughter, Sophie Nightingale.”
“What’s the name? Nightingale?” repeated the woman.
“Yes, Sophie Nightingale,”
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“Are you immediate family?”
“Yes,” I confirmed desperate, I’m her Mother,” and I repeated. “I’…m from out-of-st…ate.
I…got…h…ere…as soon as I could,” feeling guilty for the time lapse.
“This way,” she directed.
My first encounter with the pungent scent of death arrested my senses. Airborne, it flooded
olfactory glands with the fumes of noxious chemicals mixed with decaying flesh. Misting my
exposed flesh, it seeped into pores extinguishing any trace of life.
A man led the way into a tiny room. A cream curtain on the wall to my left intensified the
disquieting unreality of the moment. Silent thoughts became deafening loud. Internal alarms wailed,
threat. Sanity obliterated. The man’s hand gripped a curtain cord. In a flash of sweat and nausea the
draped window loomed like an ominous portal into the unknown. The room spun and my voice
trailed behind from far away.
“No…no…not yet,” I begged and my hand flew to the drape attempting to avert the
inevitable. Like a century with his hand poised on the cord, he hesitated. My heartbeat deafening,
and my voice shaking, I forced syllables through my lips.
“Wa…it!” I rasped at my executioner. “…Wait… one more sec…ond. “Wa…it…” I
pleaded hoarse from fear, “Pl…e..ase… wait,” I begged but heard it as a disconnected cry from far
away.
“She’s behind the curtain, isn’t she?” I implored anxious. But, in my ears I heard the
desperate voice of a frightened child, wanting to avoid peering into the glass window behind the
curtain. Speaking rapid and confused, I cried out…
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…No, No... No…Oh, god, please. Please let this be over, now? …God...Not this, No, No…
don’t let this be my cross to bear... But, my childhood god kept silent, confirming no plan of rescue
from my darkest hour.
Contemplating the man through a veil of tears he froze before the curtained window. In a
flat voice pummeled by defeat, my hand gestured acquiesce, as I whispered, Okay, knowing,
nothing would ever again be, okay.
The drape parted. Disturbed and horrified I trembled and peered into a dark abyss. At the
bottom laid my child. “No, no, no…” I screamed. …Let it be me…let me die in her
stead…please…please…she’s my life…
The room spun as I jumped into the pitch-black chasm. Spiraling, down, down, down, I spun
end over end through darkness before striking bottom. I knew then, I’d died for I didn’t have a
single thought or emotion. Blank. Nothing existed. Nothing except a formidable silence. But when
my eyes fluttered opened, I laid prostrate on the floor beneath the glass window.
Why? I cried. Why god didn’t you protect her? Where were you? Where were your angels?
She lays here, dead to my cries. You’ve delivered me to my darkest hour and speak not a word. You
forsake me but I won’t forsake Sophie, do you hear me? She’ll have justice.
A dream ended, and drawing myself to my knees, I rose to my feet stumbling from the
room. And, although my physical body escaped down the hallway, I knew, I too died in that room.
Time evaporated holding my conscious mind hostage in a moment—the moment I peered into the
dark abyss and discovered the remains of my child. But, for now I needed to find, the boy,
Shamanté.
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Chapter 31
Running for toward an exit sign, frantic, I threw my body against a metal bar fleeing into a
chaotic, dark, cold and wet world. Car lights glistened across the wet asphalt as I darted across the
street. An old newspaper blew down the alley sticking to my calf. Throwing open the car door and
jumping inside, tremors rippled through my body like waves stirring still water.
Death cast an invisible and portentous presence. Tears sweltered hot. Trembling, I swung
around to the backseat and threw open my travel bag removing the handgun and shoved it deep
inside my coat pocket. Flooring the gas I sped away with my thumb autodialing Sophie’s old
number. Odessa picked up and gave me directions to their flat.
Dialogue with Sophie kept playing in my mind like archived videos pulled from the shelves
of memories. Attentive to the dead images, I strained to listen for a missing detail, or a clue about
her friends, or Shamanté, or his band.
But, what from the archives played a litany of praise for Shamanté. Mom, I’ve been keeping
a journal about when we first met. Did I tell you I’m designing a CD cover for his next release?
He’s an incredible melodic voice. You don’t need to worry Mom. He lives in L.A. He’s not around
much.
Her hunch hit the mark as anxiety consumed me. Worried that musicians I’d known in the
past didn’t make reliable trustworthy boyfriends. Most are blindsided by self-importance. So, I
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stressed over whether he’d keep her best interest in mind, and fixated on an impending threat. Does
thought create reality or…does reality create thought? I wondered disillusioned.
Although searching for Sophie’s flat, Clark’s words describing her yesterday morning as
radiant and clear, stayed lodged in my mind like a roadside pointing the direction. But those words
clashed with Shamanté’s description to the hospital. Who claimed that minutes after Sophie left
Clark, she arrived at Shamanté’s studio drunk and high on Ghb.
The ER attendants said, “Shamanté’s version of the facts didn’t add up!” And, they didn’t.
What did happen? I agonized. What’s the truth? Why haven’t the police questioned Clark?
Searching for an opening to park among bumper-to-bumper cars, I passed the door to
Sophie’s flat. Her sunny face smiled and waved to me from the doorway as on other visits.
Shadows, I shuttered, I’m dancing with shadows.
For my heart sees its beloved everywhere yet, out of grasp, like a mirage in the distance. Is
this what it means to love with loose hands. A chill slid down my back as through touched by
death’s icy finger. It’s presence unshakeable.
Lingering in the darkened car, I lifted my arm to my nose inhaling the indelible scent of
death reeking from my pores. So be it, I hissed to the silence. I am proud to wear death, as it’s her
destiny, as well as mine. We’re born to die. I will honor death as my greatest teacher.
Stepping from the car and into the cold damp air, I belted my coat, hesitating to glance at the
door where she once lived.
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Chapter 32
Calla lilies on iridescent verdant stems laced with long black satin ribbons hung from the
door announcing death’s passage. Drawing near my cold hands sweat, and I stiffened conflicted by
a wild surge of anticipation and dread. I rang the doorbell. Seconds later feet thumping from inside
descended the interior stairs. Apprehension and anguish intensified.
Framed in the light of the opening door popped Odessa crowned with short spikey metallic
red hair, and, two-silver lip rings protruding from the purplish blue flesh of her bottom lip. The
prodigious piercings overwhelmed her otherwise fragile features. Studs fastened around dull
rhinestones outlined her left ear. My eyes encountered two large, round, chocolate brown pools.
It’s strange she never phoned, I commiserated glum and staring speechless into her blank
face. She said she’d go to the hospital and call me. Hinting, it’s very bad. Those protracted torturous
hours of waiting for her call now influenced my perception of her.
She’s unreliable and untrustworthy, decreed judgmental internal voices. But regardless,
she’s my sole connection to the music studio and, to the boy, Shamanté.
“I don’t want to come in,” I informed. “I came to track Sophie’s footsteps to the studio. Will
you take me? …Now?” I pressed impatient. Odessa took a step toward me and placed her limp arms
around me. My body retracting like a hermit crab, I pulled into its shell. My hands remained thrust
in my pockets.
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“Yes, of course, we go now?” She replied willing with a thick German accent. Not meeting
my eyes.
“Yes,” my voice confirmed.
We trudged into a dark drizzle retracing Sophie’s steps. After one block, we navigated a
busy street heading left. Continuing a short pace, Odessa froze. Our feet firm but my mind lucid
resurrecting dead images from the archive of old tapes of Sophie. …The studio where Shamanté
records, set-up down the street, She explained. But, at the time she told me I remembered cringing
as though he posed a threat. Now, reality confirmed instinct.
We arrived at an unlighted door to an unknown world. The same door through which Sophie
and Bella passed, hours before. Clark’s words, floated like proof, Sophie even at the late hour
radiated clarity. But, less than forty-five minutes later, she sustains a Ghb-induced coma.
“Is this the place?” I asked flipping around to face her but her hoodie shrouded her features.
A palette of intense emotions swished through my body like currents of shock, grief,
despair, agony and confusion and clouded my mind. In minutes, I’ll be face-to-face with the last
person with Sophie, her lover, Shamanté. The truth awaited on the other side of the door, I mused
through a crazy haze of wild anticipation rising from anguish.
“Yes, we’ll ring them up.” Odessa said and as her hand stretched for the door ringer
triggering a shadow of the man’s hand at the morgue reaching across the palette of my mind. The
lights and the whooshing of traffic through the wet streets behind us snatched my attention. We
lingered silent in a damp misty drizzle.
Footsteps thud down a flight of stairs. A dog barked. The door opened framing a man with
long, thick, black curly hair hiding his face. His arm extended long enough to reach down and open
the door. Balancing with his other arm against the overhang, he hovered above us, bat-like, in
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darkness. The sullen man didn’t speak, but flipped around and moseyed up the dark staircase with
us trailing behind.
At the top of the landing, a little dog barked. As the man drew near the dog’s bark grew
ferrous. But, he kicked at the dog like swatting a fly and it whimpered off into the void of darkness.
We followed him into a room reeking of cleaning supplies. It resembled a living room not a music
studio.
A dim bluish hue from a small television monitor provided light in a dim shadowy space.
Except for a small couch and a narrow table the place echoed emptiness. I scanned the room but
discovered no musical instruments, or soundboards, speakers or equipment like I imagined.
The man pounced on the couch bringing his legs to sit Indian style, and resumed puffing on
a lit cigarette left burning in an ashtray overflowing with butts. A narrow coffee table separated us.
Shivering with raw nerves, I waited for one of them to speak. Odessa spoke first.
This is Jesse, she introduced and her voice resonated with the vacantness of the space. I
recognized his name. He drove Sophie and her friend, Bella, to the hospital. Earlier, I asked Odessa
to call Shamanté and arrange a meeting. She knew him from his dates with Sophie at the flat. They
all knew each other.
Troubled, my bewildered eyes swept the room, lost and troubled for a place to rest. But, the
barren room offered no comfort. No evidence existed of a music studio, or a suggestion of Sophie
and Bella visit. Mournful, my memories intertwined with the present, and, I listened to Sophie
describing Jesse.
This guy, Jesse, she animated with her hands. Owns the music studio. He’s also Shamanté’s
manager. But, he’s flat annoying. For sure, when Shamanté is with me. Then, he calls like he’s
obsessed with finding out when Shamanté is returning to the studio…
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“I’m going to wait outside,” Odessa announced and dashed down the staircase before
anyone objected.
In a fight-flight-freeze moment, I froze. Images from the morgue inundated my mind. Bleak
and breathless, I gawked around searching for proof of Sophie in this dark space. She died in this
grim hovel. …at the mercy of this man…who didn’t call 911…who took her to a hospital after she
died… and, now, denies any involvement in causing her death.
But, nothing, is as it seems countered demons raging inside my head. It’s an outrageous
horror they lamented. And, as I grew more agitated and, faint with panic, inhaled stale air into a
cramped gut. Still, the man said nothing and, I, stood like a post speechless and awed to have
arrived in the sacred place where Sophie died.
My right hand, cool and sweaty, rested on the gun handle submerged in my pocket. My feet
anchored like cat ready to pounce. Perspiration burst across my skin like beads of cold wet dew.
Confusion swirled around my head making me dizzy. Why doesn’t he say anything?
He smoked and clouds of smoke obliterated his face. But, recognizing an adversary, my
heart sped and senses scanned every inch of him. But, like a cold impenetrable stone, he percolated
in a nicotine stupor. Bereft, and feeling isolated the frenzied voices in my mind screamed. …This
might be the one who spiked Sophie and Bella’s drinks. Why the silence? Say something! Do
something. Lightheaded, my throat constricted when I asked him.
“Do you understand who I am?”
“Odessa told me. What do you want?” He grumbled gruff, still, avoiding eye contact.
“I want the truth. What happened to Sophie?”
“I gave my statement to the police,” he said annoyed, and squinting, sucked on his cigarette
glowing in the dark. “Get it from them,” he continued repugnant.
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How can he be so insensitive? I stressed assessing his antipathy. Sophie’s dead. His cavalier
callousness fueled suspicion. He’s hiding the truth. Why else dismantle the studio? My mind
swirling wild with facts, inferences and speculation, collapsed and the voices in my head shrieked
for audience.
Sophie lay dying while this callous guy, like now, sucked down nicotine. Why did her path
have to intersect with him? Why didn’t he die from his own poison? Why her?
His indifference snapped my tolerance and I wrestled with intensifying contemptuous rage.
My legs trembled. Jesse held the key to unlock the mystery of Sophie’s death, but he’d devised a
script and didn’t intend to deviate. He staged the set.
Then, I asked the unthinkable, “Where, did she die?”
“Right there,” he pointed nonchalant to the spot beneath my feet. Startled, my focus plunged
to the worn white, narrow, wooden planks.
“She died right here?” I murmured incredulous unable to comprehend this hideous fact. Her
beautiful fiery spirit extinguished right here, beneath my feet? Anguish tightened in my chest and a
kind of lunacy shortened my breath and constricted my throat. In seconds, a barrage of question
pummeled my mind like a thousand shiny arrows piercing a dark sky.
Nooooo…Why did she die here? I cried devastated by the truth. Would it make it any easier,
or any better, for her to die with, or near me? Would it be easier if she died in a hospital, or at her
house? Each question as meaningless as all the other what if scenarios whipping my mind into a
frenzy. If you deny a thing, does it make it not so? What’s real? I questioned all internal belief
systems now crumbling like sandcastles.
And, my confusion escalated fueled by rage for the malevolent man on the couch who hid
what happened to Sophie.
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At the least, I speculated, …he’s complicit in covering up what happened to our beloved
Sophie. Why didn’t they call 911? Why didn’t they do what ordinary people would do under similar
circumstances? Why did he leave and drive back to the music studio? Why did the studio have a
scrubbed look and smell? Why are they dismantling the studio? Why the lack of transparency? Why
the lack of reverence for Sophie’s life, and, her death? The unanswered questions mounted and, the
truth lied buried or disguised by silence.
My god, I rasped despondent but aware of the presence of evil. How’s this Sophie’s fate?
What is this senseless horror? I don’t understand, my soul mourned forlorn.
The indolent man ensconced by a dark mantle folded one hand over his crotch while the
other clutched a cigarette. He plotted deception, but remained transparent. He set the stage, and the
cast of characters, and, threw open the doors for all to enter.
But, nothing except the bone-bare wood planks remained. Not a trace. Not a clue. It is a
well-planned charade.
Jesse maintained the deception by destroying the evidence. And, complacent, like a ticket-taker
outside the circus tent with a freak attraction, he waited. With the room scrubbed and emptied of its
contents how might anyone build a counter theory to the story he offered?
He exuded confidence about facts neither the dead, nor the comatose, nor the walls, nor the
floor…nor the band, intended to oppose. Jesse’s story stood uncontested. Life, I brooded, …roars to
its own rhythm. It doesn’t bend to our will. We’re along for the ride and can either bend or be
broken by life’s enfolding... Shivering in silence I asked questions, but, again, he remained mute.
“Why did you take Sophie to the hospital after she died instead of before?” But, he
pretended I spoke not a word.
“What were you doing while Sophie and Bella were unconscious?”
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“Lady, read the statement,” he feigned with indignation.
“Why did you drop everyone at the hospital and return to the studio?
Why didn’t you wait with the others?” I implored.
“I’m going to tell you one more time lady. Read the statement.” He suggested, unburdened
by truth.
“If this is a music studio, where’s the equipment?” Becoming more agitated, he flicked his
cigarette like a nervous tick.
“I came here searching for the truth…” I persisted despite my cracking voice. “…But
instead of telling me straight up, you refer me to a statement. You know, we’ll learn the truth when
Bella recovers from her coma.” But, Jesse ignored the intended threat.
“If she ever wakes up,” he sneered and his injurious sadistic response dug deep like a claw.
He derived pleasure from my suffering. Deciding to wait for Shamanté to return, I asked, “ When
do you expect Shamanté?”
“He’s in L.A.,” he answered disinterested in my plight. His words numbing, and I
floundered to grasp the incomprehensible.
“L.A.?” I parroted exhaling. But his words like shrapnel wounded. “How could he go to
L.A…she died just hours ago…in his arms…” My voice coarse rattled with agony but Jesse
remained unresponsive.
“You’re all guilty of poisoning the girls, and murdering Sophie! And, you’ll answer for it,” I
threatened with a voice infused with the nervous tremors traversing my body.
“Sorry you feel that way lady,” he replied caustic.
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“What else can I feel Jesse, please tell me…what else can I think?” I countered oppressed,
and he shrugged, flashing a demonic smile and his whitish-blue eyes pierced me through. My
bitterness sharpened exploded in rage.
“I could blow your head off,” I taunted angry and hot with outrage.
“Yeah, but I doubt you’re the type,” scornful he mocked through the smoke-filled haze of
his cigarette. But, he’d underestimated my desperation for truth and for answers to quill my pain.
“Tell me the truth. What happened?” I beseeched him through a veil of tears. But, he
scoffed and, the quest for truth smoldered as rage flourished.
“You need to go lady,” he barked dismissive.
My sweaty palm gripped the gun handle as I yanked it from my pocket, and, raised it taking
aim. But, the silver glistened in the dark and he lunged like a leopard from across the table. Under
his dense weight my body snapped like a brittle branch spiraling to the floor. Motionless his flesh
pinned my body to the planks, and he wrenched the gun from my hand and arose in a menacing
tower peering down at me.
“You stupid bitch,” he shrieked.
But, where we landed on the floor moments before marked where Jesse indicated Sophie lay
dying. I’d arrived at my destination. Agony spilt tears like blood from a wound flowing warm down
my checks and onto the bare, splintered wood planks. Nothing of her remained in this place.
Nothing existed here except the absence of light and the presence of darkness. My resentment
expanded to hatred.
“…Leave…” he demanded, “Get out!”
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Bewildered, I’d risen to elbows when he opened the gun barrel and spun the cylinder but
nothing emptied from the chamber. Dazed and confusion, I’d neglected to load bullets. He threw the
gun onto the table.
“Tell me what happened.” I implored through a wild torrent of tears,
“Pl…e…ase…please…tell me…I beg you…”
“Shut up lady,” he shouted, raising his hand in a threatening gesture.
Sophie is dead, a choir of voices cried in my head. The man who called her to came meet
him, left town. The man, who drove her to the hospital, refuses to explain what happened. The
music studio is in the process of being evacuated. No evidence of the drug, Ghb, or a party, or crime
scene exists.
Lifting my ancient body from the floor, my mind swirled in a delirious hopelessness.
“I ought to have you arrested lady….” He bayed brusque.
“Ironic, isn’t it. You ought to have me arrested when you, murdered my daughter.” I yelled
enraged.
“Out,” he persisted pointing… “and take the gun…bitch…get out…” He admonished.
Retreating, I descended a blackish staircase and threw open the door to the outside. Smoke,
permeated the air. Odessa waited, crouched on the sidewalk by the door, smoking on a butt. We
trudged into the damp, dark night.
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Chapter 33
Traversing the street leading away from the studio, Sophie’s chatter dominated my mind.
While, hustling to keep up my pace, Odessa jabbered in a heavy German accent. Her words thick
and dull churned in my ears like discordant notes for it remained unclear whether she knew more
than she divulged. Nothing she said made sense, and settled like mere noise. The external world
vexed and strained my sanity so I gravitated to the shadow world of memories. But, when Odessa
announced,
“I’m thinking of removing this lip ring,” my attention swung like a pendulum back to the
present. Curious, I slanted my head observing the vulnerability and confusion clouding her brown
eyes with loss and regret. The rawness of her emotions surprised me for I hadn’t expected it.
In the subdued street lighting, Odessa’s frail and troubled silhouette revealed she struggled
to make sense of Sophie’s death. The dim streetlight flickered scattering light and dark.
“I don’t know why,” she explained sounding vague, “It’s not the look I what. I don’t want to
be a freak,” and her cloudy eyes begged for reassurance.
But, I stared bleak at her, detached from pity or empathy, isolated and emotionless, watching
from a distance. It didn’t matter how my daughter’s death affected Odessa’s choices it matter my
daughter didn’t have a choice. Her words like thorns dug into my flesh for she’d forsaken me in my
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darkest hour. Her words now belonged to the egregious external world from which I retreated. I said
nothing protected by imaginary walls.
We climbed the stairs to her flat and followed a sinewy dark hall to a hazy lit kitchen. A
hand full of Sophie’s friends gathered and greeted us as we entered. Hugging me, a new sensation
activated, and my body recoiled from touch. Slouching in a chair distracted, Sophie’s kitty, Dimitri,
pounced into my lap.
The impact of his pounce signaled his alarm and grief, but he either remembered me or
sensed a connection to her. It surprised me as most times I’d visited he stalked around the yard
preoccupied with protecting his territory. Curling into my lap he sensed my connection to Sophie, or
maybe he sensed what I can’t… Sophie…shadowing me... Dimitri rhythmically pawed my lap
settling..
Sophie’s friends gathered around the kitchen table like a Jewish sit Siva where loved ones
sit around remembering the dead. No casseroles or other food dishes sent by loving friends or
family arrived. But an abundance of nicotine sent gray plumes filtered through shafts of light
spilling into the kitchen from a skylight. We mourned in silence numbed by sorrow. Death’s tendrils
reached into the room spreading into the cracks and crevices.
…They’re sorrowful…but, they’re alive, chimed a resentful voice in my mind. They’ll miss
her, but their lives will return to normal. Guilt’s invisible presence flared like lightning. Resentment
expanded and I imagined this tragedy belonged to one of them, not me. Their lips moved and their
voices rose and fell, but their words didn’t resonate.
Sophie hadn’t grown up with these girls, they were new friends, and, I reminisced Sophie’s
stories. But, I didn’t trust them and I didn’t trust Odessa believing she knew more than she
admitted. Yet, I hoped to learn from them about Sophie’s California life.
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Distraught, my heart swung from denial to acceptance. Taking a deep breath and closing my
eyes, I tried quieting my mind. My desperation intensified to find Sophie among the living.
She isn’t among them. I observed grim and flat. But when they spoke of Sophie in the past
tense my loose grip on sanity lapsed and I blended into shadows. Straining to stay present, their
chatter grew garbled and I fled to a pack of Camel cigarettes on the counter. Slipping one between
my lips, I lit and puffed in obscured oblivion.
Sophie’s friends exchanged memories and laughed, cried and grieved as they reminisced
about Sophie roller blading to work or to run errands. They joked remembering the white furry
cover Odessa made for Sophie’s cast after she fell rescuing a kitten. She made each of them feel like
they were the most important person in her life. For she saw more in them then saw in themselves.
And, she helped them discover that insight.
They said on Saturday they hung out with her while Sophie cleaned her room preparing for
an evening with Shamanté, the boy. I wondered why she met with Bella and Clark at the club and
didn’t meet Shamanté until after hours. Surrounded by the girls’ chatter, my mind restless traversed
memories of Sophie’s last days. Each new detail foreshadowed more questions. A girl engaged my
attention, asking if I’d share memories of Sophie’s childhood.
“She slid from my womb,” I explained, “…and into a nurse’s arms, wide-eyed and taking
everything in without the usual screams of newborns. Her trusting and fearless nature proved a
lifelong trait. Before she took her first step, I’d set her on a blanket in the yard and, then, hid in the
bushes and filmed. When I ducked from sight, she crawled about exploring the yard’s treasures,
never once circling back for reassurance.
Before two, she spoke in complete sentences and loved to sing and crack jokes. She would
asks us, “…is tat funny…?”
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From age three onward, she entertained by improvising and making costumes from whatever
she found around the house. As the years progressed, she took to the stage in lead roles, and recited
lengthy poems and speeches at drama meets. Drama and theater peaked her passion, which later
expanded into film, interactive media and multi-media designs.
She liked to play devil’s advocate, saying words to shock, to surprise, to challenge and to let you
know a different perspective.
She attacked challenges head-on, whether social, financial, academic, philosophical or
physical. She studied Jungian psychology and Joseph Campbell’s work on myths and the hero’s
journey. At twenty-two she’d developed into a free thinker with insight beyond her years and
uninhibited by the opinions of others.
People of all ages gravitated to her charisma and her world populated with people who loved
and valued her. Surrounded by encouragement and admiration she grew more trusting and fearless,
like the decision to traipse out to the west coast on her own.
Hours slipped by in minutes in my soliloquy to the backdrop of Sophie’s friends’ laughter
tears and tensions, and I grew more comfortable with Sophie’s new circle of friends, who like me,
adored Sophie. It marked a pleasant contrast to the depraved scene with Jesse hours before.
The girls decided on a memorial in Candlelight Park and shifted their focus to organizing it
for Wednesday. Distracted, they made plans, and I slipped down the hall with Dimitri curled in my
arms.
But, stepping over the threshold to Sophie’s room, transported me into a holographic world
where her essence lingered like an empty cocoon. Her scent permeated the air. In the corner to my
right rested her soft, crushed-blue-velvet purse. I imagined it slid to the floor as she rushed to check
her phone messages.
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Discovering the message from Shamanté, she lit a candle, jaunting back down the stairs. I
fingered the melted candle wax caked on the nightstand’s surface. Goose bumps flashed across my
skin simultaneous with the awareness her life changed irretrievable in the time the candle melted.
Leaning forward holding Dimitri, I threw back the covers and climber in. The sheets rustled
with fresh crispness. Lying in her bed simulated an embryonic connection with her spirit. But,
tormenting bitter voices taunted.
…You’re not here to stay up all night reminiscing with Sophie to catch up on her life.
You’re here to pack-up…she’s never coming home. The cruel agonizing truth forged new tears.
Suffering, I spiraled down into self-destructive ideations, which preyed like ghouls on my
demented spirit. No, no more mother-daughter talks, laughs, or tears. You wanted her home but
instead take her possessions, for she’s not returning to you.
Dimitri distracted, draped over my neck like a fur collar, he purred content with his tail
swishing across my back. Perhaps, he sensed Sophie’s spirit too.
In the predawn hours, a loud rumbling, thundering noise rattled and screeches from
airbrakes disrupted manic sleep. A trash truck barreled down the alley. Looking up and out the
window, deep magenta and crimson streaked the sky. But waking delivered my new paradigm.
Sophie’s dead cried my aching heart, and with each new sunrise, I searched my soul for a reason to
live. It answered, unequivocal, Elijah.
Under the Bay window, propped on pillows and staring up at the purplish sky with Dimitri
perched on my shoulder like a parrot. And, although Sophie’s possessions and scent permeated the
space a silent knowing existed between us. Sophie didn’t live here anymore.
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Grief, I’ve learned, has a language of its own transcending the boundaries of speech and
species. Dimitri studied me with glum yellow discontented eyes expressing my own sentiment,
Where is she? Begged his eyes, where did she go?
God, I cried to the dawn, …don’t you remember, the prayers I prayed to you about her—
don’t you know my prayers? The prayers I prayed over and over? You were to send your angels
before her and behind her. You were to help her make wise choices about friends.
The repetition of pleas to this silent god echoed hollow in my ears. For I knew I lived a
child’s dream. Why did I choose to believe a god-in-the-sky? Lifetime traditions crumbled, beliefs
lost credibility. The concepts shaping my world collapsed and new awareness emerged.
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Chapter 34
Tuesday, April 6, 1999
The last I spoke to the mortician, he said the medical examiner planned to release Sophie’s
body on Tuesday.
“But, we won’t have her until the next day,” he apprised me over the phone.
Separation produced pain and chaos equivalent to a severed limb. My soul ached to hold her,
bath her, brush her hair, and prepare her for cremation. Yet, except for viewing her at the medical
examiners, access had been nonexistent since she became the property of the San Francisco medical
examiner.
“Do you’ve a dress or a special object she treasured?” The mortician asked sounding like a
broken record. But, his request triggered confusion for what use did special things afford Sophie
now. Despite my aversion, I’d acquiesced to bringing him her favorite dress.
But, it triggered a memory of my father telling me, you can’t take it with you when you die,
he warned. But, he meant material objects. After he died, I knew he miscalculated. For when our
loves one die, a hole is left nothing can fill. So, they do take it with them—they take a part of us.
My defense to the consuming anguish and insanity meant staying busy with tasks. So, I
planned the funeral, chose flowers, picked music, packed, scheduled shippers and closed accounts.
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And, although Odessa and I didn’t talk much, she provided support on errands. On Tuesday, we
arrived at Sophie’s gym to close her account. Reeling with emotion, I approached a young woman.
“Can I help you?” she offered with a smile.
“I’m Sophie Nightingale’s mother…” I explained constricting on the inside, growing
smaller, as words spilt from my lips.
“…She died, Sunday…I’m here to close her account,” I concluded as the woman eyes
swelled with tears.
But, the words, Sophie died, choked life from my. “Sophie died,” I repeated to the woman,
who stared in disbelief, speechless. And, in the gap of silence, reality settled.
“I’m sorry. Are you all right?” I asked but when the words escaped my mouth, the mind
voices howled in unison. It’s not all right! It’s not alright!” Odd how I’m incline to comfort others
but didn’t know how to console my soul.
“I’m sorry,” said the woman with watery sorrowful eyes embracing my cold heart like warm
hands. Strangers often conveyed nonverbal compassion through an iris clouded with regret, or a soft
touch of empathy, or a tear. Yet, people I’d known most of my adult life elicited a deafening
silence.
Concluding the business at the gym, I sulked out clutching a small bag of Sophie’s toiletries
like precious gems. Coveting her possessions, I grew suspicious and weary or Odessa and her new
roommates picking through Sophie’s belongings before I arrived and while out on errands, I
resolved to pack it up.
Returning to the flat armed with boxes and tape, I entered Sophie’s room, and closed the
door. The rest of the day, through tears, anguish and surprise, I rode an emotional roller coaster. At
times, cool, and folding her clothing while reminiscing about when she wore this or that. And, at
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other moments, anger fumed into a rage and I ripped wires from the walls flinging things into boxes
followed by hysterics. But, no one interfered, no on offered help. Yet, underneath the rage and
disappointment, existed an archeologist searching and reconstructing fragments of artifacts and data
trying to make sense of a bigger puzzle.
For the most part, my hands held Sophie’s possessions like precious gems. Each article of
clothing, shoe, toy, art, trinket, jewelry, hair clip, sticker, book, mail, camera, painting, paper,
photograph, blanket and pillow were all a part of her.
Each possession held a special magic, a spark of her life. Each a sacred object that I wanted
to cling to but also wanted to flee from. Her camera and rolls of film stacked on the desk waited for
her to return to her projects. An acceptance letter arrived that day from the University of California.
But now, all is but fragments of broken dreams, I moaned while picking through her remains.
On her desk I found a stack of business cards, the first one from Dr. Luke James Du Bois.
The doctor the nurse spoke of. But…how is it here? Later, her journal surfaced from under piles of
lingerie. It too contained a sacred part of her, and as I opened the cover, a knock on the door
interrupted. Absent minded, I slid the card inside the journal and placed it on top of my bag
approaching the door.
“There’s a lady from the newspaper on the phone for you,” announced Odessa, opening the
door and handing me the phone.
“Hello,”
“Is this Sophie Nightingale’s mother?” asked a stranger’s voice.
“Yes.”
“I’m with the San Francisco Tribune my name is Trudy Talon. I’d like to interview you if
it’s okay,” pried the reporter.
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“Well, okay,” I responded reluctant, and feeling my throat thicken with apprehension.
“First of all let me say we at the Tribune are very sorry for your loss and offer our
condolences. We hope you’ll forgive us for intruding but we’d like to talk to you about your
daughter and what you might know?”
“Well, not much. The police are investigating is all I know,” Doubt, caution and selfconsciousness defined my responses for I didn’t know what to say or what not to say. My
confidence eroded.
Do I share what I’d learned or remain silent trusting the police will to do their jobs? But, the
press is clueless. They think Sophie ingested drugs at a local club. Didn’t the reporter need to know
about Sophie at the studio with Shamanté and his band when she died? And, they didn’t call 911.
What about what Clark reported…Sophie was radiant and clear minutes before she left for
the studio. Doubt clouded judgment, …why’s the press ignorant or maybe it’s me? Sighing
hopeless. Maybe my unconfirmed opinions will jeopardize the police’s investigation, confused
anxiety rose.
In hindsight, it may have been a missed opportunity. The reporter might’ve been the key to
exposing Shamanté, Jesse, and the band’s involvement. The true story floated evasive and elusive,
shifting in and out of focus. Maybe the police are waiting for witnesses to step forward. Confusion
restricted any authentic response. Who were the good guys and who were the bad guys, presented
an enigma.
“Well, the community is alarmed Mrs. Nightingale a phantom at the club spiked your
daughter’s drink with Ghb. People fear if it can happen to a young college student like your
daughter, it can happen to anyone,” she reasoned in the interest of the community.
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“Well, it didn’t occur at a club,” I said in a timid sneaky way for fear of punishment, or
reprisal. Confidence eluded hope.
“What, which one?” she asked
“Well, I don’t feel comfortable releasing information the police haven’t released,” I
responded without clarifying. Nausea persisted. Is my silence helping or hurting Sophie’s case?
Again, my inner voice berated my conscience.
Sounding disappointed she asked, “Well, do anything you want to add?”
“Well, my daughter’s life has come to a tragic end. Her friend’s life hangs by a thread, all
because predators spiked their drinks with Ghb. We intend to learn the truth and to seek justice. I
don’t know when, but those responsible will answer. It may not be today, or tomorrow, but they’ll
pay for their predatory crimes…”
“Do you think more than one killer is involved?”
“Well, the police are investigating. To solve the case, the police are asking that anyone with
information contact the San Francisco homicide division.”
“Can you tell us about the other victim?” Dug the reporter.
“No, sorry I can’t, but you might check with Mount Zion Hospital,” I acquiesced to silence.
“Well, thank you for your time. Can I call you again?” she persisted.
“Yes, of course,” I told her hopeful for an opportunity to speak more candid.
Disconnecting the phone, the usual voices berated betrayal. It may be the one chance to
speak the truth about what happened, they admonished. Pacing, nervous like a cat, I slid the journal
into one of the pockets of my bag, and opened the door. The contents of the room wrapped in fragile
slivers of my heart lined the boxes, but all that remains is an indelible imprint of what’s lost.
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Closing the door to her room, and maneuvering the front steps, I jumped into the car pulling
it around me like a tomb. For a while, day dreaming, I contemplated the clouds sailing across the
azure sky. Recriminations swirled hot in my mind.
…Why didn’t you name names to the reporter? It might’ve helped? What good is silence?
Doubt fueled panic and a need for comfort. Who could I talk to? Cheerless, I knew my confidants
and comforters had been either my imagined god in the sky, or Sophie. And, now, neither existed.
Glancing at my watch, I departed for my appointment with the mortician. When I arrived, a
flower shop lured me in. Tucked into a crack in the walls between the mortuary and another gray
building. The shop like an oasis carved from the rock perspired moisture.
The aliveness of its dirt floor and the sweetness of flowers permeating its space aerated the
scent of death clinging to my skin. Reserving white orchids and calla lilies to pick-up in the
morning, I hurried from the shop to the sidewalk, disoriented.
Sophie’s favorite purple dress hung over my arm like a flag. I wished I hadn’t brought it.
Speculating resentful. It’s odd bringing her favorite clothes for the mortician to dress her up. Why
do people disguise death? I want to be with her…It doesn’t matter how she’s dressed… Before me,
loomed the tomb-like mortuary, its oppressive and uninviting flat gray walls.
Choosing to drift, a few more blocks, I lingered at a small table sipping Chai tea, and
stepping into a memory of when memories Sophie introduced Chai tea. “Just try it Mommy!” She
encouraged and, I did, but preferred black coffee unless with her.
Resting at a sidewalk table sipping Chai became a silent meditation. But, the dress hinted to
a destination. A few minutes later, I entered the foyer at the mortuary and released Sophie’s
precious dress to an attendant. She led me into a private room to sign papers, and at the conclusion,
I fled to the car, hysterical.
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Resisting the chaos swirling in my mind, I filled the time making arrangements for Friday’s
departure to Houston, Texas. The cat needed travel papers. Obituaries needed writing. The funeral
needed finalizing. The gloomy tasks filled the expanding emptiness inside me. My daughter still
needs her mother. I’m still her mother, I consoled.
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Chapter 35
Burning flame—Wednesday, April 7, 1999
Wednesday morning, I left for the flower shop to pick up the orchids and calla lilies for
Sophie. Odessa agreed to accompany, and her physical presence bolstered my strength even though
we remained silent on the drive.
The flower shop beside the mortuary opened its doors as we arrived. A lady with a pale,
green scarf tied around her hair sauntered out and set down large rust-colored clay pots. As I
entered the shop, I gave my name and a woman opened a large glass door and withdrew the flowers
I’d ordered the day prior.
She wrapped the flowers in rose-colored tissue paper secured by a long straight pin with a
pearl head. The delicacy of the pink tissue surrounding the vibrant flowers still smelling of the earth
symbolized the fragility of life. My eyes mirrored pools of sorrow.
Odessa and I exited the shop and maneuvered the smooth slate steps to the mortuary’s large
double wooden doors.
Tormented by my anxious heart, I froze on the threshold, pivoting to face Odessa.
“I have to be alone with her,” I explained. “I know she’d want you to remember her alive.
“Fine…fine,” she reinforced touching my arm and remaining behind me on the step,
“whatever, is fine…” she encouraged waving “…is fine with me.” Odd, I knew little about Odessa
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and, she’d been an ally; yet, I didn’t trust her. Swinging open the heavy door, I stepped inside my
crucible.
Entering a large foyer with thirty-foot ceilings, long corridors trailed off to private areas.
The air chilled my skin and filled my nose with a pungent, nauseating, yet, intoxicating odor, the
distinct fragrance of decaying human flesh disguised by chemicals. It signaled the absence of living
organisms. It’s the scent of death.
A frail Asian man crept into the foyer to greet me. He extended a soft limp hand, and slid it
into mine like a slipper.
“Follow me,” he hushed whisper, leading the way into a room with paper flowers on a desk
like a black vault where we discussed the cremation request. He tone signaled a business and
marketing presentation of additional burial options.
It occurred, as he spoke, they had expectations. But, like a wounded captive bird, I squirmed
for my freedom. The Asian man hit his pitch but unsuccessful he surrendered. Ominous, he pointed
to the door leading into the mortuary’s inner sanctum.
“This way,” he held open the door.
Fleeing, I ran into a cold, sunless, airless maze. But, within the labyrinth Sophie waited. My
gut cramped and legs grew unsteady triggering perspiration. She’s here, but where? And, lost in
confusion, an attendant arrived indicating the direction. Death’s scent curled up my legs, wrapping
itself around me, like a snake squeezing hope from my soul. The pithy fragrance seeping deep into
my pores claimed all life in its path.
Humbled, I followed like a shadow down the passageways with dark halls and closed doors.
The muffled sound of weeping echoed from subterranean places. Ducking into another large
chamber, I noticed the disarray of wood pews and odd pieces of furniture with no order.
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Toward the back of the room rested a plain wooded coffin set on a pedestal. The words of
the Asian man replayed from moments before, “…it is typical when you hold a memorial service
here, we make it proper but you only request cremation and to have time with your daughter,
so…we just clean her up…”
Oh my god, clean her up, I repeated frantic, dazed and confused. Why did it take an eternity
to get to her—now—a place foreign and distant. My heart flipped and fluttered in my ears as her
angelic profile rose over the lip of the wooden container. My chest heaved as my eyes traced every
inch of her. Are those her fingernails with glittering polish? And, her beautiful form in this purple
dress. To a goddess’ tomb, I take thee.
Lowering, I folded across her body and met the cold clammy stiffness of death. Kissing her I
assessed the impossibility of holding her. Hopeless against the face of death, I crumbled against the
dream. My eyes absorbed all of her searching for a signs of life…a sign it had all been a horrible
mistake.
This is a nightmare and I’m going to wake up. But, my heart knew the truth. She’s gone. I
repeated trying to convince my self in spite of undeniable proof. To this my darkest hour you’ve
delivered me god. Slumping forward over her body lying cold in the coffin, I pleaded in vein with
the childhood god. Please make it not so? I cried in vein.
Unwrapping the rose-colored tissue, I tucked orchids behind her ears and draped them in leis
across her breasts. They smelt sweet and alive like her spirit. From the catacomb, inconsolable
weeping joined mine. The world imploded.
Reaching for the pew behind me, shaking, I collapsed. Clasping Sophie’s hand, my head
dropped surrendering to tears of blood. My mind empty, I searched for words of prayer but
discovered nothing, a waste wasteland.
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Deranged, panic flooded my senses and all hope abandoned ran in an hysterical madness
into an outside corridor. Sprinting down the hallway I continued disoriented toward the large
wooden door at the entry. Through it I bolted into the open air fleeing down the steps away from the
mortuary.
Remembering a church, I sprinted toward it with Odessa in pursuit calling me breathless and
straining to keep up, “Julia.”
But, hurling through space, I yelled over my shoulder,
“I’m going to the church,” and sprinted along the edge of a vibrant park with a thick carpet
of deep jade grass. Tall, magnolias with opulent shiny leaves bordered the park. Moving into the
enclosure the ubiquitous splendor of life arrested my breath, and I gasped the luxury of life.
Eastern music blasted from a speaker and people posed in slow deliberate motions.
Continuing toward a peach-colored stucco church, Saint Paul and Saint Peter’s Catholic Church, I
stumbled up the steps as Odessa grabbed my arm.
“I can’t go in,” she mumbled averting her face“…Churches make me nauseous…”
Confused, I pulled free and ducked inside. At the altar stood a priest in a white headdress
performing the Eucharist surrounded by sacred symbols. I froze on the threshold staring at the priest
and perceived as inaccessible as passing dream.
To my left, opened a small dark alcove with a life-size, seated statue of Jesus surrounded by
hundreds of burning candles. Drawn, I entered the dark recess with the shadows of a thousand
flickering on the walls and fell to my knees beside the seated Christ.
Why? I wept in a frenzied whisper reflecting on Lazarus, then Christ…Why? I do not
understand. The glue holding parts of me in one unified piece collapsed splintering into a million
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tiny shards of glass at my feet. Weeping with my arms wrapped around my knees, I burrowed my
face into the flesh of my arms where death’s pungent scent flourished, and I wanted to go to her.
Why not me? It could have been me? I don’t understand? You allow it to happen? Grant me
strength and courage to accept what I do not understand, I cried. Reaching inside my purse I
emptied a prescription bottle and dipped it into a large font rushing with its holy water back to the
room where Sophie rested like a sleeping goddess.
“Mommy is here, my darling,” I whispered to Sophie while suppressing a suffocating and
immobilizing hopelessness. Opened the container of holy water echoed in my ears as I splashed the
blessed water over her holy body and collapsed onto the pew and vowed to everything holy, “Allez
avec Dieu jusqu'à ce que nous nous réunissons à nouveau.”
A small hand touched my shoulder and I jumped. A uniformed mortuary employee leaned
over and whispered, “We’ll depart for the crematory, once you’ve pulled your vehicle behind the
Hearse.”
It’s slipping through my fingers like sand through an hour-glass, I can’t stop it, I moaned to
inhibit the panic as the dream slipped away so fast. And bowing to her, I kissed my beloved Sophie
one last time. Fleeing the mortuary, a murmuring brook of grief echoed in my ears and heart.
Moments later after maneuvering the car behind the white hearse, I watched dense gray
clouds misting the city. Internally, I shriveled. I too am dying, I moaned—a slow agonizing death.
Following the long winding road behind the white Hearse, I detached, floating aimless. But,
pulling into the front entry to the crematory it’s surreal dreamlike quality suspended reality and I
wanted to flee but stared in disbelief. An attendant approached to the car window.
“Do you wish to light the flame for the cremation?” asked a cordial young man. But, the
calamitous voices inside my mind protested my decision to cremate Sophie. What’re you doing?
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They rebuked. You’re about to destroy Sophie… stop…please…no…no…no, they pleaded.
Conflict and chaos obliterated a fine line between reality and imagination. A shadowy lunacy
usurped my sanity.
Hysterical, I shrieked at the attendant, “No…I can’t…” and sped away but, in my mind, I
never left. Forty-eight hours until I receive her ashes. I intend to find, Shamanté.
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Chapter 36
Death, be not proud—Wednesday Night
The candlelight Memorial at Candlelight Park assembled under a grove of blossoming
cherry and crabapples trees. A gentle rain misting the foggy evening chilled the air. Around 7 p.m.,
a group of one hundred or more of Sophie’s friends, generation X, clustered on an open grassy knoll
surrounded by bright burst of red and white flowering trees.
Milling about they drew in closing a circle around me. They thanked me for bringing Sophie
into the world, and asked for stories about her childhood since most were introduced to her in the
last couple of years.
“Most of her school years…” I explained, “…Teachers regarded Sophie as a protégé.
Attending a Montessori school, they paraded her in front of prospective parents demonstrating the
Montessori way of complex problem solving.
By public high school, when an English teacher died, the school asked Sophie to deliver the
eulogy. But, although often in the spotlight, she preferred to shine the light on those around her.
She’d a resourceful spirit and ability to laugh and make life’s challenges fun. Like when she
reupholstered her late model Volvo before moving to San Francisco. Cash strapped, and adoring
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cats, she bought on sale black and white furry cat-like material and reupholstered the car’s dash,
seats, and header.
It’s no secret how much she loved to dance. But, did you know she wanted a tutu more. The
tutu never came off but ballet as a dance proved too restrictive for her free spirit. Instead, she
gravitated toward freeform creating her own dance style. The same with her clothes, she wore
nothing off the rack. She’d say, I won’t be another off-the-rack clothes hanger, mother!
She believed in the powers of the universe and believed in extraterrestrial life. She embodied
self-empowerment. She loved to dream and create unique ideas about how she intended to live her
life. She never dwelled on the negative.
Mom, I don’t have time for guilt, it’s a useless emotion. I live in the present moment! She
use to me encourage, …to live in the now.
“Please,” I suggested, “Share with us, your favorite memories of Sophie.”
First a young man rose, describing his friendship with her.
“…She made me feel like the most important person in the world to her…”
Another chimed in,
“…She’d the warmth of the sun,” she shouted before crying, “And, she made me laugh…”
A succession of voices continued to cry out their treasured memories of how Sophie touched
their lives.
“I loved her spirit and sense of humor. …She loved to skate and even when she broke her
wrist rescuing a kitten, she kept skating covering her cast with synthetic cat-like fur.”
As one person concluded another popped up and we cried and laughed through their
sentimental memories.
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“…New to town, I didn’t know anyone and Sophie made me feel special…she took me
under her wing introducing me to people, which led to my first job. She hooked me up.”
The voices of Sophie’s friends echoed similar stories about Sophie’s passion and inspiration.
“Sophie introduced me to so many other young people, who like her, were pursuing a path
in life driven by their passions. Sophie’s work on her independent graphic designs, her Web and
independent film work and how she embraced all life had to offer, makes it all the more
confusing…like, why her? I don’t understand,” the girl echoed my own bewilderment.
Each one had brought to life the Sophie we all knew and loved. Their stories were consistent
with what we all knew to be true about her. Unlike the lies and fiction perpetrated by Jesse and
Shamanté, their lies are a means to deflect culpability. But, how can I prove it? I fretted bereft
aching for my daughter.
Sitting on the table lit by candles, Sophie’s engaging face smiled from a one-dimensional
silent world. Odessa took a studio portrait and blew it up to poster size. She framed it and propped it
on a table covered in pools of melting wax. Soft Celtic music filtered through the mist and
murmuring voices floated back through the dark night. Colored balloons with long fluttering tails
tied with prayer wishes climbed into a darkening night sky.
Lingering near the table with the burning candles watching the balloons ascend is when I
noticed him meandering toward me. A young black man dressed in a brown, cotton Nehru jacket
and baggy pants of the same material. Watching Shamanté advance, I knew him without knowing.
During the afternoon after returning from the crematory, Odessa said she’d a phone number
from Jesse for Shamanté’s mother in L.A. Odessa volunteered to place the call but was told, he
wasn’t available. After she gave up, I tried the number.
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A woman answered identifying herself as Shamanté’s mother. Appealing to her, I explained
my Sophie died on Easter Sunday while with her son and asked to have him call. After hanging-up,
Shamanté phoned. Eager for his version of events, I didn’t hesitate.
“Please, just tell me the truth. What happened?”
He denied knowing or observing what happened. But, confessed to putting her on a pallet
and laying next to her until he awoke several hours later. Listening to his story birthed more
questions. His version didn’t add up.
“So, tell me, knowing she convulsed and fell unconscious, and despite one of your band
members failing to resuscitate her, you didn’t call for medical assistance?”
“Well,” he paused, crying, then, resumed, “I guess, it’s a bad judgment call,” he offered.
Liar, screamed the scathing voice in my head…liar, liar…a lapse in judgment, a caustic interior
voice hissed. …He made a self-serving decision to save his own skin...I was never surer of anything
in my life. My mother-instincts told me I was right but how to prove it?
“Well you know bad judgment when you’re talking about causing Sophie’s death by either
your commission or omission, is like saying, I’m human, I make mistakes. But, a mistake is like
adding the wrong ingredient to a recipe. You laid next to her while she drew her last breath, and did
nothing.
Poor judgment, in your case, is a reflection of a deeper issue like a lack of character, or an
inability to accept responsibility, or, a moral failing.”
He made the choice not to call 911, or the decision to agree not to call, reasoned the voice
screaming in my mind. Making the decision not to call 911 shows a nefarious intent to hide the
truth. He possessed sufficient cognitive skill to weigh the consequences, and, made a conscious
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decision to shield himself and, his band. He’s asserting drugs rendered him and his band criminally
ignorant.
It’s not a defense; it’s an affront to human dignity. I want him to suffer like I’m suffering.
He killed Sophie. He’ll pay. One day, he’ll pay for her life with his life, cried the outraged chatter
clamoring in my mind.
“You know Shamanté, when Bella recovers from the coma, we’ll find out if you and Jesse
told the truth.”
Sniffling, “Yeah, I know,” he admitted remorseful. But the voice in my head screamed for
justice and threatened revenge. A part of me wanted him dead and another part wrestled with
forgiveness. For my dearest Sophie believed him worthy of the relationship and affection she shared
with him.
But, the man lacked integrity and respect for human life—for women. How could he rest
next to her comatose body and admit to detecting her shallow breathing, and yet, do nothing.
Inconceivable, shouted the vengeful voices echoing from the depths of my soul. He chose to sleep
instead of calling for medical attention. The tragic truth is, he allowed her to die. Forgive a
depraved heart is impossible, screamed my tormented wretchedness.
Searching for the truth among facts proved maddening. His manager, Jesse owned the studio
and, by all accounts, controlled the band. He’d the most to loose and, maybe made the decision not
to call 911. Shamanté assessed a threat to his financier and producer meant a threat to his career
launch. It’s no stretch he and Jesse agreed on the decision not to call 911.
The chaos in my mind clamored building its case. The man’s a liar. What attracted her to
him? I’m left with nothing— but hate—hate for him, Jesse and the evil they represents. You
shallow duplicitous man, I condemned, but against my will, said.
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“Are you coming to Sophie’s Memorial tonight?” He whined about the weather making
excuses, “I don’t know if I can get a plane out of L.A. today…with this rain…”
We were worlds apart even if we’d been right next to each other. My insides hurt from
trying to make sense of his nonsense. As he spoke, I shook with bleak anger staring in the direction
of the crematory through a darkened foggy windowpane wanting to rip the man to shreds. Streamers
of rain dribbled in long channels down the glass window. Blinded by the image of a fire burning on
the horizon, my mind imploded.
The truth blew my mind. He killed her. Confirmed my aching soul. He killed her by
negligence and neglect, by his pernicious failure to act in the interest of her precious life. A moral
person cares and responds to any human being or animal in distress. Not him; no, not this man,
Not Shamanté, nor his band, nor his manager. I seethed wrath and cursed their
wretchedness, may it rain upon him what he sows. Yet, they live in the limelight, unscathed by their
destructive deeds. What demonic scheme is this?
Our shining star plucked from the sky, beloved Sophie knew this man, and, yet, he denies
her choosing not to act to try and save her life. These men dishonor my daughter, life and all
women, and yet, go free. Shamanté as well as his band members failed to act and are to blame for
the death of our innocent Sophie but will homicide interpret the evidence as I have?
Yes, he admitted, he invited Sophie to the studio even though drugs had rendered him
incoherent. He compromised her life. He allowed her to die. He lied to the hospital personnel. He
lied in his statement to the police. He hid in L.A.
Why didn’t he die, instead of her? Why her? I want him dead. And, the more I knew about
him, the more I discovered about my own dance with darkness. Anger smoldering ignited to rage.
My emotions swung like a pendulum between seeking the truth and taking revenge. For truth
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proved an abstract concept, as unreal as any dream. A part of me plotted to annihilate the man
who’d the choice, and, the power to save her life but chose not to.
It’s unbearable. This pathetic, insensitive man murdered my daughter. How many times can
a heart break? The frantic voices in my head cried. Each time it shatters, it feels empty but then
breaks anew. Why did you surround her with deceitful men, god? Of all the possibilities, why this
despicable duplicitous man? This possibility for Sophie swung outside believable. Yet, it’s arrived.
You killed my daughter, I screamed with words unspoken.
Forsaken, I took a deep breath, closing my eyes and remembering meditation techniques to
quiet the hostile energy enflaming my pulse. But, all my old trick of keeping face and keeping
ground under my feet failed and vulnerability weakened self-expression. Nailed by my own belief
in ill-defined concepts and beliefs like truth, religion and justice, I surrendered.
Now, it mattered he honor Sophie and attend her memorial. Resentful and conflicted, I
cleared my throat and implored him to attend.
“I don’t know what happened Sunday but I do know Sophie had a special relationship with
you and if you’ve any decency you’ll honor her and be at her memorial tonight… 7:00 p.m.,
Candlelight Park.
“All right, I’ll try,” he said before hanging-up.
Watching the tall, lanky, dark-skinned man with dreadlocks dangling the length of his back drawing
near, I knew him without introduction. This face-to-face encounter I’d anticipated since leaving
home. And, gazing into his eyes, I searched for the truth. And, in those first fleeting seconds, the
light flickering from the candles spliced Shamanté obsidian iris in two. In an instance his eyes
betrayed his duplicity. He hid the truth.
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Aware of his deceit, I twisted back toward the light shining from the candles pointing,
“Odessa had a photograph enlarged and framed?” Conflicted, and struggling with rage, I had to get
away. I wanted him dead. How can I forgive him? Revenge is the only justice. I lamented, shifting
my focus from Sophie’s picture to peer deeper into Shamanté’s eyes, I cautioned him.
“You know Shamanté destiny has inextricably joined our fates for I held Sophie when she
came into the world and you held her as she departed.” He said nothing but as I spoke, I vowed he’d
never be free of me. Not until justice prevailed for Sophie.
Fixed beside him, I strained uncomfortably shifting my focus to the crowd when in a flash of
awareness, I realized none of Sophie’s friends recognized Shamanté. No one knew him either as her
love interest or as a local hip-hop star.
Eyeing the crowd, I spied on the periphery, Jesse, the vile man from the studio. His face
hidden in the folds of a hoody but his cold energy was a part of me. Like a predator, he prowled the
parameter assessing the territory he planned to enter. Watching him prowl unabated, one of
Sophie’s friends engaged.
“…I hope you understand Mrs. Nightingale, if Sophie had been with any of us, this would
never have happened.”
However well intended, his poignant words pierced the deepest parts of me. For I knew he
spoke the truth, as the men responsible for Sophie’s death hauntingly lurked nearby. Try them, wept
my angry heart. But, believing the police engaged in an ongoing investigation, I remained mute but
the accusatory voices in my mind shouted.
…Here he is…this is who she was with…He says he laid beside her while she died… Judge
for yourselves, they cried but no words or sounds came from my lips. I stewed in a confused silence
of powerlessness.
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In an epiphany, I knew how foolish it had been to believe the presence of Shamanté at the
Memorial honored Sophie. For how could he honor what he destroyed? He created an illusion—a
fiction. Masquerading as the bereaved boyfriend. But the transparent mask revealed he came to
appease me for he knew no honor, only deception.
All around us mingled people who Sophie loved and who loved her. She’d shared with me many
stories about them. But, these people who cared about her and loved her came to share their stories
and their suffering. Our spirits united in grief. But, Jesse and Shamanté, by contrast, staged a
deception for they murdered Sophie.
While in the dark dampness faint scent honeysuckle and gardenias, lit by candles, and
filtered with soft Celtic music a voice from the thinning crowd asked, “…Do you know who’s
responsible for her death?”
Hesitant, I said, “No.” But the silent voices inside my mind screamed. Pointing an angry
finger at the hooded man circling the crowd and Shamanté abiding nearby. Accusations smoldered
in my heart like cinders.
The hair on my arms stood up when I sensed a hostile presence and swung around. The
hooded man, Jesse, stalked the crowd. Scanning his face, I backed away. A small group of people
gathered on the cold ground close to the candle lit table. Passing, I handed them the pink sparkly
journal asking them to record memories and return it to Odessa.
Weaker and more diminished by the conflict swirling in my mind, I limped away. The
constant internal berating for not exposing Shamanté and Jesse beat me down. Drooping, I
wandered through the flowering grove to the sound of lutes and I wanted to be with her. Selfloathing shredded confidence and suicidal ideations consumed my mind.
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The angry voices like hungry yapping dogs wouldn’t be quieted. Why do you act civil when
he murdered her? You can right the wrong but you’re a coward. It’s all crap! You could tell the
crowd…You could’ve told the reporter. What’s wrong with you. Scream their names. Why are you
silent? It’s about that god in the sky, isn’t it?
Please, I begged god, …let me die too… but knew, on many levels, I’d died. Death didn’t
torment like living. Living in a world where she didn’t…living in a world where truth, religion and
justice prove empty concepts…and living in a world where murderers are set free.
In the midst of my torment, I honed in on Elijah, and, the yapping dogs in my head subsided.
Lighting a cigarette, I trudged to the car hoping to find a hotel nearby.
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Chapter 37
Angel of mercy, Thursday, April 8, 1999
In the morning I drove down Bryant Street to the police station. My plan had been to visit
the police on the last day hoping they might know more than earlier in the week. Looking down a
narrow alley, I spotted parking space. Exiting from the car the wind struck my face, wet and biting.
Across the street loomed the ominous, flat, slate gray building containing the morgue as well as the
police and homicide division.
Entering from the street, windows allowed light to pour into this glass enclosure restricted
by a metal detector. People emptied the contents of their pockets into small, pastel plastic baskets.
After passing through the metal detectors, in child-like wonder I blended into a swirl of people
spewing in all directions. When spit out from the crowd, I meandered down charcoal and pink
speckled marble hallways shining like glass along corridors of nameless doors. A dizzying
nightmarish quality labored my breathing.
The building affirmed Sophie’s death. My internal world shut down and sealed off behind a
shield. My world shifted. Confidence plummeted not just in my self but also in beliefs, in the world,
in people, in religion, in truth, in justice, in dreams, and, in my childhood image of God.
What’s truth? I questioned. …Is anyone listening? Yelled the angry voices, Who’s listening?
Who cares? Is there a god listening? Am I alone? Moving toward the elevator shafts, I interrupted a
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stranger and if he knew the way tothe homicide division, “Fourth floor,” the stranger obliged.
Pressing the up-button the transport door opened like a shutter and I entered but my mind continued
it obsessive inner dialog.
Everyone admired Sophie’s clever genius. She knew no stranger for they became friends or
fans. San Francisco’s melting pot culture sparked her loving spirit. The mosaic of people inspired
her film. But, why did she not go with one of her adoring friends instead of this Shamanté and his
studio pals? The senselessness of it destroyed my fragile world made of dreams.
The elevator stopped at the fourth floor and I stepped into another hallway with the same
monotonous pattern. My footsteps along a long corridor of closed doors echoed hollow. No name
plaques marked what or who officed behind the doors. The emptiness exacerbated forsakenness.
Each single cell in my body cried out in agony, …men killed my daughter…help me…is anyone
listening?
Through the maze of hallways, I circled back to the elevators riding them up and down
searching the empty hallways for nameplates, and thinking and thinking. …It’s too late…I can’t
rescue her, I cried. …I can’t make it right again, and anxiety and a sense of powerlessness
increased.
..If only…If only I’d tempted her home…if only I’d sent her a ticket home for Easter…Why
wait for her birthday in May for a reunion…if only I’d called her it may have diverted danger…if
only I’d moved to Santa Cruz like she wanted, maybe…If only the chamber of the gun contained
one bullet.
Imprisoned by my own mind churning with words and situations, I roamed another hall
indistinct from the others. But, about twenty feet away two men conversed. The tall, stocky, dark
skinned man with oily dark hair resembling a young O.J. Simpson. He glanced at me, and, our eyes
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engage when he flinched then, gestured to advance. While with his opposite hand signaled the
shorter man to quiet. Nearing, time froze. The man spoke in soft tones like a horse whisper.
“Can I help?” He offered. And, his warm gentle words reverberated through the canyons of
my mind and like the wings of an angel enfolded around me. A raging river of fiery tears spilt from
my eyes, and mumbling through tears, my voice cracked and stuttered.
“I…I…I’m looking for the homi…hom…i…cide division, these men mur…dered my
daughter…Sunday, Easter…at a music studio…. And I um…”
Pivoting toward the patient man waiting, he waved his hand to dismiss him. Departing, the
brown skinned man shifted his attention and spoke to me in a gentle soothing voice.
“Please follow me. I’ll help you.” The words sooth like a balm to my wound. Perhaps, he’ll
make order from the chaos and hope flickered. We passed through a large wooden double door. He
led the way into an inner office with several desks. Approaching one, he rolled out the chair but
instead of settling into it as I expected, he waved his hand toward the empty seat and said,
“Please, you sit here,” His simple act of kindness brought a furious flash flood of tears. His
deference engendered trust, and my tension dissipated. Explaining he needed to collect data, I
poured out my story and gave him the timeline I’d compiled with names and phone numbers. He
listened, taking notes. My investigation is in safe hands… I assumed with a new surge of relief
coursing through my body.
“I’ll make copies of these, but first I want to check different places in the building,” he said
signaling to follow.
Entering another area, he indicated again where to take position. He began keying
information into a computer. A screen popped up. At the top of the screen emerged, Sophie
Nightingale, populated with the words, “Victim, deceased.”
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The words like a knife sliced into my heart drawing tears. Sophie’s name combined with the
word, deceased, resonated surreal. Yet, the words contextualized a new reality, Sophie died. The
man assisting reviewed the timeline suggesting,
“I’m going to take you to where we hold evidence, but I can’t give you whatever evidence
they’re holding. But, I can review it. You’re not permitted access to the evidence, but you’re with
me so don’t worry,” and I followed him through the double doors.
Riding the elevator to a basement, we entered different security checks with no questions
asked, and no one to hinder our entry. At last, we entered a private barred area where police officers
presented their badge to request an evidence file. My angel requested Sophie’s evidence file without
showing his badge. The guard handed him a large brown envelope from which he emptied four
written statements signed by Shamanté, Jesse and the band.
As he read them, he positioned the statements so I could read them glancing over his arm.
Jesse and Shamanté, and the others, had deflected guilt by stereotyping Sophie and Bella as
groupies on drugs chugging alcohol from a bottle when they arrived uninvited at the studio party,
which they claimed a typical behavior for Sophie and Bella.
The statements confirmed what I knew, they lied. My angel put the statements back into the
envelope. He sealed it and handed it back to the security officer. We didn’t discuss the statements.
He explained, “I know Sergeant Bradshaw, one of the investigating officers. I want to check
the scheduled for when he’s on duty.” Taking the elevator back up to the lobby we slipped through
another security point and into where dispatchers and officers punched a clock. He pointed to a
posted schedule and explained the various shifts. We continued down another hall when two
officers talking to each other passed.
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My angel instructed, “Wait here for a moment?” I watched him round the corner where the
two officers disappeared. Minutes later, the officers advanced guided by my angel, introducing,
“Sergeant Bradshaw.”
The officer offered condolences. “Let me say, Mrs. Nightingale, I’m sorry for your loss.
But, I’m the investigating officer, who drove to the music studio to take Jesse Bains’ statement.
Ma’am, I can tell you, the man made the hair on the back of my neck curl. I knew he was lying.
We’ve done all we can do, Ma’am. We’re watching him but we’re afraid your daughter might’ve
been a victim of being in the wrong place at the wrong time!”
He offers clichés? Are they going to make an arrest? I wondered daunted and confused. A
dizzy nauseating vapor pumped perspiration to the surface. …What’s he saying? Is he saying they
have their man but don’t have the evidence to make an arrest?
“Are you going to make an arrest Sergeant?”
Shifting his stance, he squared his jaw and lowered his tone,
“Well, you see ma’am,” he glanced at me with minnow eyes flitting away. “…I can’t
operate from my gut feelings. I’ve to follow protocol.”
His words splintered my heart and coated my tone icy. “What a pity Sergeant.”
“What?” He asked perplexed by the freeze.
“It’s a pity you can’t respond from your gut feelings for one’s first instinct is often a higher
source of intelligence.” My voice echoed in the empty space of the barren hall.
“Well, we’ve done our part and have to punt it to homicide.” His ambivalence isolated me..
“They’ll take the lead once the medical examiner has the toxicology reports… meanwhile the D.A.
is waiting for the other girl to regain consciousness. She may be the key to what happened.”
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In my mind, the D.A. was telling me, “…this may be a case of your daughter was in the
wrong place at the wrong time… California jurors have seen it all…it’s not the Midwest where
they’d lynch a man for causing the death of a woman by date rape drugs…my hands are tied when
the medical examiner says the number of people dying from the dose of Ghb he believes your
daughter consumed, is one-in-one-thousand…that won’t get me a murder conviction, ma’am.”
From a silent god to the D.A. to the medical examiner to this officer, I’m defeated. “When
do they expect the toxicology report?” I asked feeling the swirl of vertigo spinning my stability.
“Probably not for six to eight weeks.”
“Six to eight weeks,” I repeated feeling despair over the delay and sank low. …Nothing will
bring her back…screamed a forsaken and desperate voice in my mind. Is the truth, there’s no truth?
I wondered hopeless. Is truth a concept like god and justice and, when tested, fails?
But, the officers facing me couldn’t hear my silent screams…for retribution…for revenge.
And were oblivious to the hot internal voices berating the officer.
…Why are you waiting, why aren’t you arresting the man who you know culpable. Help me,
for mercy sake make an arrest. On the outside resigned and inside shattered, I didn’t want to
estrange the officers huddled before me commiserating Sophie, a victim, belying the life she lived
from a warrior’s heart. How can the men who caused her death go free? I strained anxious and
trying to comprehend. How are innocent women and children drugged and murdered and male
predators go free? How much value is place on a woman’s life? Justice doesn’t seem equal among
gender or socio-economic lines.
My soft-spoken angel and I parted from the officers, who continued in one direction while
we in the opposite. Riding the elevator back up a few floor, we exited where we’d met.
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“If you return, you’ll know your way around,” he encouraged and you don’t have to be
afraid or intimidated.” He encouraged unaware how little comfort the fact derived.
He reached for the timeline and notes making seven copies he promised to distribute.
Placing the originals in an envelope, he handed them back and outstretched his arm toward the door.
Choking pessimism and melancholy surged through my veins affirming the search for the truth and
justice didn’t end with my angel.
We exited through the large double doors and hesitating, I peered into eyes clouded by tears.
“You must be an angel sent to help me,” I projected, desperate for a savior to slay the
dragon and extract justice for Sophie.
“No, I’m aware of your pain and want to help,” he clarified. Wake up, I lamented the fairy
tale is over.
“Thank you for your kindness,” I said grateful for his kindness. The elevator doors flung
open like a shutter and I stepped into the empty space. The doors drew shut partitioning his face.
Despite alone, I sensed a presence next to me and wondered if it might be Sophie, shadowing my
path.
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Chapter 38
A steady rain tapped on the windowpane arousing me from a deep delirium. The point of
loss entered my heart like a stake for her laughter, her voice, and her incredible self vanished from
the visible and auditory world. Staggering despondency like a heavy weight chained around my
ankles and pulling me, feet first, deeper and deeper into darkness.
Tragedy marked the point of reference. Tears dripped from my eyes like puss oozing from
an open sore.
Lethargic, I lay upon a bed withdrawn and unresponsive. Neither curiosity nor excitement could I
summon to greet a new day. Grief replaced gratitude.
The external world lacked luster in terms of allure, curiosity or enthusiasm. And, the
structure of my internal world crumbled. My mind became like a formless ocean of nothingness.
The room’s cold dark emptiness personified a metaphor for my heart.
She isn’t coming back. She’s dead… I repeated mourning the painful words defining my
new paradigm greeting me each dawn. The harsh truth sought acknowledgment. When night came I
dreamed of chasing after her pale white body among the crags along the northern coast of Scotland.
Her reddish blond hair streaming behind her like long silk ribbons. The ocean spray spewing
into the air crashed onto a jagged shoreline. In both my waking hours and night dreams, she haunted
me. She exists in memories and dreams and I chose to stay with her for life is but a passing dream.
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But, returning to the living didn’t entice like chasing after her in dreams where she still
lived. She became the dance, and I the dancer. But in the midst of this delirium, like a guide rope,
Elijah’s voice, lead me back from a dance with death and darkness.
Listening to the rain and thunder outside reminded me of the days of torrential rain when
giving birth to her. Heavy drapes covered the windows disguising the light of day making the room
as dark as a grave. Moving from bed to bathroom, I drew a bath and sank into its silky depths sooth
by the absence of light. Submersed in its depths my mind rested in stillness.
But by noon, I braved the narrow winding path back to the mortuary to collect Sophie’s
ashes. Like a procession, deep pools of water formed a wake as the car sped through narrow streets.
My mind smoldered with a landmine of explosive words like mortuary, cremation and ashes. They
formed troubling syllables with the potential to derange.
Although for the last time, when I reached for the mortuary door apprehension surged
through my limbs like poison constricting blood flow. Cold, clammy moisture filled my palms.
Stepping into foyer, dark suited people with cordial smiles extended cold hands. The business-asusual ambiance served as an affront as nothing is “as usual,” nor would it ever be again.
What I understood, about receiving ashes I learned from television. In those situations the
receiver of ashes is given a decorative metal or china container. The people with the plastic smiles
ushered me into a small sitting room flooded by light. Then, a man dressed in an Asian styled dark
blue suit with no collar stalked in with a plain, gray cardboard container in his hands. He offered it.
In horror, I recoiled shrieking, “No…No…” The mortician frowned frustrated.
“No,” I cried through tears refusing to accept it,
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“You can’t put her ashes in a cardboard canister. I want a beautiful urn for her ashes…not
this.” I wailed sobbing with my head resting on my arm draped across the table. I’m under siege,
suffering. Why can’t they perceive my wound?
“Not this, please, other choices must exist,” I wailed inconsolable.
“Well,” said the mortician reluctant to state the obvious. “You didn’t specify.” The crippling
effect of grief is incapacitating. Simple decisions, like getting out of bed, dressing, eating and
walking are transformed into complex decisions requiring visualization and plans. For failure to act
spelled certain defeat.
“Are there other containers I may consider?” I asked exhausted.
“Yes, but they’re…expensive,” he emphasized.
“I don’t care,” I rebuked resentful he equated choice to a financial equation. Brushing away
fresh tears and regaining composure, I said, “Please show me.”
“This way ma’am,” he directed with his hand as frigid as any refrigerated chamber. His
measured smile and darting crow-like onyx eyes had one goal, selling services. But, my sole request
was for a liaison between medical examiner and crematory. The mortuary’s somber morgue-like
setting cast a perverse darkness on death. How could it compete with a memorial in the scented air
of a flowering park?
The Asian man and his clone assistant led the way down a long dark hall to stairs
descending into a small dark basement room. The clone switched on a light. A small room lined
with urns, opened before me, and on the opposite wall I saw it: a small white alabaster container
with an angel kneeling on the top with her hands poised across her chest.
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Tears spilled into my eyes in a wild flood. A gift from the heavens, “Yes, I want that one,”
pointing, and walking to it. “I want this one—it’s perfect.” Crying, I cleared the gurgling backwash
of tears from my throat.
The attendant following my direction said, “No, that one…is for child.”
“She’s my child,” I challenged.
“But all of your daughter’s ashes won’t fit in this container,” he explained as he unscrewed
the angel from its perch to show me the area within the container. But, I’d no point of reference of
an equivalency between body mass and ashes.
“I don’t care,” I persisted, “if they won’t fit in the container, put what will fit.”
“Yes Ma’am,” he replied and we traipsed back up the stairs. He escorted the way back to the
room where we began.
“Would you like to fill the container,” he asked.
“No,” I moaned, “I cannot bear the reality of her living body reduced to ash…not yet,” and
folding my lifeless form again over the laminated table, I sobbed inconsolable, and the attendant
latched the door behind him.
When he returned, he handed me the two containers. I placed the small, alabaster angel into
a red velvet bag Odessa sewed for Sophie’s cremation container. Finally, I held my child.
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Chapter 39
End of Week One ~ Friday, April 9, 1999, Leaving S.F.
By afternoon, the rain pummeled and the grey stone leading from the mortuary casting a
sinister slick luster. Staring in apprehension my mind swirled in chaos as vertigo buckled my legs.
Clumsy and swaying, I peered down the steps as if hinged over a precipice. My legs tingled with
sleep, and, wobbling, my hand flung out and grabbed a bluish, bare metal railing to my left.
The warmth of my fingertips slid along its icy backbone, and I stepped with measured
caution balancing the red velvet bag containing Sophie’s ashes against my breastbone. In many
ways, I too was in that bag.
Above, the brilliance of white sunlight illuminated the dark edges of billowing clouds. A
quiver snaked through my limbs weakening my stance. Gripping tighter on the cold metal, I
advanced another step. Scanning the landscape with a photographer’s lens, I recorded successive
random images.
Hesitating, a wave-like motion in my peripheral vision captured my attention, as light
rippled through the shimmering long, jet-black hair of an Asian woman framed in a broad window
of the flower shop wedged in next to the gray walls of the mortuary. Outside the shop soft rays of
light melted into the green lips of leaves dipping into burnt orange earthen pots shimmering with
cream, fuchsia and yellow.
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The young woman in the window arranged the long verdant stems of white calla lilies in a
purple-fluted vase. Gravel crackled under my feet as I pivoted among the giant pots feeling invisible
or transparent with life’s vivid and radiant incandescence. But filled with distress, fled to the car for
death held me captive even when contemplating life.
Reaching for the shiny metal car door handle, a reflection of the flower shop shined like a
mirage in the car’s glass windows. The latch released and I placed the Sherpa bag containing
Dimitri onto the floorboard, setting the urn on the passenger seat and trailed around to the driver’s
side. Lowering my body into the bucket seat and pulling close the door, I sealed off the outside
world.
From instinct, I reached to secure the seatbelt around the urn in the car seat. But the physical
act was like awakening from a dream. There is no body. The heart knows its own truth. The form of
my daughter changed, but whether spirit, ash, or physical body it matter not. She remained the
object of my love, and my impulse to protect her prevailed but frustrated and confused, I released
the belt listening to it hiss like a snake back into its metal housing.
Shifting focus, I maneuvered the vehicle into the lane of uneven purplish-red bricks
narrowed by the colorful metal vehicles pinned along both sides of the street. Looming like an
opaque monolith, the windowless mortuary shrank in the distance.
At an intersected I merged onto Market going right and headed across San Francisco to
Stockton, and fed onto a ramp to highway, 80/101 south. Morning and already the streets clamored
with activity. The animated actions of strangers inspired resentment, bitterness and anger. They
climbed onto buses, rode in cars, jogged into crosswalks, peddled bikes, parked cars, read papers,
walked dogs, slept, ate, talked and laughed along the street. Their living presence triggered anguish
and resentment.
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Unlike my daughter, …these people outside the car’s windows are all allowed to live
another day... Why? Why not one of them, instead of her? Why not me? I challenged bitter. What
kind of god allows mothers to suffer the death of their child? It’s all so meaningless and arbitrary.
This city took her life! It isn’t fair, but then life isn’t fair. Although agonizing, I studied the
animated street life like a movie passing frame-by-frame. A strange sensation infected me with
nostalgia as I stared at the faces and places outside the windows, like I’d been here or seen it before.
In a flash, I snapped. The images on the street were the same images recorded in Sophie’s film
about life in San Francisco. But, these people now spawned resentment for they lived and, she
didn’t. The sweet scent of death lingered on my skin like a fine mist and I lifted my arm to my nose
and inhaled its fragrance of death. It had seeped into my pores on the visits to the mortuary and
became intoxicating. I’ve been seduced by death.
Look at them, I shouted angry. They go about their normal habits and routines like nothing
has happened. My world is shattered. She’s died! Stop! Stop!
A nagging urge persisted to roll down the car window and shout at them. And, as the wind
blew in my face, I yelled, “My daughter is dead−she died. Do you hear me? Murdered and you’re
living as if nothing is wrong. It’s plenty wrong. How dare you? I hate you!” But, no one
acknowledged my shouts. Deranged and confused, I closed the window, but cried. It’s a
masquerade…I’m masquerading as a sane person but life’s a charade.
Please tell me why her? I wept in anguish like an abandoned child, rolling up the car
window and choking on tears. But my concept of god, like the concept of truth dissolved. It may be
my daughter today, but it may be your child tomorrow. Nothing is sacred, stable or permanent. It
can change before your next breath, I warned an invisible audience.
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…When will I wake from this nightmare? What’s god? An illusion of my own making? Is
life a dream, or is death the dream? Either way, it’s illusion, not real, a projection from your own
mind. I’m willing to interpret this different but I no longer believe in a self. Hollow and pitiful, I
wept confused. Life expires and so follows faith. A faith tethered to ignorance⎯accepting dogma,
repeating chants, following rituals. We believe in one god, the father almighty, maker of heaven and
earth…
The familiar chants echoed from my Catholic youth, as did Bible verses devoid of comfort.
No drug can lessen the pain cast like indelible ink in my heart constricted. Are you in the dark
silence? I wait for you...here, alone in darkness...there’s nothing…nothing but silence. Are you the
silence? My childhood structures—long-held beliefs and concepts—collapsed and died with Sophie.
The broken dreams of my imagination toppled.
Entering the expressway ramp and glancing through the rearview mirror, a dense ring of
gray clouds encircled the pinnacle points of the skyline. The view, oppressive and somber compared
to the glossy photographs of San Francisco’s twinkling skyline captured in travel magazines.
Pressing harder on the gas, I merged into the traffic heading toward the airport. In no time, the
monotonous rhythm of the tires smacking the slick asphalt anesthetized my mind and body. Muscles
surrendered relaxing. Flanking both sides of the highway were similar gray metal structures of
varying shapes and heights dotted with glass windows like images in an Escher drawing. Time
imploded leaving space.
At the airport, signs directed the way to rental returns in a dark cavernous underground
parking garage. Like the mortuary its cool, dark corridors stretched in all directions. But, the air
flowing through the structure teamed with the musty, moldy smell of bacteria—life.
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By the elevator a bare metal desk pushed against a wall held a silver container for depositing keys.
The keys shattered silence brushing across the metal desk like a steel brush across a hollow drum.
The sound sparked a memory transporting me. Now, I danced next to my daughter in a drum circle
in Pease Park in Austin, Texas. The elevator bell startled my attention and the vision dissolved.
People pressed toward the elevator door. The up button lit to my right and the doors open as
animated faces sprinted toward the next destination. Imitating their advance, I followed \onto an
escalator, which opened onto a mezzanine where people snaking through long lines.
We took our place meandering through the line leading to the ticket counters. When I
arrived, a flight attendant reached for my ticket along with the papers from the veterinarian.
Dimitri’s yellow eyes like two beams of frenzied fear peered out through the black mess of his
Sherpa bag. The sleeping aide hadn’t taken effect.
Cleared, a stewardess waved us through but stepping into the bright cabin transformed into a
circus tent. Faces loomed large and unnatural like in a distortion funhouse mirror. The cabin alive
with raucous shrieks of voices and laugher intruded on my ally, silence. Suppressing a violent
impulse to scream, for life—the animation, the lights, the noise—threatened my greater need for
solemnity.
…I hate them... hissed the offended outraged voices inside my mind. My body bristled rigid
and edgy, while floating vapor-like in the blood, hostility accelerated. The blunt angles of bodies
and bags pushed and shoved into my body, straining under the weight of the urn, the cat, the carryons shifting in my arms bore my shoulders into a stoop. But the phantom weight of grief weighed
heaviest.
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A young, white male in his thirties with short blond skiked hair leaned over the seat to my
right. Sheepish, he grinned at me, then blurts in a mocking tone while I’m trapped in a gridlock of
people juggling bags into the overheads.
“Hey, lady what’s wrong with you, you look like you’ve came from a funeral.” He chortled.
My body contorted like pierced by a sharp object. The air expired…vertigo resurged. …You
insidious man, I hissed enraged. …How foolish you are, I continued, you entertain yourself at my
expense… Through dark glasses, I scowled at him and tears flushed into my eyes, and I shrieked
like an animal trapped in a cage.
“I’m stuck here holding an urn containing my daughter’s ashes, and you don’t even know
me and, yet, you mock me, asking, Where’s the smile lady? How dare you? Like I’m a circus
animal on display for your amusement, you pathetic excuse of a human being!”
He tried to straighten his body but constrained by the overhead bumped his head. Expression
drained from his pasty white face. Turning his head from side-to-side he searched for comrades
among the passengers who enjoyed his blundering attempt to amuse. Freed from the bottleneck and
averting my eyes from him, I continued down the aisle toward my seat at the back of the plane. Hate
rippled through me like a cancer destroying hope and compassion for mankind. …I hate them all…I
don’t want to be here, moaned misery embedded in my being.
But then, the voices and the noise silenced. And, in an instant I dreamt with my eyes wide
open. In the dream I danced in a ceremonial procession around a blazing fire. Others with their
faces painted and streaked by dirt and tears danced with me. Sparks flew from the fire like fireflies,
melting into a star-studded night. Yet as the images materialized they dissolved. To my right, the
seat number matched the number printed on the ticket clenched in my fist. Without acknowledging
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the person sitting in the outside seat, my body poured like water into the space by the window. The
cat carrier slid under the seat.
Turning in to the window, my eyes persisted their vigilant search for Sophie. …I want to go
with her, I cried. And, another internal voice reasoned…your son needs you… And, I grieved for
my dead daughter, and for the valiant boy waiting for mommy to return.
But, I’m not the same person to whom he said goodbye to a few days ago and I can’t
disguise my suffering. How do I find my way back? How could you god allow her to die before
me? You took her from us! Why? I can’t understand why you allowed those miserable men to
poison her? They’ll pay for their crimes? Give her back! I demanded. …Is it possible I may be lost
in a dream? Will I wake and find she lives like before this nightmare? Thoughts cluttered my mind
like debris after a storm when a voice announced over the PA system.
“Ladies and gentlemen, we’re preparing for take off…”
The engines roared sending vibrations shimming through the plane sparking a cacophonous
clamor of voices, plastics and metal. The plane shimmied down the runway, with my face pressed
against the Plexiglas window. Warm tears spilled down my cheeks. Slumping dispirited over the
urn, I wept into the deafening roar of the plane’s engines.
Like a warm blanket, an arm gentle draped across my back. Startled, my body retracted
bolting upright.
“Can I help?” she asked and genuine concern imbued her words, and she reached over and
pressed my hand as gentle as my daughter’s touch. She stared into my eyes from the seat next to
mine.
“You don’t have to talk,” she reassured to my startled gaze.
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Yielding to her compassion, I leaned over slumping into the soft crevice of the woman’s
shoulder, and the warmth of her tender arms didn’t cause retreat. Perhaps, she’s here to remind me
human kindness exists. Maybe she came to melt my growing hatred of mankind. She embraced me
with arms full of the heat of love and compassion. Noticing the red velvet bag in my lap, she didn’t
pry, and, instead, inquired about the thin journal pressed against my chest.
“Are you a writer?” she asked pointing to the journal.
“It’s my daughter’s journal,” I replied in a funeral voice.
The stranger fell silent. Perhaps, she made the connection between the journal and the red
velvet bag…waiting for me to say more.
The sparkle in her wise, old, hazel eyes attracted my attention and her other features came
into focus. Thin wispy puffs of silver dotted her short, wavy, red hair framing a plump powdered
face. The space around her emitted a pocket of sweet honeysuckle. Her round plump body bulged
under a lavender suit accenting a cream-colored silk blouse with tiny pearl buttons framed in gold.
She wore no jewelry except for pearl drop earrings mounted in a cluster of sparking diamonds. She
might’ve been mistaken for anyone’s grandmother, or, perhaps, Glenda from the Wizard of OZ,
who might help me return to paradise where my daughter still lived. Her plump hands she folded in
her lap.
Looking away from her my aimless search arrived on a thick blanket of white clouds
separating the plane from the earth. Partitioning the insanity below. The madness swirling inside of
me, abated and I opened.
“My daughter…these men… mur…dered her,” I said stuttering.
“I’m so sorry for you, and for your daughter.” Offered the empathic woman with warm wise
eyes.
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“Have you read her journal?”
“No,” I said reflecting, “Well…a few pages. It’s difficult”
“How old?”
“Twenty-two.”
“Did they arrest anyone?
“No, but another girl with my daughter survived and, she’s in a coma…critical condition. If
she lives, it may change everything.”
Silence ensued for a few minutes when the pilot’s voice came over the scratchy PA system.
The aircraft experienced electrical difficulties. They chose to land at the nearest airport in Arizona
to check the problem. The grumbles of passengers spread through the cabin as a flurry of bells
signaled for the attendants. But, the jet’s nose pointed in descent with the seat belt light engaged.
“Perhaps, the journal might help the police in their investigation,” encouraged the woman like she’d
been thinking over our conversation.
“No, I’ll not give the police her journal. I’ve already given them her phone book and other
items I don’t expect they’ll return. I need time to read it, or to have a friend, or someone read it.”
“You don’t need to worry my dear,” She consoled when tears puddled in her eyes mirroring my
own pain.
Most passengers had left the plane when the sweet lady collected her bags from the
overhead. We shuffled through the empty plane. An attendant informed us as we passed, they’d
announce a replacement flight. My new friend and I meandered to a row of vacant seats and
relinquished our heavy loads. An airlines attendant announced problems with the replacement plane
and further delays.
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“We may be here awhile,” suggested the woman. “How about a drink, or food,” she asked
nodding at options.
“There’s tables at the café,” I suggested.
“Sure.”
“By the way what’s your name?”
“Jean, and you?”
“Julia.”
Jean found an empty cabaret style table and we took seats. I ordered Chai tea, and she placed
an order.
Jean blunted my isolation, and softening, I gazed into her trusting sage-amber eyes thinking,
…Maybe, god sent her… For although my concept of god collapsed my awareness of a divine
presence all around me, intensified.
Is Jean an offer of love in my darkest hour? Or, maybe she’s god. Are all encounters holy? I
wondered baffled…but doubt riddled my confidence like poison…how can anyone know for
certain. How often do we stare god in the face and fail to recognize a divine presence? I use to
perceive god as a distant deity listening to prayers from a place called heaven? But, heaven or hell
exists in my own mind. A moment ago, hell was living another day. Yet, basking in the warmth of
Jean’s caring affection heaven is love.
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Chapter 40
Julia spoke her truth, and told the story that’d imprisoned her. After years of closing, she
opened. The psychiatric board recognized the enormity of her action. Unanimous, Julia was
released. They agreed she’d experienced a break-through but remained skeptical of its endurance.
Yet, their psychiatric notes indicate at past meetings, Julia denied remembering what
brought her to their facility. She became agitated or angry if pursued. But, now, is able to
recapitulate the events that drove her to suicide and the institute. They released her but with
conditions like I’m required to monitor her for signs of stress, anxiety, aggression, or
combativeness, and ensure she continues taking her meds, and report to her treating psychiatrist
weekly. They suggested a home nurse, but Julia’s resistance put my internship on the line with my
superiors if she experiences a relapse.
“We don’t know what effect it may have on Julia to return to the place where her symptoms
ignited. Did you notice how her overarching experience is perceived through a lens of Sophie’s
death? She’s stuck in the moment of the tragedy refusing to live in the moment of now. The
beginning and the end for Julia is, Sophie’s death. It’s Julia’s point of reference from, which
everything flows. She’s marooned in 1999. Although acknowledging their points and conditions, I
remained confident in Julia’s recovery.
“I’ve been teaching Julia ways to manage her stress and anger through meditation, which
will promote her ability to experience wellness and self-heal. Julia won’t find peace if justice isn’t
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pursued for my sister, which is why she needs to accompany me on the trip to California. I
understand the risks but I’m committed to meeting your requirements as what we’ve observed is
nothing short of a medical breakthrough. Her condition has changed, and I don’t anticipate any
regression, or reason to prevent her from being released.”
The doctors spent several days considering Julia’s release but by the afternoon of the third
day, they released her to my conditional care. The same day the details of our trip solidified with the
rental of a beach property Dr. Du Bois located on San Francisco’s west side, Ocean Beach. Julia
once mentioned the ocean’s soothing effect on her psyche. Two weeks after her release, we settled
into the Ocean Beach property. Her bedroom on the second floor faced the beach and the rumbling
of the ocean’s crashing waves reverberated in her room.
Our lives were transformed by the adrenalin springing from our hope for Bella’s recovery,
and, our hope for justice for Sophie. On the day we arrived at Mount Zion Hospital to visit Bella,
we arrived at the threshold of our new dream: justice for Sophie. Our footsteps echoed down a long
sterile hospital corridor leading to administrative offices. Julia and I, before going to Bella, planned
to meet with her doctor, Dr. Luke James Du Bois. He wanted to meet us and talk about Bella’s
prognosis.
Du Bois sported a deep golf course tan, and, thick, salt and pepper hair pulled back in a
ponytail revealing close shaved hair underneath to the neckline. He apologized for all the papers
scattered about in stacks on chairs and around his office. Various medical degrees hung on the wall
behind his desk, and framed photographs of dogs, cats and horses dotted shelves.
Offering his hand to Julia, he bowed offering condolences. But, when he raised his head, his
gracious smile warmed the room. As we took seats facing his desk, he said to please call him James,
and asked if we were comfortable with the beach property. Julia became quite animated talking how
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much she enjoyed it. We relaxed with Dr. Du Bois filling us in on Bella’s recovery from the coma
sixteen weeks earlier.
“Well, Bella’s recovery didn’t happen overnight like you might think. She survived many
milestones leading up to her recovery. But, nonetheless, her recovery is amazing since
unanticipated. It is nothing short of a medical miracle, but it’s been difficult for her. At first,
confused, disoriented and distrustful, she complained her waking life a bad dream. She refused to
accept the year is 2014, and she refused to accept she’d been hospitalized for fifteen years following
a drug-induced coma. She kept clinging to a belief that all of this is a dream.
Du Bois continued explaining he and his colleagues were truthful about what’d happened
hoping to dispel any notion about dreaming, or having a nightmare. The staff failed to locate any of
Bella’s living relatives, which agitated and confused her. She asked us over and over: How’s it
possible…no one claims me? She wanted the doctors to provide proof of their version of how she
arrived at the hospital.
“At times…” explained Du Bois, “…she reverted, insisting on the year 1999, and, accused
us of tricking her insisting Sophie is alive. In frustration, we decided to give her proof of the story
we’d been telling her. We brought in the newspaper clippings saved from 1999 when she and
Sophie were poisoned and admitted to the hospital. At first, the story made the front page, and then
slipped from sight to the back pages. After about six weeks, it faded from the dailies.
But, following her review she withdrew with all the clippings and, became noncommunicative. We recognized her grief and allowed her space to mourn the loss of her best friend
and, the temporary loss of her memory, and, the loss of many years of her life. She withdrew. But,
her despondency dissipated. She understands, now is 2014, but you may notice confusion with
time.”
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Ambling from the administrative offices to the elevators, I remembered Sophie’s journal.,
and left Julia at the elevators hustling back to Du Bois’ office.
“Hey, sorry to interrupt,” I said popping my head in the door. “It slipped my mind, I’ve an
item…may interest you.” And, from my coat pocket, I withdrew Sophie’s journal. “You may want
to read this,” I said, handing it to him. “It’s my sister’s journal.”
“Oh…wow…amazing. How thoughtful of you,” and he studied it perplexed.
“I don’t know what to say,” he admitted, his eyes subdued by regret. “Thank you,” he
repeated and, backing toward the door, I waved goodbye.
Julia and I continued on to Bella’s room, and arriving at a white door marked, number 499,
Julia gasped pointing to the numbers.
“What?” I asked enthralled.
“The room number is the month, day and year Sophie died, 4499,” she observed her face
half in shadow. Another couple of steps and we’d pass through the entry to Bella’s world.
Liveliness surged through my libs and I pivoted swinging my arms around Julia lifting her
feet from the floor, I whirled her around. She laughed like a schoolgirl, pleading, “Put me down…”
Lowering her to the floor, I told her, “I want you to know I’m here for you mom. And, if this
becomes too much, we’ll pack our bags and be on our way home to Colorado. Your health is our
first priority.”
“You’re my beautiful son. I love you beyond words. You’re my true doctor! I never
would’ve lived this long if not for your love. I’m so happy we’re here to pursue the justice Sophie
deserves. Thank you my dearest for making this possible.” And, she kissed me and her damp cheeks
brushed against my skin.
“Okay…we’re having fun…don’t let emotions carry you away. You can do this.”
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“Yes, I’m fine…” she agreed, “I love you, thank you.”
Knocking on the door, it splayed open over a sea of shiny white linoleum. Narrow shafts of
light encroached the edge of the bed claiming Bella’s face like a parched patch of earth. A long
Rapunzel-like mane outlined pale drawn features. Oblivious to our presence, she stared at a swarm
of tiny dust mites. I knocked again and the door swung wider.
She rolled her eyes sparkling with childlike curiosity from a cadaverous face. Surprise
flowered into a smile when Bella recognized the boy in my face. But when she glanced at Julia, her
remembrance to Sophie brought a swell of tears to her eyes. “You look so much like her…”
exhaled Bella her words muffled as Julia bent to embrace Bella, and her eyes filled with tears as she
outstretched a gloved hand to Bella, asking,
“How are you dear?”
“Happy to be alive,” declared Bella zealous But, then, shrank back with apologies.
“Sorry, what I meant…is…I’m so sorry for your loss. A part of me is guilty I’m the one who
survived.”
Julia flinched, her tearful eyes darting across the bed for Elijah’s reassurance and, she shook
her head stating, “We’re relieved you survived…Of course, we wish Sophie lived too,” she
stammered passionate. “But, it doesn’t deprive us of the joy we feel for you. It’s a true victory for
us all! Your recovery restores the hope buried when Sophie died. But death cannot conquer love.
I’m grateful for you dear, and we’re thrilled for you to regain your health,” Julia caressed Bella’s
hands.
“Thank you, but…it feels like it all happened last night not fifteen ago. Then, I look in the
mirror, or like today encountering Elijah’s grown man face and I’m confronted . The doctors say the
confusion will dissipate. But it’s weird trying to make sense of an event from fifteen years ago that
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in my mind happened yesterday. It’s a long time to cling to a memory but, I’m convinced my
miraculous recovery is all Sophie. She sent me back to be her witness.”
“…Are you saying…” Julia teetered unstable. “…You…you remember what happened?”
“Yes. But it evolves in bits and pieces. At first, I had a brain fog, and disoriented was
skeptical about a fifteen-year coma. I wanted proof. The doctors persisted encouraging me to accept
their version of facts. One therapist went over daily the concrete evidence like the calendar, the
mirror, the newspaper stories, and other evidence. We rehearsed each day until I grasped the
concept of time. Yet, my mind still plays tricks and, at times, it’s unclear what’s real and what’s
dream. It’s a miracle I’m here to tell the story for none of the other doctors except Dr. Du Bois
believed my recovery possible.
He advocated for my case and defeated the hospital board’s efforts to withdraw life support,
but, when I first woke-up, I didn’t recognize him. But, as shock subsided voices and images
streamed through my mind, I remembered us lying on the back seat of a car when the band drove us
in to the hospital. Then in another vision I remembered the hospital attendants pulling Sophie from
the back of a late model car with long silver fins.”
Julia bent low, collapsing into the chair next to the bed because Bella’s description of the
drive to the hospital with Shamanté and the band matched what the triage nurse at the hospital
described to her. I wondered if Bella knew about the dream Sophie recorded in her journal. Yet,
when asked, she denied any awareness.
“Sophie never mentioned a dream, or a journal. But I’m certain she awoke me and brought
us here for a purpose. I’ve no idea how the spiritual world works since I’ve never been a believer.
But, I’m certain she woke me from another dimension since the doctors offer no better explanation
for my miraculous recovery.
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Yet, I feel stuck. A huge portion of my life erased and, whether asleep, or awake, I’m
haunted by the same scene where a blurry face offers an uncapped bottle of OJ to Sophie, and hands
me a glass of red wine. Within minutes of draining the OJ Sophie falls to her knees and, then, thrust
forward convulsing at my feet. But, the faces of onlookers in the room remain distorted like the
fading image of a dream.
It’s clear from my dreams someone drugged us and intended to kill. Why not call 911? They
will be punished.” Bella’s brave words erupted in a spray of salty tears, and Julia reached into her
purse removing two monogramed linen hankies giving one to Bella.
“It’s easy for me to accept Sophie woke you, for I’m convinced she awoke me too. And, like
you, Elijah and I want justice. In fact, we came to support you. But, we’re also concerned for your
health, which is why we’re inviting you to stay with us. We’ve rented a large two-story house on
Ocean Beach. It’s not far from downtown and the courthouse. Elijah will drive us to and from court,
and will take care of us. Have you made any arrangements?”
“Well, a question in my mind has been, where do I go now?”
“Please dear, we would be honored to have you. Think it over.”
“I need to talk to Dr. Du Bois but I’m certain he’ll be for it since my family died long before
the coma. Dr. Du Bois volunteered as my guardian. In a way, he’s the parent I never had. What I’m
trying to say is, it’d be an honor to hang out with you and Elijah. Sophie talked about you all the
time, and dreamed of buying a house where you guys could all live. I’m grateful. Thank you.”
“We’re happy to have you.”
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Chapter 41
The next day, after the nurse cleared the breakfast tray, Bella brooded rummaging aimless
through old newspaper articles and fashion photos from 1999. Reaching for a pink handled plastic
mirror on the bedside table, she compared her old photos to the image in the mirror. Depressed, she
whispered, “Who am I?” But her hollow vacant eyes stared back with vague emptiness. The
Vogueish woman captured in the glossy images bore little resemblance to the woman in the mirror.
Bella stared in the mirror in disbelief at the premature spiderlike webbing that erased her
beauty. The years of clinging to life through a thin electrical cord connected to a respirator took a
toll on her. She lamented. I’m unrecognizable. Toying with the thinning hair at her crown, she
threw the brush and retreated under the sheets. But there languished her limp body and she
withdrew to stare at the beauty outside her window.
The sun rose at mid-morning like a flaming yellow ball in a cloudless sky. Yet, its warmth
proved. Bella craved the enthusiasm she experienced the previous day when with Elijah and Julia,
and frustrated cried more. Gripped by fear, she panicked and called for Dr. Du Bois.
“What if I try to pursue a lawsuit and fail?” She asked distraught and disillusioned, her
disposition bleak.
Puzzled, he took care to pursue. “What does failure mean to you?”
“It means they’re acquitted,” she said with lips pressed thin.
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“It’s a roll of the dice,” he encouraged with a cheerful glint. “…No one ever knows which
way a verdict will go. However, you’ll never know unless you roll. And, you must be willing to
forgive yourself if the result isn’t as you desire.”
“Why are you so damn cheery?” she asked, and he threw up his hands.
Then you think I need to do it?”
“No. I think its your decision.”
“But, what if I don’t remember? What if it’s all a dream?”
Several weeks before, in the middle of the night, she awoke disturbed by a dream insisting
the nurses summon Du Bois. When he arrived, Bella described her dream.
“In the dream, I’m aware I am dreaming. But, I’m overcome by a blinding light when this
amazing peace comes over me when I hear Sophie’s voice saying, …This is what it’s like here
Bella. It’s intended for you…later…wake-up now… but remember …where we’ve been. When I
woke up, I panicked and closed my eyes but the dream was gone. I experienced the other side and,
believe life’s given me a second chance to get it right and expose a heinous murder by poison.
I’ll need to dig deep for the courage to speak the truth for her, and for me. The men who
poisoned us…need to be punished for their crimes…”
Interrupting, a scratchy announcement blasted over the intercom. Code 2. Dr. Du Bois
please call extension 222…
“I’ve to take this but I’ll be back” he said leaping and rushing out the door. Bella’s hand
flew for the call button clipped to her mattress cover. She asked the nurse for a phone number for
the District Attorney. And, as she listened to the phone ringing, Bella rehearsed what she wanted to
say. A young female answered identifying the office.
“San Francisco District Attorney, Nicole Du Bois’ office how may I assist you?”
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“Hello, my name is Bella O’Brien, I need to talk to the D.A. It’s about a date rape drug
poisoning by Ghb. I just awoke from a fifteen-year coma, but my best friend, Sophie Nightingale,
died. I know who did it to us and I’d like to pursue a lawsuit. Can you ask the D.A. to call me?”
“Yes, of course, I’ll have her call. What’s your phone number?”
“She can reach me at Mount Zion Hospital. I don’t know the phone number but my room
number is 499.”
“Okay, I have the D.A., give you a call back.” Thank you.”
The phone clicked silent. Bella dosed back off to sleep. By late afternoon Dr. Du Bois and a
different nurse awakened her from sleep.
“We’re checking your vitals,” explained the nurse.
“You’ve a sister?” Bella probed Du Bois. A mischievous grin spread across his dimpled
face.
“No, I don’t. Why do you ask?”
“Well, I wondered if you might be related to the D.A., Nicole Du Bois.” Du Bois hesitated
as though someone had entered the room and he spun around to find no one. Removing the
stethoscope from his ears, mystified.
“What’re you up to?”
“I called the D.A. today about what happened. The D.A.’s name is Nicole Du Bois, which is
the same as yours. Is there a connection?”
“Well, yes, sort of. She’s my ex-wife. We’ve been divorced a long time.”
“Your ex-wife?”
“Yes.”
“What a small world.”
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“Yes, it is. Did you speak to her?” He asked curious.
“No, they said they’d call me back.” Du Bois dismissing the nurse took the chair next to
Bella’s bed.
“Bella, I need to tell you a story about me and…” he looked off.
“I don’t care what you tell me,” she quipped, “…you’ve god-like status in my book.” And,
she contemplated awakening from the coma and Du Bois hovered like a protective father over his
sick child, studying charts and records.
“Well, what I want you to know is this,” he confided. “I fell in love with Sophie fifteen
years ago. I intended to ask her to marry me but my wife, refused to agree to a divorce. At the time,
she was Assistant D.A. Sophie disagreed and wanted to standby me, but I knew the divorce would
attract media attention and didn’t want my relationship with her to become a public spectacle.
Nicole’s and my family are huge benefactors of the arts and other philanthropic interests.
They also had political ties since Nicole’s grandfather days as attorney general of California.
The divorce promised to be nasty and I knew my parents might reject Sophie if introduced during
the trial as my lover. But, she didn’t understand and warned, Life is short, and, I intend to live
mine, with or without you.
Six weeks after I filed for the divorce, you and Sophie arrived at the Mount Zion E.R., and, I
was the doctor on call. It remains the darkest day of my life.” Tears moistened his eyes as he spoke.
“The moment the flat line stretched across the monitor screen, it confirmed what we all knew.
They’d waited too long. She’d been dead several hours when brought in. But, you’d a faint pulse
and, saving your life demanded my full attention. Caring for you pulled me back from the brink of
despair.”
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Bella stared in disbelief at Du Bois. Sophie never mentioned him but she didn’t doubt he
told the truth. In fact in a way it explained his obsession to keep her alive. Although baffled by his
bedside confession, he inspired confidence to tell her truth about what happened Easter morning
fifteen years ago.
Besieged by a mix of compassion and grief, she stretched her arm across to him. The
purplish-blue lines from years of intravenous feedings streaking the length of her forearms told her
story. She knew nothing about the doctor except he saved her life and kept her alive. She toyed with
this crucial fact.
“I’m going to nail them for what they took from us,” she avowed. And, from the twilight
world of dreams emerged a hazy image of the person handing them the Ghb-spiked drinks.
“It’s Jesse.” She screamed with excitement. But Du Bois lost in misty memories threw his
hands up like spooked.
“Shamanté’s manager,” she clarified, “…Jesse…he’s the one who handed us those spiked
drinks.”
She managed a smile but the muscles around her mouth twitched from disuse.
“What’re you planning to do?” He asked.
“I’ve already phoned the D.A. earlier and left a message I’ve information about Sophie’s
death. My awakening has a purpose. I’m the witness to the one event, which changed all of our
lives. The time has arrived to avenge Sophie’s death and what’s been stolen from us. The justice
system that freed them, will try them, and your ex-wife will prosecute. What were the odds?” And,
they laughed.
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Chapter 42
Nicole Du Bois earned a reputation among San Francisco’s constituents as tough on crime
and reluctant to cut deals. But, her conviction rate taxed the already overcrowded prison system.
Nevertheless, she promised constituents, if they commit a crime, they’ll do time. For a decade, the
residents of San Francisco trusted Nicole’s bloodhound instincts and strong sense of justice and
morality.
Cunning and shrewd, she exercised power with aplomb and grace in a relentless pursuit of
justice. And, although from one the city’s wealthiest families, she didn’t hesitate to prosecute
without sensitivity to class or color. A fierce adversary in crimes against women and children she
championed many convictions resulting in jail time. The D.A.’s office earned a reputation for
dedication to the pursuit of justice.
Fanning her messages Nicole noticed the phone message from Bella O’Brien: Ghb victim,
fifteen-year coma, awoke with memory of assailants. Nicole expedited an e-mail to research to
query the database for Bella and Sophie’s names.
Nicole relaxed in a custom-made, brown leather chair at a heavy baroque desk. Dwarfed by
the San Francisco skyline shimmering in a wall of glass window panels behind her, she swiveled
back reclining. Poised perpendicular to the desk she stretched her defined long legs along the edge
of the rectangular dark wood. She remembered hiding under it when a girl when it set in her
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grandfather’s office when he was state attorney general. A snakeskin stiletto dangled from one foot
covered in a sheer riveted to a garter. Her blue linen suit outlined her ample curves.
Occupied with a brief, her mind lapsed from Bella until jogged by a knocking on the opaque
glass with thick letters, “District Attorney.” Nicole’s gunmetal blue eyes shot to a crack in the
swaying door. Peering over thick black-framed glasses riding low on her highbrow nose, she pushed
them into her thick-cropped hair tinted henna like raven wings.
“Yes,” she invited.
“Hello, Mrs. Du Bois, I’m responding to the e-mail about Bella O’Brien.”
“Yes?”
“Well, I’ve an incident report and a file from the homicide division. Bella O’Brien and her
friend Sophie Nightingale were driven to Mount Zion Hospital on Easter Sunday, April 4, 1999.
Arriving around 1 p.m., a doctor pronounced Ms. Nightingale dead on arrival. Ms. O’Brien had a
faint pulse and she remained unconscious. Your ex signed off as physician. The men who brought
the women to the hospital claimed the drug, Ghb involved, but denied knowing its source.”
“Mention of an investigation?”
“Well sort of. It’s all here.” The clerk approach as Nicole noticed a cellophane wrapper from
a pack of cigarettes extending from a drawer. Shoving the drawer with her foot, she shifted
position. Cigarettes a were hidden indulgence until alone on long nights.
“Yes, I’ll take a look at it,” Setting down the brief, she reached across the desk for the
folder. “Thank you,” she said distracted with an incident report written by Sergeant Bradshaw with
the Barrett Avenue Precinct. His report concludes with, “suspected homicide.” Nicole knew several
of the officers from the precinct and wondered if Bradshaw remained on the force and might
remember the incident.
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But, based on the file contents, the homicide investigation consist of few investigative notes
taken by the investigator, homicide detective, Keifer Salt. Scanning the hand-written statements of
the witnesses who bring the victims to the hospital, Nicole pokes holes in their story. It doesn’t add
up. How could the girls ingest Ghb at a club then staggered several block to the studio. Not
possible. Many questions swirled in her mind. The statements provide collaborated facts. Why?
The investigation is superficial, goes cold, and closes within two years. Then, by a simple
twist of fate, a witness, fifteen years later, changes everything. …Sometimes, mused Nicole, the
dead do speak.
Rummaging through the papers she discovers a report dated April 10, 2001, by Dr. Suzan
Parker, Ghb research expert. After considering the witnesses’ version of the facts, in conjunction
with her analysis of the medical examiner’s report and the toxicology report on Sophie Nightingale,
she concludes the amount of Ghb present in the victim’s system, post-mortem, is a “significant
amount to have induced death.” Ms. Parker goes on to say, based on the time reported as when Ms.
Nightingale convulsed, then slipped into a coma, suggest, “the…Ghb had to be ingested at the
music studio.”
This is huge, mused Nicole. But, then the report continues explaining, a “…reaction to Ghb
occurs within five to fifteen minutes of ingestion depending on the dose and the stomach contents.”
The report highlights the impossibility of Sophie and Bella ingesting Ghb at a nearby club,
prior to arriving at the studio, as suggested by the witnesses. The doctor based her conclusion on the
reported facts the women hiked eleven and half blocks to Sophie’s house and, within minutes of
arriving, left, and traveled another block and a half to the music studio. They remained at the studio
forty to fifty minutes before Sophie exhibited the first signs of distress.
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Nicole checks the label on the file for the date the detective closed the case: July 4, 2001.
The homicide detective ignored the expert’s report, but why? Browsing the report she reached for
the phone and details her assistant to locate a phone number for Dr. Suzan Parker. Next, she enters
the number scribbled on the message from Bella O’Brien.
“Mount Zion Hospital, how may I direct your call?”
“Bella O’Brien, room 499, please,” and the phone rang a few rings before an answer.
“Hello,” says Bella waking.
“Is this Bella O’Brien?”
“Yes.”
“This is the District Attorney, Nicole Du Bois,” she said while pulling the incident report
from the papers in front of her.
“Yes, thank you for calling me back,” yawned Bella.
“Is this a good time?”
“Huh? Oh, sure.”
How are you?” Inquired Nicole in a concerned tone.
“Well, after sleeping fifteen years, I’m well preserved,” she joked in a morning haze.
“Do you feel like talking?”
“Sure, I’m looking forward to it,” and, Bella rose to her elbows cradling the phone.
“I’ve been reading the police report from the incident involving you and Ms. Sophie
Nightingale.”
“Yes, uh huh…”
“What do you remember?”
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“I remember Sophie and I’d been dancing at a nearby club with our friend Clark. We hiked
to he place at closing, which was around three a.m. Twenty minutes later, we said goodnight to
Clark, and Sophie escorted me to my car but I’d left a make-up bag inside her flat and we returned
to retrieve it. Once inside, she discovered a phone message her roommate, Odessa, left on a table
next to the CD player.
The message said Shamanté called asking Sophie to meet him at his music studio. Curious,
Sophie wanted to check out what happened to him, and, I remember her asking as she leaned over
to light a candle, “Go with me, please. We’ll be right back.” I agreed.
We were happy, skipping through a moist fog rolling in from the Bay at around 3:30 a.m.…
laughing like children oblivious to impending danger. From the fringe barked the intermittent lonely
howl of a mongrel. When we arrived, I didn’t recognize who opened the door and let us enter. We
climbed a creaky dark stairway leading into a room lit by a shade-less lamp emitting a yellowish
hue from a single bulb. People in the room crouched in corners or leaned like props. Jesse fluttered
in asking if we’d like a drink.
“Maybe orange juice,” answered Sophie, and I chimed in with a request for a glass of wine.
“Red?” He asked.
“Yeah, perfect.” I said and Jesse left the room. We huddled by a woman talking to two guys
close to the stairwell. For about ten or fifteen minutes we amused ourselves listening to all the
nonsensical chatter distracted. By then, it became clear the people loafing about were drugged
crazed. Ten minutes later, Jesse returned handing Sophie an open bottle of orange juice and me, a
glass of red wine. I sipped the wine but noticed Sophie draining the orange juice from the bottle
before asking Jesse,
“Where’s Shamanté?”
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“He knows you’re here. He’ll be out in a few minutes,” and he sauntered away without
acknowledging Sophie’s question.
Growing impatient, Sophie whispered, “I’m not feeling well and I’m tired, and
uncomfortable. If Shamanté doesn’t show in a few, let’s jet back down those stairs. I don’t think
anyone will miss us,” she said smiling a mischievous fun-loving smile. Nodding in agreement, then,
it happened.
With a thud that shook the room Sophie dropped to her knees then snapped forward
smacking her forehead on the floor. I screamed and within seconds Sophie convulsed at my feet. I
bent down to help her. My last memory is a woman’s voice screaming, “Help them! They need
help,” but then it went pitch black and silent.
“Bella do you think you can tell your story to a grand jury?”
“Yes, I’m sure of it.”
“Alright, I’ll have a grand jury convened. Have you been told when you’ll be released from
the hospital?”
“Not exactly. I’m still undergoing therapy but I’ll ask my doctor because therapy is an
ongoing situation.”
“Okay, when you find out, please contact my office and let them know. I’ll have a grand
jury convened a few weeks after your release.”
“Thank you so much! You don’t know how relieved I am,” she said tasting salty tears of joy.
“Yes, I can imagine. I’m sorry for what happened to you and for what happened to your
friend, Sophie, but also, I’m sorry the legal system failed you both. I’ll do what’s in my power to
ensure justice will be served this time. But, one thing Bella, if we go to trial, as far as the defense is
concerned, you’re the one who’s on trial. I’ll need to know all your secrets because what’s hidden in
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your past like prior drug use, you can count on the defense finding it. So, when you’re released from
the hospital call for an appointment and we’ll discuss any issues. Alright?”
“Yes, of course.” Bella answered gnawing on her jaw remembering the past she hoped
stayed buried.
“Thank you Bella, I’ll be in touch,” promised Nicole.
“Yes, goodbye,” said Bella preoccupied by a growing sense of fear and guilt. Suppressed
memories surfaced like dark patches of oil.
And, Nicole’s comment, about Bella’s secrets…” served as a catalyst unearthing buried
images. Bella’s foot cramped as fear made its inroads attesting to the coward at her core. To testify
in open court and expose her past wasn’t the role she’d hope to play on the world stage. It’s a cruel
fate. It’s not fair? She whined.
Why didn’t anyone report the truth? Who’ll believe me? Who knows if a jury will prosecute
them? I’m no hero. She found herself nailed by the endless circles of her own self-defeating
thoughts. Edgy and her stomach cramps. But, unable to block the images or self-calm, she pushes
the call-button to summons a nurse. Requesting medication triggered Du Bois’ visit.
“Are you alright?” He opined, detecting frustration and exhaustion tightening the crease in
Bella’s forehead.
“No, I’m not. I don’t know if I can go through with this. I’m afraid.” She said with a face
rippling with trepidation.
“Through with what? Afraid of what?”
“Testifying in court about what happened to Sophie and, to me.”
“Really?” He questioned perplexed surprised.
“Yes, I can’t do it,” she persisted distraught.
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“Who’s forcing you?” He asked.
“No...No one’s forcing me,” she admitted shying away embarrassed. “It’s…It’s... all the
stuff in my past, I don’t want to discuss…least of all, in public...”
“What’s happened to change your mind?”
“I spoke to the D.A.”
“Oh.”
“Yes, I spoke to the D.A., and she said it’s me who’s going to be on trial and I can’t do it.
I’ve got stuff…”
“As you wish Bella. For without your cooperation, the D.A., doesn’t have a case. It’s your
call. You aren’t powerless. You’ve power over the situation.”
“Yes, but Sophie is dead. They murdered her! They caused my coma. They’ve escaped
punishment for fifteen years. They can’t escape any longer.” and, once again, the hope of avenging
Sophie’s death effused her with an unfamiliar confidence.
“I understand you’re still recovering memory. You need to give yourself time to regain your
strength so you don’t provoke a relapse. Take your time.”
“Yes, but it won’t change.”
“What, your mind?”
“The past. I can’t change the past. It’s what it is.”
“What about your past disturbs you?”
“Stuff.”
“Like…what…”
“Like prostitution and drugs. The D.A. says, my past secrets are what defense attorneys try
to target.”
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“Yes, but your thoughts about your past, are causing your embarrassment. The past is dead.
Think about these issues when you’re calmer. I want you to take this,” and he handed her
medication and water.
Fluffing and flipping her pillows, she settled into the cool nest of sheets and her body
yielded. Her doubts and fears receded with Du Bois seated near and, she reclaimed a sense of
security and confidence.
“I’ve had a horrible life doctor.”
“It’s a perception, which can be deceptive. Try to observe your life from a different
perspective. Perhaps, what you’ve endured is preparing you for a new chapter of your life. Consider
the process not isolated events. I wish you saw what I do.”
“Which is?”
“Courage.”
“What, how….why?”
“Because you want to right a tragic wrong, which takes courage.”
“Yes, but I’m afraid.”
“I know, and I want to try and help you face your fear, but for now, close your eyes and
rest.”
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Chapter 43
Weeks after Bella’s release from the hospital, Julia and I accompanied her to the Hall of
Justice where she testified before the Grand Jury. The following week, the D.A.’s office issued
indictments for second degree murder against the men who gave statements to the police after
driving Sophie and Bella to the hospital in 1999. The named parties: Jesse Bains, Shamanté Udee,
Kirk Lindoff and Bart Burle. At the arraignment, they shared counsel who pled not guilty to all
charges, posted bond, and, they walked out. Free men, once again.
The San Francisco Chronicle jarred the public’s memory with headline, “GHB Cold Case
Cracks.” Right below the headline, they ran the same picture of Sophie published in 1999. Her
youthful face defying age smiled back from newsstands. Staring at her face, I read the letters
spelling out her name and spelling out her story. Anger smoldered. The same anger born from the
helplessness we experienced when she died.
The public’s curiosity intrigued by a story of murder by Ghb poisoning involving a dazzling
college girl with a budding multi-media career, a runway model and a local hip-hop musician. Cable
television networks and tabloids broadcast the story sensationalizing a tale of lies, betrayal, sex,
drugs and hip-hop culture. Shamanté and his entourage made juicy fodder for the tabloids.
Once the charges were leveled, Shamanté made a public statement. He emerged from a sleek
limousine crowned in a Rasta tri-colored knitted beanie cap. His eyes shaded in a pair of Louie
Vuitton aviator sunglasses. A battalion of shiny, silk-suited lawyers flanked his sides as he mounted
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the podium. Waving to his fans, he denied involvement in Sophie’s death. The crowd, blind by their
rapacious appetite for fame and fortune remained ignorant to the tragedy the man caused, and
cheered their hero. And, the upcoming trial became as anticipated as one of Shamanté’s sold-out
performance.
In the background of the media circus, Julia and I blended with the other anonymous
onlookers on the sidelines. Amidst our doubts of an impartial trial in the Bay area, rumors spread
the defendants would not to testify. We were anxious to meet with the D.A., and on the day of our
scheduled meeting, the courthouse complex swarmed with reporters hungry for a breaking story.
The D.A., knowing their game, advised we avoid talking to them so we stayed under the radar. But
Julia disquieted, resented the D.A.’s advice.
“It’s madness to remain silent the second time around. It’s like before. Look at how they
grandstand like celebrities. I wish them dead!” she ranted, her chin quivering in a scowled face
etched with regret and resentment.
As she spoke a sour taste like metal burst from my taste buds and my palms grew sweaty.
“Well, they’re celebrities, here in California. I reminded her. And, besides none of it matters.
Revenge isn’t winning,” he asserts.
“Well, it sure feels like winning might mean revenge.”
“Don’t believe it. Think of karma. It’ll catch up one day. It’s a law of nature.”
“I believe in justice for Sophie.”
“That’s the problem.”
“That’s ridiculous.”
“Ignore them and the media, and you’ll be happier,” I coaxed. “Now, is nothing like the
past…” I persisted.
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But, moored in the past, she challenged, “What makes you so sure?”
“Because this time it’s clear to the D.A. where Sophie and Bella ingested the Ghb. All the
elements necessary for the D.A. to pursue a murder charge against the defendants have coalesced.
We don’t need to conduct an independent investigation, or feed a trial by media. Who’s guilty of
causing Bella’s coma, and who killed Sophie, whether intentional, or accidental, will, be revealed.
You’ll have your moment of truth. You don’t have to allow what happened in the past influence
your response, now. It’s a choice.
The press will have their questions answered as the trial progresses. You don’t know how
they’ll spin the facts. Why not allow the evidence to speak. Are you going to allow this process to
unfold, or do you want to assert, interfere, resist, and have it your way?” I reasoned annoyed she
didn’t trust the D.A.’s advice when she threw her arms around me and surrendered.
“Yes, of course. You’re right…” she reassured. “I wish I wasn’t so frightened all the time.”
The elevator halted and turning down a hallway we moseyed toward the offices of the District
Attorney, Nicole Du Bois.
“You know Elijah when they first investigated an assistant D.A. handled the case. Sophie’s
case never reached the D.A.’s desk.”
“Yes, I know that’s upsetting. Let it go. You can’t control the past or the future. But, here
now, justice is near.”
Entering the outer office a receptionist directed us to a seating area outside Nicole Du Bois’
office. Later, he greeted at the door while instructing her assistant not to disturb us.
The receptionist responded, “Dr. Du Bois called to confirm he’ll be meeting you and Bella here
today at 4:30. He said you’re expecting him.”
“Yes, so, if I run over with Julia and Elijah please ask him to wait.
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“Thank you for coming,” said Nicole smiling gracious. “First, let me express my
condolences for your loss. I know this must be difficult,” she continued with a deep throaty voice
full of unbounded confidence.
“We’re ecstatic the case is going to trial but have concerns about the media spin,” I
explained. “Bella’s recovery has altered our lives. We’ve lived with the heartbreak of no justice for
Sophie. If not for Bella’s recovery, we wouldn’t be meeting.”
“Yes, precisely why we needed to meet today,” she confirmed. Now, are you both prepared
for testimony about Sophie you may not accept? Or, that may be inconsistent with your own
interpretation or understanding of the facts?”
Julia and I’d agreed beforehand, I’d lead and field the D.A.’s questions on our behalf. For a
second, I paused, squeezing Julia’s hand to signal proceeding. She placed her hand over his as
though acknowledging submission.
“Yes, we’ve expected this based on their statements that Sophie and Bella had a pattern of
showing up uninvited to parties drunk and on drugs.”
“Yes,” nodded Nicole. “It’s the prosecution’s position the defendants crafted their defense
after they accessed Sophie died. They’ve stuck to the story unchallenged for fifteen years: the girls
ingested the Ghb before arriving at the studio. So the defense may try to establish a pattern of drug
use.
Which is interesting, because my online research on Shamanté and his band uncovered
videos of them online acting like a bunch of thugs smoking pot and talking trash. It provides a
different image than the one they’ve tried to portray to law enforcement. Another interesting
witness is Sophie’s roommate, Odessa, who claimed she couldn’t swear Sophie never used drugs.
And, reported smelling marijuana on different occasions coming from Sophie’s room.
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Yet, the toxicology doesn’t report a trace of marijuana in Sophie blood and tissues, nor any
other narcotic. Except, the massive dose of Ghb. Testimony like Odessa’s may be used by the
defense to create reasonable doubt in the jury’s mind about the girls consuming Ghb before arriving
at the studio. Bottom-line, Sophie’s toxicology report is irrefutable forensic evidence to counter
those claims.
In addition, their evidence is scant based on the witness and exhibit lists they’ve provided.
It’ll be the prosecution’s job to reveal once Sophie experienced seizure activity, the defendants
attempted C.P.R. but ceased their efforts and failed to call for medical assistance. The failure to
make the call, I’ll argue, is evidence of a lack of a moral sense of concern for the lives of others.
Under California law, proof of a depraved heart such as a lack of concern is a necessary element to
prove second-degree murder.
One of the witnesses, Bart Burle, admitted in his sworn statement he administered C.P.R. to
Sophie. Further, he admits he stopped the C.P.R. effort and failed to call for medical assistance.
Under California law a duty to resuscitate doesn’t exist unless one initiates, then the duty arises to
call for medical assistance. Did anyone advise you about pursuing a wrongful death claim against
the defendants’ based on the resuscitation efforts?”
“Well, yes. Julia met with different attorneys. Mother, you can explain this better than I can.
“Yes,” Julia forged along. “During the first year, I traveled back and forth to California and
met with different attorneys about bringing a wrongful death suit. Most of them estimated a twenty
to thirty thousand dollar retainer to bring the civil suit. They anticipated taking at least twenty-five
depositions. In their opinion, if a jury did convict, the odds favored a judgment of community
service. Given the extraordinary costs of a civil suit resulting in community service, I gave up on
pursuing a judgment through civil courts. I mean, what kind of society do we live in when those
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without a lawyer might face life in prison for marijuana distribution but for death of a human being
get sentenced to community service. Does that sound acceptable to you?”
Well, I know it’s been distressing but the State is going prosecute and pursue justice for
Sophie and Bella,” assured Nicole. But, we anticipate the defense will argue the girls ingested the
Ghb at the club, or on the street, or at Sophie’s flat, but not at the studio. They may suggest they
erred in their estimation of time of when the girls arrived and when they fell unconscious.
However, by the defendants’ own admissions, they each put the seizure activity forty
minutes or so from when the girl’s arrived, which is the timeline the state intends to pursue. It’s
proof the Ghb ingestion occurred at the studio. They, however, may propose the girls fell
unconscious minutes after they arrived, which would be more consistent with having the Ghb in
their systems when they arrived.
But, changing their prior sworn statements, which are perjured, will be an up-hill battle.
Their goal is to create reasonable doubt about where the girls ingested the poisonous substance. But,
the forensic evidence supports our version of the facts.
What outcome are you hoping for?”
“Life without parole,” I suggested eyeing Julia for reaction.
“Well, I won’t lie to you,” blustered Nicole. “It’s not happening—not in California. Not on a
second-degree murder charge with circumstantial evidence, which is what this case is about. The
most we can expect is maybe four years, probably less. The defendants claim they’re innocent. But,
we know Bella identified Jesse as the one who handed them the drinks at the studio. He’s in the hot
seat.
But, Jesse will have an opportunity to refute Bella’s claim, and, perhaps, point the finger at
one of the other defendants. Maybe, he’s the delivery boy. We don’t know. What about Shamanté’s
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location? How’s he involved? Did he have knowledge? We don’t know. Many facts will unravel as
trial proceeds. For instance, Shamanté claims the drugs he voluntarily consumed inhibiting his
ability to access the seriousness of Sophie and Bella’s condition. But that isn’t a viable defense in
California under the charge of second-degree murder with implied malice. The judge already ruled
he wouldn’t entertain a too drunk or too high on drugs defense in a homicide.
No one, since it happened, volunteered information despite reports of four or more
additional witnesses. Those witnesses remain silent. A fact begging the question: why? The media
will urge the witnesses to confess. But, I’m not counting on it since no one responded to the twenty
thousand dollar reward the Sophie Anne Nightingale Foundation offered. The defense may suggest
a plea bargain, at any point. How do you feel about a plea to a lesser charge if any of the defendants
will agree to cooperate and testify against the others?” Asked Nicole studying their faces.
“I doubt Jesse or Shamanté will turn on each other after years of silent allegiance. We don’t
have a problem with a plea if it involves testimony against the perpetrators.” In a brief millisecond I
noticed a subtle flash of anger ripple across Julia’s jawline set in a clinch.
“Fame and fear affect people differently,” rebutted Nicole.
“Like?” I pushed in motion a set of suspended silver balls sitting on the edge of Nicole’s
desk.
“Like influencing behavior in unpredictable ways,” she explained.
“Yes, but in what direction, is the question. Our primary concern is Shamanté and Jesse
don’t escape justice again. From our perspective, if they spiked the girls’ drinks with Ghb, then they
deserve the severest punishment the law proscribes for murder by poisoning. We hoped they’d
spend the rest of their lives in jail. I mean what’s the value of a human life in the state of California,
or the value of the years of life robbed from Bella.
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It’s unconscionable. The defendants knowing poisoned the girls with reckless indifference to
their lives.They spiked Sophie and Bella’s drinks then ignored obvious signs of distress, and refused
to call for medical assistance. It constitutes the depraved mind you’ve referred to. It’s disturbing the
defendants might receive lenient sentences.”
“Yes, the prosecution’s focus will be on whether Shamanté and Jesse collaborated, and at
what point the others became aware the girls ingested spiked drinks. We’ll show the mixing of a
poisonous substance into a drink to be consumed by a human being is an unlawful act. The
defendants knew the dangers of these acts yet, consciously disregarded the risk to the girls. We
don’t have any evidence yet to support the defendants manufactured Ghb, so it’s not a part of the
charge.
In similar cases, jurors have delivered convictions. Of those cases, the defendants during the
punishment phase typically receive between two to four years in a state penitentiary. But, because
of jail overcrowding, if they aren’t perceived a threat they may serve time in the county jail, or may
be released with an ankle bracelet for the duration of their sentence. California jurors have seen and
heard it all. A crime that might bring a life sentence in the Midwest may bring a few years sentence
in California.”
As I glanced to Julia her forlorn eyes meet mine, her mouth and her chin trembled with
disappointment. On the verge of tears, she pulled a handkerchief from her purse dabbing at the
corners of her eyes.
“Two to four years is so unfair,” I responded exasperated, “…on a scale with Sophie’s life.”
Julia interrupted with a sudden outburst, “It’s a travesty of justice.”
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“I won’t tell you I understand because I don’t think anyone can comprehend what you both
must be going through. And, I’m sorry about your loss but I don’t want to build false hope about
sentencing in California.
Julia another matter I need to discuss. The defense has filed a motion in limine to exclude
witnesses from the courtroom who may be called to testify. Quite common. However, they’ve
identified you as one of the defense’s potential witnesses. It means you may be excluded from the
courtroom proceedings until called to testify. The defense is alleging you’re a potential threat to the
defendants based on threatening one of the defendants at gunpoint within twenty-four hours of
Sophie’s death. Did you?”
Julia’s nervous defensiveness laced her tone, “Well…I suppose it may be construed that
way. But, when I learned of Sophie’s death and flew to California to meet with her roommate,
Odessa, who agreed to take me to Shamanté at the music studio but when we arrived she introduced
me to Jesse who informed me, Shamanté left town. It never occurred to me, he might leave.
Dumfounded with grief and confusion from the lack of accountability and empathy for the
tragic circumstances under which I’d arrived. No one had offered condolences or comfort or truth.
My eyes swept the room like a vacuum and discovered no evidence to suggest a party, or drugs, or a
music studio.
Horrified, I stared into the bowls of a grand deception. He had taken meticulous efforts to
scour the studio of evidence. They intended to run: to put distance between themselves and the
crime. The truth died with her. I wanted to be a threat and force the truth from him. But, he
perceived a nuisance not a threat.
In my pocket, I clutched the revolver, and with a bold stance, raised my arm and took aim.
But, before the gun fired, Jesse lunged forward wrestling me to the floor wrenching the gun from
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my hand. Standing, he flung open the gun barrel. But, no bullet disengaged. He ordered me out and
I left. That’s it.”
Nicole’s left elbow rested on the desk with her chin resting on her thumb with her fingers
curled and covering her mouth. When Julia concluded, Nicole’s addressed her with heightened
concern.”
“That’s it?” mocked Nicole, staring at Julia in disbelief. “First, let me ask. How are you
doing with all this coming up again? I mean, didn’t I read in the file you voluntarily committed to
psychiatric care?”
“Well, yes,” Julia admitted squirming uneasy in the spotlight. “But, I’m better than I’ve
been in years. It’s been fifteen years. My entire being shook from the intense threat these men
impose, even today.” she rasped acerbic as though reliving it, “…which is why I took the gun that
day. But, their cavalier insouciance triggered the gun… but the chamber never fired,” she mumbled
flashing gray misty eyes at me.
“Well…I’m glad you’re telling me before trial. But, I want to be sure you understand, if the
defendants’ motion in limine is granted, which I believe the judge will grant, it’s a typical request of
the court to exclude witnesses from the trial. The exclusion includes you. As we’ve discussed, the
possibility exists you’ll be called as you’re named as a witness by both the defense and, the
prosecution. Do you understand?”
Julia looked down petulant and childlike. Her right hand crumpled a hankie. “Yes, of course,
I understand, but you can’t imagine my state of mind. They killed my daughter,” she said distressed.
She shrugged her shoulders and sighed. Her nostrils flared and reddened as she fought back tears.
But, the task proved onerous and tears rained.
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Aware of the pain lodged like a stake in her heart, I strained to keep from throwing my arms
around her like a bastion against suffering. Her face etched in despair shuddered with anxiety.
Impossible to maintain composure for any length of time the tough-yet happy façade dissolved.
“All right…” responded Nicole, “…I do understand Julia about your state-of-mind at the time as it’s
the classic mindset in crimes of passion. But, it’s not your state-of-mind on trial Julia, it’s the
defendants.”
With her face averted in shadow, sarcasm laced her voice, “Well, how many years do you
think I might’ve received had I killed Jessie? Two maybe four? Perhaps, community service, or
house arrest since it’s a crime of passion? Right?”
Nicole and I gazed at Julia perplexed, “I’m not sure,” admitted Nicole while firing a
doubtful glance at me then, Julia. “…But more, or maybe less…it depends on the evidence and the
jury.” Then, in a more suspicious tone Nicole asked, “You’re not thinking of taking matters into
your own hands again, are you, Julia?”
“Well no…of course not,” answered Julia vague. “…I don’t know what made me ask that. It
happened a long time ago. My intent is to support Bella in her pursuit of justice through legal
channels. But I’m not sure what use I’ll be if I can’t attend the trial,” she shrugged humorless.
“Well, I’m glad it’s in the past. And, don’t worry. Bella is going to need your support. The
trial will be draining. I can promise you. But, if you think of details, please call me. It doesn’t
matter what time it is.” Nicole reached over her desk handing us her business cards.
“Oh, before we dismiss. What about Sophie’s father? Where’s he? He needs to be notified as
he also may be called.”
“He died several years after Sophie’s death,” apprised Julia.
“Sorry. Did he accompany you to California when Sophie’s died?”
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“No.”
“Alright then, do you have any more questions for me?”
“Yes, what does the jury composite look like?” I inquired curious.
“Well, I’m pleased to have arrived at seven-women / five-man jury. The facts of this case
may have a stronger impact on women than they do on men but most men have a mother, or a sister,
or a daughter, or a niece, or an aunt to relate to on a visceral level to crimes against women.
“What’s the racial breakdown of the jurors?”
“We’ve four Asian, four Black, three White and one Puerto Rican and six alternative jurors.
“Other questions or concerns?” prompted Nicole, with her elbows on the desk and her chin
again propped on folded hands looking tired.
“No, we’re grateful the evidence falls into your capable hands. It’s a game changer.”
“Well, it’s not over yet. I’ve tried enough cases to know trials are seldom predictable.
Perhaps more so, when the injured party is deceased and the prosecution can’t bring them before the
courtroom. We’re fortunate to have Bella’s testimony and, the expert, Dr. Parker. For the most part,
they’ll connect the dots for the jury. But, other issues need resolving like one expert witness is my
ex-husband. One of the law clerks will confirm if it can’t be construed as a conflict of interest. In
my opinion, it’s a non-issue but we’ve to study all the angles where we anticipate attack. My job is
to plan the battle.”
The journal flashed through my mind. Reflecting on its potential relevance to Nicole’s
prosecution, I decided to mention it.
“I forgot to mention, a journal Sophie wrote surfaced.”
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“Well, it may be important for background purposes but it’s unlikely the court will admit it
into evidence because the court regards any out-of-court statements like a journal as hearsay
evidence. But…” she continued. “I’d like to review it, a.s.a.p. Does she mention the defendants?”
“Yes. Can you use excerpts about her relationship with Shamanté as proof he lied to police
about their relationship?”
“Well, I’d like to examine it to determine if they’re any probative value. It’ll help me to gain
a better understanding of Sophie. Also, during the sentencing phase Julia, you’ll have the
opportunity to bring Sophie alive in that courtroom.
Well, if we’re finished, we’ll be leaving.”
As Julia and I passed through Nicole’s suite of offices, we spotted Du Bois in the waiting
area. Rising as we approached he extended his hand.
“A pleasure,” he initiated, “Please, if you need anything, don’t hesitate to call,” he offered
shaking my hand with enthusiasm.
“Let’s have dinner when you’ve got a moment.”
“Yes, that’s a plan. I’ll get back to you after I mention it to Julia. Also, I need the journal in
the next couple of days. Nicole is asking for it.” Unsettled, he glanced over his shoulder. Then,
twisting back to face me smiled like a child.
“Yes, of course, give me a call and we’ll rendezvous. Julia, a pleasure,” he said grinning and
waved as he entered the D.A.’s suite. As we approached the elevator bank, the doors swung open to
Bella’s smile.
“Come with me,” She said, wanting me to join her scheduled meeting with Mrs. Du Bois.
Julia tired, declined, indicating she’d catch a cab. Standing with Bella, I had an uneasy feeling with
Julia’s decision as I watched the elevator doors pull shut.
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Chapter 44
Flagging a taxi, Julia hurried to climb in and tell the driver the beach house address. Her
mind racing erased the details of the present. And, as they drew near to the Ocean Beach property,
Julia changed her mind. “Can you wait?” she asked the driver. “…I’ve another address I’m
traveling to but need to change.”
“Suit your self Ma’am,” he replied slumping low and setting the break. He spit tobacco as
she stepped out of the cab. “Meter’s runnin’,” he reminded from bloodshot eyes and chewed like a
dog on his savory morsel.
“Yes, I’ll be right back.” Julia yelled charging the front entry.
Chasing through the front door she ran to change her clothes, and, search the Internet for a
gun range. Bringing up a map she located one in San Rafael. Scribbling the address, she grabbed
her pistol and tossed it in her purse.
Back inside the cab she handed the cabbie the address, and then, phoned the gun range.
Putting away her phone she painted her face with color. With the gun resting in her purse, she
relaxed removing an envelop from her pocket. She stared at its 1998 postmark then slipped a tear
stained letter from its envelope. The letter came from Sophie, and Julia had read it hundreds of
times, the paper creased and the ink fading.
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“Dearest Mommy,” Julia read. “I can tell how much time has past, if only by how I see you in my
eyes. For it seems not a day passes that I do not realize something you have told me holds more
truth than I could let myself admit before. Now I realize that time really is a cycle, like the Rain.
Each generation is like a wave, pushing and clearing the way for the next, and eventually comes
the TIDALWAVE. Maybe I will not be the ONE to make all the changes this poor world needs,
but at least I will have the courage, as you did, to change myself and to question everything
around me to pave the way to truth and happiness for my future generations. For, even in the
darkness that lurks and creeps in the world, a certain light exists, one of change. Think of how far
humans are capable of going when they apply themselves to their dreams. All it takes is ONE
walk on the Moon to open our minds; all it takes is ONE really good point in a movie to get
people thinking...
Maybe it’s just the idealism of youth – but someone’s got to have it right? I’m going to pursue my
dreams. ALL of them, but I pledge to myself not to give up on mankind. I admit that there are
possibly more ignorant people than enlightened, but I see that as a challenge. I want to know as
much as I can about us. I want to continue to study the psyche…why we want what we can’t
have, etc. But, also I plan to learn as much about plants. They are our counter part. And they
are our gift of life from God. They alone can take life from him and give it to us. I want to know
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as well as I know my first name which herbs to use for what and in that light perhaps I can find
a cure for something never imagined….Missing you Mommy, Love Forever Always, Sophie…”
Julia stared out the window bleak with remorse and trying to roll back tears. What is the
cure for a broken heart? She commiserated. They killed her as sure as I live and breathe. Sophie was
the light in this dark world and they killed her! But, there’ll be no more tears, for there’s one cure
for injustice—revenge, she vowed tasting the bitterness of hate on her tongue. Folding the delicate
letter she slipped it back into its envelope and placed it next to the revolver in her purse. Then,
clutching the bag to her heart, she turned edgy eyes to gaze out the window as the driver pulled into
the gun range.
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Chapter 45
As Dr. Du Bois entered the suite of offices, he noticed Nicole’s hunched frame through an
open door at the back of the suite. She perused papers in piles across her desk.
“It’s been awhile since I’ve been here,” admitted James.
She smiled pretending to recognize him then motioned to the waiting area outlined by
cushioned chairs beneath a silent fan whistling in the soft breeze overhead. He peered into its
mechanics while toying with his chin with his hand.
He looked at his watch wishing the time closer to his racquetball game at the gym. He
inhaled the coolness into the heat of his body, and rotated his head from side-to-side. Tension
pinched his neck, a conditioned response to Nicole. He browsed his phone messages rapacious for
distraction when in his peripheral he spotted Nicole motioning him into her inner sanctum.
He pulled the chair in under him, facing Nicole. During their twenty-year marriage, he’d not
been to her office or she to his. As the wedding rings slipped over their fingers, their lives spiraled
of taking different paths. The marriage marked the end of their mutual adoration, affection, and
bond they shared as children.
Now, facing each other across the desk represented an ocean they never attempted to bridge
in twenty years. He smiled with a faint up-turn of his lips knitted together. She sighed turning away
holding something to the light.
“Bella will be here any minute,” he offered, breaching the frigid silence.
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“Okay, well, I’ve various techniques and pointers on testifying to go over with you. It won’t
take long.”
“Nicole, does this have to be so stiff and formal? How have you been?” He asked but
Nicole wanted no part of idle chat. Their personalities like oil and water repelled cohesion.
“Look James let’s stick to the script. I’ve nothing to say, which hasn’t been said. We’re here
in our professional capacities so let’s stick to our doctor-lawyer roles. In terms of your care of Bella,
what do you know that I need to know?”
His mind drifted to Sophie’s and nervous his body shifted and he tucked his tie into his
jacket then redirected the conversation to Bella. “Her health remains unpredictable and fragile. A
relapse could occur at any point,” he explained, “…which may affect her ability to spend extended
time testifying. But, she’s adjusting and continues to improve. She gets anxious about her memory
and the upcoming trial, but both are reasonable concerns. There’s no timetable with her type of
injuries. She can fill you in on the details when she arrives.”
“You’re sure?” Nicole prodded.
“Sure about what?” He questioned, unclear.
“That she’s stabile?”
“Well, yes,” he responded goaded for how can anyone predict stability in an unstable world.
Causes and circumstances are relevant. But, he let it go choosing not to read into it. “As her primary
physician, I’ve full confidence in her recovery, but do not know what it may look like.”
“Okay, well I may call you to testify about the girls’ condition when they arrived at the
hospital in 1999. Did you speak with the men who brought the girls to the hospital?”
“No…my conversations were limited to the nurses assisting me.”
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She hesitated, dropping her pen, and cocked her head with a roguish flare. “Why do you
look like that?” She asked irritated.
“Like what?” He asked annoyed but smelling coffee craned.
“I don’t know. Like you feel sick?” Said Nicole taunting.
“You’re toying with me,” he laughed, moving to the coffee server… “…Or, imagining,” he
checked her queen.
“Alright. I won’t call you until the sentencing phase when the jury decides what penalty to
impose. Has Bella suffered permanent damage?”
Their bodies’ stiff like props had long forgotten the play of youth. He squirmed disconcerted
by her bitterness fourteen years after the horrific divorce. After all, it’d been an arranged marriage.
“She’s going to need counseling; at least, until she adjust,” he advised, “…which is anyone’s
guess. She’s reeling from shock. During her recovery, she complained of frightening faceless
figures in a reoccurring dream. But, during the first few weeks of recovery, the faces began to fill in
but the clumps of missing pixels blocked identities. Then her dream took a new dimension, and saw
the dream represented her passing memory of the last experience with Sophie that morning at the
studio.”
As he described his patient he became more comfortable in his familiar role as a physician.
He stretched his legs out at an angle, and continuing, placed his hands behind his head.
“She’s been staying with Julia and Elijah and thrives in their company. Love is the perfect
antidote,” he said wistful and glancing at his watch.
“Oh, they didn’t mention it,” replied Nicole disinterested and reshuffling legal papers she.
James averted his eyes to the city skyline, then, glanced at his watch. In the quiet of eternity, the
latch clicked in the outer door. Relieved, he twisted around as Bella charged in with Elijah in tow.
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“I hope you don’t mind Mrs. Du Bois, but I ran into Elijah at the elevators and invited him.
He’s writing a paper for a medical journal about my recovery. I’m his case study. I’m excited,” she
played, coquettish. If fear dogged her as she claimed, she hid it well. Du Bois attributed her relaxed
jubilation to the beach life with Julia and Elijah.
“I’ve wanted to be written about but didn’t know it’d be my medical condition,” she laughed
animated and circled around to the chair next to Du Bois.
“Alright, Elijah, don’t be shy, pull up a chair. Appreciate you supporting Bella.” Elijah slid a
chair over to Bella’s right. Nodding at James, he placed his hand to a narrow forehead saluting.
“Please help yourself,” pointed Nicole to a side table covered with white linen and set with
coffee, tea and bottled water. No one stirred.
“Well, its there when you want,” countered Nicole as she resumed browsing an I-pad set
before her.
“How are you? She asked raising her eye above thick blue rimmed and tinted glasses.
“Incredible,” snapped Bella gregarious. “I’m staying with Elijah and Julia. They’ve a place
at Ocean Beach. It’s an awesome. Great reprieve from the hospital.”
“I’m glad the arrangement is working out for all of you. Well, we’ve more to cover so I’m
going to shift gears and ask you to focus on trial, and your testimony. Do you’ve any questions?”
Bella, perched on the edge of her seat, slid back in the chair, slouched. Sweeping loose curls away
from her face she tucked one side behind an ear. Her face grew more somber subduing the
celebratory mood in which she’d arrived.
“Well the last we spoke, you mentioned needing to know any secrets from my past. That’s a
tall order.”
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“Why?” asked Nicole intrigued. “Does it mean stuff we need to handle? Cause I’m all about
damage control, Bella. Trust me,” she advised beseeching James for reassurance, and, he nodded
based on her reputation.
“Well, no. I’m afraid it’s not interesting,” vacillating, she shifted from the back of the chair
to its edge, crossing her legs and jiggling the top foot with nervous enthusiasm. Watching her facial
expressions and body language she mimicked the behavior of ADHD children, who cannot sit still
or to stay focused.
“…My family…came from southern California. My father a successful businessman, my
mother stayed home. She managed our activities like sports and clubs while my father worked and
took care of the finances. His money provided private schools and trips. I didn’t have to want.”
“Siblings?”
“Yes, I’ve one, a brother…he’s a computer geek in Boston but we aren’t close.”
“And, your parents…are they still alive?”
“No.”
While listening to Bella confusion persisted and steeling a glimpse of Du Bois, he masked
his emotions with a straight face. The story Bella told differed from what Sophie recorded in her
journal. If fabricated, James would rely on his doctor-patient confidentiality before challenging her
story.
“Let’s talk about your career,” encouraged Nicole redirecting. “But, first…” she suggested,
“…Would you like a drink or a snack?” Meandering from her desk to the serving table she poured
boiling water for tea. James and I followed her lead pouring black coffee into mugs.
“Please help yourself,” she again encouraged Bella.”
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“No thanks,” Bella replied dismissive. Her demeanor darkening her face, she teetered
between elation and brooding. Nicole stared and stirred her tea. Then, directed Bella, “From what I
understand, you once had a vibrant modeling career. Tell me about it.”
But again Bella portrayed a different story from what I read in the journal. “When in high
school,” she explained, but her eyes like a canary flitted about the room jumping from object to
object. Nicole patience, listened, allowing Bella space, “… My father, one summer, sent me to
Paris. During the visit I scheduled a shoot with a photographer for a modeling composite.”
“Why?”
“Well, it’s what the other girls traveling with me wanted to do. So, we each scheduled a
shoot with a photographer. But, following the photo shoot an agent from the studio expressed
interested by a job offer. Can you image,” and, she became more animated. “…Over the top but it’s
Paris, right,” she teased but the story hadn’t drawn me in.
She changed her position again folding her arms across her chest. Bella’s body language and
facial expressions registered disingenuous. He’d a hunch Nicole read the signs. Regardless, she
didn’t challenged Bella’s story.
As I continued listening, I knew Bella’s lies and disguises represented not mere daydreams,
or fantasies. They represented her fears like the fear of rejection and the fear of discovery. Fantasies
served as a normalizing technique. Life’s been unfolding like an avalanche since her initial
consciousness and it concerns me it might be too soon for her to handle the stress of testifying as the
state’s chief witness in a high profile murder trial. The defense may try to put on expert testimony
about how memory is unreliable. Bella’s sassy tone regained my attention.
“True, a small modeling assignment but to be associated with the Paris modeling scene
increased visibility,” she told her story with convincing enthusiasm but I remained skeptical.
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Gracious, Nicole offered, “Yes, I agree.” because she hoped, for the sake of the prosecution,
Bella told the truth. “It sounds like a young girl’s dream. You must be proud of your career.”
“Proud?” Bella repeated. “Well, possibly, but fifteen years ago is a long time,” she added collapsing
in a slouch.
“Yes,” agreed Nicole, “…but you’ve no idea where the experience may take you. No one
can take away your memories.” Bella fidgeted aware much of her memory of the last night with
Sophie emerged from dreams and newspaper clippings.
“I don’t know about that but maybe,” replied Bella, unsure. “That career is dead since the
beauty’s gone.”
Nicole’s eyes soften, and for an instant her empathy was palatable. “It’s not true Bella,
you’re still striking.” But Nicole’s assessment hit another nerve and Bella bristled unable to disguise
her pretense of being at ease. Her eyes bubbling with doubt and she averted her focus.
“Bella, I think you’re brave to pursue justice. I admire you,” Nicole consoled earnest. Bella
with a crocked smile considered Nicole, who glanced at James for an answer to the riddle of Bella.
“This is interesting Bella and I’m happy to listen to your stories and earn your trust. But you
aren’t telling me details the defense might discover by investigating your past,” punctuated Nicole
“…relevant to trial.” Her career as a prosecutor convinced her given time, what witness’ prefer to
keep buried surface. Her years as D.A., also taught her precision when calculating confronting a
witness. She knew Bella had secrets she chose not to unearth.
“Look,” Nicole spoke in a conciliatory tone, “You’ve been through an ordeal, but before
trial, I need to know secrets in your past because they might have a negative impact on the case. For
certain, if you’ve secrets, the defense already knows them and, is going to use it. So, let’s discuss
the band. Did you know Shamanté, or any of the band members?
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“No…well…casual…I didn’t date him, Sophie did,” responded Bella, rigid and stiff. “I’m
sorry if I’m vague,” she continued defensive, “…isn’t much to tell. I want to testify about what
they did to Sophie, and to me. I want to do it for Sophie because she can’t defend herself,” Bella
tears couldn’t be contained and the damn burst. Nicole placed a box of Kleenex next to Bella.
“It’s not about me,” cried Bella...“Maybe that’s why it’s so difficult. I don’t want to fuck it
up. Sophie didn’t deserve what happened…my god,” she cried, “…she was the light in our life. She
didn’t need drugs for she radiated inspiration and charisma. Maybe she tried marijuana but who
hasn’t in their twenties.
She spent her time studying film, multi-media and Web page design. She practiced chakras
cleansing and higher consciousness. She didn’t sit around wacked on drugs. She’d work, school,
interests…goals. She motivated her friends and made them a priority. People commented Sophie
believed in them and inspired their dreams.
I can’t think of any one finer than Sophie, which is why it’s so mystifying. How’d this
happen to her?” For the next few minutes Bella sobbed, while Nicole reviewed her notes then,
Bella blew her nose vociferous then, continued explaining her grievance.
“But, it did happen to her and I’m the one person who can point the finger at the men who
killed her. At times, it’s intimidating. But, I’m learning to cope with the help of Dr. Du Bois’
medical team,” and she shot a side-glance of affectionate at Du Bois.
“The irony is Sophie empowered women,” she continued “… and, even in death she’s doing
it by forcing me to stretch for I’m no hero. My track record is running from problems, and, from the
truth…” She confessed bleary eyed.
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“And, yet…” she said, “…it’s what’s necessary to catch Sophie’s killer. They dishonored
Sophie, and me, but I’m going to nail them with their lies. It’s the steep costs, in terms of
anonymity. The trial will receive massive coverage if the cable network broadcast.”
“I’m not sure…but it’s a probability since its high profile case,” interrupted Nicole.
“High profile?” Questioned Bella. “Oh, because of the defendants fame, of course. It’s not
because of justice. What’s wrong with people?”
“I know it’s been hard for you Bella but life is looking up.”
“Well, earlier in my life I’d have thrived on this kind of attention. Not today. And, speaking
of media attention, the public loves Shamanté and his band, and Sophie helped launch his image.
Yeah, she produced the design and artwork for his first couple of CDs, she promoted his band on
her hip-hop site. She believed in him. And, now, he hides behind influential lawyers, and lies about
his involvement with her. He hides but the truth will uncover him.”
“Yes, I understand,” Nicole supported. But, can you do it? Are you ready for the stress of a
fight?”
“Yes, I’m ready, no matter the cost,” pledged Bella pulling herself nearer to Nicole’s desk
with her fingertips.
“Alright then, we’re going to battle. You’ll need rest, and keep a low profile. We’ll try to
keep your safe house with Elijah and Julia a secret from the press. Elijah, you’ll need to take
different routes to ensure the media isn’t following you.
So, Bella I wanted to follow up with you, anything else you want to tell me about the other
band members?”
“No, I don’t know them well although I sort of knew Shamanté’s manager, Jesse?”
“Yes, what can you tell me about him?”
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“Well, he’s creepy,” proclaimed Bella like a warning. “And, if aggravated things didn’t go
his way he’d have temper flares. And, he didn’t like Sophie.”
Her statement pique Nicole’s interest, “No, why not?”
“She represented a threat because of his obsession with controlling Shamanté. Jesse
bankrolled Shamanté’s career and, in turn he owed Jesse. Rumors floated around Jesse laundered
money because he spent an unlimited supply. He like to complain Sophie took too much of
Shamanté’s time, and, he was rude to her.”
“Like how?”
“Well, he didn’t relay Sophie’s messages to Shamanté, or acknowledge Sophie’s
contributions like the graphics, Web posts, and marketing. And, he intentionally interfered. Like the
last night they intended to hook-up. We were out dancing but she watched for Shamanté all night.
But, she didn’t hear from him until we arrived back at her flat and she picked up the phone message.
Sophie said, she and Shamanté planned to connect but when she called him, Jesse
intercepted the call and said he’d have Shamanté call. But, he neglected to tell Shamanté because
the phone message asked: What happened? We’d a plan, which surprised Sophie because she
believed he’d blown her off. But, he hadn’t, Jesse interfered.”
“I understand. Anything else?” delved Nicole in a sort of final business tone.
“No,” persisted Bella relieved the inquiry wrapped.
“Okay, but if you think of a point, call me. I don’t like surprises,” she warned her eyes
passing between us like a pendulum. I’d been appointed Bella’s guardian.
But obdurate, Bella responded, “Yes, of course, I’ll call you. Details about the past fill in
daily.”
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“I think this concludes our meeting for today, but let’s meet again next week,” she said with
a smile.
“Thank you Elijah for being here to support Bella. Let me know if any concerns arise.”
“Yes, of course, thank you,” and shook her manicured hand.
Appreciative of the task before Nicole, I acknowledged my gratitude, “I know it’s not an
easy job to make the invisible visible, counselor,”
Startled, she gave the impression she didn’t expect people to appreciate the fact, “I’ve often
considered it the secret of my success as a prosecutor.”
“I’m counting on it,” I said, and winked.”
“Thank you Elijah. She shook my hand and thanked me again for taking care of Bella and
then stared into Bella’s opaque expression.
“Please call my office if you think of any details we haven’t covered.” James shuffled by as
I joked with Nicole. Without saying a word he vanished. But, as Bella and I later emerged from
Nicole’s office, he approached.
“I hoped to find you here,” Offering my hand. “Glad you stuck around. How about grabbing
lunch with us?”
“Can I take a rain check? I’ve a paper to finalize to meet a publishing deadline, but wanted
to return this,” and he slid the journal into my hand.
“Thank you for the privilege of allowing me to read it.”
“Yes, of course.”
James focused on Bella, “How do you feel? He asked in doctor–patient mode.
“Stressed, but it’s my normal. Don’t you think?” James smiled nodding his head as Bella
continued.
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“But…for the most part real happy.”
“Then, I’ll be going. Adieu.”
“Adieu,” mimicked Bella.
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Chapter 46
Bella reaching inside her pocket and amidst the lint and crumbs discovered matches and a
cigarette. A sweet musty scent permeated the chilly evening breeze mixed with sea mist and salt.
Gulls and sandpipers ran along the water’s edge tracking footprints in the wet sand. She lit a
cigarette, meandering along the beach edge with Elijah, their shadows long and deep in the setting
sun flaming like a red disk sinking into a gray-green sea.
“Are you hungry?” I asked.
“Yes, I could be …” she replied smiling with gray smoke trailing from her nose. “…It’s
funny how once you smoke the behavior is coded into your brain and you never forget like riding a
bike,” she considered.
“You use to smoke?”
“Yes, but when I smelt the scent again, it flipped a switch and I wanted to smoke. Just like
that.”
“Oh,” I said searching her face for clues and wondering if she told the truth or made it up.
“Yep.”
“Hey, we can hike over to the Bistro north of here on the cliffs overlooking the beach. Are
you game?”
“Absolutely, I’m famished,” she said tucking loose strands of wind blown hair into a large
floppy hat.
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“How are you doing?”
“Queasy. I didn’t tell the truth earlier?” Since staying with Julia and me at the beach house,
she’d grown candid and trusted us with her secrets.
“What part?” I questioned. But, she looked away contemplative.
“What I told Mrs. Du Bois. It’s all a lie,” she said pursing her lips.
“All?” I probed stopping and bending over to place my hands on my knees, and catch my
breath. She confirmed my fear.
“Yes, all of it,” she answered and averted her eyes to the darkening evening sky streaked
with red and orange like and abstract painting.
“Why? You’re sabotaging your case. Oh man…I wasn’t sure.” They continue their stride
although slowed.
“Well…what I told her…it’s what I knew about my benefactor’s daughter… My own story
isn’t so typical, or pretty. It’s not easy…to give it up when fantasy is so much more satisfying…”
and, she cocked her head away from guilt.
“Okay, here goes…” she forged on. “My parents and my brother died in car crash when
before my ninth birthday. Not one of our relatives stepped forward to care for me…and… social
services send me to an orphanage.” Her voice trailed off like she needed to comfort the frightened
child present in her memory.
“Not one?” I repeated, more from empathy than curiosity. “No one,” she repeated morose.
“When social services sent me to the orphanage, I focused on what my father once told me,
“You’re like water…” he said, “…flowing to the sea. Water changes its shape to suit its
environment. It finds a way…a secret path unimagined by others.” Unaware of what his words
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meant, I vowed not to be consumed by fear and instead to trust in the secret path my father spoke
of.”
“What an incredible story. You’re brave. Do you remember the orphanage?”
“Like yesterday,” she confided. It rained that day and the dark clouds made the long drive
ominous and bleak. I stared out the window at an endless white rock wall splotchy with blackish
green mold. A break in the wall opened to a huge iron gate mounted between stonewalls. The driver
announced our purpose to a guard stationed at the enclosure. He waved us through into a circular
driveway in front of an expansive building covered by ivy and surrounded by woods.
“How old were you?”
“Nine.”
“Were you terrified?” I asked, remembering the horror around the same age when my sister
died and Julia voluntarily committed to a psychiatric facility following multiple suicide attempts.
Everything changed.
“Absolutely,” she agreed, “…the building’s ominous presence reminded me of a prison,
impenetrable, isolated and difficult to escape. Tethered in tears, I peered out as the driver opened
my door.
A round, rotund fellow dressed in military apparel watched from the top of white stone
steps. His shiny head bore not a hair but he sported a thick reddish moustache. He didn’t smile but
his cheery eyes comforted. A large, black, open umbrella framed his noble head. The driver handed
him my bundle of belongings, looking up from a lower step. Rain rolled down the umbrella’s edge
and dripped onto my face. The portly man didn’t take my hand but directed, “Follow me Miss,” and
escorted me inside.
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He mumbled his name against competing sights, sounds, and scents capturing my attention
as we entered the building and climbed a winding staircase. On the second floor, trailing behind his
bulging frame down a long hallway, we entered a lengthy rectangular room painted pale green.
Gray cracks like spider veins spread in a web like pattern across the thirty-foot walls and ceiling.
The room reeked of urine, mold and mildew. Beds outlined the room with two additional rows
placed down the middle. Large ceiling fans churned the stale air. Unreachable latched windows
prevented reaping any solace from the forested grounds blocked from sight. Escape lacked
plausibility.
The man walked me to a bed in the center row. He told me to wait. Alone on the bed, the
cavernous space dwarfed my presence. The house creaked and moaned with undulating voices and
laughter echoing from unknown places beyond. Sleep offered a sweet escape. When I opened my
eyes to pitch-black. Someone leaned against the bed—a man—moving his hands in the silence up
and down my legs and into my the warmth of my crouch. On the opposite, I could make out another
man.
“Go away,” I growled rising to my elbows, “…or I’ll scream…” The guy on my right had
his hand over my mouth while the other pinned me down and, had his feel. But, the girl in the next
bed coughed startling the men who scampered away like frightened mice. Footsteps neared from
another direction when a pinpoint of light spotlighted our beds then swooshed on. Sleepless the rest
of the night I listened for footsteps.
The first night signaled a prelude to endless nighttime raids by sexual predators. They came
in pairs to prey on us like parasites in the night blackness. Before long, I took the drugs offered to
deaden the hideous pain of shame and hopelessness. But, during the first year, I stockpiled drugs
planning to end my life. Instead, my first attempt at suicide ended in sickbay having my stomach
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pumped. After several weeks in the infirmary, they transferred me back to the same wing where my
life had been a living hell. My fate doomed when the raping resumed, and my suicide attempts
continued until a miracle.
An administrator came to our floor one morning after my stay in the hospital. The other girls
feared the thick boned woman with large arms and hands indicating she’d no tolerance. In a brash
manner she threw back the bed covers, ordering me to collect my belongings and follow her.
Keeping a wide berth, I trailed behind her unsure of my fate. She led the way to the third floor.
Without explanation or discussion, she assigned me to a new dorm room adjacent to her office. My
world shifted. The raping ceased.
By my twelfth birthday, a seed of entrepreneurial inspiration bloomed. I’d been a shrewd
student and learned the tricks of the older girls on my floor. They bartered with orphanage’s service
providers for sexual favors. Unlike the creepy orphanage attendants who attacked and raped us, the
service providers paid for sex. They became a means to an end. And, as a bonus, they kept the
attendants in check. They became a portal to the outside world.
Once a client learned my passion for fashion they’d shower me with gifts from the finest
stores like Victoria Secrets. Before long, I became the orphanage’s fashionista, parading around in
expensive clothing and lingerie. Clients bearing gifts negotiated affection before we’d escape to my
secret place in the attic. Once all the presents had been opened, my client earned the right to unwrap
me. It became my game. They meant nothing. Love was foreign. Sex was business.
But fashion inspired a warm glow of love and passion. And, I coveted the idea of becoming
like the one-dimensional fashion models plastered on the glossy pages of fashion magazines.
Around sixteen, a nineteen-year-old service attendant, who’d been one of my lovers for a couple of
months, asked me to run away with him. We made a plan.
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He parked his car one evening in the driveway close to the kitchen door. Sneaking out a side
door, I climbed into the back seat and fell asleep hidden under a pile of dirty laundry waiting for his
shift to end. But, awakened by the car’s vibration, I called, Danny, and he comforted. …It’s okay
babe go back to sleep. Later, aware of screeching, I imagined the source originating in my dream.
Then, the car rolled and thrust my body to the floorboard. I hit my head but when I came to, I’d
only minor scrapes and bruises. The car rested upside down in a ravine.
Danny laid face down about forty feet from the car. Guided by moonlight, I crawled to his
body and flipped him over. He’d blood caked in his hair and I couldn’t make out his face. Feeling
for a pulse I found none. Laying my head on his chest, I discovered no signs of life. So, I grabbed
my pack, the money from his pockets, and hiked. The incline, covered with round smooth rocks the
size of grapefruits, rolled as I climbed.
Reaching the road, I stuck out my thumb but the urgency faded after hours with no cars in
sight. To stay calm and warm, I roamed the desolate stretch of road with the moon shining like a
lantern in the sky. After a couple of hours, like a mirage on the horizon, I noticed pinpoints of light
approaching. Zooming across the road to face the direction of the oncoming car, it rolled to a stop
and the window on the passenger-side rolled down. A silver jaguar on the hood lunged, glowing in
the moonlight.
“Can you take me to the next town?” I asked the distinguished dressed man nervously
hoping he didn’t judge my tattered condition. His right-cuffed wrist studded with diamond cuff link
resting on the steering wheel glittered in the moonlight. His luxury vehicle and three-piece tuxedo
projected success.
“Yes, of course,” he answered, “…hop in.”
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He never questioned why he found me hitchhiking down an unlit road in the dark of night.
And, I didn’t ask him what might be the nearest town. I left it to fate. Except for the soft hum of
classical music, we rode in silence when I asked if he’d drop me at a shelter. A kind smile rose in
his narrow but open face like a sun full of warmth, “I know a place,” he said with reassurance.
Following, the comforting purr of the car lulled me to sleep. When I awoke the car idled in
front of a Sheraton Hotel. Panicking, I assumed I’d been riding with another predator. But, he
returned with a key for my own private room. No strings attached. It marked a new beginning.
Later, he explained he had a daughter my age off at college, and, wanted to help. He encouraged me
to identify an interest to put myself into. But, I had one dream: to be a fashion model like the ones
in the magazines.
He offered to pay for a modeling composite, and surprised me with a shopping spree
reasoning I needed the tools of the trade. “The right wardrobe,” he said, “…will help open the right
doors.” His opinion proved accurate. With the composite came my first modeling assignment. And,
all at once, my face lacquered the cover of major magazines like Vogue and Harpers Bazaar. My
face smiled from newspaper ads, billboards and commercials. Later, I negotiated product and label
endorsements. Money poured in. My image became a brand. The path.
So, you know my seedy story. I don’t know what the defense can do with it but, since telling
you, it doesn’t feel as menacing.
“Why did it feel threatening to you?”
“Well, I think you know why?”
“But, I want your take.”
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“Well, the drugs, the prostitution, the dead lover, who I left by the side of the road, the
benefactor, who became a lover. It’s not your virginal, suburban, debutant story. It’s not a story I
want to share with the world,” and tears spilt.
“Yes, but it’s your story,” I pointed out. “And, quite frankly, it’s a story of survival and
success. You’ve nothing to be ashamed of, or to apologize for. It doesn’t matter what other people
think. But, what do you think the defense can find out about your past if they go digging?”
“Well, I don’t know?” And, she squirmed uncomfortably like she planned to bolt.
“Fair enough. Well, what do you think the defendants know about you? Let’s start with Shamanté?”
“I met Shamanté backstage at the Roxy in L.A. We’d a mutual friend, Logan, who introduced us.
We hung out like buddies not lovers.”
“Did you share your past with him?”
“I don’t recall what I told him but I wasn’t in the habit of sharing my past. And, besides, he
wasn’t my type.”
“What was your type?”
“Well, not him. We connected with drugs. We both liked to smoke pot and hash. But that
was in L.A., after the orphanage. I might’ve mentioned the orphanage to him but I doubt it. If I did,
I suppose the orphanage keeps records but I don’t know for how long. But, if they kept my records
from all those years ago it might include my drug use as they wrote me up a few times for smoking,
and once they called the police. But, the orphanage diligently monitored the hard drug scene and the
pushers.”
“Written up for smoking hash?”
“No, crack. It was the drug of choice. We’d buy it in small quantities. But, plenty of other
drugs circulated around the orphanage.”
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“So, back to my question about what do you think the defense can find out about you?”
“Well, the drug use,” she responded wide-eyed.
“Yes, street drugs are what they’ll try to use to create doubt in the jury’s mind, or an
inference you may have willingly ingested Ghb.”
“It’s so ridiculous. Do you know what Ghb is? It’s not a recreational drug. It’s a predator
drug used for date rape. It’s made from floor striper. Sophie and me cared way too much about our
bodies to voluntarily poison ourselves with Ghb.”
“I understand, but Ghb has grown in popularity and is now, also known for its recreational
use.”
“I don’t know if I can do this,” and, she screamed anxiously frustrated. Strangers coaxed
from their meals glared at me.
“Do what Bella?” I pursued ignoring the penetrating stares.
“I don’t know if I can take having my life exposed and under the microscope,” she said
emphatically.
“Yes, it’s threatening to have your privacy invaded but remember the past is dead. It can’t
harm you. If your goal is a conviction then you’ve to expect, to a reasonable extent, you may be on
trial because you’re the accuser, the victim.”
Tears bubbled in her eyes again threatening to explode. She collapsed forward over the
table, bawling. Despite the volume of people talking and the clinking of glass and metal, with
Bella’s second outburst the restaurant fell silent and all eyes fixated on me like I caused her agony.
She unfurled her crumpled body sniffling and blowing her nose drew sympathy from the onlookers
distressed by suffering.
“I’m going back to Mrs. Du Bois to tell her the whole story. Will you drop me off?”
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“Yes, but will you give Mrs. Du Bois for me, Sophie’s journal? Julia’s waiting.”
“Yes, of course. And, I’m totally aware lies will sabotage the trial. The hardest part, though,
is letting go of the fear involved in caring what people will say or think. It makes me feel small and
powerless.”
“Well, try to remind yourself, what other people think or say about you is none of your
business.”
“I like it,” she smiled encouraged. “Did I tell you, Mrs. Du Bois showed me the signed
statements they gave to the police. They lied about Sophie and me. They said we typically showed
up at parties’ uninvited and messed up on drugs. They distort the truth creating their own fiction.
But, they’ve to face me, the victim they poisoned and they lied about. I don’t want to be afraid of
the past.”
“Think about it this way, the past is a collection of dead images and, that’s it. It can’t hurt
you. Shall we go?”
“Yes, I’m ready.”
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Chapter 47
Leading up to trial, routine consisted of shuttling Bella from the beach house to the D.A.’s
office. We spent more and more time in meetings, which equated to less time with Julia. Yet, she
remained on my mind. While in town the day before, I stopped at a bulk teashop and bought her
favorite tea.
“Hello Mom, am I interrupting? I asked stepping onto the screened porch with an open
hopeful smile.
“Of course not Elijah,” she replied smiling. Come here, her eyes called. Like when a child,
in happy, and, in sad times, her eyes drew me. She never shut me out, but I knew the effort she
exerted keeping her melancholia submerged.
Its affect is what I try to monitor. When her treating psychiatrists released her to my care,
they expect reports each week. But, the demands of the trial made it difficult to comply.
Unobserved, between the kitchen and the porch, my mind drugged by the unfamiliar warm
salty sea air, I wavered in the archway arrested by the thunderous waves pounding in the distance
and the wind jingled the chimes.
Julia sat at her writing table ensconced by stacks of books and scattered papers. A long black
lacquered pin held her tousled hair piled at the crown. The breeze swirled wispy silver-blonde
streamers around her serene face ghostlike. Stormy gray-green eyes lifted from her papers and her
lips curved up. Approaching, she gripped my arm to pull her self up to greet me.
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“Rock hard,” she teased lighthearted, “Like your dad. I think it’s your winning ticket,” she
joked winking.
“What’s this?” I asked grinning amused by her liveliness.
“Your strength,” she said beguilingly and cast affectionate arms around my neck.
“What are you up to?” I asked curious.
“Well, I’ve decided to write a memoir about what happened to Sophie and Bella to try and
raise awareness about violence against women and the predatory use of date rape drugs. What do
you think?”
“Wow, that’s amazing,” and breathed a sigh of relief since it represented a shift from her
dreams of revenge to perceiving the tragedy through a different lens, one that might hold the
potential to heal.
“Yes, I think its time,” she agreed.
“Your amazing Mother, and, we’ll toast to it… close your eyes, please,” I instructed and
waltzing over to where I’d left the teapot to steep, brought it to her.
“Okay, you can open them,” and I placed the teapot and cups before her on the table.
“I can smell the mint…” and I think of our trip to Morocco.
“Yes, you win, Moroccan mint,” and our laughter joins.
You’re so thoughtful and such a delight…thank you, honey. You know, it’s my favorite,”
she said smiling.
“Of course, I know.” I chime with the long silver tubes baying in the breeze. “Did you hang
them,” I asked, nodding.
“Like them? Picked them up yesterday. Each one is a different note,” she explained pointing
at one then another. “G, C and, D.” Isn’t it sublime? They vibrate.”
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“Yes, I feel their vibrations, but you know I don’t like you to go out alone.” He said noticing
her face dim. “But, I’m aware you get cabin fever and, it’s not like I’ve been around much.” My
words fell heavy into the room like stones.
“Nonsense,” she said, her face softening, “…I understand your time is absorbed by Bella,
and the meetings, and, all. You don’t have to fuss over me. I’m fine,” and tranquil she reached over
and touched my hand like a peace offering. A wealth of feeling emitted into the air, for so much did
I love her caress that I longed to prolong it.
But yet, despite her reassurance and the image she painted on the outside, she hadn’t truly
convinced me of her contentment. For her private, invisible world concerned me more as I stared
confounded into her opaque expression.
“Not, to worry my son…it’s amazing what one can learn about a city from a taxi driver…or
a stranger…” she said with a casual annoying air.
“Well, I understand, but we haven’t spoken since leaving the D.A.’s office. How are you?”
“I’m fine,” she persisted with dull eyes. Why do you ask,” she pried.
“Well, I didn’t know how you received the news,” I said, self-conscious of trepidation
layering my voice. Ordinarily, I avoided provoking an outburst and avoided mentioning the
triggering events. But, time drew short, and, from a professional and personal standpoint the need
for a deeper analysis of her guarded innermost state became critical.
For her inability to live in the present advanced her shadow dance with the past, which
triggered her melancholia and P.T.S.D. The return to San Francisco, where it all happened, might
initiate a relapse warned her treating psychiatrists. And, the exclusion from trial may activate, or
destabilize her condition. Yet, she didn’t mention it. To the contrary, she remained secretive,
projecting a superficial cheerfulness.
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“You know,” I decreed decisive, “…about being called as a witness for the defense, and,
consequently, not being allowed to be present during the trial until called.” She flinched as though
surprised, and then hid her reaction by grabbing a magazine and flipping.
“Oh, well,” she said closing the magazine irritated, and spoke in a rush. “Of course I’m not
happy about it. But, the trial isn’t about me,” she said and lit a cigarette blowing the smoke from the
corner of her mouth instead of into my face.
“It’s about Bella and Sophie. It’s about justice. Not me. I’m content here at the beach. I can
read…write, and take long strolls along the beach...whatever I want…when I want…” she assured.
“I suppose,” she continued nervous, “…it might be more upsetting if the defendants testify.
But, I know they won’t,” she added decisive. “…They‘re cowards. I don’t have to attend the trial to
know it. And, besides, you’re my eyes and ears at the trial...like we agreed. We can discuss it at
night when you return. Right?”
“Yes, of course. But, you’re aware the trial might take months, or longer.” I persisted
disquieted.
“I don’t understand,” she replied darkly with the crease between her brows deepening.
“Well, if I’m at the trial during the day, what’ll you do with your time?”
“I told you,” she said with heightened impatience. “But also, the trial may be televised. If it
is, I plan to watch it, as well as record it. I won’t miss a detail. And, I can watch it when I want, and
in the comfort of our home.”
“I don’t think, as a testifying witness, your suppose to watch the news.”
“That’s ridiculous,” she screamed aggravated. “You know the defense isn’t going to call me.
It’s a ploy designed to harass and prevent the presence of the grieving mother at trial.”
“I’ll admit it’s a possibility. But the coverage is suppose to be broadcast by CLN.”
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“Meaning?” She asked argumentative and shrugging resolute before collapsing back in her
chair like a sullen child.
“Their network covers heinous crimes against children and women involving abuse or
murder. They advocate for the victim or defendant. Problem is their coverage is sensationalized.
Often, they conduct their own investigation and present evidence, which can be graphic. They also
interview witnesses, experts and friends and have panelists to weigh in on case issues.
They’re more in-depth in their analysis because evidence not admissible in court can, and, is
disclosed by CLN.
The show stirs up controversy and tension. People take sides, emotionally engaged in the story
unfolding. I don’t recommend it, for you. I prefer for you hear about the trial from me. We can
discuss it at the end of day like we agreed. Then, we can watch the sunset and relax out here on the
porch. What do you say?”
“I think CLN is a perfect forum for a broad discussion. You know, it’s been unbearable
living with the knowledge the men who killed Sophie lied and kept secret their involvement in her
death. People around the world, who turn on the cable, or who go to the courthouse, will learn what
happened to Bella and to Sophie.
They can judge whether the girls intentionally ingested the poison, and, if the defendants
murdered Sophie. I want to know if they’ll reach the same conclusion as me. A true investigation of
the evidence is what I wanted in 1999. Let the world judge. Don’t you see?” she cajoled her eyes
soft.
“Yes, but can you accept if the jurors’ decision is different from yours?”
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Looking up with a nebulous expression she abruptly shoved the chair egregiously across the
cement slab. Traipsing from the table to the screen facing the sea. An expansive powder blue sky
framed her as she twirled back around, explosive.
“Regardless of whether I can accept it,” she countered with a brooding expression, “…it
won’t change my mind. Remember,” she warned sour, “…I read their statements, meet Jesse at the
studio, and later, met Shamanté, and, I’m certain they’re liars. And, they’ve perjured themselves.
The facts are, they poisoned the girls with Ghb and refused, until too late, to call for medical
attention, which caused Sophie death.
They’re murderers. But, will a judge and a jury of their peers convict them of murder,” she
winched uncertain and shrugged her shoulders.
“Have you been meditating?” I inquired.
“Not often, I get restless. Now, may I pour a cup of this fine tea?” she asked with lips
pressed in a soft thin line as she poured.
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Chapter 48
The trial arrived on the coldest fall day in San Francisco’s recorded history. Meteorologists
blamed it on global warming. It sent people scurrying down the sidewalk and up the steps to the
chalk-white courthouse. The blustery Artic wind bent palms to the ground and uprooted or
splintered less pliant trees. It pummeled dry leaves mixed with paper particles and bits of course
debris at the courthouse windows. But, inside the courtroom, large fan blades spun round whipping
the air and deadening the banshee-like squeal howling outside.
Opening statements would commence in an hour. Nicole arrived early and calm, waited in
silence at one of the tables before the judge’s raised dais. She didn’t have notes or law to review.
She’d lived with the case since meeting Bella, and for weeks she’d organized what she wanted to
say and how she wanted to say it. The judge’s ruling in the prosecution’s favor on two points
pleased her. The defense couldn’t use the defendants’ voluntary alcohol and drug induced state
during the commission of the crimes as a defense to homicide; and Sophie’s journal had been ruled
inadmissible hearsay.
She rehearsed her opening statement in silence considering the seven-women and five-man
jury. Their occupations included a mail carrier, college professor, paralegal, school bus driver,
waitress, singer, computer geek, lab tech, engineer, student, nightclub dancer and nurse. Their races
varied from four Asians and four Blacks to three Whites and one Puerto Rican. One man and three
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women admitted to knowing a relative who’d been either raped, or died from a drug overdose.
Nicole folded her hands in her lap, confident and ready. Patient, she waited like a crouching tiger.
She watched the swift hands on the clock traverse a circular transit around a glass dome affixed on
the courtroom wall over wood double doors. Soon, the friction of soft-soled shoes shuffled into the
courtroom as people took seats.
It was after eight, when Bella, Julia and I arrived, and took seats on a bench directly behind
Nicole. From across the railing, Bella whispered a quiet, hello, and Nicole twisted around to
acknowledge us but switched back facing the empty platform.
When seated, the defendants and two stately attorneys filed in and took seats at the table to
the right of Nicole. Both nodded at Nicole. Like bookends one black and one white attorney took
the outside seats at the first table, framing clients, Jesse and Shamanté. The other two defendants
took the second table, with a law clerk seated at a computer terminal.
Recognizing Shamanté from his long dreadlocks, I stared anxious at the back of his
decorated head. His legs covered in a brown leisure suit sprawled before him. He angled his head
toward his attorney to speak private, keeping one hand close to his face fingering long facial hairs. I
swiped wet nervous palms along my jeans.
Valise locks snapped and attorneys fluttered placing pens and notepads on the table. One of
the defendants, later identified as Jesse Bains, flashed bold pale evocative eyes around the
courtroom until his unsettling glare landed on Bella. But, slanting my gaze toward her, she
remained distracted nursing a hangnail and oblivious to Jesse’s unwanted scowls.
By 9:30 a.m., the bailiff, shaped like an exclamation point, announced, “All rise for the
Honorable Judge Johnny J. Moynihan, presiding.” Judge “J.J.” Moynihan, as he liked to be called,
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entered the courtroom in a long black gown billowing behind him like Batman’s cape. He’d a thick
mass of coarse white hair encircling his bald shiny scalp like a wreath.
“You may be seated,” advised Judge J.J., and he launched into the proceedings. He made it
clear he ruled the courtroom. “This case will be televised,” he announced, “…but I’ll not tolerate
anyone while court is in session attempting to use a handheld device or take photographs…for any
reason,” he warned and flashed a pair of beady hawk eyes around the courtroom searching for
challenges.
“This is the case of State of California v. Jesse Bains, Shamanté Udee, Kirk Lindoff and
Bart Burle. It’s brought by the State on an indictment for second degree murder with a mens rea of
depraved heart or extreme gross or aggravated recklessness in which one acts in conscience
indifference to human life; and, for the charge of poisoning. Judge Moynihan thanked the jury for
their service, and, peering over his silver wired glasses, he addressed the importance of
sequestration.
After his soliloquy, he directed all identified as witnesses, to stand. I pressed Julia’s delicate
hand as her veiled red streaked eyes faced the court crowned with a modern black fascinator tilted
to one side. The netting subduing her piercing glare drilled the defendants. Catching a glimpse of
Bella, on my left, her anxious eyes softened. Tufts of brownish-blonde curled around a pallid face.
The judge thanking the witnesses for their service dismissed them. Julia, last to exit,
hesitated by the door casting a demur smile as a final note. It reminded me of girls in high school,
who cast those slight smiles hinting at a secret. The courtroom door closed behind her shadowy
figure intent on a gun range.
The prosecution and the defense announced ready. The judge instructed the jurors.
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“Let me explain how we’ll proceed,” he cautioned them. “The burden to prove a homicide
occurred beyond a reasonable doubt is upon the prosecution. Therefore, they’ll go first followed by
the defense. Foremost, please bear in mind we begin with the presumptive of the defendants’
innocence. The lawyers’ opening statements are not evidence. The evidence will evolve from the
facts presented through testimony given throughout this trial by the witnesses, who will be sworn in
to testify. This is a guideline for you as to the evidence we expect you’ll hear in this case.
The jurors attentive listened to the judge. “And again, ladies and gentlemen, a reminder, the
evidence truly is what comes from the witnesses, not from the lawyers. But it’s not confined to the
side calling a witness. In other words, evidence is evidence, and the witnesses are witnesses. And,
evidence coming out on cross-examination from a prosecution witness, or by the prosecution from a
defense witness is as much evidence as anything else the witness said when testifying for the side
calling the witness. So, the important thing is cross-examination by either side is as important as is
direct examination in bringing out evidence. And, no side owns a witness.
“Is the prosecution ready?” Inquired Judge J.J., with a raised caterpillar brow. The petite,
throaty-voiced Nicole Du Bois dominated the prosecution’s table. Behind her at another table an
assistant D.A. and law clerk kept their eyes glued to computer screens.
“Yes Your Honor the State is ready,” Nicole affirmed and moving around to the front side of
the table approached the podium.
“You may precede madam prosecutor,” and Nicole commenced the prosecution’s opening
statement.
“Good morning ladies and gentlemen,” she addressed the stoic jurors and, swept her close
cropped raven-tinted hair behind an ear.
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“On behalf of the State of California, I want to welcome you and thank you for the sacrifice
of your service in coming here today to serve justice. We know it’s not an easy task. And, I’m sure
the defense will agree, we intend to get you home once we’ve all the information you’ll need for
your deliberation.” The courtroom became as silent as a grave.
“We are here today because a murder occurred in secret,” she explained to the alert jurors.
We are here because those responsible for this murder lied, or hid the truth about their involvement.
We are here because the defendants secretly slipped a poisonous drug, known as Ghb, into drinks
they subsequently served to Sophie Nightingale and Bella O’Brien. We are here because the
defendants waited until Sophie Nightingale ceased breathing, and Bella O’Brien slipped into a deep
coma before seeking medical attention. We are here today because Bella O’Brien is an eyewitness
to the events of April 4, 1999. We are here because Bella O’Brien will testify the defendants
poisoned them with Ghb, and caused the death of Sophie Nightingale.
We are here because the defendants lied in their statements to the police about their
involvement in these events. We are here because the defendants have never been criminally
charged for their crimes. We are here because the defendants are the source of the poisonous drug
Ghb. We are here because the defendants, acting alone or together, committed second-degree
murder. We are here today because the defendants acted with depraved hearts or with complete
indifference and disregard to the value of human life. We are here because we have a system of
justice, which affirms life. Life has value.” The jurors and spectators leaned forward in anticipation
of Nicole’s version of events.
Nicole then positioned on the prosecution’s table an 11” x 20” framed portrait, and. Pointing
to it she explained,
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“This is a portrait of Sophie Nightingale, taken around the time of Sophie’s death at the age
of twenty-two when she attended the College of Marin County, California. The prosecution intends
to prove the defendants (Nicole points to the defendants as she speaks) secretly drugged Sophie
Nightingale with the poisonous drug known as Ghb, causing her death. In addition, the defendants
abandoned all efforts to seek medical attention for Sophie, although they knew a dangerous act had
been perpetrated against her.” Nicole put down the framed portrait and signaled a technician, who
parted a wall exposing a large screen.
“This is a photograph of Bella O’Brien taken fifteen years ago at age twenty-four,”
announced Nicole. A full body glamour shot of Bella taken for Vogue Magazine projected onto the
courtroom’s 10-foot projector screen.
“It’s the prosecution’s contention the defendants also drugged Bella O’Brien with the drug
Ghb,” explained Nicole. She lingered to the right of the jurors as other multi-media images of Bella
flashed across the screen, which kept everyone on the edge of their seat when an involuntary gasp
erupted from a spectators. Nicole hesitated capitalizing on the empathy heaving through the
courtroom.
Nicole left the graven image of Bella taken after she awoke from the coma on the large
courtroom projector screen while she continued. “Although disfigured by the defendants’ depraved
acts,” continued Nicole, “Ms. O’Brien didn’t die, but she remained comatose…for fifteen years.
Only recently, did she regain consciousness. This is why we are here today ladies and gentlemen,”
and Nicole paced the length of the jury box. At times, hesitating and placing her hands on the
railing, she talked to the deadpan jurors as though her good friends.
“Bella O’Brien is here today to tell you her eye-witness story,” Nicole informed the jurors.
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“She is here to tell you what happened to her. And, she’s here to tell you what happened to
Sophie Nightingale on Easter morning, April 4, 1999. For many of us, Easter morning is a time of
rejoicing. It’s a time of family, children, celebration, church, Easter eggs and candy. But, for the
defendants, Easter morning was a time for concocting a poisonous drink in secret. A poisonous
drink containing an odorless, colorless and tasteless drug known as Ghb, or gammahydroxybutyrate. Easter morning was a time for intentionally and secretly slipping Ghb into a bottle
of orange juice and handing it to Sophie Nightingale, who died within hours of ingesting its
contents. Easter morning was a time for intentionally and secretly slipping Ghb into a drink ingested
by Bella O’Brien, whom we know subsequently slipped into a fifteen-year coma.
Ladies and gentlemen, Easter morning was a time for murdering Sophie Nightingale. Easter
morning was a time for causing grievous bodily harm to Bella O’Brien. These are the facts. It is a
horrific tragedy. It is a predatory crime. It is a despicable crime. What could be more heinous than
secretly slipping a debilitating, poisonous drug like Ghb, which can cause death, into the drink of
unsuspecting young women?
I want you to know these men. So, take a good look,” she said accusatorily with an open
palm pointing toward the defendants. “…They were the last to see Sophie Nightingale alive. Yet, in
their statements, they deny knowledge or involvement in poisoning the girls. They deny they are the
source of the poisonous drug, Ghb. They deny any association with Ghb. The prosecution intends to
show the defendants hid the truth about their predatory involvement in poisoning Sophie and Bella.
They made decisions, in secret, affecting the lives of Sophie and Bella. The defendants made
decisions in error with a fatal effect of causing prolonged coma in one instance; and, causing death
in the other instance.
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I think we can all agree, death of a young person is tragic,” she said while focusing her eyes
on each juror as she passed in front of the jury box.
“The testimony is expected to be graphic and emotional. So, I instruct you, focus on the
witnesses’ and the experts’ testimony about when and where the girls fell unconscious. It is your
guide to this case ladies and gentlemen. It is to this case as a legend is to a map. It’ll show you not
only when and where the poisoning occurred but also who, what, and how the girls ingested the
poisonous Ghb.
What we are here to talk about in this case are the lives of Sophie Nightingale and Bella
O’Brien. And, as with life, the testimony will evolve around right choices and wrong choices, truth
and lies, fiction and reality. But, the facts will show you, ladies and gentlemen, the defendants in
secret drugged and poisoned Sophie and Bella. The facts will show you the defendants acted with
cold indifference to human life or acted with a depraved heart when they secretly poisoned Sophie
and Bella with the drug Ghb. The facts will show Bella and Sophie didn’t know their drinks
contained the poisonous substance Ghb.
The facts will show the defendants never sought medical assistance despite knowing the
girls involuntarily ingested a deadly poison. The facts will show the defendants never sought
medical assistance after their attempts to administer C.P.R. failed to resuscitate Sophie. The facts
will show the defendants premeditatedly, intentionally and deliberately deceived and lied to the
hospital medical personnel, the police, and the homicide investigators. The facts will prove the
defendants acted with cold indifference to human life and acted with depraved hearts.
We are not here to talk about Sophie and Bella and, perhaps, their inappropriate or foolish
choices. This is not what this case is about. Although, it is what the defendants will want you to
believe. We are here to find the truth about what happened that Easter morning. We are here to find
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out who, what, when, where and how Sophie Nightingale ingested the poisonous Ghb, which
caused her death. Likewise, we are here to determine who, what, when, where and how Bella
O’Brien lapsed into a fifteen year coma. You will be the first people to know the answers to these
questions. You will know because you’ll hear this story from a woman at the studio the night
Sophie and Bella ingested the poisonous drinks laced with Ghb. The witness, ladies and gentlemen,
is Bella O’Brien. She survived the coma and she is here today to testify to these facts.
But, now, I want to talk to you about the investigation. The investigation by the homicide
detective will prove a blatant obsession with the defendants’ fame and innocence, and a reckless
disregard of the facts. In addition, the facts will show a scant investigation by the homicide division,
if any, occurred, except into the victims’ backgrounds. The evidence will show the investigation
derailed when it came to focusing on who, what, when, where and how one woman died and the
other remained comatose.
According to the investigation, a lack of evidence, or a confusion of evidence, shifted its
focus from collecting evidence against the defendants to proving the victims’ culpability in their
fatal poisoning. You are going to hear experts for the defendants presenting evidence based on the
defendants’ version of what happened. That is, the girls arrived at the studio uninvited, inebriated,
and, on Ghb. But, don’t be deceived. Ask yourself, does it answer the questions of who, what,
when, where and how Sophie got poisoned to death; or, who, what, when, where and how Bella
ingested poison and lapsed into a coma. If it does not answer these questions, it is for the purpose of
confusion, do not allow your self to be confused.
The time for confusion and speculating about what happened to Sophie and Bella is over.
This is what happened fifteen years ago, a confusion of evidence. Focus on who, what, when, where
and how the girls ingested the poison Ghb. The answer to those questions will clarify not confuse.
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At what point are we going to stop being confused by the evidence…” asked Nicole, pausing before
the jurors with the open hands of a teacher telling a story, and asking for reflection. Pivoting, she
continued, “...At what point do we stop guessing? At what point do we stop being confused by the
simple truth. Where the girls fell is where the girls ingested the poison. It is the simple truth,”
asserted Nicole.
“You may get confused and distracted, but remember you are here for a charge of seconddegree murder, and poisoning. You can’t allow yourself to get confused or distracted. Let the facts,
not your emotions, be your guide. We have to remain focused. Who was there? What happened?
When did it happen? Where did it happen? And, how did it happen? The answers to these questions
will tell us the truth about why Sophie died and why Bella remained in a coma for fifteen years.
Remember, how and where Sophie died are the key issues throughout this trial.
You may get confused and distracted by all the testimony. But you cannot lose your focus.
You cannot forget you are here on a second-degree murder case. It is why we are here. We chose all
of you because you are the best jurors to hear this case. You are the best jurors to not be confused or
distracted and to allow the facts and the law to guide you in making a just decision.
You will hear testimony about the defendants’ music studio, located around the corner from
where Sophie lived. It is from the studio the defendant’s removed Sophie and Bella’s bodies and
placed them in the backseat of a car belonging to the defendant, Jesse Bains. When convenient for
the defendants, on the afternoon of Easter Sunday, they took Sophie and Bella to a hospital to drop
them off. The hospital attendants pronounced Sophie dead on arrival; but Bella clung to life by a
slight pulse. The facts will show on Easter morning of 1999, hell came down right in the music
studio, ladies and gentlemen.
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Murder is a horrific crime. But, the evidence will show a murder did occurred at the music
studio. The evidence will show the defendants lied and hid the simple truth. By their purposeful,
reckless and unlawful behavior the defendants killed another person. The defendants, with no
provocation, murdered Sophie Nightingale. The defendants, without provocation caused grievous
injury to Bella O’Brien. These are callous crimes. These are crimes of a depraved heart. To the
indictment the defendants have pled not guilty. If we prove them guilty, you must find them so.
Thank you. The prosecution rest, Your Honor,” and Nicole moved to the prosecution’s table.
“Is the defense ready?” inquired the judge in the direction of the defense.
The moment Thanual Day rose from his seat at the defense table with a wide pleasant smile
of oven calk white teeth in a high broad forehead he projected poise, confidence, eloquence and
charm. His athletic build lent to his agility sashaying around the courtroom delivering, like his
clients, star-power attraction. But, his piercing ebony eyes told a different story. A story of intrigue
and shrew strategist.
“Yes, Your Honor,” he answered cool, confident and statuesque standing at the podium
depressed into the opening horseshoe. The prosecution and defense tables dovetailed to the left and
right. The judge’s dais to the left of the podium reached deeper into the horseshoe. Located below
the judge but at an angle to his left and jutting into the inner circle of administrative desks, the
witness box set on an elevated platform. A door opened adjacent to this area receding from the
horseshoe.
A wide shouldered bailiff officiated the proceedings. The jurors lined up in theatre seats
along two rows to the right side of the horseshoe facing the witness box. Rows of spectator pews,
separated by three-foot wooden railings filled the space beyond the prosecution and defense tables.
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Thanual Day smiled inclusive and gracious at the jurors. Whose faces remained impossible to read.
With blank or balanced expressions the unbiased jurors listened to the judge’s instructions and the
opening arguments.
“You may proceed,” instructed Judge Moynihan.
“Thank you Your Honor.”
Thanual Day’s massive hands mimicked his words, “Your Honor, members of the jury,” he
announced gesturing with an open hand toward each.
“…I want to thank you for your service in this trial; and, I agree with the prosecution, we’ll
try to return you back to your usual lives once you have had a chance to hear all the evidence.
The judge has instructed you the defendants (pointing) are presumed innocent. This means
being charged with a crime isn’t proof of guilt.” And, he employed a well-place hesitation to
connect with each of the jurors. “For hundreds of years,” he continued, “…our legal system has
upheld we begin with a presumption, someone, like one of these defendants, is innocent unless and
until proven guilty.
It’s what I’m asking you to do. When you look at these defendants,” he said moving away
from the podium to face the jurors while pointing to the defendants, “ I want you to think of them as
you…” he said and he opened his arms and hands wide to demonstrate the inclusion he intended.
“…As you would regard yourselves, innocent men and women, protected from allegations, blame
and punishment by a shield only penetrable by evidence of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. If the
evidence does not defeat this shield then your decision is an easy one. You need to acquit the
defendants of the charges.”
Mr. Day paced back and forth in front of the jurors. Other times, he’d glance at the clock, or
at seated spectators, and, then twist around to reemphasize a point. Now, stalking several steps
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closer to the jury box, he placed hands on the railing of the enclosed structure and staring at the
jurors, announced unemotional.
“Judge Moynihan will tell you the State must prove each and every element of the crime
beyond a reasonable doubt,” and pausing, he scanned the judge and jury to underscore his words,
“…Reasonable doubt,” he repeated in a orator’s tone capturing attention at the back of the room,
“… consist of two words we seldom use in common conversation and it’s not a standard applicable
in ordinary circumstances. But, reasonable doubt is what it says—a doubt for which you have a
reason.
It’s the doubt of a fair and impartial juror, honestly searching for the truth. It’s a doubt based
upon commonsense and reason,” he implored each juror. Yet, despite their engagement the juror’s
faces remained unchanged by the pleadings of either side.
“A portion of your mind may think the defendants are guilty,” he resumed, “…but if, after
considering all the evidence you remain wavering and unsure due to faulty, insufficient, or
conflicting testimony or evidence, it’s your duty to give the defendants the benefit of the doubt and
find them not guilty of the charge. You must acquit. The defense intends to prove the defendants
lacked the specific intent, or maligned heart to commit murder. If reasonable doubt exists, you must
acquit.
We intend to establish Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien may have ingested the drug, Ghb
somewhere other than the music studio. If you find the evidence lacking, you must acquit. The
defense intends to present evidence the prosecution’s case isn’t based on common sense and reason
but on speculation. If you find the prosecution’s evidence insufficient, you must acquit,” he
repeated.
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“In summary, if you doubt the veracity of the evidence, you must acquit. Thank you,” he
said and ended with a smile bowing his head to the jurors. Striding sure-footed toward the judge he
announced, “The defense rests Your Honor.”
The judge instructed the suited attorneys to approach the bench. Sweeping his hand over the
microphone he kept bench discussions muted to spectators and jurors. As Nicole sauntered back to
the prosecution’s table the pouty-jowl bailiff approached her with her a tiny piece of folded paper.
The judge facing the jurors announced, “We’re going to take a short recess for lunch and reconvene
at 1:30 p.m. Court’s adjourned and with it came the grating gavel.
Under the lip on the prosecution’s table, Nicole’s clumsily hands unfolded the piece of paper
that Bella penned.
“Need to talk, B.”
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Chapter 49
Behind Nicole, a clamorous group funneling through the double doors she picked up papers
and closed her valise. Through the door the bailiff guarded, Bella popped her head into the
courtroom as Nicole approached.
“Follow me,” Nicole instructed still mulling over the salient aspects of the defense’s
opening statement. Shuffling in silence to the elevators, the doors rolled back and they stepped into
a crowded space. Once secure within the D.A.’s suite, Nicole birddogged the problem.
“What’s up?” she queried calm.
“I can’t do it?” Bella squealed.
“What?” Said Nicole feeling ambushed.
“Oh my god, testify.” She admitted biting her lip as tears flooded her eyes and she collapsed
into a chair crying in a rant. Nicole dialed Du Bois.
“It’s Bella. Can you meet us at my office, a.s.a.p?”
“What’s going on…do you know?”
“Well, she’s in the throes of an agitated state.”
“Right, I’m leaving now.”
“Bella? What’s set you off?” Puzzled Nicole.
“It’s…a lie,” she wailed red-faced avoiding eye contact and mumbling again, “It’s all a lie.”
After a long silence, Nicole directed Bella, “Please, look at me. We don’t have much time.
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What’s a lie?”
Bella shrugged dejected. Her lips pursed as though to speak but nothing came out. Then, still
reluctant, she confessed.
“What I told you about my past. It’s a lie. I wanted to tell you the day I brought you the
journal, but I chickened out.” Her cries echoed through the office vacated for lunch.”
“Okay Bella, I’m not going to lie to you,” Nicole avowed. “This case, hinges on you. You’re
the state’s star witness. You’re the one who can speak for Sophie. You’re the one who can tell us
what happened the morning in question.”
“Yes, I know,” she wailed trembling from fear of discovery and fear of failure. Tightening
her grip on her purse like contemplating an exit strategy. “It’s what makes this so damn difficult,”
she sulked.
But interrupting, Du Bois, tousled and aroused, flung open the door and burst into the office.
Focusing on Bella, he bustled to her side and cuffed her wrist and took her vitals.
“What’s the matter?” he asked direct and breathing heavy with perspiration doting his brow.
“I’m scared,” Bella confessed. “The defendants starred at me all morning. Their eyes are
like cold piercing daggers. It’s deflating.”
“Yes,” nodded Du Bois in agreement. “They want to get a look at their accuser,” he
explained smiling.
“Maybe what you encountered in the courtroom is a clash between your expectation and
sobering reality. Don’t worry. They can’t harm you. They’ve already done their damage. So, don’t
allow their manipulations to intimidate. But, I can offer the perfect antidote to help take the edge
off. It won’t make you drowsy, but will calm.
Would you like something?”
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“Yes, thank you,” she responded relieved.
Du Bois removed a hypodermic needle from his black medical bag and administered a
murky liquid drawn from a tiny bottle. He then popped open a coke and she sipped silently with an
occasional swipe at her eyes with the back of her cuff. While Du Bois placed items back into his
bag, Bella stared considering.
“Nicole, I need to talk to you. The story I told you about my family and, me, it’s a lie. The
truth is far from idyllic. The truth is, I grew up in an orphanage and became involved with drugs and
prostitution when a child. It’s true I had a modeling career. But, it came about as a result of a man
who entered my life when I ran away from the orphanage. He provided the money to help launch
my career. He changed the course of my life. The story I told you is a story about his daughter, not
me. I’m sorry.”
“Well, I’m relieved you’re telling me now before you give testimony. Remember you aren’t
the one on trial. The defendants are on trial. The reason I need to know about your past is so the
defendants don’t ambush us, or take us off guard. For instance, they’re going to try and show it’s
possible for you and Sophie to have arrived at the studio under the influence of alcohol and Ghb. If
their theory gains any traction, it may be enough to raise reasonable doubt about the prosecution’s
theory.
While in the coma, many incidents made the news over the last decade involving people
self-administering small doses of Ghb for recreational purposes. There are YouTube videos of
people, recorded minutes after taking Ghb, and they’re not ambulatory. My hunch is the defendants
will try to use prior drug use to suggest he plausibility you and Sophie self-medicated with Ghb. It’s
a ploy to open the door to reasonable doubt.
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My best advice, is tell the truth. Keep eye contact with the jurors when answering questions.
If you aren’t sure, answer you don’t remember, or you don’t know. Try not to guess. Don’t ramble.
Make your answers short and to the point. The best answer is a “yes,” or a “no.” The jurors are who
need to believe your story. Talk to them.
“They aren’t going to walk this time,” warned Bella. “They drugged Sophie and me. They
killed her. And, I’ll crucify them with their lies. You’ve my word.”
“Let’s eat before we go back,” and Nicole made a broad gesture with her arm toward the
door.
“Okay ladies I’m going back to the hospital now, to finish my business but I’ve cleared my
schedule so I can be at the courthouse for Bella’s testimony.”
“Thank you Dr. Du Bois. I’m so glad you’re attending. I’ll watch for you.”
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Chapter 50
When Nicole and Bella reconvened at court, people had taken seats when the bailiff
announced.
“The prosecution calls Bella O’Brien.”
Bella emerged into the courtroom through the door between the witness box and the jurors
in a dark blue, calf-length silk suit. Her brownish-blonde hair curled softy around a gaunt face, fell
down her back in a long thick plait reaching below her waist.
Trapped between the witness box and the defendants, she poised her right hand over a Bible.
The bailiff’s imperturbable eyes stared from his wide blockhead. Swearing in Bella, she sauntered
into the witness chair on the raised dais. The stone faces of the defendants stared at her from their
place at the defense table in front of her. Disgusted she glared back not averting her eyes.
She stared into the faces of the men who poisoned her. The men who’d been friends and
acquaintances. The men who didn’t call 911. The men who didn’t seek medical attention until too
late. The men who left her for dead, and murdered Sophie. Yet, she remained braced by the fact she
lived to face them. One by one, she embraced them with scornful eyes, and didn’t shriek or tremble
in terror. In those brief moments, she knew for the first time she wasn’t a coward. The cowards
cringed before her—the defendants. And, now they must endure the condemning fury of a betrayed
woman.
“Will you please state your full name for the court?”
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“Mirabella O’Brien,” she said willful.
“Do you have a nickname?
“Yes, Bella,” she said leaning toward the microphone. The bailiff tottered over making
adjustments to the apparatus and Mrs. Du Bois continued.
“May I call you Bella?” prompted Nicole in a soothing tone like the maestro. Angled her
stance toward the jurors.
“Please,” answered Bella pleasant.
“Bella what relationship did you have with Sophie Nightingale?”
“She was my best friend,” Amplified by microphone, Bella’s voice cracked, but she spoke to
the jurors as if no one else existed. In return the jurors stayed engrossed.
Nicole directed emphasizing time, “When did you last see her?”
Without hesitation Bella stated, “April 4, 1999,” and her deep violet eyes streaked with hints
of dark blue storm clouds flashed at the defendants like two electrified points of loathing.
“How is it you remember the day and year?” continued Nicole.
“Lots of reasons,” she said edgy. “It’s the last time I spent with Sophie. It’s the day the
defendants drove us to Mount Zion Hospital. It’s the day Sophie died. It’s the day I slipped into a
coma,” leaning back, she paused, her gaze fixed upon the jurors. For a second she closed her eyes
trying to relax, and mopped the corners of her eyes with a white handkerchief that I remembered
Julia giving Bella.
“Can you tell the court what you and Sophie did prior to arriving at the hospital?”
“Well, I met Sophie and our friend Clark Mitchell at a club where we use to go to dance.
The DNA Lounge. Not far from Sophie’s crib,” she said with candor to the jurors.
“Do you know how far the club is from Sophie’s?”
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“Yes, eleven and a half blocks from her house,” Bella recited factual.
“How is it you know?” guided Nicole.
“Because we counted the blocks. We tried to calculate how many miles we hiked to
determine how many calories we burned.”
“Okay, so you, Sophie and Clark arrived at the DNA Lounge to dance.”
“Yes.”
“Did you order drinks?”
Bella hesitated, searching her memory. Nicole reassured her to take her time.
“Yes, we both had two drinks,” she confirmed
“What did Sophie drink?”
“Wine.”
“What did you drink?”
“Wine.”
“Did you drink anything else while at the DNA Lounge?”
“Yes, water.”
“Did you eat?”
“Maybe pizza,” she offered with an unsure shrug.
“You listened to live music?”
“Well, sort of, a DJ spun records.”
“What else were you doing?” rephrased Nicole.
“Well, we spent most of the night on the dance floor.”
“Were your drinks unattended while you danced?” continued Nicole. Bella confused
hesitated before answering.
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“Well, yeah, but our friend Clark stayed at the table,” and she shifted in her seat glancing
toward the gallery searching for me among the spectators just as Du Bois swung into the pew. A
small crocked smile parted Bella’s lips.
“Clark didn’t dance?” she speaking to the jurors. “Well, he danced,” she clarified, “…just
not as much as Sophie, or me.”
“How many hours did you stay at the club?”
“We met around eleven and left at closing, or two a.m. So about four hours.”
“That is three hours,” corrected Nicole.
“Well, yes, but on that day, April 4, 1999, daylight savings kicked in,” Bella emphasized.
“And, the club didn’t set its clocks forward until it closed at two a.m., which you see was 3
a.m. So, we left the club to trek back to Sophie’s at 3 a.m.
“Thank you for the clarification. Did you and Sophie scoot home alone?”
“No, Clark came with us. He parked his car near Sophie’s flat.”
“Why did he park his car near Sophie’s instead of the club?”
“I don’t recall,” answered Bella irritated and placed her hand to her cheek with her fingers
curled over the corner of her mouth, scrutinizing the jurors.
“Okay. So you, Sophie and Clark hiked to Sophie’s place. Then what?”
“Well, we trekked to Sophie’s but before going in Clark said goodnight, and drove off. I
followed Sophie into the flat to retrieve my stuff.” Bella keeping eye contact with the jurors and
didn’t show signs of distress.
Reassured Nicole, pacing before Bella, with her hands clasped behind her back she turned
her head to direct Bella. “Place us in the room with you and Sophie. Describe what happened when
you girls arrived,” continued Nicole.
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“We entered her bedroom lit by tiny twinkling Christmas lights framing the ceiling. Sophie
dropped her purse near the door, ambling over to a CD player and noticed the phone message.”
“Did she notice anything out of the ordinary?” led Nicole.
“Objection, Leading. Ambiguous.”
“Sustained,” decreed Judge J.J.
“Is that all?” Redirected Nicole.
“Yes,” lamented Bella, “…a phone message,”
“Who left the message?”
“Well, Sophie’s roommate, Odessa wrote the it,” explained Bella. “But Sophie picked it up
and read it.”
“What did it say?”
“It said Shamanté called and asked Sophie to meet him at the studio. He said it didn’t matter
how late,” Bella eyed Shamanté and the jurors’ eyes followed her gaze but, Shamanté indifferent
averted his face leaning in to his counsel whispering behind a cupped bejeweled hand covering his
bearded mouth.
“How did Sophie’s respond?”
“She asked me to accompany her to the studio. Indicating it’d be a couple minutes. She
didn’t want to go alone. I got it,” said Bella protective.
“Why did she want to hike over to the studio?”
“She said Shamanté asked her to meet him at the studio and they’d bring me back. Striking a
match she lit a candle, then we left.”
“She lit a candle?” emphasized Nicole.
“Yes,” agreed Bella shaking her head.
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“She expected to return home, then? Fired Nicole.
Objection Your Honor leading and calls for speculations as to the deceased’s state of mind.
“I’m going to allow it,” ruled the Judge without rotating a wheel in his reclined position.
“You may answer the question,” instructed the judge glancing at the witness over his
glasses.
“Yes,” she told the jurors and her face broke, contorted by pain. In one word her voice
embodied the heartbreak of confirming Sophie intended to return home with her lover. She left the
candle burning. The raw truth of Bella’s testimony gripped the courtroom in sad silence.
“Did she take her purse,” pursued Nicole, hoping to drive home the point.
“No…no, she left it,” Bella answered dismal.
“Do you have any doubt in your mind Sophie intended to return home with Shamanté?”
Engaged, Nicole from the furthest end of the juror panel pointed in a straight line with her right
hand at the portrait Sophie.
“No ma’am,” confirmed Bella becoming more comfortable with Nicole’s direct.
“Did you go with her?” continued Nicole guiding Bella into her story.
“Yes,” replied Bella and her brooding eyes rested on the defendants, who apathetic did not
look up be kept doodling with pen and paper. Arrogant like well-dressed hip-hop stars they tarried
while betting on acquittal.
“Did either of you drink at Sophie’s flat before leaving?”
“No,” Bella denied.
“What is the distance of the music studio from Sophie’s flat?”
“Not far, about a block and a half,” she explained.
“Do you recall what time you arrived at the studio?”
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“Yes, around three thirty or three forty a.m.”
“Describe what happened after you arrived,” instructed Nicole.
“Sophie rang the buzzer. After a few minutes a guy opened the door for us.”
“Who opened the door?” Dug Nicole.
“I didn’t recognize the person at the door,” she assured the jurors disappointed.
“Look around is the person here in the courtroom?” Asked Nicole.
Bella craned her head to look around the courtroom before answering, “No.”
“Okay, you’re at the door and it opens. What did you do then?”
“We climbed the stairs.”
“Okay, upstairs. Please continue,” instructed Nicole while pacing catlike between Bella and
the jurors.
“Well, I remember several people milling around who we didn’t know. So, we leaned
against the wall near the stairwell where we entered. A few minutes later Jesse rushed right over to
us attentive and asking what we wanted to drink, but his politeness had a mocking bite to it, which
didn’t surprise me,” she added flashing feverish hostile eyes at Jesse, who, though deadpan,
clinched a twitching jaw while toying with a pencil.
“Why?” Strike. “Why didn’t it surprise you?” probed Nicole.
Objection Your Honor. Irrelevant. Conjecture.
“Sustained,” ruled the judge.
“Is Jesse here today?” countered Nicole.
“Yes,” affirmed Bella to observant jurors.
“Can you point him out to the court?”
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“Yes,” she said raising a boney white finger and pointing in Jesse Bains, “That’s him!” she
cried fingering him as the jurors’ eyes pursued the direction of her pointing finger. And, the
spectators stirred straining to see but met iced apathy.
“May the court enter into the record the witness has pointed to the defendant, Jesse Bains.”
“Okay, Jesse Bains asked if either of you wanted a drink? Correct” Repeated Nicole for the
sake of driving the fact home to the jurors. For the answers points to the guide or legend she
outlined in opening statement. Signaling the legend of who, what, when, where, and how. The
jurors with heads down took notes.
“Yes, Jesse asked us if we wanted a drink,” confirmed Bella.
“How did you respond?”
“I suggested wine,” she said bitter and shot heated gaze at Jesse.
“Do you recall what Sophie asked to drink?”
“She asked him for orange juice,” lamented Bella.
“Did Jesse bring you those drinks?”
“Yes, he returned with the drinks ten or fifteen minutes later,” she explained in a voice
embroiled with her pent-up anger and resentment.
“Can you describe the drinks?”
“Well, he handed me a glass of red wine and to Sophie an uncapped bottle of orange juice. I
remember wondering why he took the cap off the bottle.”
“Did you drink the wine?”
“Yes, I sipped,” scathing she flashed her scornful eyes at the defendants, whose faces
remained inaccessible.
“Did Sophie drink the juice?”
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“At first she took a couple sips then later she chugged it.” And, as Bella described Sophie’s
last moments, my mind went on the blitz concerned Julia might be alone watching the trial coverage
on CLN.
Restless, I searched the defendants’ profiles for signs of remorse and sorrow but meet
depravity. My body taunt like the strings of an instrument followed the collective gaze of the jurors.
“What then?” Pushed Nicole at the podium.
“Sophie said if Shamanté didn’t show, she wanted to duck out.”
“Why?” pursued Nicole.
“She said she didn’t feel well,” replied Bella as though she returned to the scene still fresh in
her mind.
“Did she explain her unwellness?”
“No…she complained about the stench. It smelt stall from cigarettes and booze”
“Had Shamanté shown up yet?” Queried Nicole leading Bella into her story.
“He entered as Sophie collapsed.” Bella’s hand trembled as she dabbed at the corners of her
eyes trying she tried to arrest the flow now streaming like a river. The spectators leaned forward.
Bella swallowed hard glaring at Shamanté, with red streaked eyes. She sipped water returning a
steady gaze on the jurors.
Thanual shot a guiding glance at the judge, who from a reclined position roused catapulting
his creaking chair forward and slumping toward the witness quietly asked, “Ms. O’Brien do you
need to take a break?”
“No, I’m alright…thank you,” she reassured the judge in a strained tone. “I need water that’s
all,” and reached for the dewy glass gulping to subdue the torrent of raw emotion. Repositioning,
she tried to compose, shifting her angle toward the jurors.”
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“All right then continue,” directed Judge Moynihan and he released his creaking chair back
to the reclined position.
“Can you point to Shamanté in the courtroom today?” Encouraged Nicole.
Bella raised her head and pointed a skeletal finger in the direction of Shamanté, as he spoke
to his counsel behind a jangled wrist and hand shielding his mouth.
“Yes,” she answered, “…that’s him.” Muffled whispers rustled the spectators.
“Let the record show the witness has pointed to the defendant, Shamanté Udee, seated at the
defense table.”
As Nicole spoke waves of emotions like loss and disgust coursed through my body. He
caused my sister’s death, and threatens my mother’s sanity. Now, before a jury, he’s speechless and
vacant unwilling to return accusatory stares and admit guilt.
He swaggers to his seat sporting a white headband pushing back long dreadlocks from a
narrow shiny forehead with faint parallel lines. A dark beard and bushy mustache encroach over full
lips and thick teeth. Sneakered feet peek from lanky lazy legs extended from beneath the defense’s
table. The jurors stare at him but he’s a poser unresponsive as Bella points from the witness stand.
His indifference grinds on my nerves. He killed my sister, I reproach.
“Where do you remember him entering from?” continued Nicole casting watchful eyes over
Shamanté.
“He came from the same direction Jesse disappeared earlier when he left for our drinks,” she
explained to the jurors.
“Did you recognize anyone else?”
“I don’t recall.”
“What happened next?”
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“Sophie fell to her knees…” Bella hesitated emotional and, composing, continued, “…She
fell forward… smacking her head on the floor…The sound haunts me…” Bella cried in anguish and
with a trembling hand she reached for the glass of water.
“Are you alright?” inquired Nicole maternal.
“Yes, I’m alright,” she reassured although ghostlike pale she grabbed the water glass and
gulped like a prizefighter before shoved back into the ring.
“What did you do then after Sophie fell forward?”
“I screamed,” exclaimed Bella, “Sophie convulsed at my feet,” and, as she told her story she
kept dotting the corners of her eyes with a white hankie.
“What did you do?”
“I reached to help her. But, happened so fast. The room spun and a voice shouted ‘Help
them…help them…’” Cried Bella reliving the moment.
“The person shouting, do you recall whether male or female?”
“Female, I think.”
“Did you recognize the voice?”
“No,” gasped Bella her voice frazzled with frustration.
“Did anyone try to help you?”
“I don’t know,” she shrugged looking frightened.”
“How long after Sophie fell to the floor did you passed out?”
“Within seconds,” she said eyeing the defendants.
“Do you recall what happened next?” Prompted Nicole moving testimony along.
“Well, No, I think I blacked out because the next time I opened my eyes was in the
hospital.”
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“You blacked out?” Repeated Nicole for effect.
“Yes…” but the intonation in her voice personified the confusion attached to the memory.
“What hospital?” Continued Nicole.
“Mount Zion Hospital,” answered Bella.
“Sid you wake up the next day?”
“Objection Your Honor. The question is leading.”
“Sustained. Rephrase your question counselor.”
“When did you wake up at Mount Zion Hospital?”
“I woke up January 30, 2014,” and whispers like a grassfire spread through the courtroom
and the judge hammered his gavel to restore order.
“2014?” Drilled Nicole, aiming to capitalize on the shock factor.
“Yes,” said Bella turning her focus to the defendants, whose bowed heads and jeweled
hands scribbled on note pads.
“This year?”
“Yes,” Bella affirmed.
“You coma lasted from 1999 to 2014?”
“Yes,” she divulged with a sigh.
“Did the doctors tell you what caused the coma?”
“The doctors said Ghb poisoning,” and Bella’s green eyes glowed like hot embers at the
defendants.
“Objection Your Honor. Refers to facts not in evidence.”
“Sustained.”
“Did the doctors say what caused the coma?”
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“Did you know what Ghb is?”
“I didn’t know but do now know it’s a date rape drug.”
“Did you know of Ghb in 1999?
“I don’t recall that I did.”
“Did you voluntarily take Ghb before you and Sophie arrived at the studio?”
“No,” she answered firm and firing a scathing at the defendants.
“Did you voluntarily take Ghb at Sophie’s house?”
In a voice infused with indignation she answered in disgust, “No,”
“Did you voluntarily take any drugs on the night of April 3, 1999?”
“No I didn’t,” she said shaking her head back and forth.
“Did you voluntarily take any drugs in the predawn hours of April 4, 1999?”
“Not voluntarily,” she denied flat while scowling at opposing counsel.
“Had you previously voluntarily taken Ghb?”
“No, never,” she cried with conviction.
“Do you know if Sophie ever voluntarily took Ghb?”
“No she didn’t,” she asserted.
“Did Sophie ever tell you she had voluntarily taken Ghb?”
“No.”
“Did you ever witness Sophie voluntarily take Ghb?”
“No,” she replied with sorrowful eyes pleading to the jurors to believe her.
“Did any of the defendants rape you?”
“I’m not aware of being raped.”
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“Did any of the doctors tell you they found evidence of rape on the morning of April 4,
1999.”
“No they did not.”
“Do you know how Ghb entered your bloodstream?”
“Yes, I believe the drinks Jesse Bains handed to us at the studio contained the poison Ghb,”
and, she shifted accusatory eyes at the defendants. The jurors followed her glare but gave no
indication whether persuaded, or not.
“Objection. Argumentative.”
“Sustained. Restate the question,” admonished the judge.
“Why do you think the drink Jesse gave you contained Ghb?”
“Because before he gave us the drinks, we were fine,” she said snide raising a thin light
brow.
“Can you describe, fine?”
“Healthy, kinetic, cognitive, aware of our surroundings and able to make decisions.”
“Did Jesse remain in the room when you drank the drinks?”
“I don’t know,” she replied in a vague tone.
“Do you know whether he remained in the same room with you and Sophie?”
“I don’t know,” Bella said staring at Jesse for the answer and challenging him to confess.
“Did you talk to anyone at the studio?”
“Sophie.”
“Describe what took place at the studio,” directed Nicole a few feet from the witness box.
“Well, an ongoing party.”
“What makes you say so?”
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“Because people it was obvious from their blank stares they’d partied all night, or longer.”
“Objection Your Honor. Unresponsive.”
“Overruled. I’m going to allow. Continue Counsel.”
“For example?”
“Lots of empty beer bottles and wine glasses cluttered the place. Some were passed out in
chairs. A fog of cigarette smoke filled the front room from smoldering un-extinguished cigarette
discarded in overflowing ashtrays.” Bella described in a frank manner to the jurors who’d earned
her confidence. “Other people leaned against a wall for support and mumbled or with a blank stare
confused by our presence,”
“Did Jesse slur his words?”
“I don’t remember.”
“Did he swagger or need help?”
“Not that I recall.”
“Why did you and Sophie stay?”
“Well, Jesse said Shamanté was on his way, so, we waited.”
“Did Jesse say what detained Shamanté?”
“No.”
“Did he say when Shamanté would arrive?”
“I think he said a few minutes, or he was on his way.”
“From another room ostensibly?”
“Yes, I believe so,” she said uncertain.
“Do you have anything to add to your testimony?”
“Objection Your Honor. Too general.”
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“Sustained. Restate your question counselor.”
“When Jesse handed you the drink did you detect an odor, or unusual taste or color?”
“No,” she said sullen and unhappy.
“All right. Did you and Sophie arrive at the studio drunk and on Ghb?”
Looking surprised but resolute, she answered, “No.”
“What would you say if I told you the defendants claim in their sworn statements you
arrived at the studio drunk and on Ghb?”
“I’d say they’re liars,” she swore her voice raw.
“What would you say if I told you the defendants’ swear in their statements you and Sophie
had a habit of showing up at parties drunk and on drugs?”
“I’d again answer, they’re liars,” grumbled Bella heated.
“Bella, can you describe to this court the relationship between Ms. Nightingale and
Shamanté Udee?”
“Professional and personal.”
“Objection. Calls for speculation on the part of the witness Your Honor.” The court rustled
and the judge clanked the gavel as a swift reminder of the no drama etiquette.
“Sustained. Restate the question madam prosecutor.”
“Did Ms. Nightingale and Shamanté Udee also share a professional relationship?”
“Yes,” divulged Bella.
“In what way?” Prompted Nicole.
“Sophie designed his CD covers, developed his Website and marketed his band on other
sites she worked.”
“So, in your opinion did they share more of a professional relationship than a personal one?”
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Bella shifted her position to the edge of her seat and leaned into the courtroom. Rolling her
Irish eyes amused, she taunted, “No, they were involved.”
“What do you mean involved?”
“You know…they were involved…more than friends…lovers…romantically involved,”
answered Bella with a slight grin.
“Thank you Bella. The prosecution passes the witness Your Honor.”
The Judge’s chair creaked signaling his arousal and changing of the guard.
“Court is adjourned,” he decreed with the slam of the gavel, “…until tomorrow at 9:00 a.m.,
we’ll resume with the defense cross-examination of the witness. You’re dismissed.” He again
slammed the gavel against the deafening murmurs and shuffle of people heaving from the
courtroom.
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Chapter 51
The next morning Julia slept when Bella and I left for court. The evening before, upon
returning, she retired. Her absence intensified concern. For, although we’d planned to connect at the
end of each day and discuss the trial, she avoided me. I left a note on her writing table inviting her
to lunch.
On the way to court tension mounted in proportion to the traffic congestion. Bella’s agitation
escalated, and she asked to circle by Du Bois’ for medication. Pressed for time, I parked curbside
and kept the motor idling while she ran inside. Meanwhile, I browsed through e-mails and text
finding a text waiting from Julia.
“Lunch is superb,” she wrote, punctuated by a smiley-face. Launching into a reply I told her
I’d call when I knew the schedule for the day and continued sorting through e-mails.
Minutes later I spotted Bella scurrying toward the car. Now, all smiles as she hopped in. Darkness
and tension eased from her face, but knew it a temporary fix.
Dropping Bella in front of the courthouse, I searched for parking, and entered the courtroom
while the judge addressed the attorneys at the bench.
“Does the defense wish to cross-examine the witness?” Inquired Judge Moynihan.
For the defense, a tall thin white man addressed the court. “Yes Your Honor, Peter Flint, for the
defense. We wish to cross-examine the witness.” As he spoke, one hand absently shot under his
jacket busily tucking in an oversized dress shirt. He kept his dome-shaped baldhead downcast
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reading papers he pointed to with a pointed manicured finger. While with his left hand he pushed at
the bridge of black horn-rimmed frames. The naked flesh at his left temple throbbed.
“Bailiff, please recall the witness,” instructed the Judge J.J. The bailiff trotted to the witness room
door and opening it, made his official pronouncement.
“Mirabella O’Brien,” he called.
The harden edge of Flint’s eyes widened tracing Bella’s steps as she proceeded to the bailiff.
A gaunt ghost of her former self, cast a striking pose in a double strand of creamy pearls and a
classic long black dress accented by cream stiletto heels. Lanky, her six-foot frame towered over the
bailiff balancing a Bible on his plump palm. She raised her Cannel scented hand and swore to an
oath of truth. After she taking her seat, she acknowledged the jurors ignoring Flint and the
defendants.
“Proceed,” instructed Judge J.J.
“Hello,” Flint said casual, “…my name is Peter Flint and I’m one of the attorneys
representing the defendants. May I call you Bella?”
“As you wish,” replied Bella unpleasant.
“Have you testified in a trial proceeding previous to now?”
“No,” she said curt.
“Did you know the defendant Jesse Bains prior to the encounter at the music studio on April
4, 1999?” He asked in an innocuous tone, and pointed to Jesse all in black with his hair pulled into a
long shaggy ponytail with multiple gold chains glittering around his neck like a pimp.
“I knew he managed Shamanté but I didn’t know him. No,” she said disquiet.
“Please speak up when answering the question Ms. O’Brien,” directed the judge straining to
decipher testimony.
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“Yes sir,” she answered shifting forward closer to the microphone.
“Can you tell me Shamanté’s last name?”
“Udee,” she said loud.
“Describe your relationship to Shamanté?”
“Acquaintances,” she said, shifting and un-crossing and crossing her long bare leg cramped
in the narrow witness box.
“How long had you been acquaintances?”
“At what point in time?” she retorted.
“When you and Sophie arrived at the studio in 1999.”
“I had known him or of him for several years.”
“Did you attend his concerts?” Asked Flint pacing in front of her.
“Not on a regular basis,” she said to the jurors’ curious blank stares.
“How many of his concerts have you attended?”
“Maybe a half dozen but I’m not sure,” she said and her large gold bracelet clanked against
the lip of the box as she reached for a drink of water.
“Okay, and of the half dozen how many did he include you on the guest list?”
“All of them,” she boasted.
“Why?” crossed Flint in pursuit.
“I don’t understand the question,” retorted Bella looking confused.
“Well normally people whose names land on a guest list have a special relationship to the
artist.”
“Are you stating your opinion? Contemptuous Bella countered opposing counsel.
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Nicole rising, “Objection Your Honor,” she interjected. “Counsel is stating opinion.” Flint
tore off his glasses dramatically, then, put them on again.
“Sustained. Restate the question counselor, if it’s a question.”
“Did you have a special relationship with Shamanté?” Flint restated irritated, and pointing at
Shamanté, who epitomized hip-hop fashion trends in a stark white dress shirt un-tucked, and
unbuttoned at the cuffs and neck, covered by a designer, short sleeve, black sweater, dark jeans and
lavender silk vest.
“Can you define special relationship,” Bella mocked.
“Were you more than friends?”
“No, I said acquaintances,” insisted Bella.
“When did you meet Shamanté Udee?”
“I met him at a small club in L.A., one night during an open mike I don’t recall the year or
day,” she said to the jurors from under tawny eyebrows with no discernible rudeness in her voice
and with the innocence of a child.
“Please describe how you met,” Flint with a frosty edge continued.
“I sent a drink to the stage in appreciation of his performance,” she said smiling.
“So, you sent this drink to the stage then what happened,” probed Flint as though on a scent.
“Well, the waitress pointed out who sent the drink and he raised it in a toast.”
“What happened next?”
“After his performance he came to my table and we talked until the pub closed.”
“Did you go home with him?” Grilled Flint dogged in pursuit.
“No,” she insisted stubborn resisting his implication.
“What did you talk about?”
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“The usual stuff like backgrounds, who we knew.”
“At the time did you live in L.A.?”
“Yes,” said Bella maintaining composure.
“Where?”
“I had a loft,” she answered in a flat tone.
“Which ones?”
“The PE Lofts,” she explained.
“What does PE represent, do you know?”
“I don’t recall.”
“Did you own or rent?”
“Owned.”
“Did you invite Shamanté back to your place for a drink?”
“Yes,” she admitted engaging the jurors.
“Did you smoke marijuana?”
“He offered and I accepted,” her eyes riveted on counsel anticipating a trick or trap.
“Did your custom include smoking marijuana when offered?” Flint asked pacing with his
hands behind his back, shifting his head to glance at Bella with a sarcastic grim.
“Custom? No,” she retorted gesturing emphatic by spaying her hand then shifted realigning
with the jurors.
“But you did then, when you say he offered?” he continued and Bella squirmed as if sitting
on ants.
“Yes,” she said without embellishment.
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“What caused you to smoke marijuana with him?” Flint and Bella held an adversarial gaze
like two deer locking horns.
“Objection Your Honor, indefinite.”
“I’ll allow it. Answer the question.”
“I don’t know,” she answered with curious eyes.
“Did Shamanté spend the night?” Flint continued.
“Well, we stayed up talking until dawn and then he left.”
“Please answer my question. Did he spend the night?”
“No,” she persisted obstinate.
“He did remain until morning, though?”
“Yes, but he didn’t sleep over…he’s not my type…”
“Objection Your Honor. Embellishing. Will you please instruct the witness to answer the
question?”
“Sustained. Please answer the question Ms. O’Brien without embellishing.”
And, looking submissive in the direction of the judge, obliged, “Yes sir.”
“I’m going to return to Easter morning at the studio with Sophie,” directed Flint. “Why did
you and Sophie go to the studio at three in the morning?”
“Well, we arrived around 3:30 or 3:40, to be precise,” she corrected. “But, back to your
question, we arrived in response to Shamanté’s invitation to Sophie to meet him at the studio.”
“Did you hear Shamanté ask Sophie to meet him?” Challenged Flint from the podium,
flipping through notes and glancing up at Bella.
“No,” said Bella annoyed, uncrossing her unyielding legs and shifting to find comfort.
“Did Shamanté tell you he wanted Sophie to meet him?”
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“No,” she said irritated.
“Then how do you know he asked Sophie to meet him?”
“Because Sophie’s roommate, Odessa, wrote a phone message telling Sophie,” persisted
Bella obstinate.
“Did you read the phone message?” Flint pushed for details.
“I sort of peeked over Sophie’s shoulder while she read it,” defended Bella.
“So you didn’t read it,” he accused.
“No…” she denied aware of Flint’s tactic to create reasonable doubt. She took a few sips of
water calming her nerves. Closing her eyes for a brief second, she drew a deep breath, centering and
relaxing like she practiced with Dr. Du Bois.
“So you and Sophie arrive at the studio before dawn, unannounced.”
Objection. Asked and answered. Argumentative. States opinion of the defense. Nicole and
the judge exchanged an electric look at one another.
“I’m going to allow it,” charged the judge.
“I don’t know how to answer,” said Bella looking exhausted.
“Please answer the question Ms. O’Brien,” ordered the disgruntled judge.
“I suppose it’s one interpretation,” her sarcastic tone echoed through the courtroom as the
day proved long and vexing.
“How else could one interpret it?”
“Shamanté asked Sophie to meet at the studio as I’ve testified,” she asserted confident.
“But no one invited you, did they?”
“Sophie did,” she countered her eyes triumphant flashed at jurors.
“Okay, but did anyone from the studio invite you.”
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“No,” she said and exhaled deflated.
“Did anyone offer you marijuana at the studio?”
“No, but I smelled it.”
“You could smell marijuana?”
“Yes,” she said confident and nodding.
“Through the thick cigarette smoke you have described, you smelled marijuana.”
“Yes, it’s a distinct odor,” she explained disgruntled.
“So to you it’s a discernible scent.”
“Objection, Your Honor. Argumentative in content and tone, unfair and prejudicial.
“Sustained.” The judge then directed Bella, “You don’t have to answer the question Ms.
O’Brien.”
But, Flint ignited paraphrased; “Okay then, you are at the studio uninvited and offered a
glass of wine.”
“Objection Your Honor misstates evidence.”
“Sustained. Counsel restate your question, if you have one,” said the judge looking annoyed.
Wary, Flint restated, “Did he offer you a glass of wine at the studio?”
“Yes.”
“How many glasses of wine did you ingest prior to the glass of wine you ingested at the
studio?”
“Objection. Assumes facts not in evidence,” countered Nicole.
“Sustained.”
“How many glasses of wine did you drink? Three or four glasses of wine?”
“Three glasses but over several hours.”
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“Objection Your Honor, please instruct the witness to answer the question without adding
narrative.”
“Sustained. Jurors you are instructed to ignore the witness’ answer. Ms. O’Brien do you
understand embellishing?”
“Yes, Your Honor, I believe so,” answered Bella turning to face the white-haired, barrel
chested judge.
“Well, in this court it means adding more to your answer where the attorney is seeking a yes
or a no response. Do you understand?” He admonished.
Terse, she answered, “Yes.”
“You may continue counselor.”
“You agree you had three glasses of wine?”
“Yes.”
“Do you recall what you had to eat?”
“Well, it’s difficult remembering, in general, what I ate last night let alone fifteen years
ago,” she answered in a dry biting tone, amusing the spectators.
Flint pounced, “Objection. Evasive.”
“Sustained.”
“You find it difficult to recall but you have a perfect memory of what the defendants did or
didn’t do fifteen years ago? Is that accurate?”
“Objection Your Honor, Argumentative.”
“Sustained.”
“Are you certain about what you’re telling this court occurred on the morning of April 4,
1999?”
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“Yes, I’m certain,” admonished Bella sitting up straight and piercing Flint with a severe
agitated look and resolved to turn and face the jurors.
“The defendants are predators who poisoned us with Ghb,” she shrieked her frayed nerves
and pointing a frail accusatory fingers at the defendants. “That’s what I’m certain of,” she yelled
scornful through a torrent of tears as the courtroom erupted in chaos.
The judge kept yelling, “Order…order in this court…Order!” And, he slammed the gavel
several loud raps before the courtroom became as quiet as settling dust.
“Jurors you are ordered to disregard the testimony of the witness,” growled Judge
Moynihan, tested. But, neither the jurors nor the spectators would soon forget her pithy scorn.
“Ms. O’Brien, would you like to take a break?” Judge J.J. asked conciliatory and pleading
with hawk eyes gaping at her over his wire rims, concerned.
“No, Your Honor, I can finish,” she said unwavering while dabbing drained eyes. She
reached for the water glass and took several swigs while staring with soft eyes at Moynihan over the
rim of the drinking glass.
“Counsel do you want to continue, or resume in the morning?”
“I’m near finished, Your Honor,” countered Flint.
“All right, then proceed, but I’ll tolerate no more outburst” he warned.
“Is it your testimony Ms. O’Brien, you don’t know who, if anyone, allegedly at the studio
may have put Ghb in your drink?”
“Correct.”
“It could’ve been anyone?”
“Well, I think if Jesse handed us the spiked drinks then he’s involved in spiking those
drinks,” she said.
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“Objection. Non-responsive.”
“Sustained. The jurors are ordered to ignore the witness’ response. Please restate the
question.”
“Why do you think Jesse spiked your drinks?” Flint continued closing in on the witness.
“Because he’s the one with opportunity since he delivered the drinks.” Bella directed her
eyes to Jesse toying distracted with his gold chains and staring at an unknown attraction.
“So, you don’t know for a fact who, if anyone, spiked the drinks?”
“I don’t know who spiked our drinks,” she admitted but rushed on, “…but I know the drinks
Jesse handed us were spiked. If that is what you’re asking.”
“Objection. Embellishing.”
“Sustained. Jurors you are to ignore the answer. Answer the question Ms. O’Brien.”
“I don’t know the question. Can you repeat it? Bella taunted disinterested.
“Do you know who administered Ghb to the contents of the drinks you and Sophie
Nightingale ingested on April 4, 1999?”
“No,” she answered staring sullen at Jesse.
“Did you witness any of the defendants administer Ghb to the contents of the drinks you or
Sophie Nightingale ingested on April 4, 1999?”
“No.”
“Did you witness Shamanté Udee administer Ghb to the contents of the drinks you or Sophie
Nightingale ingested on April 4, 1999?”
“No.”
“Did you witness Jesse Bains administer Ghb to the contents of the drinks you or Sophie
Nightingale ingested on April 4, 1999?”
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“No.”
“Did you witness Kirk Lindoff administer Ghb to the contents of the drinks you or Sophie
Nightingale ingested on April 4, 1999?”
“No.”
“Did you witness Bart Burle administer Ghb to the contents of the drinks you or Sophie
ingested on April 4, 1999?”
“No.”
“So, you didn’t witness any of the defendants administer a poisonous substance, or Ghb, to
drinks intended for you or Sophie Nightingale?”
“Correct,” she said forlorn.
“But, is it true you want these jurors to believe the defendants poisoned you and Ms.
Nightingale?”
“Absolutely.”
“Did you witness any of the defendants in the front room where you were when you fell
unconscious?”
“Jesse.”
“Only Jesse?” Countered the defense.
“Well no…I mean, Jesse, and, later, Shamanté,” she corrected.
“Are you sure? Which is it?” Flint antagonized.
“Yes,” and her eyes brightened, “I’m certain,” and again she challenged the defendants with
an accusing glint.
“Did you speak to Shamanté?”
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“No, Sophie fell to the floor convulsing, and I screamed. The room spun. Panicked voices
fading in and away from me like down a long tunnel.”
“And, in this chaotic state you want this court to believe prior to falling unconscious, you
noticed Shamanté entering the room.”
Unswerving, she answered, “Yes…that’s exactly what I want these jurors to believe.”
“It’s your version of the facts based on your memory, which has been traumatized by a
fifteen year coma?”
“Objection. Argumentative.”
“Sustained.”
“Isn’t it true Ms. O’Brien your memory of the events of April 4, 1999 are based on
newspaper clippings your doctors provided you, as well as the information the deceased’s family
provided upon your recovery?”
“No, you’re distorting the truth,” shrieked Bella defensive and rattled.
The Judge hoping to avoid another outburst asked Bella, “Ms. O’Brien, would you like a
break?”
“Yes, Your Honor,” replied Bella in a dry drained tone.
The judge struck the gavel and recessed court for a twenty-minute break. People scattered
from the pews like insects spewing from an opened jar. They spread into the hallway where the
media gathered. They recognized Bella as she brushed by and they called after her but she fled
down a long hallway and through an exit, with me in hot pursuit.
Bella leaning against the white rock building pulled a cigarette from her pocket. Leaning
into her, I lit it, and we lingered in the shade of the portico silent and staring into a sea of black
asphalt shimmering white in the sun.
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“Are you okay?” I inquired.
In an inaudible shaken voice she replied, “Yes.” But, didn’t look at me.
Her left hand circled her slender waist like she held her self together, and with the right she
clasped a cigarette. She cocked her head to keep an eye on the door. Lighting another cigarette from
the butt she tossed to the ground crushing it beneath her stilettos while peering up at me through
squinting eyes.
Then, without warning she tossed the cigarette and traipsed through the door and, like a
silent shadow, I followed back into the courtroom. People milled about or conversed in low
murmurs. As we strolled in the bailiff announced counsel convened in the judge’s chamber. A while
later the judge announced the attorneys, during the break, meet and needed additional time to confer
on issues.
“Court is dismissed,” decreed Judge J. J., “…until tomorrow at 9 a.m.”
The jurors filed out then, the courtroom emptied. Nicole suggested reconvening at her
office. Circling around to the witness room door, I leaned against the wall waiting for Bella. The
burly bailiff opened the door and Bella emerged drained and bewildered. Slouching, I briefed her as
we proceeded to meet Nicole.
Minutes after arriving, Nicole thundered in behind us like a freight train barreling into a
station. Her black trial valise on rubber wheels whirled across the uneven surfaces of carpet and
parquet. With the flick of her wrist, she parked it in the center of the room. The handle collapsed,
when she exclaimed.
“They want to make a deal. Can you believe it?” she said with a throaty laugh. “It doesn’t
say much for their defense strategy.”
“Is it timely?” I asked.
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“Yes, but no. But, think about it. They want to make a deal after hearing the testimony of the
state’s key witness. Bella you’ve intimidated the defendants. They want out. What do you say?
Before responding Bella’s eyes brighten and pitched toward the skyline unsure what idea
she wanted to express. Then, glancing in my direction she said.
“You know, at first I wrestled with fear of the defendants going free a second time around.
Terrified my truth won’t be enough to convict them. Fear constrained my voice, which led to daily
injections preceding court. Vertigo pulled me down each morning but instead of fainting I’d throwup.
No deals. At least, not yet,” directed Bella adamant. “This is my chance to tell Sophie’s
story, and to tell mine. They can’t run away, or buy their way out. They’ve to face me. They’ve to
face the truth. And, I’ll no longer shrink in obsequious fear. No, I’ll testify and tell my story.
They’re murderers. They’ll be tried. But, no, deals. Not until I’ve told what I remember. I want the
world to know who they are and what they did. They’re predators disguised as musicians hiding
behind a web of lies and deception.”
“Okay, but Bella you’ll give the defense more opportunity to dig into your past.”
“Yes, I understand the risk.”
“Okay, then, why don’t you rest and we’ll meet here again tomorrow morning around 8:00
a.m.?”
“Gotcha,” responded Bella feeling renewed and triumphant. Once outside, I flagged a cab
remembering as we drove away, I forgot to call Julia about our lunch date.
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Chapter 52
Pulling the car into the driveway at the beach house, dusk canopied across the sky
compressing the blazing light of day into a fine fiery line at the edge of the horizon. Julia in a
window caught my attention exiting the car as she lit a candle while watching the sunset. She
lowered subdued swollen eyes tracking our steps as we advanced.
Perceiving a somber mood, a flush of guilt brought heat to my face for forgetting the lunch
date. It didn’t matter we’d anticipated Bella and, the trial might consume my attention and take
priority, for Julia, it became triggers for her P.T.S.D.
“Sorry mother about lunch.” I offered stooping to kiss an icy cheek. “It couldn’t be helped,”
I assured, but stiff she fled my affection. Tailing her footsteps into the foyer, “I’ll make it up to
you,” I called after her watching her climb the stairs unyielding. “Good night,” she said closing her
bedroom door and the latch echoed remote.
Bella, who’d been nursing a cigarette on the porch, entered.
“I’m going for a jog. Need air,” I said brusque scurrying passed a nicotine cloud lingering
around her.
“Can I tag along?” she asked.
“Sure,” I said out the door and into a brisk sea breeze an immediate stark contrast to the
somber courtroom and encounter with Julia in the foyer. Taking a deep breath the sea air seeped
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into my nostrils coating them in a dewy salt mist. But the remains of the day incarcerated my mind
with an endless raucous stream. Imagining the noise clouds, I pushed them away with an imaginary
feather.
Yet, on the screen in mind the malevolent faces of Sophie’s killers loomed like posters from
America’s most wanted. Surrendering to an urge, I sprinted like a racehorse leaving Bella at the
gate. Water danced at my feet swishing and washing away my footprints. Bella clumsy in her gait
trailed behind. Her long tresses like a kite tail blew in a breeze that swelled her hemline like a
balloon. Breathless she shouted into the wind.
“…Words cannot express how amazing it is to be alive…I’m so incredibly grateful, which is
new to me.” Glancing in her direction, the whites of her eyes glistened with tears when she let out a
gut-wrenching belly scream like a woman giving birth. Then it hit me she may be giving birth to
herself. Her shrieks sailed across the crest of ocean waves crashing in white lines.
“Are you alright?” I yelled.
“Of course,” she shouted. “Just grateful to be alive and to run and to scream and to laugh.
Before the coma, I don’t remember experiencing gratitude as frequent as anger.” she said her eyes
sparkling with tears again. “…But…now, it only matters…I’ve been given a second chance.
But, it must be hard for you, and, for Julia,”
“Hard?” he questioned.
“Well, I mean for you and Julia, justice doesn’t exist because knowing nothing can bring her
back. I want you to know how much I appreciate living at the beach house with you and Julia. And,
for letting me traipse after you tonight when you probably wanted to be alone.”
“No, not at all. It’s a pleasure to have your company. Running is how I blow off steam. Do
you mind?”
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“No, not at all, please do.”
Her response rang like the gun releasing the gate at the Kentucky Derby. My leg muscles
launched into action sprinting across the hard packed sand at the water’s edge. Moonlight spilt
across the liquid silver sea shimmering with diamonds of light. Beads of sweat burst open and rolled
down my back and collected in my brows, spilling into the eye sockets. Unexpected, a film of warm
salt-water tears accumulated and my pace slowed. Swiping my eyes on my arm, I searched for Bella
in the encroaching darkness.
Reclining on elbows near a dune, she stared at the sea. As I drew near, she patted the sand
beside her. Kneeling, I flopped onto my belly facing inland and folding my arms on the cool soft
sand formed a pillow for my sweaty face. The crashing ocean waves and rustling water rippled
rhythmic to shore behind me. And, flipping onto my back, I cupped my hands beneath my head, and
stared into a zillion tiny pinpoints of light twinkling in the black sea of night above.
“Follow my finger to the star at the end.” I directed pointing.
“Where?” she asked straining.
“Close to Pleiades. See, the sparkling one moving. Follow my arm and the line of my
finger.”
“Oh yeah,” she replied with child-like wonder. “What star is it?”
“It’s Sophie’s star. Julia and I discovered it in the western night sky after she died. We
imagined her signaling to us of her arrival at her new home in the cosmos. Julia says when she
stares at it, it twinkles and dances like Sophie.”
“What an awesome way of honor her spirit,” chimed Bella still staring at the star and
shifting sand with one hand. “Today, I sensed Sophie’s presence in the courtroom,” she said.
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“Yes,” I admitted, “…I often imagine that possibility. But, today, my radar’s focused on the
defendants and your testimony. What’s it like in the witness seat?”
“Not as troubling as at first, it’s fine…now,” she shouted over the pounding Pacific spraying
in the breeze. Followed by silence, I turned onto my side resting my head on one hand while facing
her.
“I’m not afraid,” she yelled against the surging sea. “My eyes are open. I think they’ll stay
open, now. My mind is made-up to expose them for what they are—murderers. They relied on
ignorance and time to cover their secret. But time has proven their enemy. They didn’t expect a
survivor.”
“Well, who do you think spiked your drinks?”
“I think they all did it because they agreed in secret to hide the truth. They lied about us
arriving at the music studio uninvited, and drinking from an open container high on Ghb,” she said
running sand through her hands. “…They lied, and then, swore to it. Yes, they’re all guilty.
But, Nicole said a second-degree murder conviction in California at most, is a four-year
sentence. And, with overcrowding, she doubted a prison sentence. They may get house arrest for a
few months. It isn’t justice, is it?”
“No, not when compared to Sophie’s life,” I agreed. “…It’s despicable they may go free,
again. Justice is so abstract.
The concept of justice is a trigger for Julia,” I brooded pensive. “…But then so are words,
memories, thoughts, music, people and places. They all serve as potential triggers for post-traumatic
stress. Yet, at times, she can be gregarious and, cheery. But, perhaps, I’ve overestimated the extent
of her recovery.” Bella quiet stared at the waves.
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And, listening to the soughing sea soon lulled me into a mindless drowsiness on the edge of
dreams until a sudden jerk signaled I’d drifted off to sleep. Offering my hand, I said half asleep,
“It’s time to start back before I make this beach my bed.”
Her slender fingers warm and soft in my hand as she jumped with a spring landing beneath
my nose smelling sweet and womanly. Her hair blew across her face as she brushed down the
mushrooming edges of her dress. Clouds floated by uncovering an enormous moon. The wind
picked-up and pummeled sand like daggers into our exposed flesh. Quickening our pace we scurried
between and behind the dunes avoiding the arbitrary sand showers. Moonlight shined on Bella face
lighting her delicate lips pressed in a peaceful repose.
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Chapter 53
Today sizzled with a circus frenzy whipped by media storylines of a famed rapper’s murder
plot involving a young college girl and Ghb. The tabloids covers featured the ageless photograph of
Sophie, a glamour shot of Bella from the cover of Vogue, and, a recent publicity shot of Shamanté
and his hip-hop band. The media brandishing network emblems littered the halls. Their presence
instilling a movie set quality to the somber setting.
Seated behind the prosecution’s table, I watched as a burgeoning crowd of spectators pack
into the courtroom. The unflinching defendants, like props with downcast eyes, busied anxious
hands with writing and crumbling notepaper, and toying with pens or clothing or body parts. The
courtroom clock pointed to 9:15 a.m., when Bella mounted the witness stand for the fifth day of
testimony. Her gaze surveyed two rows of expressionless faces, she sighed.
Thanual Day took the lead. To his right, his co-counsel, Peter Flint scrawled notes he shared
with Thanual. Re-introducing, he asked Bella to re-state her name for the record.
“Mirabella O’Brien.”
“May I too address you as Bella?”
“Suit yourself,” she said underscoring the acrimonious tension mounting since trial
commenced.
“Well Bella, I believe when you ended testifying yesterday you were discussing the night of
April 3, 1999. Do you recall?”
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“Yes.”
“Okay…” and he approached the witness box within a few feet “…I believe you testified
you met Ms. Nightingale and Clark Mitchell at the DNA Lounge to dance on the night of April 3,
1999. Correct?
“Yes.”
“You testified you had three drinks. Correct?”
“No. I testified I’d two drinks at the club,” she corrected with irritation.
“Did you eat?” He pressed.
“Maybe. I don’t remember.”
“Objection, Your Honor. Answer non-responsive, he argued with a no-nonsense demeanor.
“Sustained. Please answer the question Ms. O’Brien.
“I don’t have any specific memory of what I ate.”
“But you do have specific memory you had two drinks?”
“Objection Your Honor. Asked and answered.”
“Sustained. You don’t have to answer.” Day circled back toward the defense table, then,
twisting sharp toward the witness as though one more question nagged him, asked.
“Did you voluntarily take Ghb while you were at the DNA Lounge?”
“No.” she denied her voice sizzling with scorn.
“Did you take Ghb at Sophie’s flat?”
“No,” she said staring at him with hostile eyes.
“Did you take any drugs on April 3, 1999, or the morning of April 4, 1999?”
“No, I didn’t,” she averred to the jurors.
“Have you ever been arrested for drug possession?”
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“Your Honor objection, immaterial and irrelevant, Ms. O’Brien isn’t on trial.” Insisted
Nicole.
“Overruled. I’ll allow it. Please answer the question.”
“Yes.”
“What year?”
“I don’t recall.”
“Does the year 1990 refresh your memory?” Pursued Thanual.
“Perhaps,” she said with a finger to her cheek.
“Do you recall for what you were arrested?”
“Possession of less than a gram of crack cocaine,” she admitted with a rose colored flush
rising in her cheeks.
“Did you serve prison time?
“No,” she emphasized by accenting a second syllable.
“Did you receive a punishment for your crime?”
“Since a juvenile at the time, the penalty included a one-year probation and participation for
one-year in a state run drug rehabilitation program.”
“Did you complete the program?”
“Yes,” she confirmed to the jurors.
“Did you resume using crack cocaine after completing the program?”
Bella sassy tipped her head to one side and adamant answered, “No. I stayed drug-free and
built a successful modeling career.”
“Objection Your Honor. The answer exceeds the scope of the question. Please instruct the
witness to answer the question without embellishment.”
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“Sustained. Please answer the question Ms. O’Brien.”
“Yes Your Honor,” she answered demure.
“Jurors you are to ignore the witness’ response. Counselor, you may resume.”
“On the night of April 3, 1999, were your drinks ever unattended while you were dancing at
the DNA Lounge?”
“Yes, possibly, but for the most part Clark never left our table while we danced,” she
answered confident.
“How well did you know Clark?” asked Thanual while pacing back and forth before the
jurors.
“I knew him somewhat,” she said sitting upright in her seat. “He’s Sophie’s friend…but she
didn’t introduce him,” she explained.
“How do you know Clark didn’t put Ghb in your drinks?”
“Because, he’s a trusted friend…he wouldn’t do it,” she asserted.
“How do you know when by your own admission, you didn’t know him well?”
“Objection you honor misstates evidence.”
“Overruled. You may answer.”
“I knew he wasn’t going to poison us. We trusted him. Besides, we trekked close to twelve
blocks from the club to Sophie’s flat. Based on my understanding of the onset of Ghb, its effect is
immediate…and, alcohol in the mix accelerates the process. Its inconceivable we ingested Ghb at
the club, walked thirteen blocks from the club to Sophie’s to the music studio. Then, waited around
forty minutes or more before collapsing unconscious. Where we fell,” she said with a dramatic
dropping of her hand, “…in my mind, is where we ingested the poison.”
“Objection Your Honor. The answer exceeds the scope of the question.”
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“Sustained. Jurors you are to disregard the witness’ testimony. Ms. O’Brien, I’m instructing
you to answer the question without embellishing. Do you understand?” And, the judge’s chair came
to a forward position emphasizing his concern.
“Yes, sir,” she answered like a pouty child, whose antics have been exposed.
“Counsel you may continue.”
Thanual now leaned into the witness, and asked, “Is Shamanté your friend?”
“I knew him,” she said vague and uneasy.
“Objection Your Honor. Ambiguous.”
“Sustained. Answer the question Ms. O’Brien.”
“In 1999, I considered him an acquaintance not a friend,” she emphasized to the jurors.
“Okay, you testified you arrived at the studio with your friend Sophie, and you waited for
Shamanté with her? Correct?”
“Correct.”
“Did Shamanté show up?”
Bella’s bold stormy jade eyes swept over Shamanté like a breaking wave when she said,
“Yes, for a brief second right before I passed out.”
“You’re sure,” challenged Thanual.
“Yes, absolutely sure,” she testified defiant and fixating on Shamanté’s vacant face.
“I believe you testified earlier you thought you noticed him but weren’t sure. Can you read
the section back?” He asked the scribe, and the clerk read back the prior testimony:
“Did Shamanté show up?”
“I thought I saw him right when Sophie fell to the floor.”
“Where do you think you saw him?”
“I thought he came from the direction Jesse disappeared when he went for our drinks.”
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“Is it your testimony?
“Yes, I saw him,” she insisted.
“Did you count him as one of your friends?”
“If you say so,” she agreed antsy.
“Objection, argumentative Your Honor. Asked and answered.”
“Sustained. Proceed counselor.”
“You believe Shamanté poisoned you with Ghb?”
“Yes,” she answered determined.
“Can you tell the court why it’s your belief?”
“Because I ingested a drink at the studio handed to me by Shamanté‘s manager, Jesse.
Okay? As a result I spent fifteen years in a coma. After recovering, I learned Shamanté lied in a
sworn statement about Sophie and me and about where, when, and how Ghb laced our drinks. What
would you believe? ” Bella asked defiant ad glaring at Thanual.
“How do you mean he lied?” Countered cool Day.
“He didn’t tell the truth,” she said vexed.
“What did he not tell the truth about?”
“Well, he lied to the police, he lied to the hospital personnel about where and how Ghb
found its way into our drinks, and he lied in his statement.” The spectator whispers like locust
swarmed over the courtroom. Judge J.J. flicked the gavel like a guillotine, ordering, “Order in the
courtroom,” and, stared at the crowd with a scowl.
“You know where you ingested Ghb?” He asked in a mocking tone.
“I know the drinks Jesse handed us contained Ghb,” she asserted to the jurors unshakable
while Thanual kept his distance leaning into the defense table blocking the defendants.
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“So is it your testimony when you woke-up from a coma recently you remembered the drink
handed to you fifteen years earlier at the studio contained Ghb?”
“No, it’s not my testimony. What I remembered is after my friend Sophie and I drank the
drinks Jesse handed to us at the studio, Sophie fell to the floor convulsing and I blacked-out,” she
shouted growing hostile and impatient with counsel.
“Objection…Your Honor” and the courtroom erupted in hushed whispers and the judge
again slammed the gavel to restore order.
“Asked and Answered Your Honor.”
“Sustained.”
“Ms. O’Brien according to your medical records from Mount Zion Hospital, which have
been marked as State’s Exhibit “2,” the doctors provided you with boxes containing memorabilia
such as newspaper clippings regarding the Easter Sunday Ghb poisoning. Correct? A “yes” or “no,”
please,” directed Thanual.
“Yes.”
Thanual approached the witness box and handed Bella Exhibit “2,” that contained her
medical records. “Isn’t it true Ms. O’Brien…” pursued Thanual, “… according to your medical
records, you complained of disorientation, confusion, and an inability to comprehend fifteen years
had passed, or grasp the concept of time. Is that accurate, Ms. O’Brien?”
“Well, yes, I believe so.”
“Isn’t it also true upon waking you believed, your best friend, Sophie Nightingale to be still
alive. A yes, or a no, please.”
Indignant, she answered, “Yes,” Again, an irritating rustle rippled through the courtroom
like a wave of energy.
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“And, isn’t it true because of your disbelief and rejection of what the doctors at Mount Zion
explained caused your coma, namely, the drug, Ghb. They provided you with newspaper clippings
about the events transpiring on April 4, 1999. True or false?”
“True.”
“Then, isn’t your memory of the events occurring on April 4, 1999, a fiction Ms. O’Brien?
Concocted from the stories you read in the newspaper clippings.”
Bella gawked around wild with scorn for the false accusers then, swore to the jurors, “That’s
a lie!”
“Objection Your Honor lacks foundation.”
“Overruled. I’m going to allow. Continue with it counselor.
“Isn’t it true Ms. O’Brien,” Thanual confident he asserted fact, accused. “…You have no
residual experiential memory of the events occurring on April 4, 1999, other than what you’ve read
and what people, like your doctors, and the Nightingales have told you?”
Bella’s composure waned, beseeching the jurors like an innocent accused child, she wailed,
“You mischaracterize the facts, sir,” she said searching the jurors’ unyielding eyes for allegiance.
Nicole addressed the court, “Your Honor may we take a short break?
“Yes, of course Madam Prosecutor. The court will reconvene at one o’clock. You are
dismissed,” he ordered slamming the gavel and, in a flurry his black robe ballooned behind him as
he vanished behind the door leading into his private chambers.
Nicole leading the way to her office, asked Bella, “How are you holding out?
“I’m fine…just exhausting how he twist the facts to suit his clients.”
“Yes, I’m certain it is but it’s also his job. Remember, he’s trying to create doubt in the
jury’s mind. He hopes to establish not only could it have been anyone other than his clients who put
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the Ghb in your drinks but also your memory of the events may be constructed from dreams or
memorabilia or hearsay. I don’t think it’ll work but it may influence the jury’s final decision.
After your testimony, I’ll try and mitigate any damages when I call, Dr. Parker. She’s the
Ghb expert Julia engaged to review Sophie’s medical records and write a report. Her report will be
admissible evidence, and, it existed two years after Sophie’s death and the homicide division
ignored it. Dr. Parker will establish the timeline with regard to Ghb poisoning. Her testimony
collaborates your testimony and may dismiss any doubt or confusion from the jurors’ minds about
where you girls ingested the Ghb.
Then it remains to be established who administered the Ghb to your drinks. The defendants
aren’t going to want to hang for administering the Ghb and poisoning you girls, if they’d no
knowledge of it. They may have all participated in a decision to lie and cover-up what happened but
they didn’t agree to share the blame of administering the Ghb. And, the ones who didn’t are going
to break from the pack and I’m counting on Dr. Parker’s testimony to elicit those eleventh hour
confessions.”
“What about Julia?” Bella asked shooting a quick glance at me. “When can she attend the
trial?
“The defense may call her …but it’s doubtful.”
“Well, it’s affecting her medical condition,” Bella advocated.
“I understand, but as you know the judge granted the defendants’ motion for sequestration of
the witnesses. In it the defendants list Julia as one of their potential witnesses. As a result, she’s
required to stay sequestered until they call her. But, in my opinion her testimony isn’t relevant to the
charge. Which is why, I’ve filed a motion objecting to her testimony but it hasn’t been ruled upon,
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which I intend to address. All the same, I don’t expect them to call Julia until late in the trial, if at
all. It’s unfortunate for your mother but these are the rules in criminal court.”
“Well, she’s suffered enough. It’s not fair.”
“Yes, of course. I’ll submit the motion to the judge. We better head back. Bella, any
questions?”
”No,” Bella replied sullen.
“Are you comfortable with Thanual today?”
“No, but he’s not as annoying as Flint.”
“I’d have to agree,” said Nicole slipping into her jacket. Let’s go.”
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Chapter 54
Like a curtain call, the gavel announced the court’s reconvening. Once the bailiff swore
Bella back in, Thanual lunged into cross.
Waving his hand at the seated defendants he asked, “Can you tell me which one of the
defendants you witnessed putting Ghb in your drink?”
“No,” she answered feeling like a caged animal and flashed fiery eyes at her captors, the
defendants.
He continued pacing before the defendants pointing to each of them as he passed by. “Can
you tell me which one of the defendants you witness putting Ghb in Sophie’s drink?”
“No,” said Bella unwavering keeping her focus on the stoic faces of the jurors.
“Can you tell me which one of the defendants you heard say, they, or another, put Ghb in
your drink?”
“No.”
“Can you tell me which one of the defendants you heard say, they, or another person, put
Ghb in Sophie’s drink?”
“No.”
“Can you tell me which one of the defendants you heard say, either they, or another person,
intended to kill Sophie with a Ghb cocktail?”
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“No,” she replied squirming uncomfortable because Thanual’s question required a yes, or a
no response.
“Can you tell me which one of the defendants you heard say, either they, or another person,
intended to drug you with a Ghb cocktail?”
“No,” she said in a sour voice.
“Can you tell the court the basis of your belief one or all of the defendants put Ghb in your
drink?”
Adrenalin pumped through her body and she shook with a tremor when she yelled,
“Yes…because Sophie died! And, because the drinks Jesse handed to us induced the 15-year coma
I’ve suffered,” the defendants sat stiff and immobile.
“Did you witness anyone tampering with your drinks at the DNA Lounge?”
“No,” she continued resolute propping her head on her left hand with her elbow resting on
the ledge of the platform.
“And did you notice anyone tampering with your drinks at the studio?”
“Yes.”
“Yes, you noticed someone tampering with your drinks at the studio?” persisted Thanual
astounded.
“No, I didn’t,” she corrected.
“Okay.”
“Is it your testimony you saw no one at the club, and, likewise, you saw no one at the music
studio tampering with your drinks?”
“Yes,” agreed Bella uncrossing her legs and shifting to sit erect and scanning the courtroom.
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“And, is it your testimony you believe because you and Sophie fell unconscious at the music
studio it’s where you ingested the Ghb?”
“Yes,” she answered placing her left folded hand against her cheek at an angle.
“Isn’t it true you and Sophie were drunk when you arrived at the studio?” Poked Thanual.
“No, it’s a lie,” she protested adamant.
“Isn’t it true Sophie drank from an open bottle of alcohol she brought with her to the
studio?”
“No, that’s false,” she replied scornful.
“Isn’t it true you and Sophie often attended parties inebriated and uninvited.”
“No, we didn’t. That’s a lie.” She answered, determined not to break down under Thanual’s
attack.
“Isn’t it true you were a frequent drug user?”
“Noooo. It’s not true,” professed Bella eyeing the jurors for traces of judgment.
“But, isn’t it true you have a drug history…a police record?” forged on Thanual.
“Yes,” she said dry staring at the jurors.
“No, further questions Your Honor, the defense rest.”
“Does the prosecution wish to redirect?” Inquired the judge.
“Yes, the state has a couple more questions for the witness Your Honor.”
“All right proceed.”
“Bella, how old were you when you had a drug history.”
“A teen.”
“Were you using drugs or experimenting with Ghb when you were friends with Sophie.”
Her brow pinched she snarled indignant, “No.”
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“Thank you. The State has no further questions of this witness at this time Your Honor but
reserves the right to recall the witness. Bella dismounted the witness box and took a chair nest to
Nicole at the prosecution’s table. Nicole flipping through her papers, looked up as the bailiff
announced.
“The State calls Dr. Vladimir Urlinger, the San Francisco Chief Medical Examiner,”
crocked the fish-mouthed bailiff into the witness room. Through the portal entered an untidy man
with a grizzly mane of coarse hair limping and leaning on an expensive silver tipped cane.
Waddling to the witness box in a tight fitting rumpled suit looking like he’d slept in it.
He squinted through puffy red-streaked eyes from under a prominent brow. His scrunched face
folded in deep furrows. After the swearing in, he came to rest in the witness chair with the thud like
a heavy sack. Breathing labored, he peered pensively around the room while opening and closing fat
fingers grasping the head of an ivory-headed cane with a silver tip.
“Please state your name for the court?” Instructed Nicole.
Clearing phlegm from his throat, he answered, “Vladimir Urlinger.”
“And will you state for the jury, your profession?”
“Yes, I’m Chief Medical Examiner for the City of San Francisco.”
“How long have you been the City’s Chief Medical Examiner?”
“Forty-two years,” he responded quite pleased with himself and smacking his lips.
“Can you please identify the signature on this document, State’s Exhibit “3”?”
“Yes, it’s my signature.”
“And, can you please identify for the court, Exhibit “3?”
“Yes, it’s the amended death certificate I issued regarding Sophie Nightingale.”
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“Can you please read the cause of death as you indicated on the amended certificate of
death?”
“It states suspected homicide.”
“The State submits State Exhibit “4.” Doctor can you please identify State’s Exhibit “4.”
“Yes, it’s the original certificate of death I issued concerning Ms. Nightingale.”
“And, the stated cause of death on this certificate, please read,” instructed Nicole.
“It reads, accidental death by drug overdose,” he read to the jurors as rumbles shift through
the courtroom like a contraction.
“Can you explain the amending of the certificate?”
“Well, yes, because we suspected a homicide might be involved,” he replied with a pompous
air.
“Can you explain to us why in your original death certificate you classified the cause of
death as a drug overdose as opposed to death by poisoning?”
“Objection Your Honor, misstates evidence.”
“Overruled. I’ll allow. Continue,” instructed the Judge J.J.
“The majority of cases in 1999, involving Ghb were in the context of voluntary, recreational
use. So, it’s how we classified those cases when we’d nothing to indicate otherwise?”
“Can you explain, please?”
“At the time, cases presenting with Ghb exceeded the dosing presented by Ms. Nightingale.”
“But doctor, did you regard Ghb’s chemical composition to be poisonous?”
“Yes, of course,” he agreed defensive but countered, “…the majority of cases indicate
recreational use.”
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“Is it fair to say because of the number of cases of Ghb poisoning pertaining to recreational
use, it may have prejudiced your opinion as to the cause of Sophie Nightingale’s death?”
“I don’t understand your use of prejudice in this context,” he clarified raising thick, unruly
eyebrows like vaudeville greasepaint.
“Dr. Urlinger, I’m going to hand you what has been marked as State’s Exhibit “7,” which I
submit is a report by Dr. Susan Parker dated April 10, 2001. In it, Dr. Parker contends the amount
of Ghb identified in Ms. Nightingale system indicates a significant amount to have induced death.
She writes the report after studying the toxicology report as well as the autopsy you conducted. Do
you concur with the statement?”
“Objection, Your Honor. Lacks foundation.”
“Sustained.”
“Dr. Urlinger did you at the time of your examination of Ms. Nightingale find she had
ingested a massive amount of Ghb, which I represent to you is how a Ghb expert identified the
amount after reviewing the autopsy report and toxicology report relative to Ms. Nightingale.”
“May I review my notes from 1999?”
“Yes, I submit Dr. Urlinger’s Notes, State’s Exhibit “6.” Doctor, your notes from your
examination of Sophie Nightingale, dated, April 5, 1999.” Dr. Urlinger, raised a glass monocle,
attached to a chain, to his eyes and read.
“Yes,” he resumed. “…When I examined the decedent, I didn’t find, according to these
notes, evidence of a significant amount of Ghb. My notes indicate it may only have killed one in
one thousand people. But, my autopsy findings were inconclusive without the toxicology report.
When I received the toxicology report, it indicated substantially augmented concentrations of Ghb
then noted at autopsy.”
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“The State submits State’s Exhibit “1.” Dr. Urlinger is State’s Exhibit “1,” the toxicology
report you reviewed regarding Sophie Nightingale.
And, studying the document he responded, “Yes, I believe so.”
“Did the toxicology report change your determination as to the cause of death?”
“Yes, it did and I amended the certificate.”
“If Sophie Nightingale’s case presented today as opposed to 1999 would you have a
different opinion about the cause of death?”
“Objection. Calls for speculation.”
“Sustained.”
“Did any of the cases you reviewed in 1999, pertain to Ghb ruled as homicide or Ghb
poisoning?”
“I don’t believe so but I’m not certain.”
“Is Ms. Nightingale’s case the only suspected homicide by Ghb poisoning in 1999 in San
Francisco?”
“Well, I believe so.”
“Is it because the medical examiner is predisposed to rule accidental overdose when a body
presents at the morgue from Ghb poisoning?
“Objection. Argumentative.”
“Sustained. Doctor, you don’t have to answer. Continue Madam Prosecutor.”
“Have any cases of Ghb poisoning since 2000 been determined by you as a potential
homicide by Ghb poisoning?”
“I’ve no specific memory of any.”
“Why doctor?”
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“Well, Ghb overdose cases have diminished since 1999.”
“Is it your opinion today Ghb caused Ms. Nightingale’s death?”
“No, my opinion is inconclusive.”
“No more questions.”
“Mr. Day do you wish to cross this witness?” Asked the judge.
“Yes, Your Honor.”
“Proceed counsel.”
“Hello Dr. Urlinger, my name is Thanual Day and I represent the defendants,” he said and
waved open hand towards the defendants. “Can you tell this court the impact of the alcohol Ms.
Nightingale voluntarily consumed prior to ingesting Ghb?”
“Yes, the alcohol accelerated CNS depression,” he explained.
“Indicating?”
“It means the alcohol hastened the depression of the central nervous system. Without
medical attention cardiac arrest and breath suppression would have ensued rapidly,” he explained as
though reading from a medical book.
“Did you rule Ms. Nightingale’s death a homicide?”
“I believe I indicated Ms. Nightingale’s case to be a, Suspected Homicide.
“The homicide ruling then, is inconclusive,” reiterated Thanual.
“Precisely, which I suspect may be why they didn’t prosecute until now.”
“Objection, Your Honor. Unresponsive.”
“Doctor,” addressed Judge J.J., “…please limit your answer to the question asked.”
“Yes, Your Honor.”
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“In terms of an overdose, it does not imply, one-way or the other, whether the overdosing
involved a voluntary effort or administered in secret.”
“Correct.”
“Thank you. No further questions.”
“Madam Prosecutor do you have a rebuttal for this witness?” inquired the judge yawning.
“Yes, Your Honor.”
“Proceed.”
“Dr. Urlinger, do you have a different opinion today from your opinion in 1999, as to
whether the Ghb ingested by Ms. Nightingale caused her death?”
“No, I don’t.”
While the doctor continued testifying, I shifted uneasy and anxious wondering whether
Julia, home alone, listened to the testimony. Slipping from the courtroom, I returned to the beach
house to monitor Julia.
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Chapter 55
Entering the beach house, obtrusive voices blared from the cable network blasting from the
center of the house. Pursuing the noise, he rushed into the den where Julia distraught laid in a heap
upon the couch, weeping. Startled by his footsteps, she cocked her anxious head surprised and
stared forlorn through red swollen eyes. The blinds drawn shut blocked the sun.
“Is the medical examiner still testifying?” I inquired removing my jacket.
“No, it’s Sergeant Bradshaw,” she said as he reached for the remote and switched it off. His
teeth clenched, he dropped slowly back into the couch and his thighs naturally fell apart. Proof of
his certainty her hysterics would not affect his ability to counsel. Flinging her arms around my neck,
she sobbed a mother’s sacred tears. Several minutes passed when silent, she pulled away, inching
toward the cushion’s edge, and placing elbows on her knees blew her nose loud.
“I want to kill them…and end this suffering,” she groaned guttural like a hurt animal in a
tortured state. But, I did nothing; said nothing. My focus, as a consulting psychiatrist is related to
her spiritual psychology, and, with judgment suspended, I listened.
“They did it,” she shrieked out of frustration and fear and she fled to the window peering
through the drawn drape paranoid and devoid of stillness, forgiveness or transcendence. The
piercing memory of Sophie’s death lived in her mind as vibrant and crisp as though yesterday.
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“They’re responsible…and they’ll pay,” she hissed walking back to the couch with a scowl
of disdain highlighted in the flicker of candles she’s set out in the dark den, “…and, yet, it goes on
and on…I’ve had enough,” she cried flopping down exhausted.
Elijah’s brow drew together contemplating revenge as an infection of the spirit. An, still
seated shot her a hard questioning glance. “Then, why persist? “…You know, watching and
listening to the broadcast tormenting yourself? You knew what the medical examiner’s testimony
might be. You spoke to him multiple times. What were you expecting?
Don’t you see believing your pain will end when Sophie’s murderers are brought to justice
and punished is making you dependent on the very men who’ve harmed us. We agreed you’d allow
me to be the eyes and ears at the trial. But now, I see, that’s not your intent.” For, I realized, she
remained locked in her dance with the beguiling demons, vengeance, retaliation and retribution.
“I expect justice, Elijah,” she shrieked with eyes half blinded by tears and rage, “…and, you
can’t protect me from pursuit of it. They’re guilty,” she seethed edgy and lit a cigarette. I’m trying
to deal with it…in my own way…” and her voice cracked from the fury of tremors.
“That stupid medical examiner muddies the evidence with his one in a thousand theory. It
killed her!” She forced from a piteous face contorted by injustice and disillusion.
“…He’s a broken record, singing the second verse to the same song sung fifteen years ago.
Insisting the amount of Ghb that killed Sophie is less than what’s indicated for intent to murder. His
testimony negates the fact the act of putting a poisonous substance in a drink intended for human
consumption, is intent to murder,” she whined with the deep lines of suffering etched about her eyes
and mouth.
“Yes, I know it’s salt to your wound mother, but, why torture oneself?” He reasoned trying
to calm her frayed nerves.
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“Because…” she blustered, “…I keep hoping he’ll change his position based on Dr. Parker’s
report. But, he doesn’t. It’s like before…” And, tears renewed shivering shakes of anguish tying her
in knots, I pulled her into my arms for seeing her distraught destroyed all sense of tranquility.
“You know, tomorrow’s another day, and, your Ghb expert may persuade the jurors of the
defendants’ culpability despite the medical examiners’ testimony. Let it go. You’re wasting a
gorgeous day distraught over testimony that may be refuted tomorrow.
Do you want to go for that stroll on the beach, or not?” And, although annoyed and
discouraged, I subordinated my feelings to her needs and forced a soft smile.
“I came home to be with you,” he wheedled. “Do you want to go out and maybe stop at the
Cliff restaurant? It‘s a perfect day.” he cajoled trying to distract her from clinging to the source of
her pain.
“I’ll miss the rest of the police officer’s testimony and the triage nurse,” she persisted from a
red splotchy face, and, I stared incredulous.
“I think coming here is a mistake,” I shouted, and threw up my hands in frustration.
“What…where?” she asked bewildered like a child.
“Coming here. You’re regressing. I’m observing the same symptoms as before. Isn’t
suffering fifteen years enough?”
She winced sad and staring into his gravely knowing eyes said. “The pain never closes for
me…you must see that?”
“Well, yes, I do…today…see it, but is this how you are spending your days?”
“You don’t know how I spend my time,” she barked defensive. “…And, for your
information, I do go out.” she said but wanted to avoid a discussion about how she spent her time.
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Pulling my hand, she got up. “You’re right it’s a beautiful day, let’s go for that walk,” and
she swiped the back of her hand across her face. “Need to splash some water in my face and freshen
up, love, and I’ll be down. Okay?” she persisted forcing a smile wanting to allow her self to be
carried away by the impulse of happiness and she brushed fine hairs from her face.
“All right,” he said pulling silence around him like a knight’s cloak. “You freshen up, and
I’ll step outside and wait for you on the porch.” Once outside, he took a deep breath of salt air, and,
squinting from the dazzling sunlight reflecting off the sand, flipped his shades over his eyes.
He turned his head and looked out to sea longing for justice, and for peace for Julia. Behind
him a gull screeched. He shivered. A wind was rising. Sand stung his cheek. He tucked his fingers
in his pockets.
“We’ll need jackets,” he said when Julia cracked the door. With jackets flapping in the
wind, as they strolled down the beach they left the past in the shadows, and, Julia grew more
animated and cheerful. But, they knew, her mood might swing like a pendulum.
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Chapter 56
Next day the State called, Dr. Susan Parker a modest woman in a three-piece tan suede suit
belted by a thin leather belt at a slender waist. Off-white silk blouse showed at her cuffs and collar.
As she approached the witness box with her right hand she removed a hair clinging to her chin,
tucking it behind her diamond studded ear. Cocking her head toward the bailiff she raised her right
hand and swore to tell the truth, and stepped into the witness box.
“Will you please state your name for the court?”
“Yes, Dr. Susan Parker,” she replied looking cordial at the judge, Bella, counselors and
jurors. “And, are you here to offer testimony in your profession capacity as a doctor of medicine?”
“Yes.”
“Please tell the court your area of expertise.”
“Medical Anthropology.” The spectators whispered as Nicole directed the witness,
“Can you please describe what it entails?”
“It requires a reconciliation of the science of medicine with the culture and the society in
which people experience their medical problems. It involves research and studies over time,” she in
a tone of voice that conveyed poise and self-confidence.
“And your testimony today will be?”
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“My testimony today will be based on my eighteen years of research and studies on Ghb as
it relates to the findings of the medical examiner and the toxicologist pertaining to Sophie
Nightingale, as well as, as it relates to the medical records of Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien. My
testimony will be based on my review and analysis of those records and the impact of gamma
hydroxybutyrate, or Ghb.”
“Please tell the court where you work?”
“At the Department of emergency medicine, Hesperia County Medical Center, Hesperia,
Minnesota,” she said folding her hands on the ledge inside the witness box.
“Can you please speak into the microphone, so the judge can hear you?”
“Yes, of course,” and she leaned into the courtroom.
“In your capacity as a Ghb expert have you previously testified in any other state or federal
courts?”
“No, I’ve not.”
“This is your first case in which to offer live court testimony?”
“Yes,” she replied.
“Dr. Parker, please explain to the court how you learned of Sophie Nightingale’s Ghb
related death.”
“Ms. Nightingale’s mother, Julia Nightingale, contacted me in late 2000 regarding her
daughter’s death. Subsequently, I agreed to review the records and render an opinion as to whether
the amount of Ghb ingested by Ms. Nightingale, is sufficient to have caused death.”
“Why did she ask for your opinion?”
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“At the time, the S.F. medical examiner asserted the amount of Ghb that killed Ms.
Nightingale only would have killed one in one thousand, and, therefore, the dose amount did not
rise to a murder-one charge.”
“Objection. Hearsay Your Honor!” The spectators’ stirrings whirled through the courtroom
but halted in swift silence when the judge slammed the gavel as a warning. “Quiet in the court,” he
ordered continuing his decree.
“Sustained. Jurors you’re to ignore the witness’ last statement. Proceed counselor.”
“In light of the medical examiner’s opinion, why the need for an independent expert’s
opinion?”
“Ms. Nightingale’s mother believed the amount of poison or Ghb Sophie Nightingale
ingested is sufficient to cause death in humans.”
“And did you make a determination.”
“Yes,” she said shaking her head affirmative.
“And what is your opinion?”
“The levels of Ghb, post-mortem, were massive and consistent with findings it caused a
rapid depression of the central nervous system then, death,” she answered without embellishment.
“Objection Your Honor, lack of evidentiary foundation,” complained Thanual.
“Your Honor if you’ll indulge the Prosecution, it will lay the foundation.”
“Overruled. I’ll allow.”
“Dr. Parker, the State presents State’s Exhibit “8,” and ask you to please identify for the
court these are the medical records, toxicology report, autopsy report and certificate of death
pertaining to Sophie Nightingale you reviewed in preparation of your report, and your testimony
today.”
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“Yes,” she agreed flipping through the pages. “These are the records I reviewed.” Nicole
hands the documents to defense counsel, and the judge.
“Alright, thank you. Now, please tell the jurors what these records are.”
“I reviewed the medical examiner’s report, the toxicology report, and the medical records
pertaining to Ms. O’Brien and Ms. Nightingale, dated, April 4, 1999.”
“Thank you. Now, for those of us who don’t understand the nature of Ghb can you please
describe Ghb to the court?”
“Yes. Ghb, or Gamma hydroxybutyrate, is a naturally occurring compound present in the
central nervous system and peripheral tissue. It may act as a neurotransmitter in the brain. Ghb
mimics natural physiological sleep, enhances REM sleep, and increases stage three and four of
slow-wave sleep.”
“Thank you Doctor but can you now tell us in laymen’s terms the effects of Ghb and its
history?”
“Well, Gamma hydroxybutyrate acts as a central nervous system depressant. A French
researcher originally developed it in the 60s as an anesthetic. Since then, it’s predominately used in
Europe as a general anesthetic. Ghb is sold in powder, liquid or capsule form.”
“In the U.S., does Ghb have illicit uses?” Queried Nicole.
“Yes, in the late 90s, Ghb became popular as a recreational drug. Its widespread use resulted
in many hospitalizations, and deaths. U.S. legislation attempted to restrict clandestine Ghb labs by
deeming it a Schedule I narcotic, not for sale,” she advised and the jurors leaned forward attentive
and busied their hands in copious note taking.
“Is Ghb clandestinely manufactured?”
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“On a gross scale. And, at this point in time, China is a major exporter of black market Ghb,
but, in 1999, a black market expanded from amateur kitchen sink production.”
“Can you describe the ingredients to make it?” Continued Nicole.
“Yes, it can be made with inexpensive ingredients, for example, industrial solvents like
drain cleaner, and floor stripper. Recipes are posted on the Internet. People can make it in their
kitchen as well as in clandestine labs, but no guarantees of quality or purity, exist.”
“Is it fair to say industrial solvent is an ingredient in the Ghb ingested by Sophie Nightingale
and Bella O’Brien on April 4, 1999.”
“Yes” she answered confident.
“Objection Your Honor. Lacks foundation.”
“Sustained.”
“Is it fair to say most all Ghb sold on the black market, home kitchens, or clandestine labs, it
contains industrial solvent.”
“Yes.”
“Based on your answer is it fair to say a strong probability exists the Ghb ingested by Sophie
Nightingale and Bella O’Brien contained industrial solvent?”
“Yes.”
“Objection. Calls for speculation on the part of the witness.
“Sustained. Rephrase your question counselor”
“Is it fair to say Ghb sold on the street, or manufactured in clandestine labs using industrial
solvent is a deadly poison to comingle with drinks intended for human consumption?”
“Objection Your Honor lacks foundation.”
“I’ll allow,” ruled the judge. “Continue.”
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“Yes.”
“When used recreationally does Ghb have a street name?” Directed Nicole.
“Yes, it’s referred to in reports by several street names for instance, “G,” “Liquid X,”
“Scoop,” and “Grievous Bodily Harm…among others.”
“What is its form when sold?
“It’s sold as a light-colored powder, which easily dissolves in liquids, or as a pure liquid
packaged in vials, or small bottles. In liquid form, when mixed in a drink it’s clear, odorless,
tasteless, and undetectable,” explained Dr. Parker.
“What is an amount a human might consume recreationally?”
“Typically it’s consumed by the capful, or teaspoonful. But proper dosing is unknown
because an amount, which might kill one person, may not kill another,” and as she spoke the jurors
kept writing.
“What would it cost for a dose?”
“Perhaps $5 to $10 per dose.”
“And, if I take one dose how would I feel?”
“Ghb can cause mental and physical paralysis in a person and these effects are intensified
when the drug is combined with alcohol. Dosage, of course, affecting the time in which the central
nervous system is depressed,” she explained knowledgeable on Ghb’s effects.
“What dose acts as an anesthetic to the central nervous system?”
“At ten mg/kg, Ghb is capable of producing amnesia.”
“What happens at twenty or thirty mg?”
“At twenty to thirty mg/kg, Ghb promotes a normal pattern of rapid eye movement, which
last from two to three hours.”
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“Follow where I’m going with this,” smile Nicole, “…what about at forty to fifty mg?
“At forty to fifty mg/kg, Ghb produces a state of somnolence occurring in five to fifteen minutes of
ingestion.”
“What about in doses in excess of fifty mg?” Pursued Nicole.
“Anesthesia is associated with doses of fifty mg/kg. Doses in excess of fifty mg/kg have
been associated with profound coma as well as decreased cardiac output, respiratory depression and
seizures. Larger doses of sixty to seventy mg/kg, Ghb produce a state of profound coma lasting one
to two hours.
“What were the levels of dosing associated with Ms. Nightingale?”
“In Ms. Nightingale’s case the blood levels were in excess of 258 mg, which is evident by a
deep coma and non-responsiveness to C.P.R. efforts as reported by defendants in their sworn
statements.”
“What would be consistent with a recreational dosing?”
“Recreational use of Ghb often involves doses well in excess of one teaspoon (1.5 –2.0 mg)
and, doses far exceed therapeutic doses.”
“In your opinion, did Ms. Nightingale die from a recreational dose of Ghb?”
“No. She didn’t. Ms. Nightingale died from a massive dose of Ghb rendering survival
unlikely. Restlessness stirring in the courtroom rustled like reeds.
“Objection. Lacks Foundation,” protested Thanual.
“Overruled,” directed the judge.
“Do you recall from the Mount Zion Hospital emergency room records what the blood
levels were for Bella O’Brien upon admittance?”
“For Ms. O’Brien the blood levels were around 222 mg.”
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“What is the significance of these numbers?”
“At those levels we would expect side effects to include vomiting, delusion, vertigo,
hallucinations, seizures, respiratory distress, loss of consciousness, slowed heart rate, lowered blood
pressure, amnesia, coma and death.”
“In other words, to an onlooker, the symptoms of Ghb poisoning are clear.”
“Objection. Leading.”
“Overruled.”
“Does Ghb present unequivocal signs of distress to alarm an ordinary person?”
“Objection. Lacks foundation.”
“Overruled. Continue.”
“Yes.”
“Dr. Parker what is the usual dosing of Ghb in a clinical setting?”
“Typically, in a clinic we use a low dose of Ghb of under ten mg/kg.”
“Based on your clinical studies what is the time of onset of effects from a ten mg dose of
Ghb?
Dr. Parker listened attentive then, answered, “generally,” she said, “…the onset can occur
within five to fifteen minutes, depending on stomach content.”
“Can you put it in the ball park for us Dr. Parker as to what this ten mg dose would feel
like?”
“The blood concentration data suggest a median lethal concentration of Ghb is equivalent to
two beers.”
“What type of symptoms?” Asked Nicole tenacious.
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“Characteristically, this dose results in dis-inhibition, sociability, and light inebriation
equivalent to the effects of two alcoholic drinks.”
“Let’s return to the part about our bodies manufacturing Ghb. Can you elaborate?
“Well, although Ghb is naturally present in the human body, endogenous blood Ghb
concentrations are typically well below one mg. in living subjects.
“Can you explain to us what the significance is of blood levels of Ghb concentrations in
terms of Ms. Nightingale post-mortem?
“Ms. Nightingale weighed 125 pounds and her post-mortem plasma Ghb concentrations
ranged from 258-432 mg, which indicates massive dosing of Ghb.”
“At those levels post-mortem what symptoms would Ms. Nightingale have presented prior
to dying?”
“Objection. Calls for speculation.”
“Overruled,” announced Judge Moynihan while stacking papers and files across his desk.
“Ms. Nightingale’s plasma Ghb concentrations indicate acute toxicity. At the onset her heart
rate and respiration would’ve slowed. The Ghb also would’ve interfered with her blood circulation,
motor coordination and balance, which is why it’s reported she collapsed to her knees and then
jerked forward landing on her forehead. The seizure resulted in coma within minutes, if not
seconds. Death came within hours. The same is true for Bella, who reports loss of consciousness,
which we know resulted in coma.”
“Would the symptoms Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien demonstrated, within minutes of
drinking their drinks at the studio, have sent a clear alarm to an ordinary person of the ordeal these
women suffered?”
“Objection Your Honor. Calls for speculation and conjecture on the part of the witness.”
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“I’m going to allow it based on the witness’ expertise and studies.”
“The symptoms of physiological distress would’ve been clear to anyone in close proximity
to the victims.”
“In your opinion Doctor based on the amounts of Ghb identified in Sophie Nightingale postmortem, and the amounts detected in Ms. O’Brien at the ER, is it possible, as the defendants
contend, the girls ingested Ghb at a nearby club, and navigated the thirteen blocks between the club
and the studio before presenting symptoms?”
“No, it’d be physically impossible,” asserted Dr. Parker.
“Objection. Conjecture.”
“Overruled. I’ll allow.”
“In your opinion Doctor is it possible for Ms. Nightingale and Bella O’Brien to have
ingested Ghb at Sophie’s flat then, amble one and a half blocks to the studio, continue up a flight of
stairs, order drinks, and wait around forty to fifty minutes before presenting symptoms?
“Objection, calls for speculation.”
“Overruled. I’ll allow.”
“No. It’s physically impossible for Ms. O’Brien and Ms. Nightingale to have remained
conscious, let alone be ambulant and maneuver curbs and stairs, within five minutes following the
ingestion of the Ghb in the known dosing we’ve been discussing. Essentially, Ghb had the impact
on Sophie and Bella systems of a fast moving fright train.”
“Objection, speculation.”
“Overruled as expert opinion.”
“Is it your opinion the girls ingested the Ghb at the studio.”
“Objection. Leading the witness.”
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“Overruled. You may answer.”
“Yes, it’s my opinion Ms. O’Brien and Ms. Nightingale ingested the Ghb at the music
studio,” confirmed Dr. Parker to a jury that listened intent.
“Is this the report you provided Mrs. Nightingale?” And, Nicole handed State’s Exhibit 7 to
Dr. Parker.
“Yes,” she acknowledged, “…this is my report.”
“Your Honor we submit State’s Exhibit 7.”
“Does your report render an opinion?”
“Yes.”
“What is that opinion?”
“Contrary to the medical examiner’s opinion that the dose that killed Ms. Nightingale may
have killed only one in one thousand, by all indicators, the amount that killed Ms. Nightingale was
sufficient to cause death in humans.”
“And,” pushed Nicole, “…did the amount cause the death of Sophie Nightingale?”
“Objection. Argumentative.”
“I’m going to allow it. You may answer Dr. Parker.”
“Yes, but the presence of alcohol accelerated the effect,” she clarified.
“Dr. Parker at what Ghb plasma concentrations does respiratory arrest ensue?”
“Around four grams, maybe less, maybe more.”
“What is the medical explanation as to why dosing may be less or more, and why one person
died within hours and another remained comatose?”
“Objection. Compound question.”
“Sustained.”
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“What is the medical explanation for why one person may die and yet another live based on
similar dosing?”
“I believe no medical explanation exists for the variation. But, because Ghb has a tight
dosing range, the difference between being stoned but ambulant and ending up in a coma or dead,
can be a few drops. But, other factors affect outcomes for instance, body type, age, weight, stomach
content, sex, and resistance to depressants, if alcohol is involved.
“Were other depressants involved in Bella and Sophie’s case?”
“Although we don’t know the exact timing, both women ingested alcohol prior to ingesting
the poison, Ghb.”
“Do you have the blood alcohol concentration in Sophie’s blood?”
“The toxicity report indicates point twelve percent.”
“Can you explain its significance?”
“Well, at point ten it means point ten percent, or one tenth of one percent of a person’s
blood, by volume, is alcohol. By extrapolation, one twelfth of one percent of Ms. Nightingale’s
blood volume contained alcohol.”
“What effect did this alcohol have on the Ghb?”
“A fatal effect, as Ghb is a powerful central nervous system depressant. The depressant
effects would’ve been enhanced with the presence of alcohol in the blood. It acted synergistically to
suppress the central nervous system.”
“At the stated dosing, in your opinion Doctor what effect did it have on Ms. Nightingale and
Ms. O’Brien’s ability to survive given the defendants waited several hours before seeking medical
attention?”
“Objection. Speculative.”
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“In Sophie’s case, the effect was fatal.”
“Is it your opinion the Ghb ingested by Ms. Nightingale caused her death?”
“Yes.”
“Is it your opinion the Ghb ingested by Ms. O’Brien induced the coma?”
“Yes.”
“Doctor, is it your opinion the Ghb ingested by Ms. O’Brien and Ms. Nightingale only
could’ve been ingested at the music studio?”
“Based on my review of the toxicologist’s reports, medical examiner’s report, emergency
room medical records and given the time of arrival at the studio, the time of the onset of symptoms,
and the estimated dosing, yes,” she answered staring at the jurors.
“Objection lacks foundation.”
“Overruled. I’ll allow.”
“Is it your opinion the symptoms displayed by Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien at the
studio point to one conclusion in terms of where the girls encountered the Ghb”?
“Yes.”
“What is your conclusion?”
“The place where they collapsed in a coma is where they ingested the Ghb,” she stated
glaring at the jurors hoping her statement made their notes.
“Objection.”
“Sustained.”
“Your Honor, I pass the witness. No further questions at this time but reserve the right to
recall this witness.”
“Counselor do you have questions for this witness?”
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“Yes, Your Honor.”
“You may proceed.”
“Hello Dr. Parker. My name is Thanual Day, I represent the defendants seated before you,”
and he gestured inclusive with an open hand.
“Please tell the court your background in Ghb.”
“I’ve been conducting research on Ghb-related health issues since 1998, including Ghb
overdose, Ghb addiction and withdrawal, and Ghb-facilitated sexual assault. Based on this research
I’ve published a number of reports and papers regarding Ghb.”
“Is it true then your opinions here today are based on your research?”
“Yes.”
“Did you review the medical examiner’s report on Sophie Nightingale?”
“Yes.”
“I’m going to hand you what has been marked State’s Exhibit “4,” and ask you if this is a
copy of the medical examiner’s autopsy report you reviewed pertaining to Sophie Nightingale.”
“Yes.”
“Can you please read for the court the medical examiner’s cause of death?”
“Yes. It says drug overdose.”
“Did the medical examiner rule Ghb caused Ms. Nightingale’s death.”
“Not specifically but it may be inferred,” she asserted.
“You believe it’s an inference?” Thanual asked casting a dubious eye at the jurors.
“Yes.”
“How?”
“Because it states “drug overdose,” which implies the Ghb poisoning.”
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“How do you know what drug the overdose refers to?”
“Well, based on Ms. Nightingale’s toxicology report no other drugs are identified in the
blood and tissue collected by the medical examiner,” she answered wide-eyed as whispers whirled
around the courtroom.
“How many deaths are you aware of involving just Ghb?”
“Few.”
“Can you explain?”
“Well, the chance of death goes up when alcohol is introduced, or present. But, Ghb can
have a different effect on a case-by-case basis. In other words, the amount of Ghb causing one to
collapse may, in another, induce coma.”
“What is your opinion as to the cause of Ms. Nightingale’s death?”
“It’s my opinion it’s probable Ms. Nightingale wouldn’t have died on April 4, 1999, had she
not been poisoned with a fatal dose of Ghb.”
“Objection, Your Honor, non-responsive.”
“Sustained. Answer the question please.”
“She died from Ghb poisoning enhanced by alcohol, is my opinion,” she emphasized.
“So are you stating Ghb contributed to her death?”
“I’m stating the Ghb combined with the alcohol took a synergistic effect. It accelerated
suppression of Ms. Nightingale’s central nervous system, which in turn triggered slowed breathing
until stopping her heart. And, the lack of immediate medical attention sealed her fate.”
“In your opinion, could the effects be experienced within five minutes after ingestion?”
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“Absolutely, based on the amount of the probable dose, the lack of stomach content, the
presence of alcohol, and the absence of other drugs, the effects of Ghb poisoning presented
symptoms within five to ten minutes of the time of ingestion.”
“Dr. Parker is it possible Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien ingested Ghb while they’re at the
club?”
“No, it’s possible, but not probable based on the testimony discussing the extent of activities
taking place between when they left the club and arrived home. The effects of Ghb, in the quantities
known ingested, would have been immediate given the weight of the women, the lack stomach
contents and the presence of alcohol.”
“Is it possible Ms. Nightingale and Bella O’Brien ingested the Ghb at Sophie’s flat?”
“Again, it’s possible but not probable given Ms. O’Brien’s testimony regarding the activities
transpiring at the flat like the phone message, lighting the candle, and traversing the stairs. If they
ingested the Ghb at the flat it’s improbable they could’ve maneuvered the stairs and continued down
the street and up another flight of stairs.”
“Please explain,” Nicole contemplated while traversing between the witness and the jurors
with her hands poised in front of her.
“It’s not probable. Based on the hypothetical: the girls ingested Ghb at Sophie’s flat and
then traversed the distance to the studio. It’s improbable, given the rapid onset of Ghb, and the
reported stomach contents of Ms. Nightingale.”
“Thank you. No further questions.”
“The prosecution passes the witness but reserves the right to recall. Your Honor, the
prosecution has no further witnesses at this time. Your Honor may we approach the bench?”
“All counsel approach the bench,” instructed the judge.
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“Your Honor, Mr. Flint interjected, as counsel for Kirk Lindoff and Bart Burle, the defense
submits, the two defendants seek a plea. They’d nothing to do with the poisoning of these two
women but were witnesses and have material testimony about the events, which may impact this
trial. Your Honor we move the court for a one-day break for an opportunity to discuss options with
the prosecution.”
“Madam Prosecutor?”
“I don’t have a problem with their request for consideration, Your Honor, if defense counsel
will agree to meet at 9:00 a.m., with their clients at my offices, tomorrow.”
“We agree.”
“Alright, court will recess until Monday.” But, before the gavel struck, the prosecution
interrupted.
“Your Honor the prosecution submits its motion for reconsideration regarding witness, Julia
Nightingale.”
“The court takes the motion under advisement and if objections arise, I’ll address those on
Monday.”
“Court is adjourned.” Proclaimed Judge J.J., “…until Monday at 9:00 a.m.,” and the gavel
closed the proceeding.
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Chapter 57
Court adjourned as Thanual approached Mrs. Du Bois talking to Bella while gathering her
things. “Can we speak alone?” He interrupted wary and scrutinizing Bella with dark eyes.
“Wait a minute,” advised Nicole and, over the commotion of the mass exodus from court,
Nicole redirected Bella.
“Meet me in my office in ten or fifteen minutes.”
“Sure,” agreed Bella merging into the mushrooming crowd when something scratchy swiped
her bare arm. Tired, she lost her balance as Shamanté’s bulldozed passed like a football tackle his
dreadlocks flailing tickled her arm. Appalled by the undesired contact, she dropped behind the
spectators. Opting for an alternative exit strategy through the witness room, avoiding a
confrontation with Shamanté, or the media.
Entering the D.A.’s suite of offices, Bella had a clear view of Nicole poised at her desk
empting a valise. Infused with heightened curiosity she blurted. “What did Thanual want?”
“A plea for his clients. I think Dr. Parker’s testimony raised concerns over the veracity of his
clients’ story. Dr. Parker’s timeline placing the poisoning at the music studio collaborates your
testimony. The defendants have problems.”
“Are all the defendants seeking a plea?” puzzled Bella.
“No, only Bart and Kirk. I’m meeting them here tomorrow morning.
“Do I need to be present?”
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“No, it’s not necessary. You’ve the day off,” decreed Nicole confident with the defendants’
testimony the case would wrap in short order. “You enjoy yourself tomorrow. You’ve earned a day
off. If I need you, I know where to reach you.”
“Thank you Mrs. Du Bois, I need a break. I’m exhausted.”
“Then rest,” she said contrite. Oh, please let Julia know I haven’t forgotten her. I expect to
have news for her on Monday regarding the defendants releasing her as a potential witness.”
“I’m sure she’ll be glad. Departing the DA’s offices, Bella meandered outside for the first
time of the day. Dusk blanketed the city with a chill. Orange-pink fume clouds contrasted against
the darkening sky. Searching for a cab, she recognized Elijah and Julia parked across the street.
“I didn’t expect you two. Been waiting long?”
“No, not long at all. I’d planned to swing by and give you a lift. Hop in.” Jumping into the
backseat she beamed, “Julia, I’ve amazing news. Nicole expects her motion to remove you as a
witness, will be decided Monday.” But Julia’s deadpan face expressed gloom and distress instead of
joy or relief. Bella and Elijah exchanged brief glances in the rearview mirror. Confused, Bella
shrugged sitting back and folding her hands in her lap. Hesitating she said.
“Mrs. Du Bois also told me the defendants are looking for a deal,” Bella searched Julia’s
face for a spark of interest. “They’re meeting in Nicole’s office tomorrow.” Intrigued, a crack
opened in Julia’s stoic indifference and she glanced over the seat to Bella.
“Will all the defendants meet tomorrow?” She quizzed.
“I don’t know but Nicole did say Bart and Kirk want to plea. Are you all right? You don’t
look well.” Bella inquired examining Julia’s pallor.
“Yes…I’m fine. Really…” but her narrowing eyes expressed a distracting torment.
“Julia? Are you alright?”
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“Huh?” she managed remote with her eyes vague and out of focus.
“Mom, Bella asked if you’re all right. Are you listening?”
“Yes,” she replied, hesitating and rolling her eyes, annoyed by the attention, “…yes…of
course, I’m fine…only tired…I assure you…not to worry… ” Her voice tense. I shot a glance to my
right absorbed and Julia sat calm and watching the scenery. But, concern dogged me. Under her
calm veneer, I detected a storm. At times, I’d prefer to enjoy her rather than analyzing her behavior
and reporting back to her psychiatrists. But, I had no choice, and hoped to evaluate undetected or
else she’d close off.
But, why is she so vague about how she spends her time? And, Du Bois mentioned sighting
a woman, who looked like her, entering a gun range in San Rafael. When I asked her, she denied it,
suggesting Du Bois made a mistake. But when I telephone I often go to voicemail. She claims she
takes long strolls on the beach, or rides horseback and doesn’t take her cell phone. Once she scolded
me in a snappy voice, it’s my life, you know. I’ve got to do, what I’ve got to do, or my life isn’t
worth living.
Before the trial we’d anticipated meeting at the end of each day to discuss the testimony. But
our plans failed. Part, because Bella and I are detained at court every weekday before nine, and
don’t return before seven; and, in part, because of the CLN’s trial coverage. Julia monitors it
throughout the day. Since our arrival, she’s grown more independent and secretive. But, she’s been
free to make her own choices about how to spend her time.
My concern is she’s released to my care and I don’t have a clear perspective how the trial is
affecting her underlying conditions. Perhaps, I’ve grown accustom to knowing the intimate details
of her daily life. Living at the institution must’ve been like living in a fish bowl and, now, she
chooses privacy over transparency. I get it.
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“What’s on your mind Mom?”
“Oh, thinking how grateful I’m to you and Bella for pursuing justice for dear Sophie,” she
said smiling with enigmatic eyes.
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Chapter 58
Nicole strolled into her offices Friday morning and on her heels trailed Peter Flint and the
two mutineers.
“Please take a seat,” she instructed annoyed they arrived before her coffee.
“I’ll be with you in a few minutes.” Thanual’s absence signaled adversarial defenses.
Intrigued, she continued into the inner office, her sanctuary, voice activating the electronics and
lighting, she made minor adjustments with a handheld device. Her assistant entered carrying her
Starbucks’ Latte. Nicole took sipped and her brain revved. Opening the door she invited Flint into
her inner sanctum.
“Mr. Flint, what can I do for your clients?” Flint’s expensive cologne saturated the space
between them. The shorthaired man in his mid-thirties flashed an electric smile in smooth-shaven
face, and placed his coffee on the desk as he maneuvered into a chair facing Nicole.
“Let’s cut to the chase,” he asserted, “Thanual will be continuing the defense of Jesse and
Shamanté,” gawking over his shoulder as if anticipating an interruption. “We’d like to sever their
trial. I’ll resume the defense of Mr. Burle and Mr. Lindoff. They want to deal,” he explained with a
smile.
“What kind of a deal?” Nicole interjected in her deep husky tone calculating while sipping
coffee behind the papers stacked in piles across the broad oak desk. In a dramatic sweep she pushed
them aside, and leaned to listen.
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“Bart administered C.P.R. to Sophie,” argued Flint. He knew about the Ghb. But, he didn’t
know where Jesse kept it. He didn’t have independent access to it. He didn’t make the decision to
put Ghb in either of the girls’ drinks. And, he denies any collaboration spiking the girls’ drinks.”
“Alright, but can he testify who spiked the girl’s drinks with Ghb?”
“It’s what he wants to discuss.”
“Discuss? Either he knows or he doesn’t. He’ll have to testify.”
“Understood, and agreed.”
Nicole directed the receptionist, “Reba, please show Mr. Burle into my office.”
“Yes, of course.”
Bart Burle sauntered into the office a solid mass of muscle on a stocky five-foot-five frame.
His ruddy complexion matched the tone of his tight red t-shirt belted at the waist. He’d a thick
black-bearded face from which his slicked-back thinning brown hair drawn in a ponytail at the base
of his neck. A studded diamond twinkled in his left ear, and his neck and both arms were inked in
intricate designs.
“How do you do, Mr. Burle, please take a seat,” Nicole gestured with her hand as he
entered.
“Why don’t you tell me, here in the presence of your counsel, what you know?”
“Am I protected?” he asked with a clouded expression tilting nervous on the edge of the
seat. He jittered a Sketcher clad foot crossed at the knee. From a witness perspective he lacked
composure and came across flippant.
“Do you mean you want immunity for your testimony?” She asked scrutinizing his
mannerism and assessing whether he’d make a believable witness.
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“Yes, I don’t want it to be used against me in case you decide my testimony can’t help your
case.”
“The fact you want to plea bargain, helps my case, Mr. Burle,” smiled Nicole confident with
her chin resting knuckles of one hand. “Were you aware of Ghb on the premises at the studio when
the girls arrived?”
“Yes.”
“Did you have access to it?”
“No,” as he said licking his upper lip and the red halo arching his mouth.
“If you wanted Ghb the weekend in question how did to obtain it?”
“I guess, I’d ask Jesse.”
“You don’t sound sure,” and she watched him wrestled with the truth.
“Well, its because I don’t remember asking for it. The guys said they spiked all the drinks.”
“I don’t know, Jesse, I guess.”
“Jesse?”
“Yes.”
“To paraphrase, you and the band mixed different drugs for a couple of days preceding
Easter morning.”
“Yes ma’am. We were smoking pot, drinking and using Ghb, and other drugs.”
“Did you witness Jesse put Ghb in drinks intended for the girls?”
“No, but I know he made Ghb. The one who knows is Shamanté for he and Jesse were in the
back away from everyone.”
“Did you witness Shamanté put Ghb in the girls’ drinks?
“No, Ma’am.”
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“Did you witness anyone tamper with the girls’ drinks?”
“No,” he answered avoiding eye contact. He’d make a difficult witness for his neurotic
twitches and darting eyes said one thing while his words another. And, although an eyewitness to
the events, the question remained, whether his testimony would be perceived authentic, or selfserving.
“Did it concern you after the girls fell unconscious?”
“Yes, but, I mean we was all messed up. We’d been doing drugs and stuff, you know, for a
couple of days so we didn’t react like a normal person might. We was hyped up and concerned
about going to jail.”
“No, I don’t know, but I take it you were too messed up to comprehend the girls weren’t
sleeping but dying.”
“Yes. No, no one knew Sophie died until Shamanté woke up screaming. When we flipped
on the light we discovered her blue skin tone.”
“Do you recall the time?”
“Around ten thirty in the morning.
“Continue,” Nicole urged.
“Well, we checked Bella and she still had a pulse. Then chaos took over but I remember the
band asking, what we were going to do? Panic spread, except for Jesse, he kept cool telling us to
clean. I mean Bella threw up so we laid her in the bathroom and drove to the store for cleaning
supplies.” As he spoke his voice lacked remorse for the heinous nature of their acts. He testified like
a reporter instead of a participant.
“You guys cleaned before pursuing medical attention for the girls.”
“Yes, ma’am.”
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“Did you administer C.P.R. to one of the girls?”
“Yeah, Sophie, but much earlier.”
“Are you licensed in C.P.R.?”
“Yes ma’am.”
“When were you licensed?”
“Well, it’s been a while. In my teens, my old man took me to the Y to swim and they’d a
C.P.R. program he signed me up for. Made him proud when I earned it.”
“Why did you not call 911 when your resuscitation effort failed?”
“Well, Jesse said, “…Just let her sleep it off.’”
“What did Shamanté say?”
“He didn’t disagree.”
“Why didn’t you make an independent decision? You were licensed in C.P.R.”
“Well,” he squirmed repositioning his legs straight-out in front of him. “Jesse called the
shots at the studio. No one took him to task. Otherwise, it might cost your job. Jesse put up all the
money for the recording studio and for the production of CDs, and whatever came up. He controlled
Shamanté, and us through the money.”
“Which way?”
“He controlled us by the money.”
“Did you have a job?”
“Yeah, bass player.”
“Do you still play with Shamanté?”
“No ma’am, I’ve a different gig.”
“And, do you recall Jesse’s source of money?”
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“No, but we use to joke he must be laundering money.”
“Why?”
“Because he’d an endless supply. Like after Sophie and Bella, we left the country for an
unplanned three-month tour in Australia. Jesse arranged it all with cash. We didn’t question since he
paid the tab.”
“Mr. Burle, in exchange for your testimony, I’ll reduce the charges against you to accessory
to poisoning, and accessory to second-degree murder. They’ll carry a one-year sentence, which can
be commuted to six months house arrest and one-year probation.
Fidgeting, he asked,
“Is it the best you can offer?”
“Under the circumstances, Mr. Burle, you initiated resuscitation efforts. And, in California,
no duty to resuscitate exist unless effort is initiated then a duty arises to follow through with
medical assistance. You failed to follow through, as a reasonable person under the circumstances
would’ve done. It’s sufficient, with the other evidence, to prove a depraved heart. So, under the
circumstances, I think the State is being generous in exchange for your testimony.”
“Yes, but you don’t understand the chaos when we discovered them. We were so
disoriented. We panicked. We didn’t know what to do.”
“Unfortunately Mr. Burle, I do understand. Now, in the interim, can you please go back out
to the outer offices and take a seat again and think it over while I speak to Mr. Lindoff. Thank
you.”
“Mr. Flint, if you don’t have any questions, please call your other client.”
Bart and Kirk slid passed each other in the doorway. Kirk Lindoff frail six-three, hundred and fifty
pounds towered over Bart’s statuesque physic. Lindoff’s jaundiced skin tone and recessed eyes
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reflected disease or mal-nutrition from poor health, and he spoke through a device he held to his
throat activating a voice box.
“Please take a seat Mr. Lindoff.”
And, as he took a seat his hand on the cane shook as he leaned into it. Once seated, she
noted a source of his frailness. His larynx had been removed. “Yes, ma’am,” he gargled gapping
wide-eyed at the spectators.
“Are you all right Mr. Lindoff?” She asked with cool concern.
“Yes ma’am, I’m use to it,” amplified by his hand-held device, he rasped shrill.
“Well, I can assure you I won’t take long. If you recall the morning of Easter 1999, can you
tell me who put Ghb in the girls’ drinks.”
“Well ma’am, I don’t know for sure but believe it may have been Jesse.”
“But you don’t know for fact?” She asked reproachful.
“Well, yeah, I listened to Jesse and Shamanté talking after he passed through the kitchen and
noticed Jesse mixing drinks. Shamanté asked who they’re for and Jesse told him they was for
Sophie and Bella. Shamanté stewed wanting to know why Jesse hadn’t told him Sophie was there.
Jesse replied, he meant to tell him when Shamanté said,
“Well, don’t mess them up, man.” Jesse laughing, said, “You know me…just havin’ a little
fun Bro…” and he hurried out of the kitchen grinning and carrying two drinks.”
“Do you think you can tell your story to the jury?” Pale and solemn his face riddled with
guilt, he avoided eye contact.
“Yes ma’am. I feel awful. I carried it around all them years. Think it gave me cancer.
Wanted to speak up,” he confessed stewing in wretchedness, and wheezed, “I’m a coward.”
“Why didn’t you warn the girls their drinks might be spiked?”
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“Because I valued my job. Jesse called the shots. No one crossed him. We learned to mind
our own business.”
“And, what role or job did you fill?”
“Sound man. Ma’am”
“Do you still work with sound?”
“No ma’am, I’m not much use anymore. I’m dying and don’t have insurance but looking
into Obamacare. But, I don’t want to die knowing maybe I could’ve saved Sophie’s life.”
“How could you’ve saved her life?”
“Well, maybe I could’ve warned them or dialed 911.”
“But you didn’t.”
“No, I regret I went along with them.”
“Went along with whom?”
“Jesse, he’s the instigator. He caused this. He said not to call 911. He said to let them sleep it
off. None of this would of happened if he didn’t have that Ghb. The rest of us was way stoned, we’d
no sense. We never talked about what happened, but it weighed heavy all them years.”
“Why didn’t you go to the police?”
“Well, I spent about eight years wrapped up in Shamanté’s career, which took off. Later, I
got the cancer and spent a lot of time on my back thinking about them. They didn’t deserves it.
Maybe telling the truth now, I’ll find peace. So, I’m ready ma’am,” he offered coughing phlegm
into a Kleenex.
“Alright Mr. Lindoff in exchange for your testimony I’ll reduce the charge to accessory to
poisoning and accessory to second degree murder.”
“Works for me.”
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“The charge against you will be reduced to house arrest and probation.”
“Do you feel up to the task?”
“Yes ma’am, good to go.”
“Alright, I’ll call you as a witness, Monday. Now, we need to complete the details. Will you
take a seat in the outer office with Bart.”
“Yes ma’am, not a problem.” He said getting up and shuffling toward the lobby.
“Mr. Flint does Jesse and Shamanté this is underway.”
“Well, Thanual is meeting with Jesse and Shamanté this morning. So, by this time they
know. We discussed at the time they retained Thanual a conflict of interests may arise. But, Jesse
insisted on maintaining a unified front. However, that changed when Kirk and Bart said they wanted
a plea bargain. And, in exchange their plea needs to include immunity from prosecution on a later
charge of perjury.
“Noted Counselor please draw-up the papers for the court, and, one other detail.”
“Yes, what’s it?”
“It’s the defense’s designation of Julia Nightingale’s as a witness. What’s the probative
value of her testimony, counselor? What can your clients gain from introducing testimony about her
pulling a gun on Jesse fifteen years ago? It’s not relevant to the facts before the court today. Do you
understand?” Flint nodded conciliatory. “The prosecution demands the withdrawal of her name
from your witness list by Monday. Agreed?”
“I’ll have to discuss it with Thanual and confirm Monday. Okay?”
“Agreed,” satisfied Nicole extended a soft French manicured hand with a dandling diamond
tennis bracelet to consummate the deal.
“Monday, counselor.”
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From a car, parked across the street from the D.A.’s office, Julia watched Flint flanked by
Bart and Kirk descend from the D.A.’s tower. Distracted and animated, they were oblivious to
Julia’s calculating eyes tracking their every move. But, assessing Shamanté and Jesse’s absence, she
lowered the barrel of her revolver and engaged the car and drove away undetected.
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Chapter 59
Monday morning courthouse officials manned their post as spectators crept into the empty
courtroom. Nicole glanced at her watch at half-past eight, and she eyed the door at the back of the
courtroom. She expected the defendants any minute. Today, she mused, the defense will announce
Kirk and Bart’s plea-bargain in exchange for testifying for the prosecution. Confident their
testimony could result in the convictions of Shamanté and Jesse, she contained her enthusiasm,
reaching for a glass carafe of cool water, she poured and sipped, poised for victory.
Around eight-forty, Jesse and Shamanté arriving with Thanual and took seats at the defense
table. Thanual leaning across the aisle whispered to Nicole. “The terms are agreed, and met.”
Meanwhile, Bart and Kirk took their place with the other sequestered witnesses. The next time
Nicole surveyed the courtroom, Jesse’s pale eyes locked on her as the bailiff interrupted with an
announcement.
“Please rise for the Honorable Judge J.J. Moynihan. The judge whirled to the podium
sinking deep into his overstuffed, black, leather chair, which wheezed under the judge’s prodigious
bulk as he rolled to a stop before his desk. He asked counsel to approach the bench.
“Counselors what is the result of your conference.”
“Your Honor, Counsel for the defendants withdraws the witness, Julia Nightingale. The state
request Mrs. Nightingale be released from sequestration and permitted to attend the proceedings.
She’s the mother of the deceased victim, Sophie Nightingale.” Thanual handed the agreed motion
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and order. The judge with a cursory glance signaled the bailiff. As the judge whispered to the
bailiff, he gesticulated for Nicole to continue.
“Other business, Your Honor, the State entered plea bargains with two of the defendants,
Kirk Lindoff and Bart Burle. We implore this court to grant a joint motion to sever the State’s claim
and sentencing as to these witnesses. Both witnesses in exchange will be called as witnesses as we
proceed. Their bond is in place and they are sequestered with the other witnesses. Peter Flint will
continue to represent their interest.”
“Mr. Flint,” continued the frumpy-faced judge dropping a folder like a missile on a pile of
papers. “Do you’ve anything to add?”
“No, Your Honor,” agreed Flint.
“Alright, then, you may take your seats. Nicole advanced to the railing and leaning over
whispered in my ear, “Julia is released as a witness and is free to attend the proceedings.” Ecstatic, I
bolted from the courtroom to phone Julia.
“Madam Prosecutor you may proceed.”
“Your Honor the Prosecution releases the witness, and calls Clark Mitchell.”
The bailiff’s booming voice roused the witness room and a tall, vain looking Swede with a
short spikey platinum hair and a sparse moustache waltzed through the doorway in platform shoes,
wearing a black vest over a red Versace silk shirt and turquoise tie.
“Would you please raise your right hand and state your name for the court.”
“Clark Mitchell,” he announced with a boyish smile that looked highlighted by lipstick, and
he swore to tell the truth before taking a seat on the witness box.”
“Unlike other witnesses, who avoided looking at the defendants, Clark glared at the cocky
but subdued defendants.”
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“Mr. Mitchell, my name is Nicole Du Bois, I’m the prosecutor for this case. Please state for
the court your relationship to the victims, Sophie Nightingale and Bella O’Brien.”
“They were my best friends,” and he smiled at Bella at the prosecution’s table.
“And, on the day in question, April 4, 1999, did you have cause to be with Sophie and
Bella?”
“Yes, we met at a club the evening of April 3, 1999 and it bled into April 4, 1999.”
“Alright, and can you tell the court what you were doing with Sophie and Bella.”
“Sophie had called me to hook-up with her at the DNA Lounge. Bella too.”
“How long were you dancing at the DNA Lounge?”
“Several hours, or between 11 p.m. and 2 a.m. But because of daylight savings we left at
3:00 a.m.
“Do you recall if Sophie ordered a drink?”
“Yes, I remember her having a couple glasses of wine. The same with Bella.”
“When you left the club what happened then?”
“We strolled back to Sophie’s and located my car and I left.”
“Can you tell the court Sophie’s condition when you left her?
“I left her on her doorstep around 3:20 a.m., radiant and witty.”
“Did she or Bella display any signs or inebriation or lack of control on the jaunt from the
DNA Lounge to Sophie’s flat?”
“No, none whatsoever.”
“The prosecution rest, and has no further questions of the witness.”
“Does the Defense wish to cross-examine?”
“Yes, Your Honor. I’ve questions for this witness.”
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“Mr. Mitchell, I’m Thanual Day counsel for the defendants seated before you. Please tell the
court at what time you left Sophie’s flat?” He asked with a frank tone.
“Around 3:20 or so.”
“And you noticed no signs of inebriation?”
“None. She radiated clarity,” he snapped argumentative rubbing his chin irritated.
“No further questions.”
“This court is adjourned until 1:00 p.m.,” proclaimed the Judge J. J., rising and dropping the
gavel like an ax splitting wood then stormed from the courtroom in a gale of self-importance.
Returning from the break, the bailiff announced.
“The State calls Detective Keifer Salt, Your Honor.” And at the bailiff’s call a tall pudgy
brown man in a gray sports jacket unbuttoned and exposing a black polo shirt approached the
witness box. Raising his right hand the bailiff swore him in before he mounted the witness stand.
“Detective Salt please state for the court and, your profession and current employer.”
“Right now, I’m working as a security guard.”
“In April of 1999, who employed you and in what position?”
“In 1999, the City of San Francisco employed me as an Investigator with the Homicide
Division.”
“And, in your capacity as investigator for the Homicide Division were you assigned the
suspected homicide of Sophie Nightingale?”
“Yes, it was one of my cases.”
“The Prosecution submits your investigative file, which we subpoena from the Homicide
Division.” Handing the witness the file Nicole asked, “Can you confirm or identify this is your
investigative file pertaining to Sophie Nightingale?” The witness opened the file folder.
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“Yes, it’s my file,” he confirmed.
“The prosecution submits this file identified by the witness and marked State’s Exhibit “9.”
Detective Salt let’s discuss the contents of this file. First, the file contains a single page of
handwritten notes, the defendants’ statements, an address book of the deceased, and a report by Dr.
Susan Parker. Do you agree this represents your investigation?”
“Well, yes.”
“Can you tell the court your findings and conclusions?”
“The investigation remains inconclusive. I closed the case until further information or
evidence came forward.”
“During your investigation did you bring any of the defendants on trial in to the homicide
division for questioning?”
“No, I didn’t think it necessary.”
“And why?”
“Because they provided statements at the hospital.”
“Please identify for the court what statements are contained in your file.”
“The statements of Shamanté Udee, Jesse Bains, Kirk Lindoff and Bart Burle.” Nicole
instructed the technician to display the statements. “And, you were satisfied with the defendants’
statements and didn’t have any additional questions?” She continued.
“Yes, I believe that is correct.”
“Detective Salt can you read right here, please,” and she pointed to a circled area on the
statements projected onto the court’s screen, “…each statement asserts the same set of facts without
variation: the girls arrived at the studio high on Ghb they took at a club…”
“Yes,” the detective agreed nodding his head.
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“Did you ask the defendants for the source of that information?”
“What?” Asked Detective Salt looking confused.
“Well, according to the witness testimony so far, the defendants did not speak to the girls
prior to the comas other than Jesse asking what they wanted to drink. So, who is the source of the
defendants’ information the girls took Ghb at a club.”
“I don’t know,” he replied shrugging his shoulders.
“Detective, did you interview Clark Mitchell, who accompanied Ms. Nightingale home from
the nightclub prior to the studio arrival.”
“No, I didn’t.”
“Why?” Questioned Nicole.
“I don’t recall.”
“So you assumed the band members told the truth.”
“Yes ma’am,” affirmed the detective.
“Are you aware Bart Burle and Kirk Lindoff admitted to this court they submitted perjured
testimony in their April 4, 1999 statements they provided the police?”
“No, I didn’t. At the time, I accepted their statements as truthful. They portrayed themselves
as the victims. They claimed they’d no knowledge of the drug, Ghb. They claimed they opened their
doors to an inebriated Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien, whom prior to arriving, had consumed the
drug Ghb, which caused their subsequent collapse.”
“Is the bases of your investigation then the contents of this file?
“Yes.”
“This single page of handwritten notes is the extent of your investigation,” pushed Nicole
skeptical.
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“Yes.”
“Were you familiar with the defendants’ music Detective?”
“I beg your pardon?”
“Were you fans of the defendants?” Reiterated Nicole with determination as she circled back
to the prosecution table and flipped through her notes but kept glancing back at the witness.
“I’m familiar with the band and their music.”
“Are you a fan of Shamanté Udee,” directed Nicole while pointing at Shamanté, who passed
a note to Thanual.
“Perhaps of his music.”
“Did the defendants ever give you complimentary tickets to any of their concerts?
“Well, I believe they may have offered but I didn’t accept.”
“Detective Salt, do you believe it’s a conflict of interest in a murder investigation to be a fan
of the suspects’ music?”
“No, I don’t. I didn’t have any evidence of murder and the medical examiner said he’d other
cases with enhanced levels of Ghb toxicity, which indicated a problem proving intent for a murder.”
“Isn’t it a fact question for a jury Detective?”
“I’m not sure, I’m not a lawyer,” he replied sarcastic.
“Fair enough Detective, but as the chief investigator for the homicide division, why didn’t
you conduct a formal investigation of the defendants?”
“Well, I’d their statements and their contact information. And, at the time, we’d no evidence
of murder. It was classified, suspected homicide. So, I closed the case until more evidence came
forward. That’s my formal investigation Ma’am,” he said showing strain.
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“Did Julia Nightingale, the deceased’s mother, provide you with a report by the Ghb expert,
Dr. Susan Parker?
“Yes she did.”
“Can you find Dr. Parker’s report in your file?”
“Yes,”
“And, is it the same as what is marked State’s Exhibit “7.”
“Yes.”
“All right, in the report, did Dr. Parker present evidence sufficient to merit further
investigate?”
“No, I didn’t believe it did.”
“And the basis for your conclusion?”
“I’d nothing to collaborate Dr. Parker’s opinion.”
Handing Detective Salt, Dr. Parker’s report, Nicole instructed him to read. “Detective Salk
will you please read Exhibit 7, where I’m indicating?”
“Yes, oaky…“The levels of Ghb, post-mortem, were massive and consistent with findings
indicating it would’ve induced symptoms of Ghb toxicity within 5 to 10 minutes of ingestion
causing a rapid depression of the central nervous system and, ultimately, death.”
“Please tell the court, Detective Salt, if Dr. Parker’s opinion presented persuasive evidence
to further investigate?”
“No. It represented Parker opinion’s, which is counter to the medical examiner’s.”
“So you placed more merit on the medical examiner’s finding that the amount of Ghb
detected in Sophie’s blood would have killed one in one-thousand?”
“Yes.”
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“Do you today hold to the sane conclusion in light of the fact the medical examiner made
that observation without the benefit of the toxicology report?”
“Yes.”
“Detective Salt are you still with the City of San Francisco’s Homicide Division?”
“No, I quit,” he admitted bending his head toward the microphone when the bailiff
approached and adjusted.
“Why Detective?” Resumed Nicole.
“Our case loads challenged the best of men. There wasn’t enough time to thoroughly
investigate cases.”
“Would Ms. Nightingale’s case fit into this category?”
“Yes.”
“No further questions, Your Honor. The prosecution passes the witness.
“Does the defense have questions for this witness?”
“A couple, Your Honor,”
“Proceed counselor.”
“Detective Salt, I’m Thanual Day, I represent the defendants,” he apprised waiving his hand
toward the mannequin-like defendants as he approached the witness.
“It’s the prosecution’s chief witness, Ms. O’Brien’s testimony, she and Ms. Nightingale
were drugged at the music studio? Did you find any evidence to support Ms. O’Brien’s theory?
“No.”
“Did you, in your capacity as the homicide detective assigned to Sophie Nightingale’s case,
find cause after reviewing Dr. Parker’s report to reopen the case?”
“Objection, calls for speculation. Irrelevant what he might do at a point after the fact.”
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“I’m going to allow. You may answer the question.”
“No. I can’t say without analyzing all the evidence.”
“And, at the time of your determination to close the case, did you base your decision on the
lack of evidence available at the time.”
“Yes.”
“Did you review Dr. Parker’s report and opinion before closing the case?”
“Yes.”
“And, in your opinion, at the time you closed the case you didn’t consider Dr. Parker’s
report as evidence supporting keeping the case open?”
“No, I didn’t.”
“Would you please tell the court the findings of your investigation?”
“Yes, I determined based on the testimony of the people I interviewed, the decedent, Ms.
Nightingale, and, Ms. O’Brien both experimented with marijuana.”
“Yes, and how did the information impact your investigation,” probed Nicole.
“Well, it represented evidence tending to support possibility of voluntary drug use of Ghb,
as the defendants claimed in their sworn statements.”
“Detective, did you determine any other facts or evidence to support your theories?”
“No, we had the defendants statements.”
“No further questions Your Honor.”
“The prosecution wishes to redirect Your Honor.”
“Proceed counselor.” But, the doors at the back of the courtroom flung open with a swish as
all heads spun around triggered by the disturbance.
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Julia scanned the courtroom as my hand circled above the sea of heads between us. Her
cheeks flushed under a black-netted veil as she slid into the pew. If the courtroom is a baseball
diamond, the witness is at home plate with Mrs. Du Bois at the pitcher’s mound, Julia and I at
shortstop. I squeezed her cold frail hand.
“Detective Salt how many cases were you investigating at the time Ms. Nightingale’s case
arrived on your desk?”
“I don’t know, maybe fifty to sixty cases.”
“Do you have an opinion as to the correlation between the time you invest in a case and the
evidence available at the time?” Challenged Nicole.
“Well, those are your words. But, at the time, the Nightingale case presented scant evidence
to support a murder charge.”
“Isn’t it true abundant circumstantial evidence existed but it needed developing?”
“Well, I don’t agree with your use of the word abundant.”
“Fair enough. Did you interrogate the defendants regarding their statements?”
“No ma’am I didn’t feel the case justified an interrogation of the defendants since they’d
provided statements.”
“Why?” Nicole explored.
“Well, the defendants swore they weren’t involved in causing Ms. Nightingale death, or
causing the unconscious condition of Ms. O’Brien. I relied on their sworn statements to reach my
conclusions.”
“Did you notice Detective the statements of the defendants attest verbatim to a particular set
of facts?” The testimony she referred to was projected overhead on the courtroom’s screen.
“Well, I didn’t compare them, if that’s what you mean.”
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“Well, look where I’m pointing,” she instructed not letting him back off.
“Yes.”
“Please answer yes, or no. Aren’t these statements repeating the same information but under
different signatures?”
“Yes, I suppose so,” he agreed reluctant.
“And, isn’t it a red flag of collaborating facts?”
“Objection, Your Honor. Assumes facts not in evidence.
“Sustained. You do not have to answer Detective Salt. Restate the question please, Madame
Prosecutor.”
“Yes, Your Honor.” Agreed Nicole inquiring. Did the fact the defendants scoured then
dismantled the music studio within twenty-four hours of Sophie’s death have any relevance to your
investigation, Detective?”
“No, ma’am,” and the low rumble of whispers reshaped the courtroom splitting silence.
“Objection, Your Honor depiction of “scouring” the music studio assumes facts not in
evidence.”
“Over ruled. Continue.”
“And, did you feel Detective it your responsibility to prove the Defendants’ case rather than
search for where an investigation might lead?
“Objection Your Honor Misstates evidence.”
“Sustained”
“Detective Salt, can you please tell the court the conclusion of your investigation?”
“Yes, the evidence didn’t support a charge of murder and, I recommended closing the case
until further evidence presented.”
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“No further questions. The prosecution is finished with the witness, Your Honor. ”
“Madam Prosecutor do you have another witness to call today?” Asked Judge J.J., removing
his spectacles and rubbing his eyes like a hint.
“No, Your Honor, the prosecution rests.”
“Court is adjourned. We will reconvene in the morning,” and the gavel punctuated the
judge’s decree.
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Chapter 60
Enveloped in a dense fog, we filtered through the courthouse revolving glass doors early the
next morning. Listless spectators shuffled to seats. The court administrators and the bailiff chatted
in whispers. Julia and I assembled in a pew behind the prosecution’s tables. Nicole and Bella
huddled with bent heads while Judge J.J. explained recent developments to the jurors.
“Ladies and gentlemen of the Jury, the State and the defense have entered a plea agreement
with two of the defendants, Bart Burle and Kirk Lindoff. They’ll be sentence in a separate
proceeding. The focus of this trial remains the guilt or innocence of the remaining two defendants
seated before you. However, the prosecution, now, may call Mr. Burle and Mr. Lindoff, as
witnesses. Alright, Madam prosecutor you may proceed.”
As Nicole cantered to the podium, the bailiff called the next witness. “The prosecution calls
Kirk Lindoff,” announced the bailiff, and from the small door behind the witness box, to the right of
the jury panel hobbled Kirk Lindoff, leaning on a cane like a broken man. He slid in measured
footsteps toward the bailiff, and raised a shaking right hand and swore to tell the truth. Clumsy, he
stumbled into the box. Nicole asked permission to approach, and blocked Lindoff’s view of the
defendants.
“Mr. Lindoff,” prompted Nicole, Please state your full name for the court.”
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“Kirk Lindoff,” he said with a rattle amplified by his electronic voice apparatus. Spectators
gawked and rustled the curiosity of a drone of locust. The gavel proclaimed the court’s intolerance
and the volume sank to a murmur. Agitated, the judge’s protruding eyes surveyed the arena until
silence ensued.
“No more disturbances,” he shouted from a grumpy face behind his wire- rimmed glasses.
“…Or, the courtroom will be cleared. Understood?”
“Mr. Lindoff, did you know Sophie Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien seated at the prosecutions
table?”
“Yes, ma’am,” rattled Kirk’s dry raspy voice amplified by the box.”
“How did you come to know Ms. Nightingale?”
“Well I knew she dated Shamanté. She was sweet on him… but, kind too us…generous…
she’d do anything for the band,” he explained in a morose tone. “…She designed a CD cover for
Shamanté…she was the architect for the band’s Website…and she wrote articles on Shamanté’s
music and posted them on her hip-hop Website. I feel terrible about what happened,” he said
glancing down with guilt half averting his face in shadow.
“Yes, and how do you know Ms. O’Brien?” Pursued Nicole.
“Well, she’s a famous fashion model and friend of the band too.”
“Were you at the studio the morning Ms. O’Brien and Ms. Nightingale arrived before dawn
on Easter Sunday, 1999?”
“Yes ma’am.”
“Were you in the front room when they arrived?”
“No, they were passed out when I entered that room.”
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“Okay, we’ll talk about that in a minute but first describe to the court the scene at the studio
prior to the girls arrival?”
“As best I remember, we was messed-up the whole week-end…mixing drugs like Ghb,
ecstasy, alcohol and…smoking pot the whole weekend. We was crashing hard around the time
Sophie and Bella arrived,” he admitted in a voice low and strained.
“Please speak into the microphone Mr. Lindoff,” instructed the judge.
Kirk lanky knees and feet hit the bottom lip of the tight box as he squirmed. Nervous in the
spotlight his voice sounded jittery, “Ye..s Sir.”
“Okay. When did you enter the front room?” Redirected Nicole.
“After Sophie passed out. I heard the commotion and was wonnerin [sic] what ta do when
Bart did C.P.R.”
“Do you recall what happened then?”
“Nothin’, she didn’t respond.”
“Did you call 911?”
Shame contorted his pale jaundiced face, which he averted when admitting, “No ma’am.”
“Did anyone call 911?” Nicole asked to emphasize the point.
His faced etched in regret and reservation, he continued to divert his eyes answering, “No,”
and spit into a cloth.
“Why?” Countered Nicole.
“Because Jesse said they needed to let sleep it off,” he explained resentful.
“To let her sleep it off?” Repeated Nicole.
“Yes ma’am. Jesse said she’d be fine if we’d let her sleep it off,” complained Mr. Lindoff
sounding betrayed.
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“So did you call for medical assistance?”
“No,” he said dispirited and shaken.
“Do you have a reason for not seeking medical attention for the girls?” Grinded Nicole.
“No, ma’am” he answered polite but vague and braved a sheepish peep at the stone-faced
jurors.
“Did it occur to you the girls were dying from Ghb?”
“Well, I expected they’d call 911, but it didn’t happen?”
“Why not?” Nicole persevered.
“Scared. Messed up. No one wanted the blame,” explained Kirk emotional.
“…Jesse said we’d present a unified front. He said to say they came to the studio uninvited
and loaded on Ghb…swigging from a bottle of alcohol. Jesse said who’d know the difference,” Kirk
shifted in the hot seat with regretful eyes that swept over the defendants like a shadow, but the
defendants stiff like expressionless mannequins not looking or speaking to one another, and Kirk
shuttered looking away bleak.
“Did you witness anyone spike the girls’ drinks?”
“No…but I overheard Shamanté and Jesse talking about it,” he offered.
“To the best of your ability, can you describe the conversation you overheard?”
“Objections Your Honor, hearsay.”
“I’m going to allow it, as the witness remained in the presence of the conversation.”
“Well, Shamanté passed by me in the hall where I was leanin in the archway. He enters from
the kitchen and notices Jesse mixing drinks, and wants to know who he made them for. Jesse says,
Bella and Sophie.”
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Shamanté’s irritated and wants to know why Jesse didn’t tell him Sophie waiting. Jesse says
it slipped his mind and Shamanté warns, …don’t mess them up, man… tell Sophie, I’ll be ready in a
minute…
“Objection, Your Honor,” interrupted Thanual. “The witness is repeating hearsay.”
“I’m going to allow. Continue please with your testimony.”
“Well, Shamanté told Jesse to tell Sophie he’d be out in a few. ‘It’s a drink my man,’ Jesse
laughed scooting from the kitchen with the two drinks,” claimed Kirk.
“Did you witness him carrying two drinks?”
“Well, sort of. I kinda flipped around… when Shamanté yell at Jesse, …Don’t mess them
up. That’s when I noticed Jesse slipping from the kitchen with them two drinks.”
“Can you describe the type of drinks you witnessed?”
“A glass of wine and a bottle of OJ.”
“You’re sure?”
Not hesitating he confirmed, “Yes ma’am.”
“And, who were the drinks intended?”
“Bella and Sophie?”
“Objection, Your Honor. Assumes facts not in evidence.
“Sustained.”
“Do you believe Jesse intended to spike the drinks with Ghb knowing it might endanger the
lives of Sophie and Bella?"
“Objection Your Honor. Calls for a legal conclusion.”
“Sustained.”
“Did you witness Jesse making drinks in the kitchen that he then gave to Bella and Sophie?”
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“No, ma’am,” he replied agitated and making the voice box hum. “…But, five minutes or so
later, I heard a commotion when chaos exploded.”
“Objection, answer is non-responsive.”
“Sustained. Answer the question.”
“No I didn’t witness Jesse handing drinks to Bella and Sophie,” he admitted.
“Are you aware it’s a felony to administer a poison like Ghb to a drink or to food to be
consumed by a human?”
“No, ma’am.”
“Please describe the commotion?” Instructed Nicole.
“It came from the front room where Sophie fell unconscious.”
“Are you aware of Jesse Bains giving anyone at the studio, Ghb on the day Sophie died, or
the day before?
“I don’t recall but he’s the only one with access to it,” he countered scratching his head and
looking confused. “He made all the drinks…period. When we wanted a drink, pot, Ghb, X, or
whatever, we asked Jesse.”
“Your Honor the State submits the State’s Exhibit “10,” and asked for the technician to
display the Exhibit for the court.“Mr. Lindoff, can you please tell me if that is your signature on
Exhibit “10.”
Kirk glanced at the Exhibit, hesitating and looked at it like a smoking gun. His expression
blank, he raised sad eyes in the direction of the solemn jurors and Nicole.
“Yes, that’s my signature,” he admitted rubbing his hands like trying to rid himself of guilt.
“In your statement Mr. Lindoff, did you state Sophie and Bella took Ghb at a nearby club
and, later, arrived at the studio carrying open containers of alcohol and disrupted a quiet party.”
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“Objection Your Honor compound question.”
“Sustained. Restate your question counsel.”
“Sir, yes or no. In your statement, Mr. Lindoff, did you state Sophie and Bella came to the
studio after having taken Ghb at a nearby club?”
“Ah, yes,” he answered after a pause.
“Again, yes or no. In your statement, did you state Sophie and Bella arrived at the studio
carrying open containers of alcohol?”
“Yes,” he admitted.
“Again, yes or no. In your statement, did you state Sophie and Bella disrupted a quiet party?
“Yes.”
“Can you tell the court why your 1999 statement differs from your testimony today?”
“Well…er…ah,” he agonized, and his voice apparatus amplified a nervous wheeze. “…The
statement I made in 1999…is what we agreed to say…it’s a lie...” He swore, handing Nicole the
exhibit.
“Who is ‘we’?” Clarified Nicole.
“Us,” and, he motioned at the defendants. “…Me, Shamanté, Bart and Jesse. The four of
us.”
“What did the four of you agree to at the studio on the morning of April 4, 1999?”
“We agreed to say Sophie and Bella came to the studio high on Ghb,” he admitted purged of
his lie. The spectators, who’d been as silent as the imperceptible beating of a heart, heaved and
contracted against the repetitious smacking of the gavel.
Nicole stepped back a few paces to the prosecutor’s table.
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“Mr. Lindoff,” directed Nicole dangling the witness’ statement in front of him, “…you
understand you’re under oath to tell the truth to these jurors?”
Pensive, Kirk eyed Nicole, jittery he surveyed the jurors like his jailor and submissive said,
“Yes, ma’am,” and repositioned his hand-held device.
The judge’s swivel chair creaked as he leaned into the witness. “Would you like a break,” he
suggested.
“No, Sir,” Kirk replied hoarse.
“All right, as you wish. Continue.”
“Is your testimony today the truth?”
“Yes ma’am”…he answered nodding his head. “I swear it’s the truth. I know I’ve been a
coward, but today…I…I feel its my chance to be a hero. I’m telling the truth…” he insisted zealous
and swiped tear filled eyes on his shirt sleeve.
“And, does your testimony differ today because of a change of heart, or because you want a
more lenient sentence in exchange?” pressured Nicole.
“Change of heart,” he stressed through the wheeze of the voice apparatus. “I’ve stage-five
cancer. “It doesn’t matter if I spend the rest of my life in a jail, or in a hospital…it’s all the same.
I’m telling the truth. I’m sorry I didn’t speak out before,” he confessed swiping a sweaty brow with
Kleenex.
“The State passes the Witness Your Honor.”
“The judge addressing Thanual asked, “Does the Defense wish to cross examine the
witness?”
“A few follow-ups, Your Honor. Thank you.”
“Proceed counselor.”
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“Mr. Lindoff, I’m Thanual Day, and as you know, I represent Jesse Bains and Shamanté
Udee. I have a couple of questions, Mr. Lindoff. Did you witness Jesse Bains mix the drug Ghb in
any drinks on the day in question?”
“I don’t recall.”
“Did you witness Ghb on the day in question at the music studio?”
“Well, Yes, I remember them small containers laying around.”
“On the day in question?”
“Yes Sir, that morning when we cleaned. We threw away lots of them there containers that
contained a hit or two like Dr. Parker described.”
“Do you know the owner of the small containers?”
“Nope.”
“Are you aware of Jesse Bains mentioning to anyone he intended to spike the drinks
intended for Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien?”
“No Sir,” he said stiffening.
“Did anyone say Jesse Bains intended to harm Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien?”
“No Sir,” he said stewing in guilt.
“Do you think the poisoning of Sophie or Bella intentional?”
“Objection Your Honor, calls for a legal conclusion.”
“Sustained.”
“Please tell the court whether Jesse Bains had been drinking alcohol or taking drugs on April
4, 1999?”
“Well, I assumed everyone who there over the weekend at the studio took some kind of drug
and drank, for that’s what went on.”
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“Objection, Your Honor unresponsive.”
“Please answer the question.”
“Yes,” he confirmed.
“Please tell the court whether you have personal knowledge of Shamanté Udee drinking
alcohol and taking drugs on April 4, 1999?”
“Yes.”
“The defense rests Your Honor. No further questions for this witness.”
The prosecution has no further questions for this witness but reserves the right to recall Your
Honor.
The judge whacked the gavel dismissing everyone, “Court is adjourned ladies and
gentlemen and will resume tomorrow, at 9 a.m.,” and, after he vacated spectators’ noise escalated.
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Chapter 61
The sun floated above the horizon when bleary eyed, I moseyed into the kitchen for coffee
when the back door swung open, and Julia entered from outside.
“Mother, good morning mother,” I said surprised, “…you’re up early,” and. brusque, she
barraged passed me looking like a Dick Tracy character in oversized dark shades, riding boots, and
a canvass bag slung over her shoulder.
“Where ya’ been this early?” I probed befuddled by a faith scent of lead clinging to her
clothes as she blitzed by.
“Riding,” she said dashing into the foyer. “Need to shower. Bella took a cab to Du Bois’
office. I’m ready when you are,” she yelled closing the door to her room. Sipping coffee, I hurried
to dress.
Resuming our seats in the courtroom behind Nicole, the bailiff called, “Bart Burle” Bart
raised his right hand averring to tell nothing but the truth.
“Mr. Burle, please state your full name for the court?”
“Yes, ma’am. Bart Burle,” he announced and his hazel eyes scoped out the courtroom. His
thinning black hair, slicked back from a shiny forehead grew damp with perspiration beads.
“Can you tell the court your relationship to the decedent, Ms. Nightingale?” Forged Nicole.
“I knew her through Shamanté. At the time I played bass guitar for him.”
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“Are you currently Shamanté’s bass player?”
“No,” he replied fidgeting.
“The State submits Exhibit E.” Mrs. Du Bois directed the exhibit to Mr. Burle, and
instructed technician to display Mr. Burle’s statement on the courtroom screen.
“Mr. Burle can you identify the signature on Exhibit “11?”
Bart glanced at the exhibit, acknowledging, “It’s my signature.”
“And, what caused you to write it?”
“It’s the statement I gave to the police when we took Sophie and Bella to the hospital.”
“Alright, you gave this statement at the hospital after Sophie died. Correct?”
“Yes.”
“Will you please read the first sentence of your statement to the court?”
“Sophie and her friend Bella arrived at our music studio drunk and on Ghb.”
“Is that a truthful statement?”
“No,” he said unemotional.
“What is untruthful about the statement?”
“Well, they arrived but not high on Ghb, or drunk,” he related while repositioning his short
stalky frame.
“They weren’t drunk or on Ghb”
“No,” he said with a dull expressionless face.
“Then, why lie?”
“Well, Sophie was already dead when we took her to the hospital so it didn’t much matter
whether she ingested Ghb at a club, or at the studio. She was dead.” The spectators drew a sharp
breath and sighed when the judge whacked the gavel quieting the disturbance that settled like dust.
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“No more of it,” warned Judge J.J., “…or you will find yourselves banished from my
courtroom.” Like an angry bulldog he snarled at the crowd with bulging eyes.
“You may continue counsel,” he commanded.
“Yes, Your Honor. So you lied in your statement,” directed Nicole.
“Yes,” Bart replied pressing Kleenex to his round perspiring poker face.
“Do you understand you gave false and misleading information to the police investigating
the death of Sophie Nightingale, and the poisoning of Bella O’Brien?”
“Yes ma’am.”
“Do you understand obstruction of justice?” She asked within close proximity to him.
“I do now,” he answered in a sincere tone.
“Do you understand the meaning of perjury?”
“Yes ma’am.”
“And, do you understand you are now under oath to tell the truth.”
“Yes ma’am,” he said licking the halo above his upper lip.
“Is your testimony today the truth?
Bart jittery eyes froze on the prosecutor and, he hesitated weighing the impact of his prior
perjured testimony, before confirming, “Yes.”
“Did you administer C.P.R. to Sophie Nightingale?”
“Yes.”
“Were you certified in C.R.P?”
“Yes ma’am.”
“And, why did you administer C.P.R. to Sophie but not Bella?
“Well, Sophie convulsed and showed signs of cardiac arrest.”
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“You assessed Sophie’s near death condition?”
“Objection. Misstates the witness’ testimony.”
“Sustained,” ruled the judge. “Please restate the question counsel.”
“You immediately assessed Ms. Nightingale’s compromised condition?”
“Yes,” and his injurious words flew like poison arrows piercing our hearts.
“Why did you stop the resuscitation effort?” Nicole pressured.
“Well, she never regained consciousness.”
“You were trained and certified in C.P.R., and competent to assessment her medical
condition?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“What is the primary goal of C.P.R.?”
“To force air to the brain,” he asked with a question.
“Yes, but isn’t the objective to prevent the brain from dying during the wait for emergency
medical assistance to arrive?
“Yes,” he agreed.
“But, you didn’t call emergency medical assistance, did you?” The courtroom silenced by
the close scrutiny of Judge J.J., offered a soothing blanket of comfort that Julia and I wrapped
around us as we braced for Mr. Burle’s depraved testimony.
“No,” he admitted ignorant of palpable pity prevailing in the courtroom.
“Why didn’t you call for medical assistance?”
“I don’t know,” he said blank. Maybe cause Jesse took control. He said to put her on her
side and let her sleep it off.”
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“So, you compromised your resuscitation effort because Jesse told you to let her sleep it off.
Correct?”
“Objection Your Honor, misstates evidence,” interjected Flint.
“I allow. Answer the question Mr. Burle.”
“Yes.”
“Why did you listen to Jesse when you had C.P.R. training?”
“Jesse called the shots. We didn’t challenge him… you know…he managed the band…the
studio.”
“What is the mortality rate of a person surviving cardiac arrest without emergency medical
assistance?”
Bart pensive and squirming explained, “Well…each minute the chance of survival goes
down by ten percent.”
“Do you agree when you chose to cease C.P.R. efforts, you endangered Ms. Nightingale’s
life?”
“Objection Your Honor misstates evidence.”
“I’ll allow. Continue with your answer.”
“Maybe you could say that,” he fidgeted rattled by the finger of guilt.
“Do you agree your failure to call 911 for emergency medical assistance to complete the
resuscitation effort that you acted with conscious disregard for Ms. Nightingale’s life?”
“Objection, misstates evidence.”
“Overruled. I will allow”
Mr. Burle took a deep breath and shook his head from side to side. Then, slid to the edge of
the seat, and, stretched body-builder arms between his legs clasping his hands and dropping his
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head. Either a lousy actor, or he realized the depth of his own culpability, admitting, what we
already knew…they killed my sister…
“Yes,” whispered Mr. Burle.
“Did you intend to kill Ms. Nightingale?”
“No,” he averred.
“Had she provoked you in any manner?”
“No.”
“Did you know Ms. Nightingale?”
“Well yeah, she and Shamanté had a thing so she spent time around the band and designed
graphics for his new CD cover. Yeah, I knew her.”
“So what happened after you ceased resuscitation efforts?” Drilled Nicole prosecuting.
“Shamanté and me made a palette for her and we laid her on it. Later, he laid down beside
her.”
“What about Bella?” Explored Nicole.
“Well she passed out but she didn’t convulse. She’d collapsed near to where Sophie
collapsed. We left her...”
“You cleaned?” Nicole repeated in a caustic tone for the effect.
“Yes, ma’am.”
“And, why did you clean?”
“Well, Bella threw all over the floor.”
“Where did you place Bella when you cleaned?”
“In the bathroom,” he said devoid of emotion.
“Did you check her pulse?”
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“Not that I recall.”
“Were you trained to take a pulse?”
“Yes.”
“Do you agree your choice not to assist the girls, you acted with a conscious disregard of
their lives?”
“Maybe, now.”
“Answer yes, or no, Mr. Burle,” corrected Nicole.
Taking a long breath he heaved doleful. “Yes,”
“Are you still certified in C.P.R.?”
“It may have lapsed. I haven’t used it since.”
“What happened after the girls fell unconscious?”
“Well, we passed out until awakened by Shamanté’s screams. Sophie’s not breathing, he
shrieked. I think she’s dead, he repeated over and over. The situation didn’t register at first when
Jesse stepped in and order us to clean the studio.”
“Clean?” Reemphasized Nicole.
“Right, he said the police were coming.”
“So, what did the cleaning involve?”
“We cleaned the floor and stuff.”
“You cleaned the studio before taking Sophie and Bella to the hospital despite they were
unconscious and vomiting from Ghb poisoning?”
“Yes,” he said averting guilty shifting eyes to avoid the betrayed glares of his co-defendants.
“While you cleaned did you notice a supply of Ghb?”
“Objection. Leading.”
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“Sustained. Rephrase counselor.”
While cleaning did you identify containers of Ghb?”
“Well, yeah, in the refrigerator waz [sic] shelves of small bottles of Ghb we tossed.”
“Do you know their street value?”
“I'm not certain. Jesse called them party favors.”
“Party favors?” Nicole reiterated.
“Yes.”
“What size bottles?”
“Maybe two to three ounces.”
“And who provided the party favors?”
“Jesse,” he blamed with eyes riveted to Nicole.
“So, after you scoured the studio of drugs, what then?”
“Objection Your Honor leading.”
“Sustained.”
“After cleaning the studio what did you do?”
“Well, Jesse drove us to a hospital. Mount Zion, I think. He dropped us off and left to go
back to the studio.”
“Why, did he say, he needed to return to the studio?” Pursued Nicole.
“He said he’d more to clean because he expected the police.”
“Mr. Burle, why did you not report what you have told this court today, to the police on
April 4, 1999?”
“I guess because I agreed with the others to stick to our story,” Bart said, and Julia dropped
her head into my shoulder but her muffled sobs echoed through the quiet courtroom.
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“You corroborated the story with whom?”
“Well,” he said flicking of his serpentine tongue over his lip and his nervous jittery eyes
swept from the co-defendants to Nicole to the spectators, “Jesss,” he said with a low rustle.
“Mr. Burle do you agree other people congregated at the studio at the time Ms. Nightingale
and Ms. O’Brien passed out?”
“Yeah. But, everybody freaked fearing the police, and left.”
“In your statement you didn’t know the names of the other witnesses, is this part of your
statement true?”
“Well, maybe…at least fifty people passed through the studio before Sophie and Bella
arrived. It was like an endless drug party.”
“Objections. Unresponsive.”
“Sustained,” ruled the judge.
“So, the sole witnesses according to your statement are the four of you: Shamanté, Jesse,
Kirk and you.”
“Yes.”
“But, do you agree there may be others who witnessed Sophie blacking out.”
“Yes.”
“Is your statement a lie wherein it states the girls, in the pre-dawn hours of April 4, 1999,
came to the studio drunk and high on Ghb they took at a nearby club?”
“Yes, it’s a lie. But, we never expected Bella to live because Sophie didn’t live.”
The simple but devastating truth, hissed Julia to Elijah, …they didn’t expected the girl’s to
live…murderers, she condemned.
“Objection. Irrelevant.
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“Sustained.”
“Can you explain to this court what Bella living or dying has to do with telling the truth?”
“Well, I don’t know we was messed up. We didn’t think. It didn’t seem to matter what we
said if they was dead.” My arms encircled Julia but proved inadequate to buffer suffering hours of
Bart Burle’s obtuse testimony. We’d all been schooled in the meaning of depraved hearts. My right
arm drew Julia near, but I couldn’t shield her from the truth.
“Do you think it had any bearing on the decision not to take the girls to the hospital when
they passed out?”
“Objection, Your Honor Argumentative. Leading.
“Sustained.”
“Mr. Burle, were you aware, the girls had been poisoned with Ghb and it contributed to their
unconscious state?”
“Well, I remember it was confusing because Jesse said when we discovered Sophie dead
that they’d taken Ghb at a club before arriving.”
“Isn’t it true you consciously and deliberately disregarded Ghb as a poison endangering the
lives of Bella and Sophie?”
“No, I administered C.P.R., to Sophie.”
“Yes, you failed to call for medical assistance when you halted C.P.R. efforts, right?
“Yes,” he whined.
“So, despite obvious symptoms of Ghb toxicity, and the endangerment to life, you
consciously and deliberately ignored your duty to continue resuscitation efforts and seek medical
assistance? Yes or No, please.”
“Yes.”
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“The State has no further questions for this witness at this time but reserves the right to
recall.”
Like poked in the eye, the wrinkled old judge jerked forward with a thunderous roll of his
swivel chair. “Does the defense have questions for this witness?”
“Yes, Your Honor.”
“You may proceed.”
“Mr. Burle, as you know, I’m Thanual Day and I represent the co-defendants and have a few
questions for you.”
“Is your testimony today in exchange for the plea bargain you struck with the prosecution?”
“In part,” he defended.
“Can you explain?”
“Well…I didn’t poison them girls with Ghb, or anything else. It never entered by mind to
harm them girls.”
“You mean you aren’t testifying today so the State will have leniency and charge you with a
lesser crime.”
“Objection. Argumentative Your Honor.”
“Sustained. Move on counsel.”
“Yes Your Honor.
“Okay, where did you locate Ghb on the premises of the studio?”
“Like I testified earlier, when we cleaned up, Jesse said to toss the stuff in the refrigerator,
which was them small bottles.”
“Did the bottles have the letters, “Ghb,” printed on them?”
“No,” he relied confused.
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“Then, how do you know they contained Ghb?”
“Because them containers is how Ghb is packaged and sold…in them types of small
bottles.”
“Alright, but you don’t know with any certainty if those bottles in the refrigerator at the
studio contained Ghb.”
“Yes, I suppose I don’t know for a fact, but, if they weren’t filled with Ghb why then did
Jesse want them thrown away?” He asked with a smirk.
“Objection, Your Honor. Argumentative and non-responsive.”
“Sustained. Jurors please ignore the witness’ response. Please answer the question Mr. Burle
without enhancements, please.”
“Yes Sir,” agreed Bart.
“Do you know for a fact if the bottles in the refrigerator at the studio contained Ghb?”
“No. But, we also threw out an empty can of floor stripper we found in a closet.”
“What is the significance of a can of floor stripper?”
“Well that’s how you make Ghb, with floor stripper.”
“No further questions for this witness Your Honor.”
“The prosecution rests. Your Honor.
“Does the defense wish to redirect.”
“Yes, Your Honor.”
“How much time will you need counselor?”
“We anticipate two days Your Honor.”
“Will the defendants testify in their own defense?” asked the judge.
“No, You Honor,” replied Thanual.
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The judge then pooled each defendant as to the nature of his decision not to testify. The
gavel closed the day as the judge announced, “Court is adjourned and will reconvene Monday with
the defense.”
A mass fled from the courtroom. Stretching, I watched the exodus when, to my right and
caught a glimpse of Bella wave as the dense crowd swallowed her form. Then a scream chilled the
room.
Struggling against people moving toward the door and oblivious to the commotion behind
them, I pressed toward where Bella had retreated from sight. When I reached her, she laid sprawled
across the courtroom floor. Repeating her name, she remained unresponsive. Telephoning 911, I
diverted others away from gawking.
Mrs. Du Bois now knelt on the floor next to her, holding Bella’s hand, and, calling,
“Bella…Bella…Bella…” But, she did not stir. Julia approaching winced and froze. Her eyes
projecting horror and a sense of loss I imagined every mother experiences when helpless to protect
her child. For in Julia’s mind Bella became Sophie all over. Her raw distress ignited an enigmatic
melancholia that has never left me to this day.
“It’s like before,” cursed Julia ominous. A single tear slid down a jagged cheekbone.
Swallowing hard and filled with a sense of déjà vu, I grabbed Julia’s hand. The world around us
exploded in a pandemonium of gasps and distress.
In the distance drawing near, shrill sirens shrieked. Flat flapping feet ran across the linoleum
and took Bella’s vitals before scoping her lifeless form from the courthouse. Julia and I crawled into
the ambulance behind Bella and, I speed-dialed Du Bois. He waited at the ER.
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Chapter 62
Monday morning the judge ruled the trial would proceed with the defenses’ case. Julia and I
elected to watch CLN’s continuing coverage of the trial, as our primary focus became Bella. We
kept hoping if we talked, or read books to Bella, it might stimulate her recovery. But, it didn’t. By
the following Friday, Bella’s medical team confirmed the worse, Bella had relapsed into a coma.
During the following weeks, we tracked the trial at night by recording it during the day.
Watching with me from the comfort of home, Julia grew more confident the defense had a weak
case. They failed to offer any evidence to support their theory the girls took Ghb prior to arriving at
the studio. Their experts presented dubious theories that stirred muddy waters and fed reasonable
doubt.
Odessa added to the ambiguity, testifying she smelt marijuana coming from Sophie’s room
but when asked on cross if other people were visiting Sophie at the time. Odessa confirmed she
usually smelled it when Sophie had visitors such as Shamanté. She confirmed he called and she
wrote his message asking Sophie to meet him at the studio.
We returned to Court on the day the jurors were to deliberate. The judge spent a couple
hours instructing the jury on the governing laws then, he turned to Nicole. “Is the prosecution ready
for its closing argument?”
“Yes, You Honor” She confirmed, and proceeded.
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Good morning ladies and gentlemen of the jury. Thank you for your sacrifice and for your
dedicated service to this case. Thank you for your attention to the evidence in this case. Here we are
at the end of all the evidence and you may find you have the answers to the questions I told you at
the start of the trial would be your guide: the who, what, when, where and how. But, then, ladies
and gentlemen, this is truly a simple case.
For instance, we can answer from the evidence and testimony the how, when and where the
girls fell unconscious. We know from the testimony and the evidence, Ms. Nightingale and Ms.
O’Brien were well and ambulatory prior to arriving at the music studio on April 4, 1999. We know
the girls trekked thirteen blocks by the time they arrived at the studio. We know from the expert’s
testimony Ghb causes a reaction in five to fifteen minutes of ingestion. We know now one of the
defendants, Jesse Bains, handed drinks to the girls while they waited at the music studio for
Shamanté. We know within minutes of ingesting the drinks, the girls fell unconscious.
We now know the defendants in their statements covered up they made drinks for Ms.
Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien. We know from the testimony, the evidence, the admissions by two of
the defendants and their statements to police were false. They lied about where the girls ingested
Ghb. They lied about the girls crashing a small private party. They lied about the girls taking Ghb
for recreation before arriving at the studio. They lied about their relationship to the girls. They lied
about having Ghb on the premises. The defendants lied because they are guilty of poisoning Ms.
O’Brien, and, causing the death of Ms. Nightingale.
We now know the girls fell unconscious at the music studio minutes after ingesting a
cocktail laced with the poisonous drug, Ghb. We know it occurred in the predawn hours of April 4,
1999. We now know one of the defendants, Jesse Bains, offered drinks to Ms. Nightingale and Ms.
O’Brien. We know from the testimony of witnesses only Jesse Bains had authority to make drinks
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and prepared the drinks intended for the girls. We know from the testimony Jesse kept Ghb on the
premises that weekend. We know from the expert testimony Ghb is a poisonous.
We also know from the testimony the girls trusted the defendants because they had prior
social relationships. We now know from the testimony, Ms. Nightingale had a professional, as well
as a romantic relationship with one of the defendants, Shamanté Udee. We know from the evidence
Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien did not ask for Ghb. We know of no evidence indicating Ms.
Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien took Ghb for recreation. We know from the testimony an ongoing
party took place at the music studio over the Easter weekend where Ghb, and other drugs, were
consumed.
The witnesses have testified to a stream of unidentified people parading through the studio
that Easter weekend. We also now know, Ms. Nightingale arrived at the music studio by invitation
of defendant, Shamante Udee. We know from the testimony and evidence Ms. Nightingale and Ms.
O’Brien were ambulatory prior to arrival at the music studio. We know now within minutes of
ingesting the drinks given to the girls by defendant Jesse Bains, they fell unconscious.
We know now, based on an expert’s timeline and the rapid onset of the poison, Ghb, the
poisoning occurred at the studio in the predawn hours of Easter Sunday, and, the defendants,
subsequently, covered it up. We know from the testimony and evidence the defendants lied in sworn
statements to police. They lied about where the girls ingested Ghb. They lied about the girls
crashing their party. They lied about the girls taking Ghb recreationally before arriving at the studio.
They lied about their relationship to the girls. The defendants lied about having Ghb on the
premises.
This is a simple case ladies and gentlemen, the defendants are guilty of poisoning Bella
O’Brien and, poisoning and causing death in Sophie Nightingale. The defendants, or Jesse Bains,
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acting alone, or, in conspiracy with Shamanté Udee, intended to spike the drinks with Ghb, and they
knew administering the poison, Ghb, to drinks to be consumed by the girls, carried with it a distinct
possibility of death. A death did occur ladies and gentlemen as a result of spiking Ms. Nightingale’s
drink. Also, as a result of the spiked drinks, Ms. O’Brien suffered a severe bodily injury.
Years of suffering and torment continue, which needs to end ladies and gentlemen. The
defendants hid the truth and obstructed justice for fifteen years by lying to the police, medical
personnel, and homicide investigators. The simple truth ladies and gentlemen is Sophie Nightingale
would be alive today had the defendants not spiked her drink with the poisonous drug Ghb. And,
had the defendants not spike Bella O’Brien’s drink with the poisonous drug Ghb, she would be
living her life out loud instead of living life connected to a respirator.
Witnesses have testified the defendants had access to the deadly poison, Ghb. The
prosecution submits ladies and gentlemen, the truth is the defendants secretively caused the Ghb
poison to be administered into drinks intended for Sophie Nightingale and Bella O’Brien. The
defendants knew or should have known about the dangers of the poisonous drug, Ghb. The
defendants with maligned hearts, consciously and deliberately disregarded the threat the poison Ghb
posed to Sophie Nightingale and Bella O’Brien’s lives.
The defendants acted with depraved hearts ladies and gentlemen, or, at least, the defendants
acted with extreme gross or aggravated recklessness when they initiated resuscitation efforts and,
then, stopped without calling for medical assistance. The defendants acted with depraved hearts, or,
at least, acted with extreme gross or aggravated recklessness when they left Bella, unconscious, and
caked in vomit on a bathroom floor while they cleaned the music studio, The defendants acted with
depraved hearts, or, at least, acted with extreme gross or aggravated recklessness when they didn’t
seek immediate medical attention and compromised the chances for the girls’ recovery. It’s for
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these reasons ladies and gentlemen the state asks you to convict the defendants of poisoning and
second-degree murder as charged. Thank you, the prosecution rests.
“Is the defense ready for its closing argument?” prompted Judge Moynihan.
“Yes Your Honor we are,” answered Thanual Day for the defense.
“You may proceed,” directed Judge Moynihan.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury and Honorable Judge Moynihan. The defense wishes to
thank you for your distinguished honor of serving on this jury and listening to all the evidence. We
thank you for your dedication to seeking the truth.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury you may find now you have all the evidence, you have
more questions than answers, including the paramount question: who poisoned Ms. Nightingale and
Ms. O’Brien? Or, how, when and where did Sophie Nightingale ingest the Ghb, which killed her?
Or, how, when where did Bella O’Brien ingest the Ghb causing a coma. In fact, the prosecution has
failed to offer proof beyond a reasonable doubt as to who spiked the girls’ drinks with the poison
Ghb and, where without a doubt it occurred.
There’s speculation in this case ladies and gentlemen, but, at the end of the day, the
prosecution has failed to prove its case. No clear and convincing evidence exist the defendants with
maligned hearts while at the music studio spiked Ms. Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien drinks with a
poison known as Ghb. No evidence exist the defendants acted with implied or actual malice. No
evidence exists to disprove that before arriving at the music studio Ms. Nightingale and Ms.
O’Brien voluntarily ingested the poison, Ghb. No evidence exists to prove the drinks served Ms.
Nightingale and Ms. O’Brien at the studio contained Ghb. It can never be proven. This alone is
reasonable doubt, ladies and gentlemen. The prosecution must prove its case beyond a reasonable
doubt and it’s failed.
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The judge will instruct you on proof beyond a reasonable doubt. He’ll tell you proof beyond
a reasonable doubt is proof, which leaves you with an abiding conviction the charge is true. The
evidence needn’t eliminate all possible doubt because most things in life are open to some possible
or imaginary doubt. You may not speculate and you may not imagine. Unless the evidence proves
the defendants guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, they are entitled to an acquittal. Remember what I
told you at the start of trial about the shield. The defendants are like you and me, ladies and
gentlemen, they are shielded by the presumption of innocence until guilt is proven beyond a
reasonable doubt.
The prosecution’s opening statement has not been proven by any evidence in this case, and,
you may not speculate or imagine. No evidence exist in this case to support the defendants with
maligned hearts poisoned, and caused the death of Ms. Nightingale and, poisoned and caused the
coma of Ms. O’Brien. Whatever happened Easter morning, it doesn’t support the prosecution’s
charge. For, no evidence exists.
You can convict the defendants of being liars and send them to prison on second-degree
murder. But, if you don't know what happened then it’s over. If it hasn't been proven to you these
women were poisoned and by whom…then it’s over…it's over. It's not guilty on every count.
The defendants are going to ask you to return a verdict of not guilty because the prosecution has not
proven the defendants committed second-degree murder, or poisoning by Ghb. If the prosecution
case isn’t proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must acquit on every count.
The defense rests Your Honor,” concluded Thanual Day. The jurors, copious note-takers
during closing arguments, now, rested.
Ladies and gentlemen this concludes the closing arguments. The bailiff now will escort you
to the jury room where you jurors will deliberate. First, select one among you as foreperson. He or
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she will lead discussion and tries to encourage others to join in. Don’t be afraid to speak during
deliberations. If you have questions for me, write them down and hand them to the bailiff, who will
collect them, so I, or one of the attorneys, may promptly respond.
The point is to reach a decision after you have had a full and frank discussion of all the
evidence and the instructions I gave you prior to closing arguments, based on calm, unbiased
reasoning. Remember, all of you must agree on the verdict. Now, do you have any questions before
the bailiff sequesters you,” he asked searching the empty expression of each juror. They presented
no questions.
The bailiff led the jurors out of the courtroom to the deliberation room. What we’d expected
arrived two hours and fifteen minutes later. The jurors reached their verdict. With a courtroom
packed with anxious spectators, the judge took his chair before the jurors appearing upbeat as they
singled into the courtroom.
Judge J.J., his voice tone somber, asked, “Has the jury reached a verdict? The foreperson
said, “Yes, Your Honor,” handing the written verdict to the bailiff, who trotted it over to the judge.
After the judge reviewed the verdict, he handed it to the clerk, who read it aloud.
“We the jurors,” read the clerk, “find the defendants not guilty of second degree murder. We
the jurors find the defendants not guilty of poisoning with a deadly poison. The defendants gloating
shook hands. Julia gasped in a hollow whisper like her last breath, “No,” and buried her head in my
chest weeping.
The jury foreman continued uninterrupted. “We the jurors find the defendants guilty to
extreme gross or aggravated recklessness.” The judge then polled the jurors asking each one
whether the verdict had been their own, which each affirmed. Judge Moynihan thanked the jurors
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for their service and told them, “You’re free for the rest of the day,” but he instructed them to return
in the morning for the sentencing phase.
“Court is adjourned ladies and gentlemen and will resume in the morning for the sentencing
or punishment phase,” and the gavel fractured the dead silence. A mass of murmurings ignited
among the spectators lumbering from the courtroom. Julia shocked and detached, I steadied guiding
her steps. She remained silent on the drive home. When I asked her if she wanted to go to dinner
and talk, she declined.
Arriving home, she imparted, “Elijah dearest,” and, then bust into sobs, “I want you, no
matter what happens, to remember how much I love you and how grateful I am for your love and,
for your devotion all of your life. You’re my rock in my darkest hour.” She flung passionate arms
around my neck hugging tight before saying good night.
When she retired, I sulked alone in a dark room entertained by intermittent streaks of
lightning. But, the draining disappointment of the verdict, and the added confusion of Julia
desperation culminated in exhaustion lapsing into deep sleep.
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Chapter 63
The sun hadn’t risen on her plan. When, at 4 a.m., a loud, window-rattling crack of thunder
exploded like gunshot. Rain poured in heavy sheets. She watched from her bed as lightning
illuminated darkness. Not the kind of weather to go out in, but she’d convinced herself the torrential
rain created the perfect camouflage. Any inadvertent noise made in sneaking from the house, the
storm would disguise and muffle.
Dead images concocted in her mind, birthed form. Drowsy, she unbuttoned her nightshirt
then slipped into street clothes laid at the end of her bed. After tying the laces to her sneakers she
slithered into a trench coat cinching it at the waist. The coat pocket hung heavy, weighted like an
anchor.
For a moment she hesitated on the edge of the mattress like a bird preparing its first leap into
the unknown. The plan she hatched in darkness now set in motion. With each streak of lightning,
she watched the room transition from a seamless black hole to a room of objects. Illuminated on the
bedside table the exuberant faces of her children smiled from photographs. Lingering, she picked up
a framed picture and caressed it to her breast then returned it to its silent place on the table. She fled
as inaudible as night follows day.
The house groaned under the deluge. Wind-driven rain battered the windows. Tippy-toeing
and pausing to listen, Julia strained to detect any activity in the old weather-beaten beach house but
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the only distinguishable commotion arose from normal shifting and creaking. Slinking in soft toe
strides, like a cat, she slipped down the long hallway, past the door to Elijah’s room. Inching toward
the staircase, she crept down the creaking stairs filled with the same wild exhilaration she
experienced in high school when escaping from a bedroom window for a night of liberation. Her
path through the darkened rooms at the back of the house lit by lightning as she slipped out the
screen door like a breeze.
She hurried along the bordering shrubs on the south side of the house when growls from a
nearby dog froze her feet in place until discerning it came from inside the neighbor’s house.
Nothing to fear but fear itself, she reminded herself. I’ve done it a thousand times in my dreams. As
her feet hit the sidewalk, her heart echoed in her ears leaving her short of breath. To her left at the
far end of the street, a taxi idled, one she’d called when she awoke. She ran toward it like metal
drawn to a magnet, its headlights beacons in the dense rain.
She grabbed the silver slice of a handle gleaming in the rain, flung open the door and dove
into the cab pulling it behind her in one quick arc.
“Hall of Justice; 850 Bryant St…” she said giving the interior one quick glance. Through the
Plexiglas partition, she noticed the cabbie’s dark eyes squinting at her from the rearview mirror. His
thinning greasy hair hung in strings from a dull scalp onto a hunchback outlined in a faded
Hawaiian shirt. She handed him a piece of paper where she’d scribbled the address.
Without a word, he maneuvered the cab away from the curb. As they drove through the rain,
they didn’t speak. The low hum of a radio interrupted the swooshing of the water splashing against
the tires and the undercarriage. She stared out the window trying not to succumb to the fearful
voices pleading in her head…Don’t do it…you’re throwing away your life…Sophie wouldn’t want
this…what about Elijah?
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The images crisp and distracting broke a crack in the wall where she forced doubt and fear.
She shifted her focus to the cold steel weight sunk deep in her coat pocket. Probing her fingers into
its depths she clasped the weapon hidden within. With each silent stroke her confidence soared for
the revolver altered her perception, much like the ring in Lord of the Rings.
No longer imprisoned by fear she embraced the courage to act. Justice for Sophie is near she
whispered content and staring through the glass window when startled by her own reflection with a
Mona Lisa smile. She drew a deep breath owning a the space of peace now at one with her dream
and plan to avenge Sophie’s murder. A plan she rehearsed in her mind ten thousand times. Now,
empowered with the confidence of a Broadway actress running her hundredth performance, she
stepped into her role.
The cabbie pulled to the curb in front of the address she provided. Across the sidewalk, at
this time of the morning, the main doors to the courthouse remained locked. Aware the street
provided no place to hide, she relied on determination to carry the plan to fruition. She handed the
driver cash and exited from the cab. Puddles pooled on the road and the headlights sent shafts of
light beaming across the slick black surface. Shuffling in the direction of a parking garage across
the street, she cinched tighter the belt to her trench coat.
Inside the garage, her shoes squished, chilling her feet as she took the stairwell by the
elevator to the top floor. She secured cover with a view of the street below. Around 7 a.m., traffic
picked up, and, an occasional car pulled into the garage lower levels.
She lit a cigarette, wrestling with betraying Elijah’s trust. “Revenge is inhuman.” He warned
her. “What you do returns to you. Its the law of nature…karma.” But, Elijah’s higher path proved a
slippery slope for Julia driven by revenge that lived its own shadow dance. For in Julia’s mind not
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to pursue revenge betrayed Sophie. Julia quashed the cigarette butt under a squishy shoe. It’s all
came to this.
And, the voices in her head like babies crying for attention rose in pitch.
…Maybe Elijah is right…you don’t have to do this…are you for real, I do have to do
this…community service for murder. Revenge…is true justice.
What about the trial?…It’s not over…It’s over. Community service is no punishment for
murder…it’s what the D.A., said fifteen years ago and it’s what the D.A. says now…nothing’s
changed…No, it’s time…they’ll pay for her life with their own…but blinded by arrogance, they
refuse to testify or admit their culpability like they’ll walk away again… all the years of
suffering…justice demands revenge… She gripped tighter the gun secure in her pocket confident
her plan wouldn’t fail.
Her hand shaking from the dampness drew another cigarette from the pack. Cars raced
through the slick streets below, rain fell from a charcoal sky in dense dark sheets. From the stairwell
of the garage, she stepped into the deluge, drifting half block from the courthouse.
Roaming steadied the voices. A tantalizing aroma of coffee lured her, and chilled to the
bone, she deviated from her plan to a small coffee shop. Under an awning overhanging the
sidewalk, she watched as several people shuffled around inside. With a deep breath, she pushed her
way in, ordered a cappuccino, and darted to the shelter under the awning. Blowing to cool it, she
checked her watch anxious for her destination between sips.
“Julia?” Announced an unidentifiable voice piercing her anonymity.
Imagining she’d been discovered, her gut tightened in a paralytic cramp. Wary, she twisted
from shadow toward the intruder. A stout woman’s dark shape filled the doorway to the brightly lit
shop. Holding the door ajar, Julia recognized the beach house landlady.
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“Yes, hello. Good morning,” Julia said, waiving and turning back to nurse her coffee in
shadow. The woman ventured through the shop door leaving Julia alone.
Tossing the coffee into a trashcan, she hurried toward the courthouse but her sneakers lacked
traction and she slipped falling on her left foot twisted beneath her body. Dismal, she moaned, how
is this happening? Writhing she regained balance and tried a step. Pain shot hot to her brain as she
limped. One-by-one lights flickered on different floors in offices hovering above. Not far now, she
coaxed, hobbling with a throbbing ache slowing her pace.
Taking long strides she drug her aching ankle taking position on the sidewalk in front of the
courthouse. Dense rain shimmered like layers of beveled glass concealing her form in a watery
cocoon. Relieved she’d canvassed the streets weeks before, she froze like a statue waiting on the
stage she set for retribution.
At 8:20 a.m., a black limousine pulled up and stopped at a four-way stop in front of the
courthouse. Shamanté exited from the limo’s rear door in leopard print jeans, a tight red t-shirt, a
black leather jacket, and a multi-colored beany capped his dreadlocks. Julia blinked, straining to
decipher through the dense rain what he carried draped in pink cloth.
But, distracted she notices Jesse, his manager, exiting from the limo’s opposite side.
Multiple gold chains swung from his brown neck against a black tracksuit. An Angels’ ball cap
contains his mass of bushy hair in a ponytail. They look like stars arriving for an MTV award rather
than criminals indicted for murder. But, in Julia’s watchful eyes they were cold-blooded killers.
Sprinting through the monsoon-like rain, Shamanté joked over his shoulder to Jesse trailing
behind him. They’re trapped like vermin reveled Julia. Splashing toward the sidewalk they squeal
with childish laughter. Offended by their insouciance, Julia’s pulse quickened reverberating in her
ears.
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Motionless, she waits in shadows like a predator, blending like a chameleon, in the dense
silver-aqua rain. Confident the skill she developed at the gun range while barred from the trial, now,
will pay off. And, with a firm grip, she pulls the metal barrel from her pocket aiming with one hand
bracing the other, and steps into their path. Shamanté steps onto the curb, with Jesse a step behind,
collides with the blue-gray metal barrel of Julia’s .45.
Julia flinches, surprised, Shamanté carries a child. But, despite her throbbing ankle, she
crouches like a lioness and spins around the two men. Now, with their backs to an alley, she points
with the silent pistol and frantic eyes, motioning them into the dark pocket between buildings.
Facing Julia, they back into the narrow alley, but natures’ own violence overwhelms them.
And, moving toward a dumpster, a fierce streak of lighting splits the night sky above their heads.
Shamanté stumbles losing his balance and his grip on the child. Jesse reaches for Shamanté’s arm to
help him steady. But, the spooked child lunges forward as Julia leans in catching her in midair.
Julia’s ankle buckles biting with pain but Julia strains not to falter and like a eagle snatches the
child in her claw.
Grabbing Julia’s neck, the child’s sweet breath brushes across Julia’s face like a paint stroke
on a empty canvass. The child’s innocence awakens in Julia a sudden reverence for life’s
sacredness. Awakened from her shadow dance with revenge, clarity returns to Julia’s anxious heart.
It’s not who I am, she despairs. Recoiling, she shifts her stance as though attempting to resist the
epiphany.
She steps back reeling from waves of pulsating pain. She lowered he gaze searching
Shamanté and Jesse’s hostile faces for signs they’ve detected her weakness. Fingering the gun’s
handle, releasing and grasping, she keeps it aimed at them.
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Swiping a mixture of tears and rain from caustic eyes with the back of her gun fist, she
hissed, “…Back away, or someone will die. Back away,” she threatens, “…Now…” and, cocks the
gun reinforcing her plan of revenge. Intimidated they comply, backing deeper into the alley.
“Do you expect me to talk?” Shamanté cried bewildered.
Bitter, she bites back, “No…I expect you to die for what you’ve done,” and Shamanté coils
back.
“Give her back!” He demands.
Raucous, Jesse screamed, “Help…Help…She’s a gun…Help,” but the thunderous rain
obliterates his shrieks.
“What do you want?” Jesse whines. Julia gripping the gun in right hand, and the crying
child in her left arm, in a ruthless tone shouts,
“Move away from him…over…on your knees,” points Julia with the revolver.
“What is this?” Jesse asks with entitled impatience.
“Your grave, if you don’t stay on your knees, and shut…up,” growls Julia wanting to bury
his in bullets.
“How do we know you’ve bullets in that gun. You didn’t the first time we met.”
“Do you want to find out Jesse? Cause, I’ve a bullet with your name on it…Where’d you
like it?” Bullied Julia scathing with contempt and itching to turn ballistic.
For a millisecond she hesitates exhausted by her plan of revenge, her aching ankle, and the
child’s misery. Should I shoot him? Now’s the perfect opportunity, he’s on his knees. He deserves
to die for poisoning and murdering Sophie. But, what about the child? Why’s the child here?
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With the gun still aimed, she approaches Shamanté and hands him the child and, then, falls
back on her aching ankle. The child changes everything! Clamors the escalating mind chatter and,
she wicks water from her eyes with her forearm. Kill them… now…scream the sirens in her mind.
Stalking closer to Jesse on his knees, she pauses a foot or so from him tapping the pistol in a
threatening gesture against her thigh. Raising it again, she aims now at Jesse’s head. But, a
peripheral flutter catches her eye as Shamanté lowers the child to the ground. Julia yells,
“Stop!” and she rushed toward Shamanté ignoring the pain rippling through her body,
“Don’t, put down that child,” she warns pointing the gun at Shamanté’s depraved heart. He freezes.
“Shamanté,” screams Jesse anxious, “…give her what she wants, man!”
“Is this, your child?” demands Julia with an edgy mock curiosity and the pistol now angled
that a single bullet could pass through the child before hitting Shamanté.
“Yes, she’s my daughter,” he admits irritated. “Listen, we’ve already been tried. Today is
the punishment phase. So, what more do you want from us.”
“So, tell me why did you bring a child, your daughter, to the punishment phase of the trial?
Now, let me guess. You’re hoping to stir compassion or pity from the jurors.”
“No…no…my wife…” he protested but she cut him off.
“You know, I don’t need to consult a law book, a courtroom, a judge, or a jury to tell me
you’re guilty, or to tell me the appropriate punishment. You killed Sophie and lied to save your own
skin. The police knew it and did nothing. You deserve to die,” she yelled overwhelmed by suffering
and disgust, and her tears made one with the rain.
“I’ll give you anything, just take that gun out of my daughter’s face,” moaned Shamanté.
“Then, give me back my daughter, Shamanté. Give Sophie back!” Julia demands.
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“If I could, I would. But, my daughter’s got nothing to do with it. She’s innocent,” pleads
Shamanté.
“Yeah, well, now, it turns out she’s everything to do with it. Don’t you see…remember
Sophie…my daughter…? An innocent just like your daughter, but you killed my daughter. Didn’t
you? Julia snaps derisive. “I’m your punishment phase,” she hisses vindictive. You had your mock
trial with a probable community service punishment. I’m here to kill you. Community service for
murder devalues life. It’s no justice at all.” shouts Julia over the deafening storm.
“I’ve hated you both since the day I met you fifteen years ago, but I’ve hated you more
Shamanté. For you had a relationship with Sophie. You invited her to meet you at the studio. You
knew one of your buddies spiked her drink with Ghb. You did nothing. It’s unconscionable. You
laid next her listening to her shallow breathing and didn’t call 911. You let her die. You,
Shamanté…are a murderer…you killed my daughter.
But, my hate for what you did or didn’t do has changed nothing, except me. You, or your
friend here, poisoned Sophie but my hatred for you poisoned my heart.” Julia winces.
“No one escapes the penalty for causing the death of another human being. Today, I came to
deliver the punishment you both deserve. Not community service but death by execution. Yet, since
arriving, I’ve had a change of heart. Executing you two isn’t true revenge as is, a daughter for a
daughter. Don’t you agree?” taunted Julia.
“No, I don’t agree,” blubbered Shamanté. “Please, don’t kill my daughter. This is ludicrous.
Please, don’t do this. He begged dancing from one foot to the other like a child trying to keep from
peeing. She’s done nothing to you?”
Julia derives pleasure in noting him suffer. “Neither did Sophie do anything to you, or your
friend. Fool,” Julia jeers in acid tones. “I could kill you both, right now,” she roars panning the gun
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between them. “But, that’s too good for you. You need to suffer like I’ve suffered. The pain of
loosing what you love most and helpless to prevent it.” And, Jesse makes an involuntary jerk.
Julia fires at the ground near where Jesse knelt. Screeching, he arches diving right. Pungent
gunpowder clings to the cool vapors above their heads.
“Wanted to confirm, Jesse, I got bullets this time,” she warned caustic.
“Killing you is too easy,” admits Julia irritated. “What I want is for you to suffer…to
experience the powerlessness of witnessing your child’s death.” Julia curses at them spiteful and
moving closer but staying arm’s length distance. The child bawls.
“Daddy, Daddy,” she weeps clinging like a vine to Shamanté.
“It’s oaky baby…. shsuss,” he comforts despite his distress.
“Yeah it’s okay baby,” mocks Julia angry “…But you’re going to remember this one
moment all your life, Shamanté. Haunted by the unfairness of life when depraved hearts murder
innocent children, and, then, go unpunished. Like who might blame a grieving mother for killing
her child’s murderers? You deserve to share the hell you created when you murdered Sophie.
You bring it forward today because you refused to testify and tell the truth. No more lies. No
more deception! You’ve one chance. Now, tell the truth!” Growls Julia hoarse, and jabs Shamanté’s
arm rough with the gun. The child’s face remains averted as she inches tighter to Shamanté.
“Last chance. Tell the truth, you coward.” But, he says nothing. “Say something…” she
demands spitting on him.
“Okay, okay,” he screams hostile.
“Yes, I invited Sophie to the studio. Yes, me, and the band, took drugs that weekend. Yes,
Jesse spiked the girls’ drinks with Ghb. We killed Sophie…but it was an accident, and, I’m sorry…I
can’t change it. Is that what this is about, a confession? He squealed.
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“No, I want the truth, you sorry excuse of a man. That’s what I asked for fifteen years ago
and it’s what I’m asking for now. The truth.”
“That’s the truth. It’s our fault. Jesse tell her,” he screamed.
On the edge of darkness, Jesse knelt in submission. In the dark on his knees, his icy blue
eyes lost their menacing luster. “I only meant to make the party more interesting,” he admitted dullwitted. “I didn’t intend to kill Sophie, or Bella. I thought they’d sleep it off. I didn’t mean to hurt
them,” he offered in a tone thickened by ignorance.
“Liar,” howls Julia tormented and intolerant.
“Shut up…you killed her. If not for you she’d be alive today. You ignorant fools…you
killed her. I knew it, all along…” she moaned holding the gun with both hands still targeting them.
She knew she’d the shot but, again, resisted a pulsating desire to pull the trigger.
In her mind, they’d become an abstraction not human beings but cold-blooded killers. Yet,
in a flash she recognizes them as unconscious, ignorant human being and, her resolve for revenge
wavers.
“It’s the truth!” Shamanté screamed pale from fear. “Why do you refuse to believe us? He
whimpered. “We messed up. We made a bad judgment call. We never intended to kill her. That’s
the truth. It’s what Bart and Kurt admitted at trial, and, it’s what I told you fifteen years ago. It’s an
accident. What you’re doing here, now, is intentional.” He challenged.
The child’s chubby, red splotchy face pierced Julia’s gazed like bullets fixed behind the
revolver. In the child’s mind Julia symbolized the predator. I’ve changed places…I’m a predator
like them, she pitied contrite. The child rubbed red-streaked eyes drained of innocence reminding
Julia how it dissolved from Elijah’s eyes upon learning of his sister’s death. If I kill them, I’m
killing them because of their ignorance. I’m killing them because they’re alive and Sophie is dead,
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she commiserated but in a flash of light recognized… they’re not cold-blooded killers. They’re
unconscious, ignorant human beings with depraved hearts. But, I’m no better, if I can’t forgive
ignorance for I see it in my self.
It’s certain if I kill them, I’ll set in motion a never-ending cycle of revenge affecting Elijah,
and all my heirs. Revenge is a plot of my mind, not, of my heart. My God what have I done, she
whispered, and, although her plan had fallen in place and in her power, her will to take revenge and
kill them, vanished.
Stepping back, Julia pulled the revolver to her chest. Holding up her other hand, palm open,
“Halt, or I’ll shoot,” she warns,
“I’ve hated you because you killed what I love most. But, the intensity of my hatred blocked
all light from my heart. For fifteen years, I’ve known no peace living in ignorance, dancing with
shadows and plotting revenge.
Now, I’ve arrived where I began fifteen years ago and know it for the first time, and see no
wisdom, only more suffering in revenge. For it’s clear, I’ve given you power to imprison me in the
past that kept your evil deeds alive in my heart, all these years.
But, now, I’m finished. Finished with hate, finished with darkness, finished with revenge,
and finished with you for you’ve kept me anchored in ignorance. You’ll be punished for causing
Sophie’s death from the karma you’ll reap. Your daughter is the true justice for you’ll spend your
life trying to protect her from predators like you, and your friend, Jesse.”
“…You’re not going to kill us?” Shamanté cried confused.
“No, I’m not a murderer. You are. That’s your karma. And, although I can’t excuse or
understand the evil you and Jesse effected, I forgive the harm you’ve both caused me...” Julia
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opening the gun barrel shucked the remaining five brass bullets. They tumble through the air
pinging and echoing as they struck the asphalt rolling from sight.
“I’m sorry…” he cries shaking and falls to his knees as Jesse approaches. But, when the pair
blinks, Julia’s body blurs behind shimmering silvery rain.
Exiting the alley Julia plunges her head forward slinging it back and projecting long streams
of water. Emerging into a hazy hue of metallic light radiating from buildings towering above, she
limps to the street drain tossing the .45 into a gutter’s gurgling backwash.
Heading west, slivers of sunrays pierce the lead dome above as she hails a cab. Staring from
the cab’s back window and into the bluish gray distance, Julia watches the place on the sidewalk,
where moments before she staged revenge, met its vanishing point and fades like a dream.
The End.
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